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SUMMARY OF JUNE 30, 2009, AND JULY 1, 2009, CATEGORY 2
MEETING WITH THE NUCLEAR ENERGY INSTITUTE (NEI) TO
DISCUSS NEI 04-02, "GUIDANCE FOR IMPLEMENTING A
RISK-INFORMED, PERFORMANCE-BASED FIRE PROTECTION
PROGRAM UNDER 10 CFR 50.48(C)," REVISION 2.

SUBJECT:

On June 30, 2009, and July 1, 2009, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) held a public
meeting to discuss NEI 04-02, which provides guidance for licensees to transition to the
risk-informed, performance-based fire protection program contained in paragraph 50.48 (c) of
Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR), Part 50. Paragraph 50.48(c) of 10 CFR
Part 50 endorses, with exceptions, the National Fire Protection Association Standard 805
(NFPA 805), "Performance-Based Standard for Fire Protection for Light-Water Reactor Electric
Generating Plants," which allows the use of performance-based methods, such as fire modeling,
and risk-informed methods, such as fire probabilistic risk assessment, to demonstrate
compliance with the nuclear safety performance criteria.

The meeting was an opportunity for the NRC to share preliminary feedback on the second
revision to NEI 04-02. NEI 04-02 is endorsed, with exceptions, by NRC's Regulatory Guide
(RG) 1.205, "Risk-Informed, Performance-Based Fire Protection for Existing Light-Water
Nuclear Power Plants." The meeting served to open a dialogue regarding the relationship
betweeen the two guidance documents in order to provide improved guidance to licensees
transitioning to the NFPA 805 licensing basis.

During the meeting, the NRC staff and members of NEI discussed the preliminary comments on
NEI 04-02, Revision 2. The primary aim of the discussions was for the NRC staff to clarify the
comments provided to NEI, especially in regard to their alighnment with RG 1.205. The meeting
handout contains the NEI 04-02 comments and revisions as tracked changes, as well as the
intended disposition of the comment as discussed at the meeting.

The meeting was held at the NEI Offices in Washington, DC. There were no members of the
public in attendance and no public meeting feedback forms were recieved. The meeting
handout is attached as Enclosure 1. The meeting agenda can be found in the Agencywide
Documents Access and Management System under Accession No. ML091650002, and the list
of attendees is attached as Enclosure 2.
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REVISION RECORD

The following Frequently Asked Questions have been incorporated into this revision:

FAQI Rev Subject Closure
Memo

06-0002 1c NEI 04-02 Section 5.3.3 and App. I, Order of Questions for Change ML070030276

Analysis Screening

06-0003 lb Change Analysis Screening ML070030242

06-0006 2 High-low pressure interface definition and NEI 00-01/NFPA 805 ML070030117
discrepancies

06-0007 3 NFPA 805 Chapter 3 Requirements for Fire Brigades Z 3 _

06-0011 2 Clarify III.G.3 Compliance Transition ML080300121

06-0012 5 Clarify Manual Action Transition in Appendix B ML072340368

06-0016 1 Ignition Source counting guidance for Electrical Cabinets ML072700475

06-0017 2 Ignition Source counting guidance for High Energy Arcing Faults ML072500300
(HEAF)

06-0018 1 Ignition Source counting guidance for Main Control Board (MCB) ML072500273

06-0019 4 Define "power block" and "plant" ML080510224

06-0020 1 Definition of "applicable" ML072420286

06-0021 la Clarify that air drops are acceptable ML072420306

06-0024 1 Define what "adequate clearance" is ML072740225

06-0027 0 Clarify the "where provided" statement

06-0028 2 Clarify intent of "familiarization with plant fire prevention ML072740233
procedures, fire reporting, and plant emergency alarms" regarding
scope of or depth of the training

07-0031 0 Misc Binning Issues ML072840658

07-0033 1 Review of Existing Engineering Equivalency Evaluations

07-0036 1 Define Compliance Categories for Table B-i[-

---- Comment [AiFA]0: 00

(MI073380976) is now aval

WXyill inc•rNorate

om nt[,k2] WJhat abou 7-O0
(ML08 02)?) Has ii been,'

It is our intention to incorporateall loied
(with'closure memo) FAQs,, j!x>•

In addition typographical errors were corrected and information from Regulatory Guide 1.205
Revision 0 was incorporated.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

On July 16, 2004 the Nuclear Regulatory Commission amended 10 CFR Part 50.48 "Fire
Protection" to add a new subsection, 10 CFR 50.48(c), that established acceptable fire protection
requirements. The change to 10 CFR 50.48 endorses, with exceptions, the National Fire
Protection Association's 805, "Performance-Based Standard for Fire Protection for Light Water
Reactor Electric Generating Plants- 2001 Edition," as a voluntary alternative for demonstrating
compliance with 10 CFR 50.48 Section (b) and Section (f).

This document provides guidance for implementing the requirements of this rule change, and to
the degree endorsed by the NRC, represents methods acceptable to the NRC for implementingj__ --
risk-informed, performance-based fire protection program.

Coment [A3]: NFPA 805 chapter 2
ld~s otallow the process to be partiall
i temented see alao Statement of
considerations (SOC) (69 FR 33550
dated June 16, 2004) >*

RESPONSE: -Y

Will incorporate

Deleted: in whole or in part
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

On July 16, 2004 the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) amended 10 CFR Part 50.48 "Fire
protection" to add a new subsection, 10 CFR 50.48(c), that established fire protection
requirements (69 FR 33536). The change to 10 CFR 50.48 jnccrporates by reference with
exceptions the National Fire Protection Association's (NFPA) 805, "Performance-Based
Standard for Fire Protection for Light Water Reactor Electric Generating Plants - 2001 Edition,"
as a voluntary alternative for demonstrating compliance with 10 CFR 50.48 Section (b) and
Section (f 1.

Regulatory Guide 1.205, Risk Informed, Performance-Based Fire Protection for Existing Light
Water Nuclear Power Plants, dated May 2006, endorsed Revision 1 of this document with
clarifications and exceptions. Revision 2 of this document incorporates guidance from
Regulatory Guide 1.205 and approved Frequently Asked Questions (See Regulatory Issue
Summary 2007-19, Process for Communicating Clarifications of Staff Positions Provided in
Regulatory Guide 1.205 Concerning Issues Identified During the Pilot Application of National
Fire Protection Standard 805, for an explanation of the process.) Figure 1-1 depicts these
relationships.

--- Comment [A4]; Incorporates by

Deleted. endores
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Figure 1-1 - 10 CFR 50.48(c) i NFPA 805 Transition - Implementation Requirements / Guidance

Definitions used in this document are contained in Appendix A of this document.

I All references made to NFPA 805 are to the 2001 edition.
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1.1 Background

Fire protection requirements predating the July 16, 2004 Amendment to 10 CFR 50.48 are
prescriptive in nature and were established well before the emergence of risk-informed,
performance-based analytical techniques. Consequently, the prescriptive requirements do not
include the benefits of probabilistic risk assessments (PRAs) for fires, nor do they reflect insights
into fire risk evident from the significant body of operating experience developed through risk-
based assessments. As PRA technology developed and additional operating experience was
accumulated, the NRC, in SECY-93-143, "Report on the Re-assessment of the NRC Fire
Protection Program," determined that the situation had changed sufficiently to support a
recommendation for a revised 10 CFR 50.48 that would take risk concepts into account. In
addition, as discussed in SECY-96-134, "Options for Pursuing Regulatory Improvement in Fire
Protection Regulations of Nuclear Power Plants," dated June 21, 1996, a revised fire protection
rule that would allow flexibility and facilitate the use of alternate approaches to meet the fire
safety objectives may reduce the need for exemptions. The NRC in SECY-98-058,
"Development Of A Risk-Informed, Performance-Based Regulation for Fire Protection at
Nuclear Power Plants," assessed options for developing a new risk-informed, performance-based
fire protection regulation. In it, the NRC staff recommended that NRC be authorized to work
with NFPA on the development of a risk-informed, performance-based standard for nuclear plant
fire protection. They further recommend that rulemaking to adopt the standard and a regulatory
guide to interpret the standard is initiated following issuance of the standard.

As discussed in SECY-98-058, the NRC's adoption of NFPA 805 was considered consistent with
the Commission's policy specified in Direction Setting Issue (DSI) 13, "The Role of Industry";
Office of Management and Budget Circular A-i 19, "Federal Participation in the Development
and Use of Voluntary Consensus Standards and in Conformity Assessment Activities"; and
Public Law 104-113, "National Technology Transfer Act of 1995." These guidance documents
encourage the U.S. Government's adoption of national consensus standards to carry out its
policy objectives and activities.

NEI, representing the nuclear industry, is a proponent of the use of risk-informed, performance-
based processes. NEI has worked to ensure that the adoption of a new fire protection licensing
basis is optional, and not a requirement. NEI has also worked to ensure that the process of
adoption of a new fire protection licensing basis is effective and comprehensive, without placing
an unnecessary burden on licensees pursuing risk-informed, performance-based initiatives.

Subsequently, NFPA 805 was developed to provide a comprehensive risk-informed,
performance-based standard for fire protection. The NFPA 805 Technical Committee on
Nuclear Facilities is comprised of nuclear plant licensees, the NRC, insurers, equipment
manufacturers, and subject matter experts. The standard was developed in accordance with
NFPA processes, and consisted of a number of technical meetings and reviews of draft
documents by committee and industry representatives. The scope of NFPA 805 includes goals
related to nuclear safety, radioactive release, life safety, and plant damage/business interruption.
The standard addresses fire protection requirements for nuclear plants during all plant operating
modes and conditions, including shutdown and decommissioning, which had not been explicitly
addressed by previous requirements and guidelines. NFPA 805 became effective on February 9,
2001. Although NFPA 805 provides many of the tools and processes necessary for risk-
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informed, performance-based fire protection, additional guidance and clarification is warranted.
This implementing guidance is intended to provide that additional guidance and clarification.

1.2 Purpose and Scope
This implementing guidance for NFPA 805 has two primary purposes:
" Provide direction and clarification for adopting NFPA 805 as an acceptable approach to fire

protection, consistent with 10 CFR 50.48 (c), and
" Provide additional supplemental technical guidance and methods for using NFPA 805 and its

, -ejKdie• to demonstrate compliance with fire protection requirements...

NFPA 805 establishes a comprehensive set of requirements for fire protection programs at
nuclear power plants. It incorporates both deterministic and risk-informed, performance-based
concepts. The deterministic aspects of NFPA 805 are comparable to traditional requirements,
and thus need little additional guidance. Although there is a significant amount of detail in
NFPA 805 and its appendices, clarification and additional guidance for select issues will help
ensure consistency and effective utilization of the standard. Accordingly, this implementing
guidance focuses attention on the risk-informed, performance-based fire protection goals,
objectives, and performance criteria contained in NFPA 805 and the risk-informed, performance-
based tools considered acceptable for demonstrating compliance.

NFPA 805 addresses primarily technical issues and does not provide a framework or guidance
pertaining to the regulatory processes for adopting NFPA 805 as a new licensing basis. This
document provides that framework and detailed guidance for transitioning to a risk-informed,
performance-based licensing basis.

ýFPý 805 •also6 a snot 'ess use of the analtical toolsan proýesses within an existing
icc&nsing basis. The rule does not approve the use of NFPA 805 methods and analytical

approaches for purposes other than demonstrating compliance with NFPA 805. Any..other.use of
those methods and analytical approaches for demonstrating compliance with NRC requirements
requires the necessary NRC approvals under 10 CFR 50.90, 10 CFR 50.12, or other applicable
regulations. This implementing guidance addresses these regulatory process matters in 0

The scope of the implementing guidance includes:
" Chapter 2 - Discussion of the regulatory framework for adopting NFPA 805 as the basis for

compliance to fire protection regulations;
" Chapter 3 - Overview of the risk-informed, performance-based fire protection program

process and available options;

SCommAent '[AS]: i..e footnote"
:rfr iiceun~lear:.'§huid NFPA 05~

Sectiion(c)(4)) be arrcfrence tol0 CFR:
50.48(c)(4) alternative methods?

RESPONSE

Comment [A6] f The soc states
"..licensees not Mdoptig NFPA 805 in o
accornce wvith the final rule are not
covered by the provisions

rrnsrtioning to NFPA 805. Such,
licensees who wish to use the isk tool
NFPA 805 will need to separately
determine if their existing licensing hasi

would Permit the use of such tools and
take appropniate action as necessary to
change their licensing basis The curren
options are 50.48(b)or 50.48(c), and th
forme~r is NOT risk-informed.~
~Furthermore, this guidance is for
transitioning plants. Guidlance for plants
that choose not to transition belongs ina
different guidance document.

RESPONSE:

~Will incorp~orate, Paragraph deleted.

SDeleted: any

IComment [A7]: This cross-refer-nv
[i•s mcorct. Shtould be chapter 4?

Paarahdeeed.

" Chapter 4 - Implementing guidance for transitioning from a pre-transition fire protection RESPONSE:

licensing basis (Appendix R / NUREG-0800) to a new NFPA 805 fire protection licensing Will incorporate Paragraph deleted

b asis; D o
" Chapter 5 - Guidance for program maintenance and configuration control processes; and (Deleted: consider for the purposes1

of NFPA 805 Section (c)(4),

Appendices B, C, and D are not part of the requirements but the methodologies in them may be acceptable o9the Deleted has determined them
extent the NRC__ndorsed them...............---- ........................................... " acceptable methods
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* lJhapter b - uidlance for 05aayi olvti uri iesn- ai
(CLB).:

This implementing guidance addresses only those elements of NFPA 805 that are within the
scope of the NRC's jurisdiction under 10 CFR 50.48. The goals of Life Safety and Plant
Damage/Business Interruption within NFPA 805 Lr, outs of 10 CFR 50.48 and___
thus are not addressed in this guidance.

1.3 Relationship with Other Rules, Regulatory Guidance, Standards,
and Programs

This section includes a discussion of other Rules, Regulatory Guidance, Standards, and Programs
and their relationship to NFPA 805.

* 10 CFR 50.48 and 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix R - refer to Section 2.0 of this document.

* NEI 00-01 Revision 1 - NEI 00-01, as endorsed by the NRC, containslone acceptable
methods of demonstrating compliance with certain aspects of NFPA 805.

* Regulatory Guide 1.189, NUREG 0800 Standard Review Plan Section 9.5.1 with Branch
Technical Position CMEB 9.5-1, Branch Technical Position (BTP) APCSB 9.5-1, and
Appendix A to APCSB 9.5-1 - These documents contain acceptable methods of
demonstrating compliance with NRC Fire Protection Regulations. Licensees should refer to
their plant-specific licensing bases to determine the applicability of specific guidance to a
specific plant. Licensee's commitments to these documents will be used as input into the
transition process. See Section 4.3.1 of this document.

10 CFR 50.59 and NEI 96-07 Revision 1 - 10_CFR 50.59 establishes the conditions under
which licensees may make changes to the facility or procedures and conduct tests or
experiments without prior NRC approval. NEI 96-07 provides guidance for developing an
effective and consistent 10 CFR 50.59 implementation processes. If a licensee adopts the
NFPA 805 licensing basis, the NFPA 805 change process is an acceptable method of
evaluating fire protection program changes. E0 [-"Guidance for Performing af6

Regulatory Review of Proposed Changes to the Approved F-ire Protection Program," -

provides a framework for making such changes to the fire protection program. See Section
5.3 of this document.

0 10 CFR 50.69 "Risk-informed categorization and treatment of structures, systems and
components for nuclear power reactors" - Allows certain SSCs to be treated in a risk
informed manner. 10 CFR 50.69 is not applicable to 10 CFR 50.48 "Fire protection" since
50.48 is not included in Section (b) of 50.69. 10 CFR 50.48(c) allows the voluntary
application of a performance-based fire protection rule. The treatment of SSCs under 10
CFR 50.48(c) shall be in accordance with the rule, thetP shdtarl and the applicable
licensee's licensing basis.

0 10 CFR 50.72 and 10 CFR 50.73 - The process to implement these regulations remain
unchanged as a result of adopting 10 CFR 50.48(c).

0 Reactor Oversight Process/Significance Determination process - Although this process
would not change if a plant chooses to adopt the NFPA 805 regulation, the conditions for
entry into the process would change because the types of non-compliances would be
different, as illustrated by the modifications to terminology (safe shutdown versus nuclear
safety, etc.) that may be required.
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0 10 CFR 50.65 and NUMARC 93-01 - Maintenance Rule -the technique(s) used in the
maintenance rule program may be used in the "monitoring" program described in NFPA 805.
See Section 5.2 of this document.

E Corrective Action Program - This process would not change if a plant chooses to adopt [iI
•7i•k •~Q.8(4 _However, priorities for takingcorrective actions might change consistent with

the modifications to terminology (safe shutdown versus nuclear safety, etc.).
0 NUMARC 91-06 (Shutdown) and NUREG-1449 - These documents provide input to the

evaluation of non-power modes of operation. See Appendix F.
0 NEI Document NUMARC 93-01, Industry Guideline for Monitoring the Effectiveness of

Maintenance at Nuclear Power Plants - This document provides an acceptable approach to
meet the Maintenance Rule. See Section 5.2 of this document.

0 Generic Letter 91-18, Rev. 1 - This document discusses guidance for compensatory actions
during temporary non-compliances. This process would not change if a plant chooses to
adopt the 10 CFR 50.48(c). However, its use during the transition period (See Section 4.0)
may be modified. In addition, modifications to terminology (safe shutdown versus nuclear
safety, etc.) may be required.
RIS 2000-17,endorsing .NEI.9904 - This document dis cusses how licensees can modify

regulatory commitments. This process would not change if a plant chooses to adopt 10 CFR
50.48(c); however, the change process (See Section 5.3 of this document) provides more
specific detail of when a plant change process would change for the fire protection program.

0 Regulatory Guide 1.174 - This document contains guidance on the acceptance criteria for
changes in risk that may result from a plant change. The guidance..ensures that only small
increases in risk are allowed and encourages plant changes that result in either no change in
risk or a reduction in risk.

1.4 Responsibilities and Qualifications

1.4.1 Responsibilities

Licensees adopting 10 CFR 50.48 (c) should use this guidance to assist in developing and
maintaining plant-specific risk-informed, performance-based programs. Reqsponsibilities- .
associated with establishing and maintaining a fire protection plan are delineated in Section 3.2
of NFPA 805.

1.4.2 Qualifications

Qualifications for individuals responsible for administration of a fire protection program are
discussed in Section 3.2 and Appendix A of NFPA 805. This includes recommendations that
individuals responsible for day-to-day administration of the fire protection programs be
experienced in nuclear power plant fire protection, preferably with qualifications consistent with
member grade status in the Society of Fire Protection Engineers.

Due to the technical nature of risk-informed, performance-based fire protection analyses,
tioulam i mumnquahlsta r e _rcommended for individuals practicing fire modeling and

quantitative fire protection risk assessments.

-Conm~ient [A13]: Use nonl iini
sp~ace as necessary.

Deleted: adopting

lComment [A14]: NRC does not
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1.4.2.1 Fire Modeling

The qualifications necessary for personnel involved in the fire modeling projects depends to a
great extent on their role, and the nature of the analysis. NFPA 805 section 2.7.3.4 provides
general requirements of competence and experience in fire modeling for personnel involved in
this 4N_ In general, the individual responsible for conducting guantitative engineeringanalysis_ -
related to fire hazard quantification should be an experienced engineer with formal training in
fire dynamics and use of the methods or models being used. The user should also have
knowledge of available data sources and validation studies for the method being used. In
addition to modeling and analysis expertise, the successful application of modeling will involve
an individual or team with experience in NPP systems and plant operations, all relevant
regulations, plant configurations and QA/QC programs. V6risimple 1ciuat ion~swherew'ell
defined and isoted fuel arrayA are being evaluated and less expertise is required, an engineer

with training in the calculation methods being used is adequate.

1.4.2.2 Fire Risk Assessment

The qualifications necessary of personnel involved in quantitative fire risk assessment (i.e., Fire
PRA) should be consistent with that pia t.individ, studie. In,

general, the individual responsible for PRA should be an experienced engineer with formal
training in PRA and fire PRA. As such, the licensee should apply the same training and/or
qualification standard to individuals conducting fire risk assessments. Individuals should also
have experience in fire risk assessments, such as involvement in an Individual Plant Examination
for External Events (IPEEE) effort.

1.5 Applicability
As stated in 10 CFR 50.48 (c)(3)(i), any licensee's adoption of a risk-informed, performance-
based program that complies with the rule is voluntary. Compliance with this rule may be
adopted as an acceptable alternative method for complying with either 10 CFR 50.48 (b), for
plant licensed to operate before January 1, 1979, or the fire protection license conditions for
plants licensed to operate after January 1, 1979, or 10 CFR 50.48 (f), plants shutdown in
accordance with 10 CFR 50.82(a)(1). Accordingly, the use of this guidance is also •o•hntar .

For the purpose of this document the terms turreit4cLensin BaBsis (CB' or "_re-transitional
fire protection licensing basis' will be used and will apply equally to plants licensed to- I I
10 CFR 50.48, Appendix R or NUREG-0800. The term "NFPA 805 licensing basis" will be ,
used to describe plant licensing bases that use NFPA 805 and the new risk-informed,
performance-based program.

2.0 REGULATORY FRAMEWORK

2.1 Introduction

The NRC has adopted NFPA 805, with a few specific exceptions, as an alternative, risk-
informed, performance-based regulation for fire protection at nuclear power plants. Licensees
may continue to comply with the current fire protection requirements or voluntarily transition to
the new requirements ("NFPA 805 licensing basis"). This Section describes the regulatory
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actions that a licensee should take to transition its fire protection licensing basis to compliance
with 10 CFR 50.48 (c), NFPA 805.4

2.2 Overview of the Rule Deleted: endorsed

NFPA 805 has been incorporated by reference into 10 CFR 50.48(c)l by the NRC as a reguation ~ Cmet[2]Teeae7i hs

except as noted in 10 CFR 50.48(c)(2), "Exception, modifications and supplementation of NFPA fl--L in alteratieiand appe
, different paragraph ofthe rae (c)(4),

805." fheseecepttons,n difmihiCatsoni, and supplementations are summarized below:
0 Life Safety and Plant Damage/Business Interruption Goals, § 50.48(c)(2)(i) and (ii) - The

Life Safety and Plant Damage/Business Interruption goals, objectives, and criteria in t•c)( ) d
Sections 1.3, 1.4, and 1.5 of NFPA 805 are not endorsed in this rule.

* Feed and Bleed, § 50.48(c)(2)(iii) - The NRC does not accept the use of a high-pressure ,Co nt[A221; The phrase
charging/injection pump coupled with the pressurizer power operated relief valves (PORVs) i c %te;"m iinicta
as the sole fire protected shutdown path for maintaining reactor coolant inventory, pressure iappropriate beaus tis is
control, and decay heat removal capability (i.e., feed-and-bleed) for pressurized water contre, tis not stated by RC

reacors(PWs).and it is unnecessary i~n thisreactors (PWRs).

* Uncertainty Analysis, § 50.48(c)(2)(iv) - The uncertainty analysis required by Section RESPONSE to (A22 2s)
2.7.3.5 of the standard is not required for the deterministic approach__ ,___________________

" Existing Cables, § 50.48(c)(2)(v) - Section 3.3.5.3 of the standard provides that electric of consideration: We willensure that thel
cable construction shall comply with a flame propagation test acceptable to the AHJ. , atchthestatements Th• e retainin,

----h ~cominet will be deleted
stated inlO CFR 50.48(c)(2)(v)NRC permits the use of flame-retardant coatings on electric ,
cables or an automatic fixed fire suppression system in lieu "ofinstalling cables meeting an Deleted: because conservatism is
acceptable flame propagation test. The italicized exception to Section 3.3.5.3 is not included in the deterministic criteria

knos Deleted:
" Water Supply and Distribution, § 50.48(c)(2)(vi) - The italicized exception to Section 3.6.4 Comment [A23]r

of te sandrd s nt edoredeems very confusing. 51) 4(c)(2)(lv)of the standard is not endorsed. ... ... ...................................................... . gives the licensee other options in

* Performance-Based Methods, § 50.48(c)(2)(vii) - The prohibition in Section 3.1 of NFPA addition to flamepropagationtests andit
Sounded like this was being overruled by

805 that does not permit the use of performance-based methods for the Chapter 3 5048,j
fundamental fire protection program elements and minimum design criteria is not endorsed. Deleted For this rulemaking, the NRC
The NRC takes this exception in order to provide licensees greater flexibility in meeting the requiring compliance with

fire protection program elements and minimum design requirements of Chapter 3 by the use Deleted: , which provides for

of performance-based methods (including the use of risk-informed methods) described in the Com, ent [A24]: Add this for
NFPA 805 standard. Licensees who wish to deviate from Chapter 3 requirements must consisten cy with other sections

submit a license amendment request for NRC approval. Comment [A25] Thefull citeria for
the exception are not noted. Either

" Alternatives to Compliance with NFPA 805, § 50.48(c)(4) - The final rule provides t1hissction should fully quote the
licensees the flexibility of requesting, via a license amendment, to use risk-informed or eception including the fact that this

-exception is only for "existing plants
performance-based alternatives that deviate from compliance with NFPA 805. " bthat are notcapable of meeting this

[requirerent or do not refer to the
"detlls of .the exception at all. The,

NFPA 805, Chapter 1 establishes performance criteria, performance objectives, and goals for latter iSWrecommended since theNRC
nuclear safety and radioactive release. NFPA 805, Chapter 3 establishes the fundamental t, 9or.ing the exception.

elements of a fire protection program and the minimum design requirements for the fire Deleted: The exception would allow a
protection systems and features. Chapters 2 and 4 of NFPA 805 establish the general approach licensee to have a "provisional" manual

fire-fighting standpipe/hose station
system in place of seismically qualified
standpipes and hose stations even though

4 Section 6 of this implementing guidance describes the use of the methods, analytical approaches and other tools in it was not approved in the licensing basis
NFPA 805 for changes to a licensee's current fire protection licensing basis. Deleted:.
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for instituting fire protection requirements at a nuclear power plant and the methodology to
determine the fire protection systems and features required to achieve the performance criteria
set forth in Section 1.5 of NFPA 805. The methodology is permitted to be either deterministic or

performance-based.
-Deleted: outlined

2.2.1 Incorporation by Reference
To avoid the need to reprint NFPA 805 in the CFR, the NRC obtained permission from the
Federal Register to incorporate NFPA 805 by reference. This means that NFPA 805 is to be
treated as if it had been included in its entirety in the CFR. The NRC has incorporated other
industry standards byreference, most notably, the Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code promulgated
by the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) and adopted in 10 CFR 50.55a,
"Codes and Standards." Thus, the NRC has developed a precedent for dealing with standards
that have been incorporated by reference and that precedent will apply to NFPA 805.

Because the NRC has adopted this particular version of NFPA 805 (2001 Edition) by reference,
any subsequent changes to NFPA 805 that may be made by the National Fire Protection
Association (NFPA) do not change the rule. Therefore, if the NFPA were to revise NFPA 805,
NRC licensees cannot apply those changes unless the NRC adopts the revised version through
the rulemaking process. (10 CFR 50.48(c)(1)). For the ASME Code, the NRC conducts
rulemakings periodically to adopt new versions of the Code.

Similarly, licensees may not rely on interpretations of NFPA 805 by the NFPA unless the NRC "
has accepted those interpretations. I If a licensee relies on an NFPA interpretation before the

NRC has accepted it, that licensee runs the risk of being in noncompliance if the NRC does not
accept that interpretation.5

2.2.2-> Relationship to Other Fire Protection Requirements

NFPA 805 is codified as 10 CFR 50.48(c). The new rule was placed deliberately in this location
to show how it relates to existing fire protection requirements. The new rule establishes
alternative requirements that a licensee may voluntarily adopt instead of continuing to comply
with its current fire protection licensing basis. A fire protection program that complies with
10 CFR 50.48 (c), NFPA 805, as adopted by the NRC, is an acceptable alternative to compliance
with either 10 CFR 50.48(b) (for plants licensed to operate before January 1, 1979 "Appendix R
Plants"), or existing plant fire protection license conditions lfr plants licensed to operate after
January 1, 1979ostl979Etensee For plants that have shut down and submitted the ,•
certifications required by 10 CFR 50.82(a)(1), compliance with NFPA 805 may be adopted as an
acceptable method for complying with 10 CFR 50.48(f).

Comment,[A26]: OGrdoes'nioit
provtide "informal d eo i c nfrrmal
interpretations,"
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2.2.3 Alternative Requirements in the New Rule

The new rule provides actions that may be taken to establish compliance with 10 CFR 50.48(a),
which requires each operating nuclear power plant to have a fire protection program plan that
satisfies General Design Criterion 3 (GDC 3), as well as specific requirements in that section.

5 Note that 10 CFR 50.3 states "Except as specifically authorized by the Commission in writing, no interpretation of
the meaning of the regulations in this part by any officer or employee of the Commission other than a written
interpretation by the General Counsel will be recognized to be binding upon the Commission."

, i
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The transition process described in 10 CFR 50.48(c)(3)(ii) provides, in pertinent parts, that a
licensee intending to adopt the new rule must, among other things, "modify the fire protection
plan required by paragraph (a) ofihis section to reflect the licensee's decision to comply with
NFPA 805, before changing its fire protection program or nuclear power plant as permitted by
NFPA 805." Therefore, to the extent that the contents of the existing fire protectionplan
required by 10 CFR 50.48(a) are inconsistent with NFPA 805, the fire protectioniplaiiimustbe
modified to achieve compliance with the requirements in NFPA 805.

A comparison of the current requirements in Appendix R with the comparable requirements in
Section 3 of NFPA 805 shows that the two sets of requirements are consistent in many respects.
However, there are differences. Among them are the elimination of specific requirements for:
(1) emergency lighting; (2) an alternative shutdown capability; and (3) cold shutdown. These
topics are addressed in the transition of the nuclear safety performance criteria (Appendix B-2).

2.3 Demonstration of Compliance with the New Requirements

Compliance with the performance criteria of Chapter 1 of NFPA 805 may be demonstrated by
using either the deterministic or performance-based approaches in the standard (Chapter 4 of
NFPA 805). Risk-informed or performance-based-alternatives to compliance with NFPA 805
may be used only if accepted by the NRC in a license amendment in accordance with 10 CFR
50.48(c)(4). In deciding whether to grant such a license amendment, the Director of the Office
of Nuclear Reactor Regulation will determine whether the alternative method and analytical
approach: (1) satisfies the performance criteria, performance objectives, and goals for nuclear
safety and radiological release; (2) maintains safety margins; and (3) maintains~defense-in-depth
(fire prevention, fire detection, fire suppression, mitigation and post-fire safe shutdown

b )_ ............ ...............-- --...-...........................
Compliance with Chapter 3 of NFPA 805 may be demonstrated by showing that the specific
-requirements are met either directly or by the use of alternative methodi _Alternative methods
must be accepted by the NRC in a license amendment per 10 CFR 50.48(c)(4). Contrary to
Section 3.1 of NFPA 805, performance-based methods piay bge used._(ee 10 CFR --------
50.48(c)(2)(vii)). Note that licensees contemplating applying for permission to use an alternative
method could -pursue_ a generic approval process-with other utilities and/or NEI.- See Section_2.4
of this document.

Compliance with Chapter 3 may also be demonstrated by showing that the NRC has previously
approved an alternative to a fundamental program attribute. A claim of prior NRC approval
must be based on plant specific docketed correspondence from the NRC. Note that the plant
configuration(s) addressed in this docketed correspondence/approval may have been modified
subsequently during the course of plant operation. If those modifications were made in
accordance with an approved process (10 CFR 50.59, Fire Protection Program Regulatory
Review Processes (NEI 96-07)) they are part of the plant's approved Fire Protection Program,
but they are not considered previously approved by the NRC for the purposes of Chapter 3 of
NFPA 805 unless they have been exnlicitlv reviewed and annroved bv the NRC.
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2.3.1 Previous Approval Determination

To implement the transition to an NFPA 805 licensing basis, a licensee must accurately
determine its plant's pre-transitional fire protection licensing basis and the extent to which the
NRC has approved the fundamental program elements in the CLB and the Appendix R /
NUREG-0800 compliance. Determination of the extent of previous NRC approval requires a
detailed review and assessment of the plant's docket. Chapter 4 of this document provides the
details of the documentation of the transition process.

N that the prior approval dete.rmination is not limited to _the_"classical" fire protection_ n . ..
program attributes in Chapter 3 of NFPA 805. The prior approval determination is also made for
the licensee's compliance with 10 CFR 50, Appendix R, Section III.G and III.L or applicable
sections of NUREG-0800, either as a requirement or as a licensing commitment, in order to
transition to the new NFPA 805 fire protection licensing basis. This is consistent with the
methodology depicted in P.igre 2.2. ofNFPA 8051. _NRC-approved exemptions/deviations from-
the original licensing basis are part of a licensee's CLB and must be reviewed for applicability
going forward to a new NFPA 805 licensing basis.

Previous NRC acceptance or approval is found by comparing licensee submittals with NRC
responses (Safety Evaluation Reports, Exemptions Request approvals, deviation request
approvals). For each instance for which a licensee wants to demonstrate prior NRC approval of
a particular fire protection program attribute, the following strategy should be used:
" Review correspondence from the NRC (Safety Evaluation Reports, Exemptions Request

approvals, deviation request approvals) to determine whether the NRC has explicitly
accepted or approved the program attribute. If so, retain supporting documentation as
evidence of prior NRC approval. No additional steps need to be taken.

" [if final corresponncc such iý an SER fsomtltitcninen oets f
acceptance ort pproalJit isecessar to find the relatfpportmg correspondence
between t ah NRC a •dens•Lnd ottier•related documentaton h a NRNGmcet:lng
minute s to determinewhat inf6rmation the NRC requcsted from the licensec ýaid what
inf a eon the 15icenito ue inLqu Examples of the types

of correspondence that may provide support are: letters, requests for additional information,
licensee responses to Notices of Violation (NOVs) and NRC acknowledgements of the
corresponding corrective actions, licensee responses to Unresolved Issues (URIs) and NRC
acknowledgement of resolution of its concerns, licensees' responses to requests for additional
information and NRC closeouts of them, and licensee presentations at NRC management
meetings followed by NRC acknowledgement of them. Where the available documentation
indicates that the NRC has been aware of and accepted a specific attribute of the fire
protection program, but does not include an explicit NRC approval to that effect (e.g., Safety
Evaluation Reports, Exemptions Request approvals, deviation request approvals), the
licensee should document its basis for that conclusion in the Transition documentation (See
Section 4.6.1 of this document) for explicit approval in the new licensing basis

If during a review to determine previously approved documents by the NRC, the licensee finds
that a fundamental design requirement or a program element does not meet Chapter 3 and there
is not "prior approval", a licensee shall 1) conform to specific requirements of Chapter 3, or 2)
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obtain a license amendment.6 Hfa fire area Appendi•x•R /NUREG 0800:comphance sti'ateg.
doesn't meejth t~i ncersftcrtrahelese almeet the deterministic requirements of
Section 4.2.3 of NFPA 805, or use the performance-based approach of Section 4.2.4 of NFPA
805 to demonstrate that the nuclear safety performance criteria are satisfied, and perform a
change analysis to ensure that the change is acceptable (See Section 4.4 of this implementing
guidance).

2.3.2 Improper Determination of Previous NRC Approval

Where a licensee chooses to rely on an aspect of the pre-transitional fire protection licensing
basis as previously approved by the NRC, those elements relied upon remain subject to NRC
inspection Lforcomphiance with the regu ee apphcableat thYtite o ek s

a pitval.t Such reliance will be documented as part of the transition process (See Section 4). If
an inspection shows that the licensee's reliance on previous NIRC- approval was-erroneous, either
because such approval had not been granted, the requirement was not met, or the plant conditions
changed, the licensee has the option of either coming into compliance with the original
requirement or demonstrating compliance with the new, alternative requirement in NFPA 805.

2.3.3 'Non-complia nce Iwith the Cu Irre -nt IFire .ProtecItiiocrn L cens a sg i
The Commission approved and published its interim enforcement discretion policy pertaining to
discretion for licensees transitioning to NFPA 805 in the Federal Register on June 16, 2004 (see
69 FR 33684). In January 2005, the Commission revised that policy to extend the due date for a
licensee to submit a letter stating its intent to adopt NFPA 805 until December 31, 2005 (see 70
FR 2662). In March 2006, the Commission revised the policy again to extend the available
enforcement discretion from 2 to 3 years. This revision became effective upon publication in the
Federal Register on April 18, 2006 (see 71 FR 19905). Additional information on the NRC
enforcement policies can be found at http://www.nrc.gov/ what-we-
do/regulatory/enforcement/enforce-po •, •. -------------------------------

For violations discovered during the transition process, the NRC has stated that enforcement
action will not normally be taken for a violation of 10 CFR 50.48(b) or the requirements in a fire
protection license condition if the violation involves a problem such as in engineering design,
procedure implementation, or installation, if the violation is documented in an inspection report,
and all four of the following conditions are met:

I. The violation was identified either by the licensee, as the result of a voluntary initiative to
adopt the new licensing basis under 10 CFR 50.48(c), or. ifthe NRCidentifies the violation.
it was likely in the NRC staff's view that the licensee would have identified the violation in
light of the defined scope, thoroughness, and schedule for the transition to 10 CFR 50.48(c),
provided that the licensee's schedule reasonably provides for completion of the transition
within three years of the datespecified by the licensee in its letter of intent to implement 10
CFR 50.48(c), or other period granted by NRC.

2. The violation was corrected or wilbe corrected as a result of completing the transition to 10
CFR 50.48(c). Also, following identification of the violation, ,imediate corrective action

6 Note: In accordance with 10 CFR 50.48(c)(2)(vii) the fire protection program elements and minimum design
requirements of Chapter 3 may be subject to the performance-based methods permitted elsewhere in the standard.
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and, compensatory measures are taken within a reasonable time commensurate with the risk
significance of the issue. (This action must alsopexpand the initiative, as necessary, to
address other issues caused by similar root causes).

3. The violation was not likely to have been identified previously by either routine licensee
efforts such as normal surveillances or quality assurance activities.

4. The violation was not willful.

This discretion can be exercised under the letter of intent for up to three years-from the date of
that letter and can continue until the NRC approves a license amendment in response to the
licensee's request for an amendment to transition to the new fire protection licensing basis. The
NRC may extend the period of its exercise of discretion upon a request from a licensee with
adequate justification.

The NRC may take enforcement action if these criteria are not met or if a violation is associated
with a finding of high safety significance is identified. Even if the NRC does not take
enforcement action for the violation5,the NRC will normally issue a separate enforcement action
if the licensee fails to make a required report regarding the violation.

If a licensee reverses its decision to transition to 10 CFR 50.48(9), enforcement discretion will..
still apply under the following circumstances.

1. The licensee has submitted a letter of intent to transition to 10 CFR 50.48(c), but has not yet
submitted a license amendment request.

2. The licensee sends a letter to the NRC, stating its intent to retain its existing fire protection
licensing basis and withdrawing its letter of intent to transition to 10 CFR 50.48(c).

3. _The violation was identified before the date of the withdrawal letter, the violation either was
corrected during the transition process or reasonable or timely corrective actions are in
progress (e.g., an exemption has been submitted for NRC review), and the violation meets
the four criteria for the exercise of enforcement discretion applicable to violations discovered
during the transition process.

Violations discovered after the date of the withdrawal letter will be subject to the normal
enforcement process.

For existing violations, the NRC can exercise enforcement discretion to permit the licensee to
implement corrective actions until the transition to 10 CFR 50.48(c) is complete, provided that
all four of the following criteria arem ......... ...met:

1. The licensee has entered the noncompliance into its corrective action program and has
implemented appropriate compensatory measures.

Deleted: it may separately take

- Deleted: the new fire protection
Slicensing basis

Deleted: /or

Deleted: be expanded

- Deleted: The violation discovered
before the withdrawal letter is sent, is
resolved under the existing licensing
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violations to be eligible for the exercise
of enforcement discretion

Deleted: defer the implementation of
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2. The non-compliance is not associated with a finding that would be evaluated as Red under
the Reactor Oversight Process Significance Determination Process, or would not be
categorized at Severity Level I under the NRC's Enforcement Policy.

3. The noncompliance was not willful.

4. The licensee submitted a letter of intent to transition to,10 CFR 50.48(€) by !)ecembrer 31,
2005.
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2.4 Alternate Methods and Approaches

10 CFR 50.48(c)(4) authorizes licensees to submit license amendment requests to use alternative
methods and io d NFPA 805n, icluding fundamental fire protect'on
program and minimum design requirements identified in Chapter 3 of NFPA 805, in lieu of the
methods and approaches specified in NFPA 805. NRC approval of these license amendment

I

/,
///

requests to use alternatives is requirecid Twolicense amendment paths are available tor obtaining
NRC approval of an alternative method.; (1) a plant specific license amendment request; or (2) a D d'-.

Topical Report (TR) which has been accepted by the NRC and • hlich the Comment [A45]: Qriginal wordlngeic

stei~s applicable to the ~pjant's ji~prop(sa for an alt-----iY4-------------------------Wl _E

2.4.1 Plant Specific License Amendment Deleted: prior to implementing an
_. •'o•,• [NFPA 805 fire protection program

A License Amendment Request (LAR) is required for any licensee proposal to use alternative f Deleted: Prior NRC approval of these

methods tocompliance with NFPA 805 (10 CFR 50.48(c)(4)). Where a licensee proposes to use license amendment requests to use
sup e.. . . I _ . . . .. -_ . ' alternatives will be necessary

an alternative methodo support the transition to compHance with-10 CFR 50.48(c), that LAR
may be incorporated in the LAR required under 10 CFR50-.48(c)(3)(i). Each request will need Deleted:.

to be supported with the type of technical analysis that the station's procedures require to be Deleted: alternative

provided for any substantive LAR. In addition e LAR must show that the alternative method Deleted: or analytical approach
,meets the following requirements in 10 CFR 50.48(q•(4)_. Comment [A46]: This is not alegaily.

prcriteriaainsSectione1.5 ofaNFPAo,.description of the process. S.e,
" Satisfies the goals, performance objectives, and performance criteria in Section 1.5 of NFPA comment o. Seci" .4. below'

RESPONSE: ~805 for nuclear safety and radiological release
" Maintains safety margins ,,* Mintinssafty argnsDeleted: and analytical approaches

" Maintains fire protection defense-in-depth by demonstrating an acceptable balance among Deleted: demonstrate

fire prevention, fire detection, fire suppression, mitigation, and post-fire safe-shutdown Deleted: and analytical approach

capability. Deleted: NFPA 805

In addition the license amendment request should include, as a minimum, the following: I Deleted: to demonstrate compliance
with 10 CFR 50.48(c)(3)(i),

1 Detailed description Of the alternative risk-informed, performance-based method (Deleted: and analytical approach

" Description of how the method will be applied, the aspects of the Fire Protection Program .Comment[A47]:NRC preifers use of

(FPP) to which it will applied, and the circumstances under which it will be applied "the termnl"RA" rather than" "PSA".aid 'is'
t iso ,reflected in the updated RG L.205.•:," Acceptance criteria, including risk increase acceptance criteria, that the licensee will apply s PRAeshouldbe usedthrough ths1.2

when determining whether the results of an evaluation that uses this methodology meet the dm a.

required NFPA 805 performance goals, performance objectives, and performance criteria .' Wilbiic'pite, =
" For risk assessments using Amethodologies, an explanation ofh ow the PRA is of-------. .. Deleted: S

sufficient technical adequacy for evaluation of the changes to which it will be applied . Deleted: -based

" For. risk assessments using PMA, methodologies, a description of the peer review and how the "Deleted: S

review findings have been addressed Deleted: S

Deleted: -based

The license amendment request should include complete and concise details of the proposed ,Cmment [A48): This is mixig.
methodology to minimize the potential for misinterpretations. Where the alternative methods ; sapproval of alternativcs withlicensee j',:

self-appro'al Self appr.oval nmay be
have been adequately described in the license amendment request and have been accepted by the gratnd! for sme- subset 'of changes based'

NRC in an SER, these methods may be applied to the licensee's FPP. A licensee may apply. on, nli,'i da,•sis is' not a

these approved methods within the limits specifically described in the licensing basis to " RESPONS"

implement plant changes that affect the FPP, Subsequent changes to the approved alternative Will hc11oxie.
Delet......... e ed: without prior NRC review
and approval
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methodology must be submitted for NRC review and approval (via a license amendment request)
prior to being applied to the licensee's FPP.

A sample LAR is included in Appendix H.

A Safety Evaluation Report on a license amendment request is the vehicle that the NRC uses to
document that the licensee has satisfied the submission requirements-of the NFPA 805 fire
protection rule.

2.4.2 ILkceneAmnendmentSi6 q"pre yTpcl eiik----- ---
Ti minimize licensee resources needed to obtain NRC approval of an alternative method or

analytical approach, a licensee contemplating applying for permission to use an alternative could
first determine whether other licensees are interested in that alternative. If a sufficient number of
licensees indicate interest, those licensees could collaborate to develop a TR supporting that
alternative. After the TR has been reviewed and approved by the NRC, as evidenced by the
NRC's issuance of a SER, each licensee would be able to request approval to adopt the approved
alternative by applying for a license amendment which demonstrates the licensee has met the
criteria in the TR for such adoption. This alternative reduces each licensee's cost for obtaining a
license amendment because the NRC's review of the license amendment request focuses on
whether the criteria for applying the TR have been met by the requesting plant.

To be accepted for the TR prograrr the.Topical Report should meet all four of the following
criteria, as established by the NRC'1: ......- - --_ _ _ . .. . .

1. The report deals with a specific safety-related subject regarding a nuclear power plant that
requires a safety assessment by the NRC staff, for example, component design, analytical
models or techniques, or performance testing of components and/ or systems that can be
evaluated independently of a specific license application.

2. The report is, or is expected to be, referenced in a number of license amendments or
standardized reference design approval applications.

3. The report contains complete and detailed information on the specific subject presented.
Conceptual or incomplete preliminary information will not be reviewed.

4. NRC approval of the report will increase the efficiency of the review process for applications
that reference the report.

Comment [A4.9]: A li•n•W
' amendment supplemented by pcal

report together with demonstration thal
tihe topical is applicable to the plant, is

Comment [ASO]: This section does ,]
not accurately paraphrase LIC 500, (
Section4.1 .1

~RESPONSE:
,Delete the majority of this sectin .ii 'i

-[-.Comment [A51]: Footnote 7
.feferences LIC 500, Rev 1. The current

.revision is PRv 3, Options: eliminate the
rev , refee or update to the current.
revision :

~RESPONE
Will, incorpo)rate:

Exceptions to these criteria may be allowed. The applicant should provide the NRC with
justification for such exceptions. The justification should show that it is in the public interest to
evaluate the proposed report. The justification for the exception may consider savings to the
industry, or contribution to closing a safety-related subject, or advancement of technologies that
would maintain safety or reduce unnecessary burden. A decision to accept a report that does iol_
meet the four criteria must find that the resources expended in the review of the TR are worth the
reduction of resources committed to other activities, such as licensing actions.

NRR Office Instruction LIC 500, RevIlj, Processing Requests for Reviews of Topical Reports

-•Comment[(A52]. In the PFDversio• •

I of the document the footnote snumbermng -

is nconsistenti Footnotei7is numbered,
as8 and then'subsequent footnotes are ff'

by one number.

RESPONsE: . .,

Will validate .
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3.0 RISK-INFORMED, PERFORMANCE-BASED FIRE PROTECTION
PROCESS

3.1 Process Summary

The process for transitioning to the new risk-informed, performance based option is discussed in
NFPA 805, Section 2.2. The process is summarized below in Section 3.2. Section 3.3 provides
additional details and provides directions for the overall process for adoption of a new risk-
informed, performance based fire protection licensing basis.

3.2 NFPA 805 Process
NFPA 805, Section 2.2 provides an outline of the steps to take to achieve a fire protection
program in compliance with NFPA 805. Figure 3-1 (duplicate of NFPA 805, Figure 2.2) depicts
the implementing guidance steps. Note that Figure 3-1 does not include all the steps required to
establish a new NFPA 805 licensing basis (See Section 3.3 below).
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Establish fundamental fire NFPA 805 Section 2.2(a)
protection elements

(Chapter 3)

Identify fire hazards NFPA 805 Section 2.2(b)

NFPA 805 Section 2.2(c)

Evaluate compliance to
performance criteria

Nuclear safety
Identify performance criteria to be Life safety

examined Property damage/business
(Chapter 1) Interruption

Radiation release

Identify structures, systems, or
components (SSCs) in each fire NFPA 805 Section 2.2(d)
area to which the performance

criteria applies

NFPA 805 Section 2.2(e)

Deterministic Approach

Maintain compliance with existing plant
license basis (10 CFR 50 App. R, Approved

Exemptions, Engineering Evaluations)

_ Existing

Deterministic Basis Engineering

Verity deterministic requirements are met Equivalency

V e r f 8 0 5 bEna l u ato n s

NFPA 805 Section 2.2jf)

Performance-Based Approach

Evaluate ability to satisfy performance
requirements

(Chapter 4)

Performance Basis
Define fire scenarios and fire design basis

for each fire area being considered.
Evaluate using, e.g.,

Fire modeling to quantify the fire risk
and margin of safety
PSA to examine impact on overall
plant risk

NFPA 805 Section 2.2(g)

4-

4
Risk-Informed Change

Evaluation
NFPA 805 Section 2.2(h)

Evaluate risk impact of changes

to the approved design basis

Examples

Yes Design Basis Documents
Fire hazards analysis

Documentation and configuration Nuclear safety capability assessment
control Supporting engineering calculations

Probabilistic safety analysis
Risk-informed change evaluations

Establish monitoring program NFPA 805 Section 2.2(i)

NFPA 805 Section 2.20()

Feedback

Figure 3-1 - NFPA 805 Process (Figure 2.2 of NFPA 805)
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3.3 Overall Process for Implementing a New Licensing Basis
NFPA 805 and its appendices do not establish certain elements of the process that need to be
followed, since NFPA 805 does not address the regulatory process. NFPA 805, due to its
structure and content, does not provide an-all-inclusive process of the engineering analysis and
licensing steps that should be followed. Figure 3-2 depicts a typical NFPA 805 Transition
timeline. The following simplified flowchart (Figure 3-3) is intended to show the overall process
for implementing a risk-informed, performance-based fire protection application:
" The Process Phase column categorizes the sequential phases of a licensee transition.

Descriptions of the transition phases are discussed in Section 4.1.2.
" The Simplified Process column shows the major steps in the transition to a new risk-

informed, performance-based fire protection program. The Simplified Process steps include
a preliminary assessment, which is not part of the NFPA 805 standard. The rest of the steps
are a simplified representation of steps addressed in NFPA 805. Table 3-1 provides a cross
reference of steps in the Simplified Process to the steps within NFPA 805. References to
applicable sections in the implementing guidance are provided in braces {}.

" The Regulatory Documentation column shows the major documentation developed,
submitted, and received as part of the adoption of a new fire protection licensing basis.

" The flowchart does not show continuous processes (regulatory interface, etc.) and feedback
loops (adjusting effort due to unfavorable results, requests for additional information,
iterative decisions on practicality of risk-informed, performance-based approach, and
iterative decisions on whether to adopt the new rule or use the process).

-~ - - - - - - - O - - _11

Up to 3 years (or licensee TBD
specific period)

Enforcement Discretion

Figure 3-2 Typical NFPA 805 Transition Timeline
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Process Phase Simiplfied Process Reaulatorn
Documentation

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Preliminary Assessment
(Section 4.2)

Reviews and Engineering Analyses
{Section 4.3)

Fundamental FP Program & Minimum
Design Elements
Nuclear Safety Performance Criteria
Non-Power Operational Modes
Radioactive Release

I I
Change Evaluations

{Section 4.4)

including Defense-in-Depth and
Safety Margins

Letter of Intent

License Amendment Request

Transition Report

n Am rme C

License Amendment

11
Program Documentation and

Maintenance
{Section 4.5)

Program Documentation
Quality Assurance
Configuration Control
Monitoring

Figure 3-3 Implementing the New Licensing Basis
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Table 3-1
Risk-Informed, Performance-Based FP Process Summary

Step - NFPA 805 Step
Process Section

Preliminary N/A Preliminary assessment is the work performed to assess the
Assessment feasibility and practicality of transitioning to a new licensing basis.
Review and 2.2(a) - 2.2(g) These steps follow the technical ,-rqe'-rit. in NFPA 8055.
Engineering

Analysis e Establish the fundamental fire protection program (NFPA 805
Chapter 3).

" Identify fire areas and associated fire hazards
" Identify the performance criteria that apply to each fire area

(NFPA 805 Section 1.5).
" Identify systems, structures, and components (SSCs) in each

fire area to which the performance criteria apply.
" Select the deterministic and/or4oerforrMance-based apprqach

for the performance criteria (see NFPA 805 Chapter 4).
9 When applying a deterministic approach, demonstrate

compliance with the deterministic requirements (see NFPA
805 Chapter 4).

* When applying ajperformance-based approach, perform
engineering analyses to demonstrate that nerformance-based
requirements are satisfied. These analysesashall include, for
example, engineering evaluations, probabilistic safety
assessments, ofire modeling calculations (NFPA 805 Section.
2.4).

Change 2.2(h) * Perform the plant change evaluation that demonstrates that
Evaluation changes in risk, defense-in-depth and safety margins are

acceptable (see NFPA 805 Section 2.4.4). If any one of these
is unacceptable, additional fire protection features or other
alternatives shall be implemented.

Program 2.2(i) - 2.30) * Develop a monitoring program to monitor plant performance as
09c9tmentatio it applies to fire risk. This program shall provide feedback for

...... ................ adjusting the fire protection program, as necessary (NFPA 805
Maintenance Section 2.6).

* For the resulting plant fire protection program, provide
adequate documentation, ensure the quality of the analyses,
and maintain configuration control of the resulting plant design
and operation (NFPA 805 Section 2.7).

3.4 Licensee Transition Documentation Overview
Three documents must be prepared to support the transition to a NFPA 805 licensing basis.
They are:

1. A Letter of Intent to be sent to the NRC before beginning the transition process (see Section
4.2.2 below);

When the Licensee decides to go forward with transition to a NFPA 805 licensing basis, a
"Letter of Intent" will be submitted (See Appendix H-i). It will include a schedule for

Comment (A53J: ýFA~ 805 provides
requiremednts.ko /

4 i De~ed.s

RESPONSE:
'Will incorporate.

f Deleted: guidance

Comment [A51] ot in N sPAc805

Deleted: risk-informed

Deleted: nask-informedI

Deleted: applicable

Deleted: should

(Deleted: nisk

(Deleted: and

~Comm~ient [ASS]: Fix spacing suc h
thajt V-ocumetation" is not fragrnsetew,ý

~Will incorporate. ~ <
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submitting a "License Amendment Request" and a description of the tasks involved in
preparing for the transition. This will provide the Staff an understanding of the
circumstances if a protracted schedule is requested. To ensure enforcement discretion, the
schedule should be consistent with the current NRC enforcement policy.

2. The License Amendment Request (LAR) required by 10 CFR 50.48(c)(3)(i); (See section
4.6.1 below):

The "License Amendment Request" would include a schedule for transition to the risk
informed licensing basis, a schedule for any plant modifications that would be necessary to
achieve final compliance and a summary of the risk informed licensing basis (See Appendix
H-2~). jAkny.requetper46Cf 0R50, 18('c)C2)(v oisei pefrmneo eaiiý'i
demonstratecompliancewith an NF• A b•e•, Capter 3 ssue would be subm.itteý as part of
teliecense Amendment Request.Any reqest to us r
aternatives to comphlance with ;NEPA 805 oper, I 0.tFR 50;48(c)Wjinjma.b~e susmitteJ witth

3. A Transition Report that details the new NFPA 805 licensing basis and how it was derived
from the current pre-transitional fire protection licensing basis (See Section 4.6.2 below and
Appendix H-3, Template for Transition Report Outline).

Section 4 and Appendix H of this document provide additional discussion of the transition
documentation and sample letters and reports.

3.5 Compliance During the Transition Period

The NRC will exercise enforcement discretion for certain non-compliances during the transition
period. This discretion will be implemented as described in the NRC's Interim Enforcement
Policy (See Section 2.3.3 of this guide).

For existing non-compliances identified before submittal of the letter of intent, the non-
compliance must have been entered into the corrective action program and it cannot be Red or be
categorized as Severity Level I. A list of such previously identified non-compliances and their
current status should be presented to the NRC inspection team during entrance meetings. The
resident inspector should also be informed about the list. However, the list should not be
included in the letter of intent or otherwise transmitted to the NRC because there is no
requirement to report such non-compliances. If any non-compliance is otherwise reportable, it
should have already been reported to the NRC.

For non-compliances discovered during the transition process, the licensee must ensure that they
meet the criteria in Section 2.3.3. Thus, as with the previously existing non-compliances, a list
of these compliances should be compiled. It should also include a short discussion of how each
meets the enforcement criteria. Thus, for each non-compliance, explain how it was found during
the transition review process, why it was not likely to have been found by routine efforts, and
why it was not willful. Also give the status of each non-compliance. This list should be kept up-
to-date and provided to the NRC inspection team during entrance meetings. The resident
inspector also should be informed about the list. There is no need to formally transmit the list to
the NRC because there is no requirement to report such non-compliances. However, if any such

--- Deleted: conducted

[iiin A'56]: SuCggcstion Jnl..

RESPONSE:-

. .
.....Deleted: :sec
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non-compliance is otherwise reportable, it should be reported to the NRC in accordance with the
applicable reporting requirements.

4.0 TRANSITION FOR ADOPTION OF A NEW LICENSING BASIS

4.1 Transition - Introduction

4.1.1 Transition Process Overview

The transition process for adopting a new 10_CFR 50.48 (c), NFPA 805 licensing basis is a
critical step in the overall process. A comparison of the potential benefits with the known
burdens associated with the transition to a new licensing basis is a significant consideration in a
licensee's evaluation of the option. One critical aspect of any assessment of the benefits and
burdens is •ieextent towichthe pre-transitpnal licensin2basisicanibelncorporated, iiitu the
new, •pNP805 licensing basis as compared with the ut to iclhit 'Will• be necessarytotake
atdditi •nal ations to establish, coi~n e ith various components of the new licensin& basis..... .... .. .. .. ..... .. . . .... .. .. .. .. . . . ...... .. . . . . .. .. -. . . . . . . . . . .-- - - -- - - - -----,.

//

iI

J

i

J

The extent to which the pre-transitional fire protection licensing basis can be incorporated into
the new NFPA 805 licensing basis is determined by the extent to which the fire protection CLB
can be shown to comply with the requirements in NFPA 805. However, exceptions are
permitted for the following licensee specific deviations from NFPA 805 requirements:

Alternatives from the fundamental fire protection program attributes of NFPA 805 Chapter 3
[NFPA 805 Chapter 3 Section 3.1] prev"io• s ic hd and app by the• N

Exemptions/deviations from 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix R / NUREG 0800 requirements that
are the Gam s NFPA 805 recquirements [NFPA 805 Section 2.2.7 and Figure 2.2]_previously_
reviewed and approved by the NRC. Note the licensee will review these
exemptions/deviations during the transition process to ensure the basis for acceptability is
still valid.

I Existing Engineering EquivafencyEvaluationsjNFPA 805 Section 2.2.7 and Figure 2.2].
Note the licensee will review these equivalency evaluations during the transition process to
ensure the quality level and the basis for acceptability is still valid.

Deleted: ("brought forward")

Commnent [A57] This implie's thn
aspects of the pre-transitional licenssngs
basis will be "brought forward' Withou
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witb 805 for FPP elements 16 0 hichi~
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RESPONSE. Will clarify•' .
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LDelfeted: 
NFPA 805 requirements 

are
not fully met, engineering equivalency
evaluations may be used to show that the
existing fire protection configurations and

procedures comply

The methodology requirements in Chapters 2 and 4 of NFPA 805 are very similar to those used
to demonstrate compliance with the traditional NRC requirements (other than for fires
originating in non-power operational modes and radioactive release). Accordingly, a plant's
previously approved ,L8 fo compliance with safe shutdown fire protection requirements may
satisfy many of tdl nuclear safety requirements established by the amended regulation,
10 CFR 50.48 (c), for implementing a fire protection program based upon NFPA 805 Chapters 1,
2 and 4, except for non-power operations and radiological releases. {Wli-Y.i theCLB does not_
meet the requirements of Chapters 1, 2, and 4 of NFPA 805, an engineering equivalency
evaluation may be used to demonstrate compliance with NFPA 805. Otherwise, either
programmatic changes or approval to use alternative methods will be necessary to demonstrate
compliance.

8 Exemptions/deviations from the original licensing basis have been reviewed and approved by the NRC and, are
therefore considered acceptable as previously approved alternatives.
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For areas of the fire protection program that are not in compliance with NFPA 805, Chapter 3,
the licensee may utilize the alternate performance-based methods as long as the method is
approved by the NRC in a License Amendment. The NRC has taken exception to NFPA 805,
Section 3.1 (See 10 CFR 50.48.c (2)(vii)).

A simplified flowchart is provided as Figure 4-ji_

Deleted: In conclusion, although the
traditional fire protection program
requirements contained in 10 CFR 50.48
are not in direct alignment with those
under the new rule, the requirements are
similar enough to allow a structured
transition without a complete design and
licensing basis reconstitution. The intent
of the transition assessment is to:¶
<#>Provide confirmation that the fire
protection program, to the extent that the
NRC has not previously approved its
fundamental program attributes, meets
the fundamental program elements and
minimum design elements of Chapter 3
ofNFPA 805, (Section 4.3.1 of this
guide)l
<#>Provide confirmation that the fire
protection program meets the nuclear
safety deterministic criteria, (Section
4.3.2 of this guide)¶
<#>Identify acceptable approaches and
perform analyses to address fires
originating in non-power operational
modes and fire protection to effec(j-i

Comment [A66]:Te info
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4-1.

RESPONSE
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04-02 Sections

Figure 4-1 Transition Process (Simplified)

4.1.2 The Three Phases of the Transition Timeline

To transition from compliance with the current pre-transitional fire protection licensing basis to a
new NFPA 805 fire protection licensing basis, a licensee must take several steps. These steps
can be grouped logically into a three-phase timeline for the transition process. Each phase is
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completed by the publication of a document. The three phases of the transition, their component
steps, and their associated documents are identified below and are shown on Figure 3-2. The
phases described below assume that a decision to transition to a new NFPA 805 licensing basis
has already been made (see Section 4.2.1 of this document).

Phase 1: Preliminary Assessment and Letter of Intent
" Make preliminary determination of the activities that will be necessary to support the

transition (thebeginning of a Transition Report Document, See Appendix H-3 of this.
document)...

" Make initial determination of any changes to the plant or fire protection program that may be
necessary.

" Establish a tentative schedule for completing all of the actions necessary for the transition.
m Submit aLetter of Intent to the NRC. The letter's suggested ýO4ihi are-described in-------

Section 4.2.2 and Appendix H-I of this document.
Phase 2: Analysis and License Amendment Request
" Conduct the transition activities to demonstrate compliance. Section 4.3 describes in detail

how the current fire protection licensing basis can be used to support demonstrations of
compliance with the requirements in NFPA 805.

" Determine extent to which the current fire protection licensing basis can be shown to
demonstrate compliance with the new fire protection requirements.

* Determine any changes to the plant that will require a license amendment.
* Determine any alternative methods and analytical approaches that will be relied on to

demonstrate compliance with the new fire protection requirements and will require a license
amendment.

" Document the new fire protection licensing basis in a Transition Report (See Section 4.6.2
and Appendix H-3 of this document).

" Update the schedule for completion of transition activities.
m Submit a License Amendment Request (LAR) to the NRC. The LAR's suggested contents

are described in Section 4.6.1 and Appendix H-2 of this document.
Phase 3: Completion of Transition
" While the NRC reviews the LAR, complete all of the transition activities which do not

require prior NRC approval, including plant changes which do not require a license
amendment under the current license condition, procedure changes, and training.

" After the NRC issues the license amendment, complete any changes to the plant that required
a license amendment.

o Rely on alternative methods approved by the NRC to demonstrate compliance-with the new
fire protection requirements.

* Adopt the new licensing basis. See Section 5.1.1 of this document.
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4.2 Preliminary Assessment

4.2.1 Technical and Regulatory Assessment

This step involves an initial scoping to assist in assessing the feasibility and practicality of
adoption of the new fire protection rule. This step ioudd incl• nude _ a cost-be e nefit review and
.should consider item s such as:------------------------
" Alignment/mapping of CLB elements with comparable NFPA 805 Chapter 3 elements and

features;
* Clarity of existing fire protection licensing basis in documenting prior approval;
" Level of rigor associated with post-fire safe shutdown analysis and documentation of

exceptions such as Generic Letter 86-10 evaluations of fire area boundaries, partial
suppression/detection evaluations, manual action acceptability, etc.;

" Availability and reliability of cable and raceway data;
* Depth and status of fire risk analysis (i.e., fire PRA, IPEEE);
" "Economies of scale" that may be attained due to application of process to similar units and

sites;
" Plans for license renewal;
" Estimated costs of additional analyses and plant implementation of fire protection programs

for other modes of operation and consideration of radioactive release;
* Estimated cost of resolving outstanding fire protection issues (i.e., condition reports,

inspection/assessment findings) using traditional deterministic methods;
" Perceived regulatory risk of pursuing a risk-informed, performance-based option without a

significant proven process for acceptance and approval; and
" Cost benefit associated with reduced focus on non-safety significant issues.

4.2.2 Transition Letter of Intent

Following the management decision to transition to a new licensing basis, a Letter of Intent is
prepared. The Letter of Intent must provide the NRC with enough information about the
licensee's transition plans to enable the NRC to determine whether it can exercise the
enforcement discretion for any non-compliances found as a result of conducting the transition
process. In most cases a.Ietter of Intent 1wdl provide adequate information if it contains the
following information:
" Identification of the plant(s) intended to be transitioned to a new licensing basis.
" Outline of activities needed to support the transition and estimated completion dates.
" Proposed transition schedule, including initiation and estimated duration of the transition.
" Enforcement discretion request, for existing non-compliances and non-compliances

discovered during the transition, in accordance with the interim enforcement policy. Note in
accordance with the guidance of Section 3.5 of this document, the letter should not list the
current non-compliances.

A sample Letter of Intent is provided in Appendix H of this guide.
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4.3 Reviews and Engineering Analyses
The need to perform additional engineering analyses as part of transitioning to a new NFPA 805
fire protection licensing basis stems from results of the transition reviews as discussed in the
subsections below. Assessment of radioactive release due to fire suppression activities and the
impact of fires occurring in non-power operational modes are not in most cases addressed in a
licensee's CLB. Thus, engineering analyses us•be performed to Jevaluate the fir-e_ protec*tion .
program against the performance criteria for these elements of NFPA 805.

4.3.1 Fundamental Fire Protection Program and Design Elements Transition
Review

NFPA 805 Chapter 3 contains the fundamental elements of the fire protection program and
specifies the minimum design requirements for fire protection systems and features. These
requirements are very similar to the guidelines of BTP 9.5-1 APCSB (May 1, 1976), BTP 9.5-1
Appendix A (February 24, 1977), or NUREG-0800 BTP 9.5-1 CMEB (July 1981). Each nuclear
plant has an approved fire protection program that must demonstrate compliance with 10 CFR
50.48. For these reasons, a substantial part of an existing fire protection program can tufs f i]
be transitioned to a new NFPA 805 licensing basis by performing a transition review.

NFPA 805, Chapter 3 states, "These fire protection program elements and minimum design
requirements shall not be subject to the performance-based methods permitted elsewhere in this
g~a~~c• Previously approved alternatives from the fundamental program attributes ofli _

taken~ý8 Lbth NR1~] take precedence over the requirementscontained.
NRC has taken exception to this section of NFPA 805 and notwithstanding the prohibition in
Section 3.1; a licensee may apply for license amendment(s) to use performance-based methods to
demonstrate compliance.

It is important that the "previously approved alternatives" be clearly determined in order to
understand the level of review and potential upgrades necessary to meet the requirements in
Chapter 3 of NFPA 805. Fire protection program features and systems, although previously
reviewed and approved by the NRC, may have been changed since initial NRC approval. Such
changes are part of the CLB if they have been made in accordance with the correct application of
the guidelines of Generic Letter 86-10, an evaluation of plant changes under the requirements of
10 CFR 50.59, or the fire protection standard license condition (NEI 02-03). The fire protection
standard license condition allows changes to the "approved fire protection program without prior
approval of the Commission if those changes would not adversely affect the ability to achieve
and maintain safe shutdown in the event .of a fire." Where the changes from the original NRC
review and approval have been made without NRC app.roval in a-manner deemed appropriate in
accordance with an approved change process, the changes are considered an acceptable part of
the CLB. , Licensees may rely on these changes to claim compliance with NFPA 805, but such ,'
changes are not considered previously approved by the NRC for the purposes of superseding
requirements in Chapter 3, and they must be submitted to the NRC for approval by a license
amendment request. The NRC may review, evaluate, or inspect those changes and conclude they
do not comply with NFPA ý6[.
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Figure 4-2 - Fundamental Program and Design Elements Transition Process (Simplified)
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A systematic approach should be taken when assessing the transitioning plant's fire protection
program against NFPA 805 Chapter 3 requirements. This is necessary to provide clear
documentation of acceptance prior to moving forward with a new licensing basis. Specific
acceptance of a plant configuration, as well as changes since original acceptance, should be
documented. Each section and subsection of Chapter 3 should be reviewed against the current
fire protection program. Licensees should provide specific compliance statements for each
Chapter 3 attribute as follows:

" Complies - Items that are transitioning fully compliant "as-is".
" Complies with Clarification - Items that are not in 'literal compliance' with the requirement

as listed in NFPA 805 but should be transitioned as complies. For example NFPA 805
specifies that a requirement should be in the pre-plans but the licensee has it in a procedure.
This is an editorial issue and compliance should be explained in the compliance basis field.

* Complies via Previous Approval - Items which previous NRC approval is being claimed or
documented.

* Complies with Use of EEEEs - Items that are transitioning via the use of Existing
Engineering Equivalency Evaluations (EEEEs) or engineering evaluations •i~atidurin"g
Gansition np•qroýs in ýcc rdance withcurrent cu i censlng bass.,

Differences from NFPA 805 Chapter 3 identified during the transition review must be reconciled
prior to transition to a new NFPA 805 licensing basis. For those cases where compliance cannot
be demonstrated,. or prior NRC approval is not adequately documented, the licensee may choose
to comply with the deterministic requirements of NFPA 805, Chapter 3 or include a
performance-based license amendment request with the transition submittal to the NRC.

Guidance on performing and documenting the fundamental element review is provided inI Appendix _B1 of this document. A sample report showing NFPA 805 requirements, fundamental

program and design elements, items for review, method of compliance, and licensing basisI references are also shown in Appendix. f fthis- document. Guidance onreviewing existing__

engineering equivalency evaluations for transition is provided in Appendix B.3 of this document.

4.3.2 Nuclear Safety Performance Criteria Transition Review

The nuclear safety performance goals, objectives, and criteria are very similar to the
requirements contained in Sections III.G and III.L of 10 CFR 50, Appendix R or applicable
sections of NUREG-0800. Each nuclear plant has an approved fire protection program that must
demonstrate compliance with the safe shutdown requirements in Sections III.G and III.L of 10
CFR 50, Appendix R (or applicable sections of NUREG-0800), or has documented
exemptions/deviations from these requirements. For these reasons, a substantial part of an
existing fire protection program can most likely b transitioned to a new NFPA 805 licensing
basis by performing a transition review and by addressing NFPA 805 topics not typically
addressed in a previously approved fire protection program (i.e., fires originating in non-power
operational modes and fires resulting in radioactive release).
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The deterministic branch of Figure 2.2 of NFPA 805 recognizes the new fire protection licensing
basis may include components of the existing plant Fire Protection Program (including approved
exemptions / deviations, and correctly implemented 10 CFR 50.59 and Fire Protection
Regulatory reviews) b sh , j31,thatt - Nli ,Otherwise,

additional Fire Protection Regulatory reviews may be used to demonstrate equivalence.

Similar to the Fundamental Fire Protection Program and Design Elements Review (see Section
4.3. 1), Nuclear Safety Performance Fire Protection features and systems in the CLB may have
changed since initial NRC ppro6aSujc•h changes are part of the Licensee's approved Fire
Protection Program if they have been made in accordance with the correct application of the
guidelines of eneric I.:te(er1 0, and evaluated under the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59, or

the fire protection standard license condition (Fire Protection Program Regulatory Reviews).
The fire protection standard license condition allows changes to the "approved fire protection
program without prior approval of the Commission if those changes would not adversely affect
the ability to achieve and maintain safe shutdown in the event of a fire." Where the changes
from the original NRC review and approval have been made w!ithout prior NRC approval in a_
manner deemed appropriate in accordance with an approved change process, the changes are
considered an acceptable part of the CLB. •i ]7 el on these changes to claim
compliance with NFPA 805, but such changes are not considered previously approved by the
NRC for the purposes of superseding requirements in i3ter 3, and they must be submitted to
the NRC for approval by a license amendment request. The NRC may review, evaluate, or
inspect those changes and either approve them or conclude they do not comply with NFPA 185.

I

A systematic approach should be taken when assessing the transitioning plant fire protection
program against the nuclear safety requirements of Chapters 1, 2 and 4 of NFPA 805. This is
necessary to provide clear documentation of acceptance prior to moving forward with a new
licensing basis. Specific acceptance of a plant configuration, as well as changes since original
acceptance, .must4 be documented. The review should Lns_ L of two fundamental items:

1. Review of the safe shutdown methodology for basic attributes (Chapters 1 and 2 of NFPA
805)

2. Fire area by fire area review (Chapter 4 of NFPA 805)

The safe shutdown methodology review evaluates the existing post-fire safe shutdown analyses
I against the iiFgnentiprovided in Section 2.4.2 of NFPA 805 for the Nuclear _Safety

Capability Assessment. This review ensures that the basic elements (systems and equipment
selection, circuit selection, equipment and cable location, and fire area assessment) are adequate
to support transition to a new licensing basis for fires originating at power operations.
Differences identified during the transition review must be reconciled prior to transition to a new
risk-informed, performance-based licensing basis. Where the licensing basis is unclear or silent
on methodologies, care should be taken to establish a licensing basis going forward. Guidance
on performing and documenting the NFPA 805 Chapter 2 methodology reviews is provided in
the tables in Appendix B-2 of this guidance.

A simplified flowchart of the fire area by fire area transition review is provided as Figure 4-3---------------------------------------------------------------
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B.3 of this document.

4.3.3 Non-Power Operational Modes Transition Review

The nuclear safety goal of NFPA 805 requires the evaluation of the effects of a fire "during any
operational mode and plant configuration" (See NFPA 805 Section 1.3.1). The concept of
protection of equipment from the effects of fire during plant shutdown conditions is discussed in
NUREG-1449. In general, the underlying concerns are the differences between the functional
requirements (i.e. different (or additional) set of systems and components) and time dependencies
on decay heat removal system operation during non-power operations and full power operations.
The current industry approaches for evaluating risk during shutdown conditions involves both
quantitative and qualitative assessments and is based on NEI 93-01 and NUMARC 91-06.

T demonstrate that the nuclear safety performance criteria are met for High Risk Evolutions
(HREs as defined by NUMARC 91-06) during non-power operational modes, the following
strategy is recommended:
" Review existing plant outage processes (outage management and outage risk assessments) to

determine equipment relied upon to provide Key Safety Functions (KSF) including support
functions. Each outage evolution identifies the diverse methods of achieving the KSF. For
example to achieve the Decay Heat Removal KSF a plant may credit DHR Train A, DHR
Train B, HPI Train A, HPI Train B, and Gravity Feed and Chemical and Volume Control.

" Compare the equipment credited for achieving these KSFs against the equipment credited for
nuclear safety. Note the position/function for the component. For example, the traditional
nuclear safety analysis (Appendix R analysis) may credit the valve in the closed position
however; the valve may be required open for shutdown modes of operation.

" For those components not already credited (or credited in a different way e.g., on versus off,
open versus closed, etc. analyze the circuits in accordance with the nuclear safety
methodology.

" Identify locations where 1) fires may cause damage to the equipment (and cabling) credited
above, or 2) recovery actions credited for the KSF are performed (for those KSFs that are
achieved solely by recovery action, i.e., alignment of gravity feed).

" Identify fire areas where a single fire may damage all the credited paths for a KSF. This may
include fire modeling to determine if a postulated fire (MEFS - LFS) would be expected to
damage required equipment.

" For those areas consider combinations of the following options to reduce fire risk depending
upon the significance of the potential damage:
o Prohibition or limitation of hot work in fire areas during periods of increased

vulnerability
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o Verification of operable detection and /or suppression in the vulnerable areas.
o Prohibition or limitation of combustible materials in fire areas during periods of increased

vulnerability
o Provision of additional fire patrols at periodic intervals or other appropriate

compensatory measures (such as surveillance cameras) during increased vulnerability
o Use of recovery actions to mitigate potential losses of key safety functions.
o Identification and monitoring in-situ ignition sources for "fire precursors" (e.g.,

equipment temperatures).
NUMARC 91-06 discusses the development of outage plans and schedules. And that a key
element of that process is to ensure the KSFs perform as needed during the various outage
evolutions. The results of the fire area analysis of those components relied upon to maintain
defense in depth should be factored into the plant's existing outage planning process.

It is important to note that shutdown PRAs do not exist at this time.

Appendix F provides examples of this process and the documentation requirements anticipated.

4.3.4 Radioactive Release Transition Review

Independent of whether the deterministic or risk-informed, performance-based option is chosen;
a licensee must also show that the fire protection goals, objectives and criteria are met as they
relate to potential radioactive release scenarios. Therefore, licensees must now evaluate fire
risks and fire protection for various scenarios (not involving fuel damage) that could lead to
radioactive release to an unrestricted area.

The treatment of radiological release to any unrestricted area due to fire is focused on potential
radioactive release due to potential fuel damage and fire fighting activities:
" The Nuclear Safety Goal, Objectives, and Performance Criteria all require the prevention of

fuelcladding damage. As such, radiological release due to fuel damage should not require a
separate examination since no such damage is assumed to occur without violating the basic
requirements of NFPA 805. This effectively limits the source of radiation (release source
term). Therefore, containment integrity should not require specific examination_(except
during outages where outage activities may cause the containment barrier to be open such as
an open equipment hatch). This means the scope of the fire protection analyses need not be
expanded to include all containment isolation valves.9

" The potential for radiological release due to fire fighting activities should be addressed via
fire pre-plans. The objective is to address the potential for the loss of boundary control for
contaminated spaces

Refer to Appendix G for examples of this process and the documentation requirements
anticipated.

9 NRC letter dated March 1 8, 2005 states "With respect to radiation release performance criteria, in consideration of
the very low risk associated with radioactivity release from sources other than the reactor core, the NRC agrees with
NEI's proposal as reflected in Revision F of NEI 04-02." The NEI proposal is unchanged from revision F.
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4.5.3 Monitoring

Other risk-informed, performance-based attributes include the establishment of a monitoring
program, as 4equiredliq Section 2.6 of NFPA 805. This includes establishing acceptable levels of Com tisment[A61: NFPA 805 provides

availability, reliability, and performanc- and ensuring that processes are in place to take requirements. .
availabi ,RESPONSE:Wil

corrective actions when established thresholds are not met. , . Deleted: discussed •

The intent of the monitoring transition effort is not to establish new detailed programs that define
numerical values for reliability and availability for fire protection systems and features. Instead,
the transition review should be performed as a confirmation of the adequacy of the existing
surveillance, testing, maintenance, and compensatory measures. The adequacy of existing plant
programs (i.e., fire protection test/surveillance program(s) and corrective action program) should
b.ufficient to allow a transition to a new licensing basis without extensive ch (.I.. The
,adequacy of existing~plantprograms will be documented during transition. This review should
consider:

1. The adequacy of the scope of systems and equipment within existing plant programs (i.e., are
important fire protection systems and features adequately inspected and tested, and are
compensatory measures appropriate).

2. The adequacy of the plant corrective action program in determining causes of equipment and
programmatic failures and in minimizing their recurrence.

3. The system and equipment availability should equal or exceed the availability assumed in the
risk assessment.

Deficiencies identified during the monitoring transition review, mst be corrected and updated as

part of the licensing basis transition. Refer to Appendix E of this guidance for additional
guidance on monitoring.

4.6 Regulatory Submittal and Transition Documentation
Three documents should be prepared to support the transition to compliance with NFPA 805.
They are:

I. A Letter of Intent to be sent to the NRC before beginning the transition process (discussed in
Section 4.2.2)

2. The License Amendment Request (LAR) required by 10 CFR 50.48(c)(3)(i); and

3. A Transition Report that details the new licensing basis and how it was derived from the
current fire protection licensing basis.

The LAR and its supporting Transition Report is required to address regulatory requirements and
may also include alternative methods and analytical •.pproac&...

4.6.1 t -------

The contents of the LAR are established by 10 CFR 50.48(c)(3)(i) and if necessary, 10 CFR
50.48(c)(2)(vii) and /or 10 CFR 50.48(c)(4). The contents of the LAR will depend on how the
licensee intends to demonstrate compliance with NFPA 805. If the licensee determines that it
can demonstrate compliance with NFPA 805 by using only the methods and analytical
approaches contained in NFPA 805, then a simple, regulatory requirements license amendment
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will suffice. Alternatively, if the licensee determines that it must use alternative methods and
analytical approaches from those in NFPA 805 to demonstrate compliance, then a more
substantive license amendment will be required. The differences between the two types of
license amendments are described in detail below.

The LAR should be developed in accordance with the plant's processes for all LARs under 10
CFR 50.90. The minimum regulatory requirements to be addressed in the LAR are established
in 10 CFR 50.48(c)(3)(i). It requires the licensee to:

I. Identify all orders and license conditions that will need to be revised or superseded;

2. Identify all of the Technical Specifications that must be revised; and

3. Provide the proposed Technical Specification revisions as well as the supporting bases for
them.

To address the requirements in 10 CFR 50.48(c)(3)(i), the LAR should include the following key
components:
" A description of the process used to identify all orders, license conditions, and Technical

Specifications and their bases that must be revised or superseded to implement compliance
with NFPA 805. This will provide assurance to the NRC that the LAR addresses all of the
changes the plant will need to adopt NFPA 805.

* The Technical Specifications to be revised or superseded (including their bases), necessary
changes to the Technical Specifications and their bases, and explanations of why these-
changes are adequate to accomplish the plant's adoption of NFPA 805.

* The fire protection license conditions to be revised or superseded, a new license condition
authorizing the use of the new fire protection licensing basis, and an explanation of why
these revisions are adequate to accomplish the plant's adoption of NFPA 805.

" The orders and exemptions to be revised or superseded, the necessary revisions to orders and
exemptions, and an explanation of why these revisions are adequate to accomplish the plant's
adoption of NFPA 805.

* A finding of no significant hazards consideration and an environmental impact assessment
finding no significant impact on the environment based on the proposed plant specific
implementation of NFPA 805. If the licensee requests the NRC to approve alternatives to
some of the provisions in NFPA 805, the finding of no significant hazards consideration will
also need to address those alternatives.

In addition to the requirements of 10 CFR 50.48(c)(3)(i), the LAR should also include the
following

Descriptions of all FPP change evaluations ýIiai are to he includej in the transition to the,
NFPA 805 license.
The total risk increase associated with all FPP non-compliances (based on current
deterministic FPP regulations) that the licensee does not intend to bring into compliance and
the total risk change associated with plant changes planned for the transition to NFPA 805
Mtbe estimated and reported in the license amendment request. This is the risk- associated
withlchanig m eFNas rA805eSectn24q4ie b-ntc . ..........
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The baseline FPP risk for the estimate of the net risk change is that fora plant that is fully
compliant with the current deterministic regulations for the FPP, including NRC-approved
exemptions/deviations. The risk increase may be combined with risk decreases associated
with retaining or making changes to fire protection features (fire protection systems and
procedures relied upon to meet FPP nuclear safety and radioactive release performance
criteria) not required by NFPA 805 when estimating the total risk change to be reported in
the license amendment request. However, in accordance with NFPA 805 Section 2.4.4.1
each individual change must be evaluated along with the evaluation of combined •hiange.
The total change in risk associated with the transition to NFPA 805 should be consistent with
the acceptance guidelines in Regulatory Guide 1.174, An Approach for Using Probabilistic
Risk Assessment in Risk-Informed Decisions on Plant-Specific Changes to the Licensing
Basis.

Note: Upon completing the transition to an NFPA 805 licensing basis, the baseline FPP risk
will be the risk of the as-built and as-operated and maintained according to the NRC-
approved FPP licensing basis.

" A description of modifications that are necessary to support the new licensing basis.
I Assumptions, criteria, methodology, and overall results of the following topics AM .be ..........

specifically submitted to the NRC for review and approval:

o Circuit Analysis selection and evaluation methodology for the evaluation of fire induced
consequences

o Manual Action transition to Recovery Actions
* Transient Analysis (methodology and acceptance criteria)
" Timelines

" Items for which 'previous approval' was identified during the Transition of Chapter 3 and 4
requirements

" Items for which NRC previous approval requires clarification

" A discussion of the changes to Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR) necessitated
by the license amendment and a statement that the changes will be made in accordance with
10 CFR 50.71(e).

" An updated transition schedule that provides a basis for a request for NRC approval by a
particular date.

" As discussed above in Section 2.4.1, a LAR is required for any licensee proposal to use
alternative methods and analytical approaches to demonstrate compliance with NFPA 805
(See 10 CFR 50.48(c)(4)). Where a licensee proposes to use an alternative method and
analytical approach to support the transition to compliance with NFPA 805, that LAR may be
incorporated in the LAR required under 10 CFR 50.48(c)(3)(i). Each request will need to be
supported with the type of technical analysis that the station's procedures require to be
provided for any substantive LAR. See Section 2.4.1 for additional information regarding the
LAR content.

A sample LAR is included in Appendix H.
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A Safety Evaluation Report on a license amendment request is the vehicle that the NRC uses to
document that the licensee has satisfied the submission requirements of the NFPA 805 fire
p rotection ru le. I ............. . ... ..... . . . . . .. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . .. ..

4.6.2 Transition Report

The Transition Report is created by the licensee to provide a clear, complete, and accurate
description of the new fire protection licensing basis, how it is related to the current fire
protection licensing basis, and how it demonstrates compliance with NFPA 805. The NRC can
use the Transition Report to support its compliance determination under 10 CFR 50.48(c)(3).
Therefore, the Transition Report should reflect the detailed, thorough process used by the
licensee to transition the licensing basis. This will enable the Transition Report to serve not only
as a record of the transition but also as a management control tool for ensuring that the transition
completely addresses all new fire protection requirements.

The Transition Report should include the following:
" Executive Summary
" Introduction and background information on the transition
" Overview of the existing fire protection program

o Current fire protection licensing basis
o Applicable regulatory requirements

" Discussion of the transition process

o License amendment request and license amendment
o Implementation of Section 2.2 of NFPA 805

" Demonstrations of compliance with NFPA 805 requirements

o Fundamental fire protection program elements and minimum design requirements
o Comparison against nuclear safety performance criteria
o Non-power operational modes assessment
o Radioactive release performance criteria
o Monitoring
o Program documentation, configuration control, and quality assurance
o Administrative implementation
o Personnel qualifications

A detailed Transition Report template is included in Appendix H-3 of this document.

5.0 PROGRAM MAINTENANCE AND CONFIGURATION CONTROL
The purpose of this section is to provide guidance on fire protection program maintenance and
configuration control following the transition to new licensing basis.
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5.1 Program Documentation, Configuration Control, and Quality
• Assurance

5.1.1 General Guidance for Program Documentation

As part of the transition, the fire protection program must be adequately documented to support
the transition to a new licensing basis, as discussed in Section 4.

Following the transition, a risk-informed, performance-based fire protection program must be
supported by appropriate documentation, maintained under configuration control and quality
assurance processes. Rather than create new, restrictive processes for program documentation
the intent is to ensure that basic documentation, configuration control, quality requirements and
practices that are part of a nuclear power plant are reflected in the fire protection program, and
that any new analyses or program documents are covered by the existing programs.

As part of the transition review, program documentation must be reviewed to ensure that the
licensing and design basis meet the prerequisite requirements for transition and that any outliers
are addressed. The transition process will summarize and categorize program documentation in
a manner that facilitates the long-term maintenance of a risk-informed, performance-based
program.

5.1.1.1 Program Documentation

A key aspect of program documentation is the Transition Report, which is described in Section
4.6.2 of this Implementing Guidance. A sample outline of the Transition Report is included as
Appendix H-3 of this Implementing Guidance. Following transition to a new licensing basis, it
is important that the licensing basis information summarized in the transition report be updated
and maintained as a "living document".

The distinction between licensing basis and design basis is not always clear since they often
address the same items and elements. Therefore, it is important that the licensing and design
aspects of the fire protection program be maintained current and consistent. NFPA 805 Sections
2.7 and A.2.7 discuss the fire protection "design basis document" but do not provide guidance on
licensing basis information. The licensing basis information developed as part of the transition
report may be included in the design basis document.

There is overlap between licensing basis and design basis where they both address the same
items and elements. Therefore, it is important that the licensing and design aspects of the fire
protection program be maintained current and consistent. NFPA 805 Sections 2.7 and A.2.7
discuss the fire protection "design basis document" but do not provide guidance on licensing
basis information. The licensing basis information developed as part of the transition report may
be included in the design basis document.

Section 2.7. l. of NFPA_805 requires that analyses be documented to demonstrate compliance : - Comment [A.i6]- 1 Thfa•tIal •. tion
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sufficient detail be provided to allow future review of the analyses. The documentation must be
retained for the life of the plant.

A fire protection program design basis document is discussed in Section 2.7.1.2 of NFPA 805.
As a minimum, this document should include fire hazards identification and nuclear safety
capability assessment, on a fire area basis, for all fire areas that could affect the nuclear safety or
radioactive release performance criteria defined in NFPA 805, Chapter 1.

This does not imply or require a rigid document format or structure, as discussed in Section
A.2.7.1.2. The term "design basis document" does not mean the fire protection program is
required to be documented as part of the plant's design basis document program, which has
specific requirements and meaning at individual sites, I ........................- --
Appendix C of this document provides one example of the fire protection design/licensing basis
documentation going forward.

5.1.1.2 Configuration Control

Section 2.7.2 of NFPA 805 states that:

"The design basis document shall be maintained up-to-date as a controlled
document. Changes affecting the design, operation, or maintenance of the plant
shall be reviewed to determine if these changes impact the fire protection
program documentation. Ij

Detailed supporting information shall be retrievable records. Records shall be
revised as needed to maintain the principal documentation up-to-date."

This requirement is consistent with expectations and requirements under a traditional regulatory
framework. It is not expected that any major or fundamental changes in plant processes would
be required. Documentation created aspart of the transition and maintenance of a risk-informed,
performance-based program would need to be incorporated into existing plant programs.

5.1.1.3 Quality Assurance

Due to the evolving nature of fire protection engineering and use of risk in nuclear power plant
decision-making,,requirements are given in NFPA 805, Section 2.7.3 and-guidance is given in
NFPA 805 Appendix Aon quality. The term "quality" as used in NFPA 805 and this
implementing guidance is focused primarily on quality of engineering analyses, baihrtlia

ý-,,qUa assurance" process that cover a wide variety of activities at a nuclear power plant and,
in particular, fire protection programs. Section A.2.7.3 of NFPA 805 provides a discussion on
acceptability of technical references and the need to use methods that have gained wide
acceptance within technical communities. Section A.2.7.3 provides a discussion of helpful
factors in determining the acceptability of an individual method or source.

Section 2.7.3.1 of NFPA 805 addresses endeý_ viewof nalyses, calculations, and . ,
evaluations. These are typical requirements for fire protection assessments under a~traditional
fire protection program and most likely will not create any basic changes in process or Fr1act~. -
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Section 2.7.3.2 of NFPA 805 address verification and validation of calculational models or
numerical methods. This nractice is tvnical for calculational models and numerical methods
used for nuclear power plants bue to the evolvijng nature of fire science, the need for a specific _
requirement in NFPA 805 was warranted. There are no fire-related engineering methods or
models that have been validated over the entire range of applications for which they might
reasonably be used. There have been and are ongoing efforts directed at performing validation
studies on calculation methods and modes. Refer to Appendix D for additional discussion of
validation of engineering models.

Section 2.7.3.3 of NFPA 805 discusses limitations of acceptable use of engineering methods and
numerical models. This is a recurring theme for the use of fire models and is discussed
extensively in Appendix D.

Related to the limitations of acceptable use is the need for qualified users to use and apply
engineering analysis and numerical models, as discussed in NFPA 805 Section 2.7.3.4. The
competency and experience of individuals performing these analyses jfbmsbe ensured as part ofa
plant's qualification, training, and business practices. This may vary from a qualification guide
completion to demonstrate the performance of activities to management discretion, depending
upon the business and training practices of the individual facilities.

An uncertainty analysis is required per Section 2.7.3.5 of NFPA 805 to provide reasonable
assurance that the performance criteria have been met. Section A.2.7.3.5 provides a detailed
discussion on the types of uncertainties and their relationship to risk-informed, performance-
based fire protection. Uncertainty analysis with respect to risk assessments and change analysis
is discussed in Section 5.3, while Appendix D discusses fire modeling ce•i•jjf. As
specified in 10 CFR 50.48(c)(2)(iv) an uncertainty analysis is not required to support
deterministic approach calculations.

5.1.2 Fire Modeling Considerations

Section 1.6.18 of NFPA 805 defines a fire model as the "mathematical prediction of fire growth,
environmental conditions, and potential effects on structures, systems, .or components based on
the conservation equations or empirical data." Section 2.4.1.2 of NFPA 805 requires that only
fire models acceptable to the AHJ (NRC) be used in fire modeling calculations. Further,
Sections .2.4.1.2.2 and 2.4.1.2.3 of NFPA 805 state that the fire models must be applied within
their limitations and must be verified and validated.

Licensees gustjustify that the fire models and methods that the NRC has determined to be
acceptable for use in performance-based analyses are used within their limitations and with the
rigor required by the nature and scope of the analyses. These iustifications may use simple hand .

calculations or more complex computer models, depending on the specific conditions of the
scenario being evaluated. Appendix C to NFPA 805 and Appendix D of this document contain
detailed discussions that are useful in determining which fire models to use and applying those
fire models within their limitations.
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1011999, "Verification and Validation of Selected Fire Models for Nuclear Power Plant
Applications." The specific fire models documented are (1) NUREG-1805, "Fire Dynamics
Tools (FDTs)," (2) Fire-Induced Vulnerability Evaluation (FIVE), Revision 1, (3) the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Consolidated Model of Fire Growth and Smoke
Transport (CFAST), (4) the Electricitd de France (EdF) MAGIC code, and (5) the NIST Fire
Dynamics Simulator (FDS).

Licensees may propose the use of fire models that have not been specifically V&V'd by the
NRC; however, licensees are responsible for providing V&V of these fire models. The V&V
documents for licensee-proposed fire models are subject to NRC review and approval under the
provisions oft10 CFR 50.48,(0)(4 .................... ............

Appendix D of this document contains detailed information on fire modeling in the context of
NFPA 805. Included within Appendix D are many aspects of documentation, configuration
control, and quality that are addressed by Sections 2.7.2 and 2.7.3 of NFPA 80 51..Appendix_D_ of_.
this document should be consulted for assistance in selection of an approach, qualifications of
users, and limitations of use for various models and approaches, and methods of addressing
uncertainties.

Since detailed fire modeling has typically not been performed and maintained as part of a
traditional fire protection program, care must be taken to ensure that the input, assumptions,
methods, and results are treated in a manner consistent with the requirements of NFPA 805 and
plant-specific processes for engineering calculations and analyses. It is noted that key
parameters/assumptions selected in fire modeling should be considered for monitoring.

5.1.3 Fire PRA Considerations

Requirements related to PRA/PSA are provided in NFPA Section 2.4.3. Program documentation
for probabilistic risk assessments used for risk-informed, performance-based decision-making is
an issue applicable for the nuclear industry in general, and is not limited to fire protection
applications. This is an evolving industry issue that is addressed in documents such as
Regulatory Guide 1.174, Regulatory Guide 1.200, An Approach for Determining the Technical
Adequacy of Probabilistic Risk Assessment Results for Risk-Informed Activities (R.G. 1.200,
Rev. 1 - January 2007),and NUREG/CR-6850, EPRI/NRC-RES Fire PRA Methodology for
Nuclear Power Facilities (April 2005). The American Nuclear Society (ANS) has recently

Iissued ýSMF/ANS~ RAS20AS/N-82-07 Fire PRA Melhodolo.ýy that provides the
necessary information for assessing the Capability Category of fire risk analyses. In addition,
industry is active in the development and piloting of the Fire PRA Peer Review guidance.

These documents should be referenced as acceptable standards and processes for fire
probabilistic risk assessments.
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As stated in section 4.3.3 shutdown PRAs do not exist at this time.
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5.2 Monitoring

Section 2.6 of NFPA 805 discusses monitoring requirements associated with a risk-informed,
performance-based fire protection program. The following are the requirements from Section

1 2.0: - -

"2-6* Monitoring. A monitoring program shall be established to ensure that the
availability and reliability of the fire protection systems andfeatures are
maintained and to assess the performance of the fire protection program in
meeting the performance criteria. Monitoring shall ensure that the assumptions in
the engineering analysis remain valid

2-6.1 Availability, Reliability, and Performance Levels. Acceptable levels of
availability, reliability, and performance shall be established

2-6.2 Monitoring Availability, Reliability, and Performance. Methods to
monitor availability, reliability, and performance shall be established The
methods shall consider the plant operating experience and industry operating
experience.

2-6.3 Corrective Action. If the established levels of availability, reliability, or
performance are not met, appropriate corrective actions to return to the
established levels shall be implemented. Monitoring shall be continued to ensure
that the corrective actions are effective. "

As part of the transition review, the adequacy of the pysfiý and equipment within plant . . .
inspection and compensatory measures programs should be reviewed. In addition, the adequacy
of the plant corrective action program in determining the causes of equipment and programmatic
failures and minimizing their recurrence should also be reviewed as part of the transition to a
risk-informed, performance-based licensing basis.

5.2.1 Existing Guidance and Programs

The Maintenance Rule (10 CFR 50.65) and Regulatory Guide 1.174 are provided as examples in
NFPA 805 Section A.2.6 of acceptable monitoring programs. However, the intent is not to
require fire protection program equipment to be included into a maintenance rule program.
Flexibility is provided to allow plant-specific processes to be established for performance
monitoring.

CComment [A121]: This document
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~quoting NFPA 805 requirements,~
Liese ilcranyhv NFPA~
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NEI Document NUMARC 93-01, Industry Guideline for Monitoring the Effectiveness of
Maintenance at Nuclear Power Plants, provides an acceptable approach to meet the
Maintenance Rule. It includes methods for selecting equipment, establishing and applying risk
significance criteria and performance criteria, goal setting and monitoring, assessing and
managing risk, performing periodic assessment of performance, and necessary documentation.
Although not required, NUMARC 93-01 should be consulted for ideas in developing/updating a
fire protection monitoring program. Due to the efforts expended in.complying with the
maintenance rule for plant safety systems, a plant may determine that the incremental effort
associated with adding selected fire protection program systems and features to previously
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established programs may be less than establishing a new process or effort. NUMARC 93-01 is
very flexible in recognizing the utilization of existing plant programs.

Plant/owner-operator specific initiatives have been undertaken to optimize fire protection
surveillance and testing practices and frequencies based upon performance. This is allowed
under traditional regulatory framework using a fire protection standard license condition and by
ensuring that the program and its results were satisfactory to insurance representative.
Therefore, there are established programs that could be used, enhanced, or modified in an effort
to meet the monitoring requirements as discussed in NFPA 805. Other entities such as the
Department of Defense and Department of Energy have participated in performance-based fire
protection inspection and testing efforts. Therefore, there are a number of resources available to
establish and maintain a risk-informed, performance-based program.

Acceptable levels of availability, reliability, and performance must be established. This does not
imply or require detailed statistical analysis of all fire protection systems, features, components,
and sub-components. Instead, determining acceptable levels of availability, reliability, and
performance should be commensurate with their risk significance and may be established at the
structure, system, or component level, or aggregates of these, where appropriate. It is up to
individual plants to establish goals and criteria for acceptable levels of availability and reliability.
This is consistent with Maintenance Rule implementation as outlined in NUMARC 93-01.

5.2.2 Monitoring Program Deveiopment

It is expected that a monitoring program for a risk-informed, performance-based fire protection
program would be established in phases, with elements added as more of the program relies upon
risk-informed, performance-based techniques. For example, during the transition to a new
licensing basis, a plant may only truly employ risk-informed, performance-based techniques to
address a few fire areas or fire protection features/elements. It is important to identify parts of
the program that may require additional attention during the transition and change evaluation
process. Likely candidates would include monitoring of nuclear safety equipment or other plant
equipment that is not part of the traditional 10 CFR 50, Appendix R post-fire safe shutdown
analysis and whose availability is an important component of limiting fire risk. Other attributes
,may include features that are integral to successful fire modeling in an area, but may not have
been considered important in a compliance-based approach.

It is expected that a more refined monitoring program (availability, reliability, performance
goals) would be established for the parts of the program where these techniques have been
employed. For example, as risk-informed, performance-based techniques are used as part of the
change process (i.e., fire modeling in a fire area, change in equipment in PRA model, change in
equipment relied upon to achieve the nuclear safety criteria, change in surveillance frequencies
of fire protection equipment), the scope and depth of monitoring program would need to be
adjusted accordingly. See Appendix E of this document for additional guidance on establishing
a monitoring program.

5.2.3 Monitoring Considerations

Monitoring programs for fire protection systems are not a new concept being introduced as part
of a risk-informed; performance-based fire protection program. Surveillance, testing, and
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maintenance of fire protection systems and features have always been part of a sound program.
In addition, the system engineer functions at nuclear power plants have stressed system and
equipment health, reliability, and availability.

Risk-informed, performance-based reactor oversight has also increased attention on plant
systems and features (including fire protection) with the greatest contribution to risk. Adoption
of a risk-informed fire protection licensing basis, however, may introduce some different
considerations that may not have been present in a traditional fire protection program.
" Calculations and analyses such as fire modeling, particularly a maximum expected and

limiting fire scenario, rely on core assumptions that help form the basis for acceptability of
configurations and changes to those configurations. These assumptions and input conditions
may be different in content and form than previously analyzed.
For example, a fire scenario in a traditional program may have assessed fire hazards by
monitoring the combustible loading represented by a BTU/square foot value in an area,
which would be monitored by a plant combustible control program. Under a risk-informed,
performance-based program, fire modeling, using more advanced and accurate predictions of
fire, may rely on a certain quantity of oil spill from a pump motor or containment of spilled
oil by a retaining berm. The factors that influence results of fire scenarios should be included
within an administrative or design control/monitoring program.

" Suppression systems relied upon specifically in a calculation for core damage frequency have
an inherent reliability and availability. Systems that are integral to prevention of risk-
significant fire scenarios may require monitoring to meet numerical availability numbers in
order to satisfy risk acceptance criteria.

" Traditional safe shutdown analyses have relied upon safe shutdown equipment being in
service at the start of a fire. A risk-informed, performance-based approach, particularly in a
risk model that calculates core damage frequency, considers safe shutdown and fire
detection, suppression and mitigation features and equipment unavailability. As more credit
is taken for risk-informed, performance-based approaches, the need for monitoring this
equipment availability, with direct consideration on fire risk, would be necessary.

* The majority of equipment relied upon to ensure post-fire nuclear safety is equipment that is
important for plant risk and mitigation of the consequences of design basis accidents.
Therefore, most equipment important to fire risk has been subjected to inspection, testing,
and performance monitoring as part of the nuclear plant processes. In addition, equipment
important to risk has been identified as part of the Maintenance Rule process and subjected to
a variety of plant controls and processes. However, all equipment important to fire risk may
not be part of an existing monitoring program. Outliers must be identified and incorporated
as necessary into a monitoring program.

* Because a fire risk assessment may rely on different equipment than a traditional safe
shutdown analysis, the availability of this equipment may be important to fire risk. For
example, the availability of offsite power or non-safety feedwater sources may be an integral
part of a risk model. The need for monitoring these features should be determined.

* Due to different success criteria that are evaluated in a risk-informed, performance-based
program, other fire protection features, which may not have been important, may require
monitoring. For example, a fire barrier previously not credited for 10 CFR 50, Appendix R
compliance may be important to preventing fire from causing a fire-induced loss of offsite
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power or plant trip, which may prove to be risk significant. Another example is a fire barrier
installed prior to efforts for compliance with 10 CFR 50, Appendix R that was abandoned in
place without any credit taken for fire protection. This barrier may prove valuable in
protecting risk significant circuitry against a credible fire (as determined by fire modeling).

5.3 Plant Change Process

5.3.1 Overview

The plant change evaluation is a required step in the methodology for all changes to previously
approved fire protection program elements. NFPA 805 Section 2.2.9 states Jia:

In the event of a change to a previously approved fire protection program
element, a risk-informed plant change evaluation shall be performed and the
results used as described in 2.4.4 to ensure that the public risk associated with

fire-induced nuclear fuel damage accidents is low and tadequate defense-in-.
depth and safety margins are maintained [NFPA 805, Section 2.2.9]

Section 2.4.4 of NFPA 805 provides the criteria against which the change evaluations are
evaluated. It states that:

A plant change evaluation shall be performed to ensure that a change to a
previously approved fire protection program element is acceptable. The
evaluation process shall consist of an integrated assessment of the acceptability
of risk, defense-in-depth, and safety margins. [NFPA 805, Section 2.4.4]

Details regarding the acceptance criteria are provided in Sections 2.4.4.1, 2.4.4.2, and 2.4.4.3 of
NFPA 805.
0 Section 2.4.4.1 requires the change in public health risk from any plant change be acceptable

to the NRC as demonstrated by the change in Core Damage Frequency (CDF) and Large
Early Release Frequency (LERF). The NRC already has established acceptable quantitative
changes to the CDF and LERF in Regulatory Guide 1.174. The NRC has modified the
quantitative acceptance criteria for making changes to the licensee's fire protection program
without prior NRC review and approval. These acceptance criteria will be included in the
licensee's post transition fire protection license condition. Specifically, these criteria must be
applied to show that the public health risk associated with fire-induced nuclear fuel damage
related to the change is acceptably low.

a Sections 2.4.4.2 and 2.4.4.3 for defense-in-depth and safety margin epeat the criterion in
Section 2.2.9 requiring the adequate maintenance of these factors. Criteria complying with
these requirements also are provided in Regulatory Guide 1.174 and this guidance. Note that ,
sections 2.4.4.2 and 2.4.4.3 also indicate that the deterministic approach for meeting the
performance criteria "shall be deemed to satisfy" requirements for defense-in-depth and
safety margin.
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10 OCFR 50.48(c) changes that do not meet the acceptance criteria of the approved license
condition

* Changes that are alternatives to the fundamental FPP attributes required by Chapter 3 of
NFPA 805, which have not previously been approved by the NRC

* NFPA 805 Section 1.7 Equivalency states that "Nothing in this standard is intended to
prevent the use of systems, methods, or devices of equivalent or superior quality, strength,
fire resistance, effectiveness, durability and safety over those prescribed by this standard.
Technical documentation shall be submitted to the authority having jurisdiction to
demonstrate equivalency. The system, method, or device shall be approved for the intended
purpose by the authority having rimsdiction.." Licensees can deviate from the NFPA
standards referenced in NFPA 805 Chapter 3 without NRC approval if allowed by the code
of record, so long as the evaluated condition is in accordance with the terms of the code of
record or if the code does not dictate the specific issue (e.g., adequacy of coverage of
suppression and detection systems). In addition to the performance-based methods pernitted ,

in NFPA 805,gui--dance on An-alytical methods and tools and methods acceptable for use in
NFPA 805 applications may be provided in the Regulatory Guide for the adoption of 10 CFR
50.48. Therefore approval will be required for:

o Changes to NFPA 805 Chapter 3 requirements that have been evaluated using
performance-based methods (10 CFR 50.48 (c)(2)(vii)) unless specifically approved by
NRC via license amendment

o Changes that have been evaluated using risk-informed or performance-based alternatives
to compliance with NFPA 805 (10 CFR 50.48(c)(4))V

o ýchangesthat'WoulJ notimeet e~ risk iatetane c ofte •approvekf ncense conition .
,without arisk sreduction resulting from ag lantlchange s i not .relatedfto tlhe FP. . .

For those changes that require NRC approval, the licensee will submit the request for approval of
the change(s) to the NRC pursuant to 10 CFR 50.48(c) and 10 CFR 50.90. For "changes" that
involve acceptance of an existing condition (i.e., a noncompliance), appropriate compensatory
measures should be established and should remain in place until the license amendment is
approved by the NRC.

The change process under risk-informed, performance-based regulatory framework requires the
explicit consideration, of risk. The evaluation of risk is limited to the determination of whether ,,
an increase has occurred, and if so, whether the increase.is within acceptable limits. A structured ,
screening process can meet the requirements of NFPA 805 for this evaluation of risk. This
screening process will be used to 'screen' minimal increases in risk. For potentially higher risk
changes a more comprehensive treatment would be used. The intent of this approach is to
provide analysis flexibility to address a wide range of issues and conditions. In general, the
Change Evaluation process focuses on performing those Engineering Analyses needed to
establish the acceptability of the change

Figure 5.1 depicts the Plant Change Evaluation Process.

The Plant Change Process can be divided into the following subtasks:
0 Defining the Change (See Section 5.3.2)
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" Preliminary Risk Screening (See Section 5.3.3)
" Risk Evaluation (See Section 5.3.4)
" Acceptance Criteria (See Section 5.3.5)

Appendix I contains an example Plant Change Evaluation Form and Appendix J contains
additional information regarding the Plant Change Process. The following subsections provide
guidelines for performing the Plant Change Process that may be applied to changes to the fire
protection program.

5.3.2 Defining the Change

Changes can involve either physical components of the plant or specific details of the fire
protection program. The need to perform a Change Evaluation can arise through a number of
events or conditions.

I. An in-situ condition could be discovered that is inconsistent with the NFPA 805 Licensing
Basis. A l"hant ngevauatoLi miustbe performed to determine if the in-situ condition
can remain and be treated as an cceptable chaetoth L&ire protectionp r Ja . Note,

appropriate compensatory measures, in accordance with the licensee's program, should be
established and remain in place until the condition is accepted via applicable plant change
processes.

2. A plant modification could be proposed that requires altering the fire protection program
features •n orderetoimplement the modificati n a cost-effectwe mannel A Plant Change
Evaluation ust be performed toexamme a number of Proposed alternaties to/deeli9p)a
iconfiguiration that provides adqaepoeto tacpal c~os.1t.------------------

3. A programmatic change in the fire protection program may alter a feature that has been
explicitly or implicitly incorporated into the Licensing Basis (pre-transition or NFPA 805
Licensing). A feature that forms the basis for the acceptance of an exemption or deviation
(e.g., specific reference to a response by the fire brigade) would represent implicit
incorporation into the Licensing Basis. A Change Evaluation is required in this case to
determine if this modification is acceptable.

4. A change to administrative controls or organization, such as a change to surveillance
frequencies.
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Figure 5-1 - Plant Change Evaluation
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The Change Evaluation process begins by defining the change or altered condition to be
examined and the baseline configuration as defined by the Licensing Basis (CLB pre-transition
or NFPA 805 Licensing Basis post-transition)i°.

1. The baseline is defined as that plant condition or configuration that is consistent with the
Licensing Basis pretrtsiio ------------'rahiton

~I
2. The changed or altered condition or configuration that is Liconesnsentiwith ng

In some instances, the Change Evaluation focuses on the presence of plant system(s) that would
typically have been located in separate fire areas or would have otherwise been provided with
features or characteristics that would have minimized their concurrent failure given a postulated
fire. The presence of these redundant features creates the potential for a single postulated fire to
disable both. As such, combination of targets within the fire area represents the interactions that
require evaluation in the Change Evaluation process. These interactions or target set(s) are an
important consideration in the Change Evaluation process.

Additional consideration should be given to changes to Fundamental Program Elements and
Minimum Design Requirements. Since many of the fire protection systems/features in NFPA
805 Chapter 3 are the result of meeting the Chapter 4 performance criteria, the change review
process should i64 pr4 peqem• first in the change identification process. ....

10 CFR 50.48(c)(2)(vii) allows licensees to use performance-based methods to demonstrate
compliance with NFPA 805 Chapter 3 requirements. However, these alternate methods must be
approved via the license amendment process (10 CFR 50.48(c)(4)).

Refer to Appendix L for a method to be submitted in the transition LAR to allow fire protection
engineering analyses to address NFPA 805 Chapter 3 requirements for deviations from the
codes, standards, and listings referenced in NFPA 805.

Appro•val of a icense ndment for the useof thi-s process woutI onstitute! a prevwiustly
approc alt(l~ei c" thnat ýw uo~ald 110 otheuse .of rthis proceess wi~wthout pipor approval for: speech ci

aIppncatonsl'aslongas~t tjlapptccation lsthnthe wounds of NRC approvdofte proposed
methodjs/prgCesses.L .---

Most changes to the Fundamental Program Elements and Minimum Design Requirements should
not require a License Amendment request, since they are evaluations that demonstrate
compliance with requirements of Chapter 3 of NFPA 805. Licensees can deviate from the NFPA
standards referenced in NFPA 805 Chapter 3 without NRC approval if allowed by the code of
record, so long as the evaluated condition is in accordance with the terms of the code of record
(e.g., "Nothing in this standard is intended to restrict new technologies or alternate arrangements,
providing the level of safety prescribed by the standard is not lowered." - Excerpt from 1985
edition of NFPA 13) or if the code does not dictate the specific issue (e.g., adequacy of coverage
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in In some instances where the existing licensing basis is unclear the 'Deterministic Approach' may form the
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of suppression and detection systems). Examples of changes that Pount q
t'-iend m en• ~are . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

" Replacing a fire rated component (e.g., penetration seal, door, wrap, etc.) with a different
component/material having the same or greater fire rating. This does not require a license
amendment because it meets the appropriate code.

" Changing the surveillance frequency of a fire protection feature or system based on NFPA
standard as long as the underlying basis for the NFPA standard frequency is the same. This
does not require a license amendment because the surveillance frequency would satisfy that
specified in the current edition of NFPA codes for providing reasonable assurance that the
system or component is maintained in an operable condition.

, Evaluating a blocked sprinkler head(s) for adequate coverage in the area. Chapter 3 of NFPA
805and the referenced code do not dictate where a sprinkler system should be installed.
Therefore the adequacy of the coverage should be evaluated with respect to the nuclear safety
component(s) the sprinkler system is protecting.

* Evaluating a broken/missing hanger on a fire suppression system. The acceptability of this
deviation can be evaluated to show that the support of the system is still adequate with the
broken/missing hanger and is therefore equivalent to a code compliant system as allowed by
the code of record.

Conversely, examples of changes that would require a License Amendment are:
" Revision of concentration of an agent to a value less than that required by the respective code

or previously approved value.
" Reducing the number of fire brigade members required on-site to below five.
" Elimination of the Fire Prevention Program at the plant

NFPA 805 Section 4.1, states that, "Deterministic requirements shall be "deemed to satisfy" the
performance criteria and require no further engineering analysis." Chapter 4 of NFPA 805
provides the requirements for the baseline evaluation of the fire protection program's ability to
achieve the performance criteria outlined in Section 1.5 of NFPA 805. The 'deemed to satisfy'
with out additional engineering analysis does not imply that a Plant Change Evaluation would
not be performed. For example if a licensee was changing its current licensing basis in a fire
area to a 'deterministic method', that change would require a 'Plant Change Evaluation'. Note
the Defense in Depth and Safety Margin portion of the "Plant Change Evaluation' would be
satisfied by the fact that a 'deterministic' option was chosen for compliance (See Sections 2.4.4.2
and 2.4.4.3 of NFPA 805).

Completing the cover sheet of the Plant Change Evaluation (Appendix I) and Sections 1, 2 and 3
defines the change being evaluated in terms of the types of evaluations that may be necessary to
demonstrate the acceptability of the change.

5.3.3 Preliminary Risk Screening

Once the definition of the change is established, a screening is then performed to identify and
resolve minor changes to the fire protection program. This screening is consistent with fire
protection regulatory review processes in place at nuclear plants under traditional licensing
bases. This screening process is modeled after the NEI 02-03 process. This process will address
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most administrative changes (e.g., changes to the combustible control program, organizational
changes, etc.).

The characteristics of an acceptable screening process that meets the "assessment of the
acceptability of risk" requirement of Section 2.4.4 of NFPA 805 are:
" The quality of the screen is sufficient to ensure that potentially greater than minimal risk

increases receive detailed risk assessments appropriate to the level of risk.
" The screening process must be documented and be available for inspection by the NRC.
" The screening process does not pose undue evaluation or maintenance burden.
If any of the above is not met, proceed to Section 5.3.4 Risk Evaluation.

Appendix I contains an example of a screening process. The screening process is divided into
assessing if the change is trivial (Sections 1.a, 2.a, 3.a) and performing a risk screen in Section
4.0. The risk screen identifies and documents the factors that contribute to the risk associated
with the change. In general, these factors include changes in: a) frequency of all fire scenarios
which are affected by the change, b) magnitude of expected fires, c) detection capability, d)
suppression capability, and e) post-fire capability of plant systems to prevent damage to the core.

The impact of the plant change on each of these factors can be evaluated (either qualitatively or
quantitatively) and categorized as: "no" impact, "minimal" impact or "potentially greater than
minimal" impact. The nature of the change would enable a licensee to choose among the three
categories. A licensee may refer to their IPEEE, the fire protection SDP, or other documents to
determine whether the change could have "minimal" or "potentially greater than minimal"
impact. The licensee should document the basis for the conclusion. For those changes that do
not meet the screening criteria a more detailed Risk Evaluation is required.

If a plant change could cause a "potentially greater than minimal" impact with respect to more
than one of the above factors, or could result in a common cause impact on more than one of the
above factors (a) frequency of all fire scenarios which are affected by the change, b) magnitude
of expected fires, c) detection capability, d) suppression capability, and e) post-fire capability of
plant systems to prevent damage to the core) licensees are encouraged to perform risk
assessments of the more detailed, quantitative variety.

The preliminary risk screening and risk evaluations should also identify decreases in risk that are
associated with the change. Depending upon the nature and magnitude of the decrease,
consideration should be given to updating the risk model to account for the decrease.

5.3.4 Risk Evaluation

The screening is followed by engineering evaluations that may include fire modeling and risk
assessment techniques. The results of these evaluations are then compared to the acceptance
criteria. Changes that satisfy the acceptance criteria of NFPA 805 Section 2.4.4 can be
implemented within the framework provided by NFPA 805. Changes that do not satisfy the
acceptance criteria cannot be implemented within this framework. The acceptance criteria
require that the resultant change in CDF and LERF be consistent with the guidelines of
Regulatory Guide 1.174. The acceptance criteria also include consideration of defense-in-depth
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and safety margin, which would typically be qualitative in nature, but depending on the
application, could be measured using quantitative methods (i.e., safety factors, margins, etc.).

The change should be evaluated to determine the need for and nature of engineering analysis that
may be necessary to support the change. For routine minor changes, this is the step where
engineering judgment would be applied and the need for formal engineering analyses would be
determined.

The quantitative risk evaluation involves the application of fire modeling analyses and risk
assessment techniques to obtain a measure of the changes in risk associated with the proposed
change. In certain circumstances, an initial evaluation in the development of the risk assessment
could be a simplified analysis using bounding assumptions provided the use of such assumptions
does not unnecessarily challenge the acceptance criteria discussed in Section 5.3.5.

5.3.4.1 Initial Evaluation - Fire Modeling

Fire modeling analyses are used to identify and define the fire scenarios that require
consideration in the risk assessment. Fire modeling analyses are applied to examine the response
of the "target set(s)" identified in the change definition. Refer to Appendix D of this document
for guidance on the preparation of fire modeling analyses. The target set is defined as the plant
feature being examined by the Plant Change Evaluation and typically consists of a redundant pair
of features that are being examined for potential concurrent failure given a single fire event.
This may be a physical feature such as a cable or a characteristic of the analysis such as a
specific failure mode.

Fire modeling analyses can also be used to screen out those fire scenarios that are not credible'
and do not need to be included in the quantitative risk assessment. In order to screen out a fire
scenario, certain conditions must be satisfied.
" Target Damage Occurs? - The fire modeling analysis must define and evaluate a postulated

scenario involving the Maximum Expected Fire Scenario (MEFS). If target set damage is
predicted to occur then the fire scenario cannot be screened out and further analysis using
quantitative risk assessment techniques will be required. If target set damage does not occur,
then continue tonext step.

" MEFS<<LFS? - The performance of fire modeling involves a degree of uncertainty. This
uncertainty is addressed indirectly by the determination of the Limiting Fire Scenario (LFS).
A comparison of MEFS and LFS is used to determine if a sufficient fire modeling margin
exists. If sufficient fire modeling margin exists, then the fire scenario can be screened from
the quantitative risk assessment as having a minimal'impact on risk (MEFS does not generate
damage, and MEFS - LFS margin is sufficiently large to address uncertainties in modeling)

5.3.4.2 Initial Evaluation - Bounding Risk Assessment

A bounding risk assessment can be performed using the existing available plant fire risk analysis,
IPEEE, or the plant internal events PRA model. The requirements for this assessment are
provided in Appendix J, Section J.3.3 of this document. The analysis would simply determine
the change in the calculated core damage frequency (CDF) and large early release frequency
(LERF) with and without the postulated fire induced failure of the plant feature being examined
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by the Change Evaluation. This approach conservatively assumes that target set damage occurs
for all postulated fire events.

The resulting change in CDF and LERF is compared against the acceptance criteria (refer to
Section 5.3.5). If the change meets the acceptance criteria, then the bounding risk assessment
can be used to demonstrate the acceptability of the change. This approach eliminates the
need for fire modeling because it biases the analysis by assuming target set damage always
occurs due to fire and there is no limit on fire severity assumed in the evaluation. As part of
the acceptability determination, defense-in-depth and safety margins must be maintained.
The confirmation that changes in CDF and LERF are below the acceptance criteria is also
used as the means to establish that at least one success path effectively remains free of fire
damage.

5.3.4.3 Detailed Risk Evaluation

If the bounding risk assessment cannot demonstrate the acceptability of the change, a detailed
combined analysis can be performed incorporating fire modeling into the risk assessments. This
is discussed further in Appendix J.

5.3.5 Acceptance Criteria

The acceptance criteria for the Plant Change Evaluation consist of two parts. One is
quantitatively based and the other is qualitatively based. The quantitative figures of merit are
ACDF and ALERF. The qualitative factors are defense-in-depth and safety margin. If a change
meets the acceptance criteria described below, this is confirmation that a success path effectively
remains free of fire damage.

5.3.5.1 Quantitative Risk Acceptance Criteria

Regulatory Guide 1.205 includes the following for risk acceptance guidance acceptable to the

As specified in 10 CFR 50.48(c)(3)(i), the license amendment request must identify any
license conditions to be revised or superseded. 10 CFR 50.48(c) and NFPA 805 identify
aspects of a performance-based FPP that must be specifically approved by the NRC
(referred to as the AHJ in NFPA 805) via a license amendment. It is the intent of 1O CFR
50.48(c) that certain changes may be made to the FPP without prior NRC review and
approval. This intent is reflected in the regulatory analysis for 10 CFR 50.48(c), which
states, "Licensees choosing to use the flexibilities provided by the rulemaking could use
risk-informed and performance-based approaches and methods in NFPA 805, rather
than submitting an exemption or deviation request each time they wish to depart from
current requirements."

The NRC intends to provide this flexibility to make changes without prior NRC review
and approval for licensees that transition to 10 CFR 50.48(c) by adopting the following
fire protection license condition, which includes acceptance criteria for making changes
to the licensee 'sfire protection program without prior NRC review and approval. The
application of these risk acceptance criteria requires that the plant have an acceptable

Comment [A140]:It seems redundant
to quote large sections of RG 1.205 here;..
Suggest just referring to the appropirsate
sections .Also, the sample r6nst
condition has changed in Rev. I of RG
1.205 At a mtunmumn these quotes should
be attributed to R 1 205 Revision 0.

RESPONSE:

Wtll consider for incorporation
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fire PSA that is in accordance with the guidance in Regulatory Guide 1.205, Position 4.3,
and has been subjected to a peer or NRC review process assessed against a standard as
endorsed by the NRC:

(Name of Licensee) shall implement and maintain in effect all provisions
of the approved fire protection program that comply with 10 CFR 50.48(a)
and 10 CFR 50.48(c) as specified in the licensee amendment request dated

. and as approved in the safety evaluation report
dated (and supplements dated ). Except where
NRC (AHJ) approval for changes or deviations is required by 10 CFR
50.48(c) and NFPA 805, the licensee may make changes to the fire
protection program without prior approval of the Commission if those
changes satisfy the provisions set forth in 10 CFR 50.48(a), 10 CFR
50.48(c), and the following:

(a) Prior NRC review and approval is not requiredfor a change that results
in a net decrease in risk for both CDF and LERF. The proposed change
must also be consistent with the defense-in-depth philosophy and must
maintain sufficient safety margins. The change may be implemented
following completion of the change evaluation.

(b) Prior NRC review and approval is not required if the change results in a
net calculated risk increase less than JE- 7/yr for CDF and less than JE-
8/yr for LERF. The proposed change must also be consistent with the
defense-in-depth philosophy and must maintain sufficient safety margins.
The change may be implementedfollowing completion of the change
evaluation. Change reports need not be submitted to the NRC for these
changes.

(c) Where the calculated plant change risk increase is < lE-6/yr, but ŽJlE- 7/yr
for CDF or < IE-7/yr, but ŽJE-8/yr for LERF, the licensee must submit a
summary description of the change to the NRC following completion of the
change evaluation. The proposed change must also be consistent with the
defense-in-depth philosophy and must maintain sufficient safety margins.
The NRC will respond within 90 days.

When comparing the risk impact of a change to the risk thresholds, licensees should use the
combined change in risk in accordance with Regulatory Position 3.2.4. The guidance for
combining changes, provided in Section 2.1.2 of Regulatory Guide 1.174, is applicable.
For plant changes that meet condition (c) of the license condition, the summary description
required for reporting changes should include the following information:

" Summary of the change evaluation
" Assumptions

" Description of programmatic control elements (e.g., hot work permitting/fire watches
and combustibles control) in place that support the analysis
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" Change (A) in CDF/LERF, including the change in individual parameters used to calculate
the ACDF/ALERF

" Effect of the change on safety margin
* Effect of the change on defense-in-depth

The change description should be submitted in accordance with 10 CFR 50.4(a) and (b)(1). The

submittal should be signed by the responsible officer for the licensee's FPP.

5.3.5.2 Defense-in-Depth

The result of the proposed change must also satisfy defense-in-depth and safety margin
considerations. In general, the defense-in-depth requirement is satisfied if the proposed change
does not result in a substantial imbalance in:
" Preventing fires from starting
" Raoidlv detectina fires and controllinq and extinguishing promptly those fires that do occur,,,.thereby_

limiting damage
* Providing adequate level of fire protection for structures, systems and components important

to safety so that a fire that is not promptly extinguished will not prevent essential plant safety
functions form being performed

NEI 00-01 provides the following guidance with respect to maintaining defense-in-depth:

"Consistency with the defense-in-depth philosophy is maintained if the following
acceptance guidelines, or their equivalent, are met:

1. A reasonable balance is preserved among 10 CFR 50 Appendix R DID elements.
2. Over-reliance and increased length of time or risk in performing programmatic

activities to compensate for weaknesses in plant design is avoided
3. Pre-fire nuclear safety system redundancy, independence, and diversity are preserved

commensurate with the expectedfrequency and consequences of challenges to the
system and uncertainties (e.g., no risk outliers). (This should not be construed to
mean that more than one safe shutdown train must be maintained free offire
damage.)

4. Independence of defense-in-depth elements is not degraded
5. Defenses against human errors are preserved
6. The intent of the General Design Criteria in Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50 is

maintained

It should be noted that all elements offire protection DID may not exist for
beyond design basis fire scenarios. For example, a CDP of 1.0 is possible if
enough fire barriers are breached Such beyond design basis scenarios, however,
should be demonstrated to be of less risk significance, with certainty. A scenario
with all elements of DID, and a CDF of 9E-08/year would be treated differently
than a scenario with a CDP of 1. 0, and a CDF of 9E-08/year. In the end, the
balance results in consideration of all aspects of the component combination,
including the risk, DID, SM, uncertainty, and other relevant issues."

-Comment [A141]: To more dosely
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The application of the NEI 00-01 guidance (to the extent endorsed by the NRC) requii'es
particular care when considering the LFS case. The LFS is a step in the NFPA 805 review
process and may not represent a possible or credible fire scenario. A qualitative review of DID
for the LFS case should focus on the degradation and failures that are necessary in order for the
LFS to occur. The elements of DID that should be examined include a) preventing fires from
starting, b) detecting and suppressing the fire, and c) any residual barriers related the Nuclear
Safety Performance Criteria. The level of rigor in the review should consider the possibility of
the occurrence of the LFS and the degree to which the traditional expected balance in all element
of DID have been degraded. Instances where the LFS involves a possible event would require
greater balance in the elements of DID as compared to an impossible (incredible) event.

5.3.5.3 Safety Margins

The licensee is expected to choose the method of engineering analysis appropriate for evaluating
whether sufficient safety margins would be maintained. An acceptable set of guidelines for
making that assessment is summarized below.' Other equivalent acceptance guidelines may also
be used.
" Codes and standards or theiralternatives accepted for use by the NRC are met, and
" Safety analysis acceptance criteria in the licensing basis (e.g., FSAR, supporting analyses)

are met, or provides sufficient margin to account for analysis and data uncertainty.

The requirements related to safety margins for the change analysis is described for each of the
specific analysis types used in support of the fire risk assessment. These analyses can be
grouped into four categories. These categories are:

1. Fire Modeling

2. Plant System Performance

3. PRA Logic Model

4. Miscellaneous

Fire Modeling

The quantitative margin between the parameters describing the MEFS and the LFS and the
process of judging the adequacy of that fire modeling margin is required for the overall safety
margin consideration. The guidance for performing fire modeling provided in Appendix D
provides an initial quantitative measure of adequacy. The level of review to be performed as part
of the safety margin treatment considered here involves the integration of that quantitative
margin with the potential consequences of the upset, or damage, that may occur given the LFS.
The acceptability of the fire modeling margin between MEFS and LFS needs to be judged in the
context of the potential severity of the resulting plant system impact if an LFS were to occur. An
LFS that causes an inter-system loss of coolant accident (ISLOCA) event would tend to demand
a higher margin between MEFS and LFS as compared to an event to causes a degradation of
long term decay heat removal.

Plant System Performance
The development of the fire risk assessment may involve the re-examination of plant system
performance given the specific demands associated with the postulated fire event. The methods,
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input parameters, and acceptance criteria used in these analyses needs to be reviewed against that
used for the plant design basis events. This review would serve to establish that the Safety
Margin inherent in the analyses for the plant design basis events have been-preserved in the
analysis for the fire event and therefore satisfy the requirements of this section.

PRA Logic Model

The quantification for fire related CDF/LERF is expected to be based on the plant PRA model.
It is recognized that use of a plant PRA model in a fire risk assessment often requires model
modifications to be performed. These modifications may include altering basic event failure
probabilities, adding basic events, and logic structure changes. These changes should be
evaluated against the methods and criteria for the overall internal events PRA model
development for consistency, or confirmation of bounding treatment, to confirm that the Safety
Margin inherent in the PRA model is preserved. It is also appropriate to confirm that the
quantified model is sufficient to treat the fire induced core damage sequences. If the analysis
was performed using the plant PRA model with no modifications other than normalizing the
initiating event frequency to 1.0, and setting other non-credited events to 'TRUE' or 1.0, then the
Safety Margin inherent in that model can be considered to have been preserved and no further
assessment for Safety Margin is necessary for this category.

Miscellaneous
This category is intended to address any other analyses that may have been performed that have
not been addressed by the prior categories. Since the types of analyses in this category are
varied, specific analysis guidance cannot be provided' Instead, the general requirements related
to codes and standards, and acceptance criteria stated earlier must be addressed in the analysis
documentation.

5.3.5.4 Uncertainty Considerations

Regulatory Guide 1.174 describes two types of uncertainty. These are aleatory and epistemic.
Aleatory uncertainty is intrinsic, meaning that it is an irreducible uncertainty of the probabilistic
phenomenon itself. This is also called process uncertainty and is random in nature. Random
variables that exhibit aleatory uncertainty are considered to be independent and without
correlation. Epistemic uncertainty, on the other hand, refers to a lack of knowledge. It can be
further divided into modeling uncertainty (e.g., validity and accuracy of the model) and
parameter uncertainty. Two variables with epistemic uncertainty that are derived from the same
sources are considered to be 100% correlated. A decomposition of the sources of uncertainty into
aleatory and epistemic uncertainties for each variable can provide the means for assessing the
global correlation between these variables.

The treatment of aleatory, and to some degree epistemic, uncertainty can be graded based on the
specific ACDF and ALERF results versus the bounding or limiting values for the associated
Region in Figures 5-2 and 5-3. The importance of uncertainty becomes greater as the results
approach the limiting value for a region. A proposed change that results in a Region IV
characterization based on a ACDF of 9E-08/yr. should be examined much more critically than a
Region III characterization based on a ACDF of 2E-07/yr. The treatment of aleatory uncertainty
specific to the Fire PRA can be minimized to a degree by the use of bounding or conservative
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values in the analysis. Alternatively, results approaching a region boundary can be treated based
on the requirements of the more restrictive region.

The use of excessively conservative values in the Fire PRA has the negative impact of producing
results that are not directly comparable to other PRA results and could result in the skewing of
the plant total CDF characterization and insights to the extent of masking insights arising from
internal events. In general, the CDF values from the internal events PRA that are developed
based on best estimate values are not necessarily directly comparable with results based on
conservative (upper bound) values. However, their combination is required for the purposes of
the Change Evaluation.

The treatment of epistemic uncertainty includes factors that are not effectively addressed by the
approach described above. These are model and completeness uncertainty. Model uncertainty
specific to the fire initiator can be addressed indirectly by qualitatively assessing the initiating
event used for quantification versus the anticipated initiating event given the fire event. In many
instances, analyses treat all fires as resulting in a plant trip (general plant transient). This by
itself could be sufficient to address model uncertainty for many events. The deterministic failure
of non-credited plant systems could be another mechanism for addressing model uncertainty. In
general, model uncertainty becomes a greater concern as the suite of plant systems credited in the
fire risk analysis approaches the full complement of systems in the plant.

Completeness uncertainty is treated indirectly by the approach described above. Further explicit
treatment of this source of uncertainty is judged to be beyond the current state of technology.
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A. Definitions

Section 16.3 of NFPA 805 defines Authority Having Jurisdiction (AHJ). The NRC is the AHJ
for purposes of nuclear health and safety and common defense and security.

Refer to Section 1.6 of NFPA 805 for additional definitions associated with the Performance-
Based Standard for Fire Protection for Light Water Reactor Electric Generating Plants.
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B. Detailed Transition Assessment of Fire Protection Program

B.1 Transition of Fundamental Fire Protection Program and Design
Elements

Most plants have their licensing basis documented with a comparison against BTP 9.5-1,
Appendix A or NUREG-0800 and the NFPA 805 Chapter 3 requirements are similar to those
requirements. Therefore, the transitioning of the licensee's licensing basis over to NFPA 805,
Chapter 3 should be relatively straightforward. The team performing the NFPA 805, Chapter 3
transition should possess a detailed knowledge of all aspects of the stations licensing basis,
active and passive fire protection features and the programmatic/procedural aspects of the fire
protection program.

The steps to be used in developing the Chapter 3 Fundamentals Transition Package are shown in
the flowchart depicted in Figure 4-2.

Using the current licensing basis documentation, the transition team systematically steps through
the requirements outlined in NFPA 805, Chapter 3. Each of the Chapter 3 Fundamental
Elements is reviewed and the basis for compliance documented. The basis for compliance shall
be either:

" Literal compliance with the requirement as listed in NFPA 805, which includes compliance
with intent (e.g., NFPA 805 specifies a requirement should be in the pre-plans but the
licensee has it in a procedure),

" Previous approval as documented in an NRC Safety Evaluation,

or-namentaýeementOwlcan be transltioned over usingengdneemingevaluatstas
(existi, or ýcreated dunrimthe transrsitio) that have been made in accordance with an
appropriate application of the curretl deterministic guidelines (e&g.,;Generic Letter 86-10),
and evaliuted under the rqiiuiriements of104IFR 50.5, or the fire protecion Standard license
codwIduion Fire Protection Piogram Review's) be considered acceptable for transition to the
new ~fire poeto iesn ai FQ0-03 hs engineering evaluations will-n~ot be_,chnenrey wThe 'asesfdo•acepta bdir•tyoftn

considered a change nor would th require NRCapproval. Thebases foraep •t f
"heSe en inering evaluations.should be iicludedoinnthe documentatimn-•-------------

For fundamental elements that do not have one of these methods of compliance demonstrated,
one of the following options should be chosen:

" Determine if the plant / program should be brought into compliance with the NFPA 805
requirements.

" Determine if this issue will be included in the transition License Amendment.

The review results should be documented in a retrievable form (e.g., relational database). The
following considerations should be made when documenting 'compliance statements' to NFPA
805 Chapter 3:

* The use of the following terminology for documenting the 'level' of compliance with NFPA
805 Chapter 3

'Comment [A142]: Gramarproblem~

(sentence fragment).

iRESPONSE :

Wording from approved FAQ - will
review -:ifonly vrammatical will update

aseditona~l

Comment [A143] This guidancei
insuffi cient. At'a minimum, all prior
apprMoals must be evaluated for the
~con tinued validity of the bases. That
continued validity must be approved by
the NRC. Also the staff will review any
engineering equivalency evaluations
made to demonstrate NFPA 805
compliance. Prior approvals of Chapter 3
requirements do take precedence over
Chapter 3 attributes, but the basis forth
deviation from Chapter 3 compliance
ýneeds to be documented: reviewed and

cluded in an SER. Furthermore, pri
approvals involving recovery actions,

RESPONSE:

Wording from approved FAQ' will
rview -if only grammatical will updat

as editorial4NAN
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" Complies - Items that are transitioning fully compliant "as-is".
" Complies with Clarification - Items that are not in 'literal compliance' with the requirement

as listed in NFPA 805 but should be transitioned as complies. For example NFPA 805
specifies that a requirement should be in the pre-plans but the licensee has it in a procedure.
This is an editorial issue and compliance should be explained in the compliance basis field.

" Complies via Previous Approval - Items which previous NRC approval is being claimed or
documented.

" Complies with Use of EEEEs - Items that are transitioning via the use of Existing
Engineering Equivalency Evaluations (EEEEs).

" When claiming previous approval, excerpts from the NRC documents that provided the
formal approval shall be included in documentation, as well as appropriate excerpts from
licensee's submittals

" 'Gray areas' may arise during the determination of previous NRC approval. Refer to Section
2.3 of this document for guidance on this determination of what constitutes previous NRC
approval. Section 2.4 of Regulatory Guide 1.205, Revision 0, provides additional guidance.

" For each Reference Document that is referenced as part of the transition review, provide
sufficient documentation to provide traceability back to the determination. For example,
provide, as appropriate, information such as revision number, date, and section/page number
in order to make the statements as clear as possible to facilitate reviews and long term
configuration management.

* Some areas of the reviews may only be applicable to a single unit or to one or more fire
areas. During review of the NFPA 805 Chapter 3 sections, applicability of specific
compliance statements to specific unit(s) or fire area(s) should be documented.

The following are examples of a report of the information necessary for the transition report.
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Table B-1 - NFPA 805 Chapter 3 Transition
(Complies)

NFPA 805 Ch. 3 Ref. RequiremerntsGuidance
3.3.1.3.3 (Control of 3.3.1.3.3
Ignition Sources for Leak. Open liarnes or combustlon-genefated smo"e shall not be
Testing] permitted for leak or air flow testing

Compliance Statemert Compliance Basis
Complies lio Additional Clarllcatlon

Reference Docurnern
FPP-O0i, File Protection
Progran IMlanual. Pýe. 029,

Document Detail
2eotion 8.3.-e
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Table B-1 - NFPA 805 Chapter 3 Transition
(Complies with clarification)

NFPAS05 Ch.3 Ref.
3.3.1.3.2 [Control of
Ignition Sources on
Smoking Uimitations]

Require meritsiGuidance
3.3.1.3.2
Smoking and other possible sources of ignition shall be
restricted to properly designated and supervised safe
areas of the plant.

Compliance Statement Compliance Basis
Complies with Smoking is prohibited inside all site structures,
Clarifcation and only alloed in specitc designated outside

areas per procedure AP-003. Restrictions for
other possible ignition sources are addressed
by section 3.3.1.3.1.3.4.

Reference Document
AP-003, General Plant
Personnel Safety and
Housekeeping. Rev. 020,

Document Detail
Section 0.2.6,5
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Table B-I - NFPA 805 Chapter 3 Transition
(Complies via Previous Approval)

"FA8, Clt 3ESL-r3.5.5 (Water supply
Pump Separation
Requiements]

Re!VlrementsfGuildae
3.5.5

Each pump and its driver and controls shalt be separated
ornm the remainig Aire pumps and ftomn the rest of the

plant by rated framriers.

Cormolkwxtc 8tatemnem
Complies via Previous
Approval

Submittal Document NLS-P6-137 Section
C,6.b(O) prsect Conformance "As shown in
FSAW FigUrn 9.5,1-1 two 100%•apactyfire
pumps. one electric and one diesel driven.
instaled in accordance with NFPA 20, am

provided. The pumps are installed at opposite
ends of the emergency service water intake
uf•u•ire which provides. spatial separation in
heu of a Pme wall.'

SER setion 9.5.t pg 9-51 states in part 'The

Ire pumps we located m the emergency
se~rice-water screentog strcem. The fire
pumps are separated by thre iaoe water
structure. A single fre is, therefore, unlikely to
cause damage to both pumps. Based on its
review, the staff mourcludes that mhe fire
protection water supply system meets Sectin
C.P.c of BTP CMEB 9,5-4 and is, therefo.,
acceptablef

Reference Document
Shearon Harris FSAR
Amendment 53,. Rev..
NUREG 1083. NUREG 1083,
Rev.,

Documen•t Detail
section 9.5.1, page
9-5.1-21
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Table B-I - NFPA 805 Chapter 3 Transition
(Complies with Use of EEEEs)

NFPA 805 Ch. 3 Ref. Requirements/Guidance Compliance Statement Compliance Basis Reference Document

0FP-101?. Code Compliance
Evaluation NFPA24. Rev. 1.

Document Detail

3.5.10 [r~ter Supply 3.5.10
Yard {",in Code A undergmound yard fire main loop, designed and
RequiFanercs] installed in accordance with NFPA24. Standard for the

Installation of Private Fire Service Mains and Their
ppurtenances, shall be installed to frmish anticipated

water requirements. -

Complies mia
engineering
ealoation

See NFPA24 Code Compliance Evaluation
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B.2 Transition of Nuclear Safety Performance Criteria
B.2.1 Methodology Review

Nuclear Safety Performance Criteria (NSPC) are established in Section 1.5.1 of NFPA 805.
There are four substantial differences between these NSPC and traditional fire protection
requirements from 10 CFR 50, Appendix R/NUREG-0800. These differences arise from the
statements of the criteria, the scope of their applicability, and the nuclear safety goal they
support. These differences are described below and guidance is provided on how to apply these
differences in an evaluation of the extent to which the fire protection programs meet NFPA 805.
" The NSPC established in Section 1.5.1 of NFPA 805 require that "Fire protection features

shall be capable of providing reasonable assurance that, in the event of a fire, the plant is not
placed in an unrecoverable condition."

This requirement on fire protection features introduces a change from the traditional
requirements, which focus on achieving and maintaining safe shutdown in the event of a fire.
By shifting the focus from safe shutdown to avoiding an unrecoverable condition, NFPA 805
introduces flexibility in the analysis necessary to show that the NSPC have been met. In
particular, in many cases it will be sufficient to show that a plant can achieve and maintain
hot shutdown (standby) in the event of a fire.

" A second substantial difference between the NSPC and existing requirements arises from the
scope of applicability of the NSPC. NFPA 805 specifies the minimum fire protection
requirements for existing light water nuclear power plants during all phases of plant
operation, including degraded conditions, shutdown and decommissioning.

By including all phases of plant operation, including shutdown, degraded conditions, and
decommissioning, NFPA 805 requires additional analyses of fire protection features that
have not generally been conducted by power plant licensees. Strategies for addressing this
broadened scope of analysis of fire protection features for all plant conditions are discussed
in the guidance in Appendix F of this document.

" A third substantial difference between the NSPC and existing requirements arises from the
Nuclear Safety Goal ("NSG") in Section 1.3.1 of NFPA 805. It states "The nuclear safety
goal is to provide reasonable assurance that a fire during any operational mode and plant
configuration will not prevent the plant from achieving and maintaining the fuel in a safe and
stable condition."

By including any plant configuration, the NSG may require additional analyses of fire
protection features. Because analyses of all configurations cannot be performed, bounding
configurations must be identified and analyzed. An evaluation may show that existing fire
protection analyses have included the bounding configurations for operation.

" The fourth substantial difference arises from the focus on maintaining the fuel in a safe and
stable condition. Safe and Stable Conditions are defined in Section 1.6.56 of NFPA 805 as
"For fuel in the reactor vessel, head on and tensioned, safe and stable conditions are defined
as the ability to maintain K(eff) < 0.99, with a reactor coolant temperature at or below the
requirements for hot shutdown for a boiling water reactor and hot standby for a pressurized
water reactor. For all other configurations, safe and stable conditions are defined as
maintaining K(eff) < 0.99 and fuel coolant temperature below boiling."
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Thus, the definition of safe and stable conditions provides more flexibility in showing that
the NSPC have been met 14:••-'powermo 9 t . - Com [A14]:onsie=',,

Swording:,than othe operation '-

configurations like cold shutdown,

The suggested methodology for transition of the Nuclear Safety Performance Criteria is as REPSONsEfollows: •' •
f oWill incorpoiate,, ,

Section 2.4.2 of NFPA 805 establishes the methodology for conducting a safety capability
assessment for determining achievement of the nuclear safety criteria in NFPA 805 Chapter 1.
To a large extent, the activities to be undertaken to implement this methodology have already
been completed for the purposes of determining compliance with the existing requirements.

Tables B-2 and B-3 of this Appendix outline a recommended method to review the acceptability
of a program for transition by examining the basic components of a nuclear safety capability
assessment. These worksheets organize the transition of the 'pre-transitional safe shutdown
analysis' to the 'nuclear safety analysis' as follows:

1. Nuclear Safety Capability System and Equipment Selection

2. Nuclear Safety Capability Circuit Analysis

3. Nuclear Safety Equipment and Cable Location

4. Fire Area Assessment

The review should be conducted against the methodology provided in NEI 00-01. This review is
intended to ensure that the transitioning nuclear safety analysis meets basic established criteria
for identification and analysis of equipment and cables. Exceptions and clarifications identified
during the transition review should be documented in order to provide a well-established
baseline for future changes.

For the purpose of the methodology review, the methodology presented in NEI 00-01 could be
used as the basis for acceptability for high-low pressure interfaces involving downstream piping
for intersystem LOCAs. Reactor coolant boundary valves whose spurious opening could cause
loss of inventory that could not be mitigated in sufficient time to achieve the nuclear safety
performance criteria should be considered as part of the plant's nuclear safety analysis, and need
not be evaluated in the same stringent manner as high-low pressure interfacing systems are
analyzed in NEI 00-01.

If the existing licensing basis is vague or silent on the methodologies identified, then a licensing
basis should be clearly defined during the transition period. For example, if the existing
licensing basis is vague or silent on the methodology for circuit analysis (selection and/or
protection of circuits) or evaluation of the failures of circuits within a fire area (single failure,
any and all, one-at-a-time, sequential/concurrent, cumulative effects) a licensing basis should be
established against which changes can be assessed post transition.

A licensee may choose to submit a summary of its licensing basis on circuits for NRC review
and approval. At a minimum, the summary must contain sufficient information relevant to
methods, tools, and acceptance criteria used to enable the staff to determine the acceptability of
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the licensee's methodology. The NRC staff may request additional information necessary to
adequately assess the licensee's submittal.

The options to establish a licensing basis include 1) crediting a well documented design basis
which meets minimum NRC expectations, or 2) using other methods accepted by the AHJ for- -
selection of circuits and for using risk-insights to evaluate the consequences.

Minimum NRC expectations include (however are not limited to) addressing single spurious and
risk significant multiple spurious failures, DID and SM.

if& NRC staff has reviewed Revlsn•i f NEL 00-01and concuiide atGhapter 3proyides an
acceptable way to select circitsn Chap ablewa todeterm insk-

sjgnificanceof circuit findings

-are hti ivdsa cetbeapoc o screeng oqju-i.-igit;~ issues.:

The Safe Shutdown Analysis should address all single spurious and all potentially risk-
significant multiple spurious.

Using NEI-O0-01, Appendix F as guidance, an Expert Panel will be convened to identify
risk significant multiples. Risk Significant Multiples are defined as:
" Those multiple spurious actuations that result in risk above Regulatory. Guide 1.174

criteria (CDF I E-06, LERF > 1 E-07), prior to operator response, or
" Where DID or Safety Margins are inadequate per NEI Implementation Guide, prior to

operator response.

Multiple Spurious Combinations that do not meet the "Potentially Risk Significant"
Criteria, but have an estimated CDF risk > 1E-08/year (LERF > 1E-09/year), are
treated as follows:
" Design change or procedure change put in place, if possible
" Procedural actions still meet feasibility criteria, but actions are not considered "required."

New Multiple Spurious scenarios identified can be screened out of the deterministic
evaluation, until they are determined to be potentially risk significant.

NRC Inspection Manual Chapter 0609, Appendix F can also be used within the appropriate
context. If Appendix F is used, the licensee must determine the applicability of its data to the
licensee's facility.

Table B-2 shows how to use the existing evaluations to demonstrate compliance with the nuclear

safety performance criteria of Chapter 1 of NFPA 805.

B.2.2 Fire Area - by - Fire Area Transition

Table B-3 provides a worksheet for transitioning the fire area-by-fire area compliance. The
current fire protection licensing basis for each fire area should be reviewed and-summarized.

- ;Comment [A1451: Sw itching
between NRC andAHJ ~is ofisi ng 2
RIconwi i tnd using "NRC." 4

RESPONSC,

rWill incorporate

reference for the NRC acceptance" of

theNLI 0~0-01and Duke Energy~aproaches. Thi'lat way the licen see wou~ild:

be able to lookt up the extent to which the
NRC accepted those approaches.

RESPONSE:

Tfhis wa eiwdadcnrc(,
during the pilot process and then-
endorsed in RG 1.205 rev and, will he,

rewrtte

I
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Transition of a fire area that is governed by Sections III.G.3/1II.L of 10 CFR 50 Appendix R (or
applicable sections of NUREG-0800) will be performed using the performance-based approach.
The performance-based approach must include sufficient analyses (Thermal-Hydraulic, Fire Risk
Evaluation [which may include Fire Modeling], etc.) to demonstrate that the available safe
shutdown equipment and systems can meet the nuclear safety goals, nuclear safety objectives
and the nuclear safety performance criteria in Chapter 1 ofNFPA 805. The results of these
analyses form the foundation for the available time frames for recovery actions. The
performance-based analyses should include a comparison of the time available before failure of
the nuclear safety performance criteria to the timeline of required operator actions needed to
achieve the nuclear safety performance criteria. The reliability of the recovery actions should be
addressed in the Fire PRA developed to support the transition. The risk associated with the
implementation of recovery actions for these areas should be determined and provided in the
transition report. (See NEI 04-02, Section B.2.2.4)

Deterministic methods may be used to simplify the analysis by verifying that the compliance
strategy for the area meets the existing licensing basis, including approved exemptions, fire
protection Existing Engineering Equivalency Evaluations (EEEEs, formerly Generic Letter 86-
10 evaluations) and properly implemented Fire Protection Program (FPP) changes made under
the Standard Fire Protection License Condition. Note that exemptions, EEEEs and properly
implemented FPP changes must be reviewed to verify that the quality level and the basis for
acceptability are' still valid (see NEI 04-02 Sections 2,3.1 and 4.1.1). Also note that previous
analyses have demonstrated the ability to achieve the safe shutdown goals required by 10 CFR
50 Appendix R, Section III.L. Theses same analyses may be capable of demonstrating the ability
to achieve the nuclear safety performance criteria for these areas.

_or____ ed~catedsh~cduwnr elicreassingt ýubasl, a change - Comment [A147]•' Ihe gouen0ýb th~e p.ýgmph pils inconsistent with the i.
evaluation would not be required and "Defense-in-Depth" and "Safety Margin" requirements of - givet• theea•riin dconsistio•t f hCLe rl

Sections 2.4.4.2 and 2.4.4.3 of NFPA 805 are "deemed to satisfy" so no additional Defense-in-
Depth or Safety Margin analyses are necessary. Also, if no changes were required to meet the ,S-ON5E
nuclear safety performance criteria, an uncertainty analysis is also not required per 10 CFR Consensus notreached

50.48(c)(2)(iv).

The current licensing basis for an alternative/dedicated shutdown fire area may be more explicit
than other fire areas, since many licensees have detailed alternative/dedicated shutdown Safety
Evaluation Reports. It may require more detailed documentation to ensure future change
evaluations accurately capture the baseline configuration. For example, a dedicated shutdown
methodology may credit a unique power source or pump that is not part of the plant's safety
systems or post-fire safe shutdown program. Post-transition changes to this equipment or
methodology would need to be captured for assessment of risk impact and therefore, the
alternate/dedicated shutdown strategy must be addressed in the fire PRA.

Items that have applicability for multiple fire areas can be addressed in a generic manner, such as
by topic. In addition, multiple fire areas can be grouped together if their supporting licensing
bases and engineering evaluations are applicable to multiple fire areas (e.g., plants that have
multiple alternative/dedicated, shutdown fire areas that are being transitioned to a new licensing
basis).
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Information to be reviewed for each fire area and summarized in the worksheets is discussed in
the following sub-sections.

B.2.2.1 Pre-transitional Licensing Basis

The current fire protection licensing basis (e.g., compliance with Sections III.G. 1, III.G.2,
III.G.3, III.L and IlI.J of 10 CFR 50, Appendix R, etc.) including approved
exemptions/deviations will be summarized. It is important that the bases for
exemptions/deviations be captured during the transition process in order to effectively move
forward to a new basis. This will allow the change process to focus on changes from the original
bases more effectively. If the bases for an exemption or deviation are found during the review to
be incorrect, the issue(s) should be entered into a corrective action program for resolution as part
of the transition. This should be documented in the 'Appendix R Compliance Methods' and
'Exemption/Deviation' columns of the B-3 worksheet.

B.2.2.2 Fire Protection Features Credited

Licensing and design basis references for fire protection features (suppression, detection,
barriers, etc.) should be reviewed. This includes exemptions/deviations, SERs, Generic Letter
86-10 evaluations/code compliance evaluations, etc. Ensuring the fire protection feature credited
to meet the nuclear safety performance criteria is adequate for the hazard requires an assessment
in accordance with Chapter 3 of NFPA 805. If the bases for acceptability of the fire protection
feature cannot be found or is inadequate the issue(s) should be entered into a corrective action
program for resolution as part of the transition. This should be documented in the 'Evaluations'
and 'Exemption/Deviation' columns of the B-3 worksheet as appropriate.

B.2.2.3 Outstanding Current Licensing Basis Issues

References to items that have been identified as being outside of the currently approved Fire
Protection Program (such as corrective action documents, inspection findings and violations, and
generic industry issues) should be included in the B-3 worksheets. This will provide a complete
and concise description of items that will require resolution as part of the transition or as part of a
risk-informed performance-based assessment. This compilation of corrective action items
includes pre-existing items and those that were identified as part of the transition reviews.

B.2.2.4 Recovery Actions

Operator mana actionswill bet an'si t nonied•s•i ecove actions- in the new NFPA 805
licningbasý:s e airs~ will also be transittioned ýi, yer actio~ns".

The following information for operator manual actions should be included in the fire area
summaries (and referenced as appropriate in Table B-3 Fire Area Assessment Worksheet):

" Whether the transitioning recovery actions is allowed or was previously reviewed and
approved by the NRC's Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR). Include reference to
documentation that demonstrates prior review and approval by the NRC.

" Reference to the feasibility evaluation of the transitioning recovery action. See discussion
below.

Com ment [A14•8]: Thitssno

completely ccurate, Recovery -tiions
has a more specific definition in %.PA.
'80than simply all opertor actions
including repairs, <

RESPON5E

Th eewnte I of ýthdi etin ispart fFAQ
07-0030, We under~siand the defnto ofj

ýmrevey actions nleedsn to be revIse
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* Reference to the evaluation of additional risk associated with the use of recovery actions.
See section discussion below.

Figure B-4 depicts this general process for determining whether a transitioning operator manual
action to NFPA 805 recovery action requires a change evaluation. The 'bin' identifiers are for
ease of reference.

Figure B-4 General Process to Transition Operator Manual Actions

Determining If a Transitioning Operator Manual Action requires a Change
Evaluation

Operator manual acons iat~are anowedoand/or save r y reewe adby
tne:<RC (as do cumented in an approved exemption/deyvatio/safetyevaluation report) ap)

itransinedtwithout theneedto use the change evaluationprocesl. Examples'of 1lowey
operator manual actions include:

" Operator manual operation from the control room or emergency control station(s) [Bin A]
* Repairs or operator manual actions credited either for transitioning to or maintaining cold

shutdown [Bin B]

Commeiit [A1491] ' The staffagine
that prior approvaldo, not need to bc
evaluated ini the p~lant change evaluation.
However, this paragraph and section neeid
tobe inalignentywith DG 1218
OMA's that were•not previously

approved (despit being "allowed") anidl

are necessary t achieve the NSFC wIlli

require aChapter 4assessment, Some -

prior approved recovery actions still :

require a Chapter 4 assessment. In
addition the continued validity of prior

approval bases must be
•vauated/documented.

RESPONSE:'

Consensus not reached

Comment [A150]: "Allowed" in tisi
toecxt implies "does not require LAR

dc•cimentation oir NRC review/approval.

Consen. sus not eehd
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" Manual operation of normally operated manual switches and valves where
separation/protection is provided for redundant safe-shutdown trains in accordance with
Section III.G. 1 or III.G.2 of 10 CFR 50, Appendix R (or applicable sections of NUREG-
0800) [Bin C]

NRC Letter to NEI dated May 16, 2002 states: "With proper analysis, manual actions are
allowed for fire safe shutdown activities under the following circumstances:
E Manual operation of normally operated manual switches and valves"

" Operator manual actions credited for compliance with Section III.G.3 of 10 CFR 50,
Appendix R (or Section C.5.c of NUREG-0800). [Bin D]

NRC Letter to NEI dated May 16, 2002 states: "With proper analysis, manual actions are
allowedfor fire safe shutdown activities under the following circumstances:
* Manual operation of equipment used to meet the requirements of Section 11. G. 3 for

Alternative or Dedicated Shutdown ofAppendix R to 10 CFR Part 50, where meeting
performance criteria of Section I11.L is required"

RIS 2006-10 states: "Paragraph 111.G.2 allows the licensee to use the alternative shutdown
method described in paragraph 111. G. 3 of Appendix R if the licensee cannot meet the
requirements of paragraph 111. G.2. "

" Operation of fire affected equipment for fire areas that meet the separation requirements of
Section III.G. I of 10 CFR 50, Appendix R (or applicable sections of NUREG-0800). See
Figure B-5. [Bin E]

NRC Letter to NEI dated May 16, 2002 states: "With proper analysis, manual actions are
allowed for fire safe shutdown activities under the following circumstances:

* Operation of equipment for which cables are located in fire areas that meet Section
111.G. 1 ofAppendix R to 10 CFR Part 50, by having redundant cables and equipment in a
completely different fire area

" Operation of fire affected equipment for fire areas that meet the protection requirements of
Section III.G.2 of 10 CFR 50, Appendix R (or applicable sections of NUREG-0800) for
redundant trains. See Figure B-6. [Bin E]
RI S 2006-10 states: "As discussed during a March 1, 2006, public meeting, if one of the
redundant trains in the same fire area is free offire damage by one of the specified means in
paragraph 111. G.2, then the use of operator manual actions, or other means necessary, to
mitigate fire-induced operation or maloperation to the second train may be considered in
accordance with the licensee 'sfire protection program and license condition since
paragraph III. G.2 has been satisfied"

" Operator manual actions to address spurious actuations that affect the credited safe shutdown
success path may or may not be allowed, depending upon the affect of the fire on the safe
shutdown components. [Bin G]
A special case of "fire affected train" exists where two redundant trains have
components/cables in a given fire area, and both trains take suction from a common tank. In
this case, a manual action would be allowed (and no change evaluation would be required) to
secure the fire affected train, since the credited train is protected (meets III.G.2 requirements)
even though the manual action would need to be accomplished before the common tank level
decreased to the point where operation of the credited train would be affected. This is
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acceptable since the common point in the system is the tank, which is still free of fire damage
(Figure B-7). This example was discussed in the June 9, 2006 public meeting.
(ML061980016)

An example where operator manual action to address spurious actuations that affect the
credited safe shutdown success path would not be allowed is the case where the credited
function is to inject water to one of the Steam Generators (reactor) and a spurious actuation
causes a diversion from the credited flow path. Even though the minimum required injection
flow can be maintained and the operator manual action can be accomplished prior to the
function being disabled, the operator manual action is not allowed and a change evaluation
would be required since the credited train is not free of fire damage (the diversion of flow
must be terminated at some point or the credited safe shutdown path will not be successful).
(Figure B-8). An example of this configuration is BWR example 3 of the June 9, 2006
public meeting (ML061980016). This clarification of the 'credited train not being free of fire
damage' was provided by the NRC on September 20, 2007. (ML072820168)

In addition to allowed operator manual actions some manual actions may have been previously
reviewed and approved by the NRC [Bin F] (as documented in an approved
exemptions/deviations/safety evaluation reports) and can also be transitioned without the need to
use the change evaluation process. Guidance for determining previous approval is discussed in
Section 2.3.1 and 4.3.2 of this document and in Regulatory Guide 1.205.

In some instances the NRC may have reviewed and approved [Bin F] an operator manual action
in an SER without granting an exemption/deviation request. In theses, cases, change evaluations
would not be required based on the following guidance:

* RIS 2006-10 states: "For pre-1979 licensees, a staff decision in a safety evaluation report
(SER) that approves the use of operator manual actions, in lieu of one of the means specified
in paragraph 111. G.2, does not eliminate the need for an exemption. Pre-1979 licensees who
have SERs, but not a corresponding exemption, which approve manual actions should
request an exemption under 10 CFR Part 50.12, citing the special circumstances of section
50.12(a)(2) (ii), citing the SER as the safety basis, and confirming that the safety basis
established in the SER remains valid. The staff expects to grant the exemption on these bases
without further review. "

During the transition, for pre-1979 licensees who have SERs, but not a corresponding
exemption, which approves operator manual actions, should verify that the basis for
acceptability in the SER is still valid. If the basis for acceptability is still valid, then no
change evaluation is required.

* RIS 2006-10 states: "Since plants licensed to operate on or after January 1, 19 79 (post-
1979 licensees), are not required to meet the requirements of paragraph 11. G.2, a staff
decision in an SER that approves the use of manual operator actions does not require
exemption under 10 CFR 50.12. Post-1979 licensees may be requested to demonstrate, as
part of the NRC Reactor Oversight Process, that the use of an operator manual action would
not adversely affect the ability to achieve and maintain safe shutdown in the event of afire
consistent with their license."
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Operator manual actions that are not allowed or have not been previously reviewed and approved
by the NRC should be addressed for acceptability using the change evaluation [Bin H] process
outlined in Chapter 5.3 of this guidance. Examples of operator manual actions that are not
allowed are provided in summary of the June 9, 2006 Public Meeting (ML061950327,
ML061980016).

I
Fire Area A and B meet the separation criteria of 10 CFR 50 Appendix R Section ILI.G.1
A postulated fire in Fire Area A could result in the spurious starting of the Train A pump,
which can be mitigated by an operator manual action to de-energize the Train A Power

Supply to stop Pump A.

Figure B-5 Allowed Operator Manual Action in Fire Area Meeting 10 CFR 50, Appendix R,
Section Ill.G1 Separation Criteria
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3 - hour Rated
Raceway Fire
Barrier

Fire Area A Fire Area B

Fire Area B meets the separation criteria of 10 CFR 50 Appendix R Section lll.G.2.a
A postulated fire in Fire Area A could result in the spurious starting of the non-

credited Train A pump, which can be mitigated by an operator manual action to de-
energize the Train A Power Supply to stop Pump A. This is functionally equivalent to

Case in Figure B-5.

Figure B-6 Allowed Operator Manual Action in Fire Area Meeting 10 CFR 50, Appendix R,
Section III.G.2 Compliant - Operator Manual Action for Fire Affected Train
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Pumps 1A & 2A draw from a common tank.
Pump 1A is the credited flowpath. Spurious

operation of Pump 2A could result in a loss of
pump inventory. The operator manual action

to isolate the diversion flowpath would be
allowed if the action could be accomplished

before the tank volume goes below the
required amount for the Pump 1A flowpath.

II Credited Flowpath

Pump 1A

Diversion Flowpath Pump 2A

m

Figure B-7 Allowed Operator Manual Action - In Credited Success Path - Common Tank Suction
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Credited Flowpath

r-------R.

I

To SG B
#1 AFW PP

L F/- -wpat
Diversion Flowpath AFW Pump #1 is credited for feeding SG A.

Spurious operation of valves to SG B can
divert flow from SG A. The operator manual
action to isolate the diversion flowpath would
not be allowed per NRC Ref. ML072820168.

Figure B-8 Operator Manual Action - In Credited Success Path - Auxiliary Feedwater Flow
Diversion [not allowed per NRC Ref. ML072820168]

NFPA 805 Section 4.2.3.1 does not allow recovery actions when using the deterministic
approach to meet the nuclear safety performance. However, the use of recovery actions is
allowed by NFPA 805 using a performance-based approach, provided that the additional risk
presented by the recovery actions has been evaluated by the licensee in accordance with NFPA
805 Section 4.2.4. The two performance-based approaches allowed for operator recovery actions
in NFPA 805 Section 4.2.4 are Operations Guidance (Section 4.2.4.1.6 of NFPA 805) and fire
risk evaluation (Section 4.2.4.2 of NFPA 805).

The following subsections discuss 1) the evaluation to demonstrate feasibility of recovery actions
regardless of which performance-based approach is used by a licensee, and 2) the use of the plant
change process to demonstrate that the recovery action has a reliability commensurate with its
risk significance.

Criteria for Demonstrating Feasibility

'One ptable set of criteria that i ccensee ma use tob evauateteail of'reco.very
_ a__iis isuoutlined in NFPA 805 AppQendi!x .B:5.2(ý). In accordance with general guidance used.

in the significance determination process and inspection procedures, the NRC staff also relies on
a) written procedures, b) training, c) periodic drills that simulate the conditions to the extent
practical, (e.g., communications between the control room and field actions, the use of SCBAs if
credited, the appropriate use of operator aids) and d) consider availability of systems and
indications essential to perform the recovery action as a minimum set of requirements to achieve
feasibility of recovery actions.

Recovery actions that do not meet the feasibility criteria are unacceptable.

C•omme~ntl [A5] h rl i o
incorporate the Appendices of NEPA
805, nor does DG 1218 endorse them0 . It
may be confusing to cite a NFPA 805

apedi sone ý acetbt 'rf<7

RESPONSE A

T his Appendix of NFPA 805 was
end orsed in revision 0 of RG t.205. This
feasibitity criteria was specifically
discussed and agreed to during comiment

•resolution period on revision 0 the RG
1.205 and NEI 04-02. The RG 1 .205
endorsed NEtI 0402 without exception to
these criteria, Therefore this portion of
Appendix B of NFPA 805 was endorsed
an is 'one acc~eptable set of criteria'<
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Criteria for Demonstrating Reliability

The criteria in NFPA 805 Appendix B.5.2(e) and supplemented above are only to demonstrate
feasibility of recovery actions. Recovery actions should be reliable as well. The reliability of the
recovery action should be commensurate with its risk-significance. The reliability of the
recovery actions should be considered by evaluating uncertainties associated with (i) human
performance, (ii) the difference between field verification conditions and actual environmental
and fire conditions, and (iii) design basis (e.g., thermal hydraulic analysis) versus actual time
constraints. For example, under (i) there may be differences in the human performance from one
plant person to another or between groups of personnel that may result in varying times to
complete a recovery action; under (ii) there may be conditions (e.g., smoke, water, noise, etc.)
that cannot be easily simulated when considering and evaluating recovery actions; and under
(iii) the amount of time available to the licensee to complete the recovery action versus the time
to actually complete the action should be considered and evaluated. This reliability will be
evaluated using the plant change process (See Section 5.3 of this document). The fundamental
expectation is that any change evaluation method used must assure that the level of reliability is
commensurate with the risk significance

If a licensee uses a qualitative risk evaluation method of evaluating the change, the risk
significance associated with the recovery action should be evaluated in accordance with Section
5.3 of this guidance

If a licensee uses a quantitative risk evaluation method to evaluate the change, then the
information assessed and documented during the change evaluation can be used to determine the
level of reliability necessary to assure safety. In addition to the factors considered in the "risk
check" a licensee must consider the frequency of the reliance of the recovery action. For
example, a recovery action that is relied on to mitigate multiple failures has a higher risk-
significance compared to a recovery action relied on infrequently. The following two examples
show when it may be appropriate to perform a qualitative risk evaluation and the third shows
when to perform a quantitative risk evaluation to accommodate uncertainties.

" If the recovery actions are. required to transition to and maintain cold shutdown (where the
plant is not required to go to cold shutdown to maintain the plant safe and stable), the
licensee may use a qualitative risk evaluation for the risk evaluation approach (Section
4.2.4.2 of NFPA 805) of the change evaluation process.

" If failure to perform the recovery action as required does not- directly fail safe shutdown (e.g.,
through a single spurious or loss of component), the licensee may use a qualitative risk
evaluation for the risk evaluation approach of the change evaluation process.

" If successful completions of the recovery actions are the primary means to recover and
reestablish the nuclear safety performance criteria (e.g., directly fails safe shutdown if not
performed successfully), the licensee should use a quantitative risk evaluation approach of
the change evaluation process.

Reference Basis for Acceptance Criteria of Recovery Actions

NFPA 805, Section 4.2.4.2 states that the risk evaluation should compare the risk associated with
implementation of the deterministic requirements with the proposed alternative (in this case the
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recovery actions). If the manual action had always been credited (i.e., there was never any other
compliance strategy, e.g., electrical raceway fire barrier system (ERFBS), 20 feet of separation)
then the deterministic criteria chosen should be from Section 4.2.3.2. If the recovery action was
credited in lieu of an ERFBS, then the deterministic criteria chosen should be from Section
4.2.3.2 or 4.2.3.3. The reference basis used to determine the acceptance criteria should be fixed.
That is, the incremental increase in risk should be compared using the guideline provided above
as the basis for all changes. This is necessary to prevent unacceptable risk increases resulting
from a series of changes.

Additional Considerations for Defense-in-Depth (DID) Assessment for Recovery
Actions

High level expectation on DID are provided in Section 1.2 of NFPA 805. Further elaboration is
provided in Section 5.3.2.2 of NEI 04-02. Regulatory guidance on DID is provided in RG 1.174.
The following additional guidance specific to recovery actions is provided to a) ensure that a
risk-informed approach does not result in unacceptable increases in risk to the public, and b)
interpretation of DID does not unnecessarily inhibit the flexibility afforded to a licensee by this
risk-informed rule:

Where recovery actions are credited, eliminating the existing installed suppression system
from an Appendix R, lII.G.2 or lII.G.3 compliant area or similar commitments (e.g., section
5.b of Standard Review Plan 9.5.1) requires a risk assessment, including consideration of
uncertainty and an evaluation with respect to DID, since that change may constitute an "over-
reliance and increased length of time in performing programmatic activities to compensate
for weakness" and may not provide a "reasonable balance among prevention of fires, early
detection and extinguishment of fires, and fire confinement." Similarly, eliminating an
ERFBS from an area with no suppression system and crediting a recovery action requires a
risk assessment, including consideration of uncertainty and an evaluation with respect to
DID. The impact "disabling' the existing installed suppression system should be weighed
against potential risk improvements that may be gained.

* Converting an "automatic" suppression system in a III.G.2 or III.G.3 compliant area from
"automatic" to "manual" does not defeat DID as long as the recovery actions available are
feasible and reliable with respect to early detection and suppression of fires, and fire
confinement. Here early detection and suppression of fires, and fire confinement should be
evaluated in terms of realistic fires and fire growth rates.

Additional Considerations for Safety Margin (SM) Assessment for Recovery
Actions

High-level expectations on SMs are provided in RG 1.174 with additional details in NUREG-
0800, StandardReview Plan, Chapter 19, "Use of Probabilistic Risk Assessment in Plant-
Specific, Risk-Informed Decision-making: General Guidance." Further guidance is provided in
Section 5.3.5.3 of NEI 04-02. The following additional guidance specific to recovery actions is
provided to a) ensure that a risk-informed approach does not result in unacceptable increases in
risk to the public, and b) interpretation of SM does not unnecessarily inhibit the flexibility
afforded to a licensee by this risk-informed rule:
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" If fire modeling is used in the 'change evaluation', then the margin between maximum
expected fire scenario (MEFS) and limiting fire scenario (LFS) should be considered and
documented with a basis for acceptability. The magnitude of the margin may be case-
specific depending on the consequences. For example, in some cases the margin between
MEFS and LFS may need to be greater for sequences resulting in an interfacing systems loss
of coolant accident (LOCA) versus sequences resulting in a non-interfacing systems LOCA

" Safety margins in other factors (e.g., fire modeling, plant systems performance, probabilistic
risk analysis (PRA) logic model) that provide significant (at least one order of magnitude)
additional SM to compensate for uncertainties should be documented with a basis for
acceptability
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Table B-2

NFPA 805 Chapter 2 - Nuclear Safety Transition - Methodology Review Worksheet

NFPA 805 Requirement Implementing Guidance

2.4.2.1 Nuclear Safety Capability System and Equipment Review the methodology of the current Safe Shutdown Equipment List against the
I Selection preferred methodology outlined in NEI 00-01.

A comprehensive list of systems and equipment and their If the selection criteria and methodology are consistent, then no further analysis or
interrelationships to be analyzed for a fire event shall be developed, evaluation is required. If the current criteria and methodology are not consistent with
The equipment list shall contain an inventory of those critical the referenced documents, modify and perform the additional analysis needed.
components required to achieve the nuclear safety performance Document the results and any exceptions/clarifications.
criteria of Section 1.5. Components required to achieve and
maintain the nuclear safety functions and components whose fire-
induced failure could prevent the operation or result in the
maloperation of those components needed to meet the nuclear safety
criteria shall be included. Availability and reliability ofiequipment
selected shall be evaluated. (See NFPA 805 Appendix B'jfor
methods used to identify equipment)

2.4.2.2 Nuclear Safety Capability Circuit Analysis. Review the methodology of the current Circuit Analysis against the preferred

2.4.2.2.1 Circuits Required in Nuclear Safety Functions. Circuits methodology outlined in NEI 00-01.
required for the nuclear safety functions shall be identified. This If the selection criteria and methodology are consistent, then no further analysis or
includes circuits that are required for operation, that could prevent evaluation is required. If the current criteria and methodology are not consistent with
the operation, or that result in the maloperation of the equipment the referenced documents, modify and perform the additional analysis needed
identified in 2.4.2.1. This evaluation shall consider fire-induced Document the results and any exceptions/clarifications.
failure modes such as hot shorts (external and internal), open
circuits, and shorts to ground, to identify circuits that are required to
support the proper operation of components required to achieve the
nuclear safety performance criteria, including spurious operation
and signals. This will ensure that a comprehensive population of
circuitry is evaluated. (See Appendix B' 2 for considerations in
analyzing circuits.)

2.4.2.2.2 Other Required Circuits. Other circuits that share Review the methodology of the current Associated Circuits analysis against the

Comment [A152]. NFPA 805 (c)(4)
isrefeenced in Footnote 11. This.
referenbe is incorrect. Also the NRC has
no preference for a partcua Nuclear1-
Safety Analysis method 1

~RESIPONSEý
Athough swas approve
FAQ - thischange can bec-o-sidtedil
editorial.and.incorpor......

1 Appendices B, C, and D are not part of the requirements but the methodologies in them may be considered alternatives for the purposes of NFPA 805 Section
(c)(4), to the extent the NRC has determined them acceptable methods. The preferred methodology for the Nuclear Safety Analysis is contained in NEI 00-01.
i[ Ibid.
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Table B-2

NFPA 805 Chapter 2 - Nuclear Safety Transition - Methodology Review Worksheet

common power supply and/or common enclosure with circuits
required to achieve nuclear safety performance criteria shall be
evaluated for their impact on the ability to achieve nuclear safety
performance criteria.

(a) Common Power Supply Circuits. Those circuits whose fire-
induced failure could cause the loss of a power supply required to
achieve the nuclear safety performance criteria shall be identified.
This situation could occur if the upstream protection device (i.e.,
breaker or fuse) is not properly coordinated with the downstream
protection device. (See Appendix B' 3 for considerations when
analyzing common power supply concerns.)

(b) Common Enclosure Circuits. Those circuits that share
enclosures with circuits required to achieve the nuclear safety
performance criteria and whose fire-induced failure could cause the
loss of the required components shall be identified. The concern is
that the effects of a fire can extend outside of the immediate fire
area due to fire-induced electrical faults on inadequately protected
cables or via inadequately sealed fire area boundaries. (See
Appendix B'4 for considerations when analyzing common enclosure
concerns.)

preferred methodology outlined in NEI 00-01.

If the selection criteria and methodology are consistent, then no further analysis or
evaluation is required. If the current criteria and methodology are not consistent with
the referenced documents, modify and perform the additional analysis needed.
Document the results and any exceptions/clarifications.

2.4.2.3* Nuclear Safety Equipment and Cable Location. Physical Review the methodology of the current Equipment and Cable Location analysis against
location of equipment and cables shall be identified. (See Appendix the preferred methodology outlined in NEI 00-01.
B 1for considerations when identifying locations.) If the selection criteria and methodology are consistent, then no further analysis or

evaluation is required. If the current criteria and methodology are not consistent with
the referenced documents, modify and perform the additional analysis needed.
Document the results and any exceptions/clarifications.

2.4.2A Fire Area Assessment. An engineeringanalysis shall be Review the methodology of the current Equipment and Cable Location analysis against
performed in accordance with the requirements of Section 2.3 for the preferred methodology outlined in NEI 00-01.

13 Ibid.
14 Ibid.
" Ibid.
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Table B-2

NFPA 805 Chapter 2 - Nuclear Safety Transition - Methodology Review Worksheet

each fire area to determine the effects of fire or fire suppression
activities on the ability to achieve the nuclear safety performance
criteria of Section 1.5. [See Chapter 4for methods of achieving
these performance criteria (performance-based or deterministic).
(See Appendix B' 6 for considerations when performing the fire area
assessments.)

If the selection criteria and methodology are consistent, then no further analysis or
evaluation is required. If the current criteria and methodology are not consistent with
the referenced documents, modify and perform the additional analysis needed.
Document the results and any exceptions/clarifications.

See Table B- 3 for a suggested format for documenting the Fire Area Transition.

16 [bid.
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Table B-3

NFPA 805 Chapter 2 - Nuclear Safety Transition - Fire Area Assessment Worksheet
Example

Fire Fire Area Appendix R Exemption / Deviation Nuclear Safety Performance Evaluations Outstanding CLE
Area Description Compliance Criteria Issues

Methods
I Containment III.G. 1, Exemption 7, RCP Lube Oil The nuclear Safety Criteria are met . Eval 89-05, • RCPLOC CR

III.G.2. Bases for Acceptability: as follows: Unrated 02-0221
. Type of oil . Reactivity control - Charging containment . Radiant energy
. Seismic zone (Tr. A & B) penetrations shield rating CR
. Deluge system . Inventory and pressure control - - Eval. 88-05, 99-0233
. Detection Charging (Tr. A & B), Aux. Manual Action . NRC IR 02-01

Spray or PORV B Acceptability URI 02-01-04
. Decay heat removal (AFW A, B,

Exemption 14, intervening or C, RHR A & B)
combustibles . Vital auxiliaries (CCW A&B),
Bases for Acceptability: (SW A&B)
. Detection . Process monitoring (dependant
. Admin. Controls. on location)
. Fire stops.
. Deluge system for RCPs.

2 Aux. Bldg. 50' III.G.2 Exemption 4, Lack of automatic The nuclear Safety Criteria are met • Eval 89-07, unrated None
Elev. suppression, as follows: hatch

Bases for Acceptability: . Reactivity control - Charging . Eval 95-07, fire
. Detection in pump rooms (Tr. A) dampers fire area 2
. Low combustible loading . Inventory and pressure control - - fire area 14
. Separation of redundant Charging (Tr. A), Aux. Spray . Eval 92-13, partial

circuitry (> 50 ft.) . Decay heat removal (AFW A, B, detection
RHR A) evaluation

. Vital auxiliaries (CCW A), (SW , Eval 84-3, NFPA
A) 72 code deviations

. Process monitoring (Channels 1, - Eval. 88-05,
i11) Manual Action

Acceptability

I
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Table B-3

NFPA 805 Chapter 2 - Nuclear Safety Transition - Fire Area Assessment Worksheet
Example

Fire Fire Area Appendix R Exemption I Deviation Nuclear Safety Performance Evaluations Outstanding CLB
Area Description Compliance Criteria Issues

Methods
3 DG I Room III.G.i None The nuclear Safety Criteria are met • Eval. 92-03, barrier - Circuit Isolation

as follows: between fire area 3 CR 01-0121
* Reactivity control - Charging - fire area 18 . NRC IR 02-01

(Tr. A) • Eval. 88-02, fire URI 02-01-05
* Inventory and pressure control - dampers (generic)

Charging (Tr. A), Aux. Spray * Eval. 84-3, NFPA
* Decay heat removal (AFW A, B, 13 code deviation

RHR A)
* Vital auxiliaries (CCW A), (SW

A)
* Process monitoring (Channels 1,

lII)
4 Div. B Swgr. III.G.I None The nuclear Safety Criteria are met . Eval. 95-04, barrier - Fire Wrap rating

Room as follows: between fire area 4 CR 00-0141 '
. Reactivity control - Charging - fire area 7 * NRC IR 01-01

(Tr. B) . Eval. 88-02, fire URI 01-01-02
. Inventory and pressure control - dampers (generic) - NRC GL 04-05

Charging (Tr. B), PORV B . Eval 84-3, NFPA Response
. Decay heat removal (AFW C, 72 code deviations

RHR B) . Eval. 88-05,
. Vital auxiliaries (CCW B), (SW Manual Action

B) Acceptability
. Process monitoring (Channels II,

IV)

I Revision 2
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Table B-3

NFPA 805 Chapter 2 - Nuclear Safety Transition - Fire Area Assessment Worksheet
Example

Fire Fire Area Appendix R Exemption / Deviation Nuclear Safety Performance Evaluations Outstanding CLB
Area Description Compliance Criteria Issues

Methods
5 Cable III.G.3 None The nuclear Safety Criteria are met = Eval. 97-06, barrier None

Spreading as follows: between fire area 5
Room . Reactivity control - Charging - fire area 13

(Tr. A @ HSDP) . Eval. 84-3, NFPA
. Inventory and pressure control - 12A code deviation

Charging (Tr. A @ HSDP), . Eval. 97-05,
PORV B @.HSDP Manual Action

. Decay heat removal (AFW A Acceptability
@HSDP, RHR A @ swgr.) . Eval. 87-43,

. Vital auxiliaries (CCW A @ Changing halon
swgr.), (SW A @ swgr.) system - auto to

. Process monitoring (Channel I manual
@ HSDP)

All Generic Issues N/A * 3 - hour rated fire barrier N/A • Associated circuits - NRC Manual
exemption 18 SER dated Action

11/21/84 Rulemaking
. High-low pressure - NRC Associated

interface SER Circuits
dated 4/11/86 implementation

. NRC Generic
Letter 05-02
response (sample

I I_ only)

!
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B.3 Review of Existing Engineering Equivalency Evaluations
B.3.1 Types of Engineering Equivalency Evaluations

The term Engineering Equivalency Evaluation has been used in many different contexts. Types
of Engineering Equivalency Evaluations that are recognized in Generic Letter 86-10 include:
" Fire Area Boundaries
" Structural Fire Barriers
" Fire Doors
" ERFBS
" ASD Fire Area, Room, Zone
" Coverage of Detection and Suppression Systems
" Intervening Combustibles between Redundant Trains
" NFPA Code Deviations
" Administrative Controls

B.3.2 Submittal of Existing Engineering Equivalency Evaluations In License
Amendment Request

For the purposes of the transition, Existing Engineering Equivalency Evaluations should be
reviewed to validate their quality level and their appropriate use. Those evaluations that
demonstrate that a fire protection system or feature is rated or compliant will not be summarized
in the licensee transition documentation (e.g., LAR, transition report) License Amendment
Request, since they can be shown to meet the NFPA 805 Chapter 3 requirement. Consideration
should be given to summarizing the methodology used for 'evaluating the rating/compliance' of
the system and feature in the appropriate section of the NFPA 805 Chapter 3 comparison.
However, those evaluations that demonstrate a fire protection system or feature is adequate for
the hazard should be summarized in the licensee transition documentation (e.g., LAR, transition
report). (Note, since these evaluations are allowed under the current licensing basis, they do not
require change evaluations) For example, if the evaluation takes into consideration combustible
loading, other suppression/detection features, location of safe shutdown equipment, etc., and
makes a claim that the feature is 'adequate for the hazard' then this evaluation should be
summarized as part of the transition process.

B.3.3 Guidance for Reviewing Existing Engineering Equivalency Evaluations

NEI 02-03 (Revision 0, ML031780500), Appendix A, provides guidance for the preparation and
development of engineering evaluations. The guidance may also be utilized to evaluate
deviations from applicable NFPA codes. The guidance in NEI 02-03 is consistent with the
information contained in Generic Letter 86-10. The evaluation criteria and technical
considerations in Appendix A to NEI 02-03 should be utilized in the decision-making process
regarding the adequacy of engineering evaluations for transition (Refer to Section B.3.4). These
criteria and considerations should also be utilized in upgrading engineering evaluations or
performing additional engineering evaluations prior to transition.

The following process should be used to determine if an existing engineering equivalency is
adequate to transition:
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" The engineering evaluation has been evaluated against the criteria in the pre-transition
standard fire protection license condition, 10 CFR 50.59, or plant specific process used to
determine the impact of the change/condition on the ability to achieve and maintain post-fire
safe shutdown.

" The engineering evaluation should not be based solely on 6i ._ .....
" The engineering evaluation should be an appropriate use of the engineering evaluation

process (e.g., for a pre-1979 plant, judging that 15 feet of separation between redundant
trains with suppression and detection meets 10 CFR 50, Appendix R, Section III.G.2.b is not
appropriate, since an exemption would be required.)

* The engineering evaluations should be judged to be of acceptable quality. A recommended
quality standard for engineering evaluations is based upon ASME NQA-1. ASME NQA- 1
requires that design analyses meet minimum requirements. Design analyses shall be:
o Legible and in a form suitable for reproduction, filing, and retrieving.
o Provide analysis sufficiently detailed as to purpose, method, assumptions, design input,

references and units, such that a person technically qualified in the subject can review
and understand the analysis and verify the adequacy of the results without recourse to the
originator.

o ASME NQA-1 applies these requirements to safety-related and augmented quality design
analyses. Fire Protection is typically "augmented quality", so engineering evaluations
would be subject to these requirements.

" The engineering evaluation should reflect the current plant configuration or clearly bound
changing plant conditions (e.g., evaluation assumed maximum/bounding combustible loading
values in order to bound the plant configuration).

The engineering evaluation results will require judgment. The results of the transition evaluation
should be formally documented as part of the transition submittals. This documentation should
consist of a listing of each evaluation (document reference, revision no., related fire areas, etc.)
and the results of the adequacy review. Existing engineering evaluations that will be transitioned
to the new licensing basis and are determined to be inadequate can be resolved in the following
manner:
" The condition requiring an engineering evaluation can be brought into literal compliance

with the current fire protection licensing basis, thus eliminating the need for an evaluation.
" Updated to an acceptable level before transition and transitioned over to the new licensing

basis.
* Evaluated during the transition process as part of the change evaluation process. (Note:

Depending upon the significance of the adequacy determination, the item under consideration
may need to be addressed via the corrective action process and/or may require compensatory
measures.)

Note: Fire protection systems and features, as well as administrative controls, may be relied
upon in the determination of acceptability for the engineering evaluations. These credited
systems, features, and control should be included, as appropriate, into the plant configuration
control processes (and potentially monitoring programs).
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B.3.4 Evaluation Criteria and Technical Considerations from NEI 02-03, Appendix
A, Guidance for Performing GL 86-10 Evaluations

The following excerpts are 'from NEI 02-03 Revision 0 Guidance for Performing a Regulatory
Review of Proposed Changes to the Approved Fire Protection Program, June 2003
(ML031780500), Appendix A "Guidance for Performing GL 86-10 Evaluations". This guidance
provides the minimum evaluation criteria and technical considerations that should be included in
existing engineering equivalency evaluations.

"When fire protection features are evaluated, the postulated fire in the Fire Hazard Analysis for
the area, zone, or room affected by the change should be considered, and the overall protection
scheme should be kept in perspective. The defense-in-depth principles of the fire protection
program provide an adequate balance between the different features. Strengthening any one can
compensate for weaknesses in others.

Adequacy of Separation of Redundant Systems/Components Required for Post Fire Safe
Shutdown
When evaluating the adequacy of a fire barrier, the fire areas, zones, or rooms on each side of
the barrier are to be individually analyzed for the impact of a fire on either side of the barrier
on the redundant safe shutdown capability, including the likely spread of fire. The
effectiveness of the barrier should be evaluated to demonstrate the adequacy of a barrier
commensurate with the fire hazards in the area. A specific description of the fire protection
features in the areas, zones, or rooms being analyzed is required to justify the change. Low
fire loading alone is not a sufficient basis for the evaluation. If it is determined that each fire
barrier of concern is capable of protecting the safe shutdown equipment/cables protected by
the barrier (i.e., within and/or adjacent to the opposite side of the barrier), the analysis and
justification for the acceptability of the fire barrier shall be documented..
o If evaluating passive fire-rated components, the evaluation should determine, as a

minimum, that:

8 The temperature on the unexposed side of the barrier is sufficiently below the ignition
temperature of the penetrating items.

§ The continuity and thickness of the fire barrier material is maintained.
5 The nature of the support assembly is equivalent to the tested configuration.
* The application or "end use" of the fire barrier is unchanged from the tested

configuration. For example, the use of structural steel fire proofing to protect a cable
tray assembly may not be acceptable.

o If evaluating active fire rated components, then the evaluation should determine if the
component provides an adequate level of separation considering the fire loading on both
sides.

o If evaluating the significance of combustible materials (e.g., type, quantity, distribution,
etc.) located between redundant shutdown divisions that are not separated by rated fire
barriers (i.e., intervening combustibles), then the evaluation should consider the
following factors to determine whether circuits or components, including associated
circuits required for safe shutdown, could be adversely affected or whether a new hazard
/ element is being introduced:
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" The horizontal spatial separation between redundant divisions.
" Cable qualification (IEEE-383).
" The presence of an automatic fire suppression system over the intervening

combustible.
" The likely fire propagation direction of burning intervening combustibles in relation

to the location of the vulnerable shutdown division.
" The availability of other active and passive compensating fire protection features

provided.
Note: For fire protection, "no intervening combustibles" means that there are not
significant quantities of in-situ materials that will ignite and burn located between
redundant shutdown systems. "Significant quantity" is a judgmental criterion, and the
judgment of whether or not intervening combustibles are significant should be made by a
fire protection engineer and documented (for later NRC audit).

Suppression and Detection System Coverage
When evaluating the adequacy of partial suppression and/or detection coverage, the hazards
in the fire areas, zones, or rooms of concern should be considered. The effectiveness of the
system should be judged based on the location of the system components (i.e., detector,
sprinklers, etc.) relative to the hazards, including the likely spread of fire, and should
determine whether or not the system is commensurate with the fire hazards in the area. A
specific description of the fire protection features in the areas, zones, or rooms being
analyzed is required to justify the change. Low fire loading alone is not a sufficient basis for
the evaluation.

" Manual Action Feasibility Evaluation Methodology
Refer to NEI 04-02 Section B.2.2.4 Recovery Actions

" NFPA Code Deviations

As a minimum, applicable NFPA code deviations should be evaluated and justified by a
qualified fire protection engineer based on engineering judgment. Guidance, considerations,
and criteria provided throughout this document may be utilized when determined to be
applicable by the evaluating engineer.

" Administrative Controls
o If changing a preventive maintenance or surveillance procedure method and/or

frequency, the evaluation should ensure the change provides reasonable assurance that
the associated system, feature, or component is maintained in full operating condition
(and to indicate probable continuance~of that condition until the next performance of that
procedure). Vendor guidance, NFPA guidance, fire protection engineering judgment,
and/or actual performance should be considered.

o If changing a specified compensatory measure, then the evaluation should ensure the
proposed compensatory measure provides reasonable assurance that post-fire safe
shutdown capability is preserved when the compensatory measure is established."
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C. Fire Protection Program Design / Licensing Document Post
Transition

As part of the transition, the fire protection program must be adequately documented to support
the transition to a new licensing basis, as discussed in Section 4 of this document.

Following the transition, a risk-informed, performance-based fire protection program must be
supported by appropriate documentation, maintained under configuration control and quality
assurance processes. Rather than create new, restrictive processes for program documentation
the intent is to ensure that basic documentation, configuration control, quality requirements and
practices that are part of a nuclear power plant are reflected in the fire protection program, and
that any new analyses or program documents are covered by the existing programs.

Currently each nuclear power plant has a fire protection program that meets 10 CFR 50.48. This
usually entails an upper level document that defines the personnel responsible for establishing
and implementing the fire protection program and 2) the fire protection policy for the major fire
protection program elements (procedures) and 3) the fire protection features (equipment) to
which those elements are applied. The integration of the fire protection program, personnel
requirements and procedures, which are then collectively applied to the facility, provide a
defense-in-depth fire protection program. Figure C-1 is an example of pre-transitional Fire
Protection Program elements defined in a program plan document.

In addition to the upper level program document (or program plan), each nuclear power plant has
a fire hazards analysis (assessment of fire hazards on a fire area basis) and an evaluation of their
safe shutdown capability (on a fire area basis). These documents are supported by numerous
evaluations, calculations, studies, etc. Figure C-2 and C-3 are examples of fire hazards analysis
supporting documents and safe shutdown supporting documents.

Note that NFPA 805 is silent on the FP Quality Program. The NRC guidance for an acceptable
Quality program for fire protection systems, previously given in Section C.4 of Branch Technical
Position CMEB 9.5-1, Rev. 2, dated July 1981, was generally used in the review and acceptance
of approved fire protection programs for plants licensed after January 1, 1979. For plants
licensed prior to January 1, 1979, similar guidance is specified in APCSB 9.5-1 and its Appendix
A and in Generic Letter 77-02, "Nuclear Plant Fire Protection Functional Responsibilities,
Administrative Controls and Quality Assurance." The existing FP Quality program should be
transitioned as-is into the new NFPA 805 FP Program. Changes made to the FP Quality program
will be controlled not only by post-transitional NFPA 805 Change Program, but also by the
controls associated with changes to Technical Specifications (FP Audit Requirements), and
changes to the Site Quality Program (to the extent that the FP Quality Program is incorporated
into it),
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Transient Combustibles
Ignition Sources
Inspections

Fire Hazards Analysis
Safe Shutdown Analysis
FP Feature Design Bases
IPEEE / Fire PSA
GL 86-10 Evals

Pre-Fire Plans
Notification
Fire Fighting Activities
Safe Shutdown Strategies

Q

9

Fire Protection
Program Plan

Elements

Training

General Employee
Fire Watch
Fire Brigade
Maintenance

* Operations
* Engineering
* QA/QC

* Test Program
* Maintenance
* Performance Monitoring and Testing

" System Status
" Impairment
" Compensatory Measure (Fire Watches)

• FPP Regulatory Reviews
" License Condition
" Exemptions/Deviations
" Commitments
" Configuration Control/Change Evaluation

Figure C-1 - An Example of Pre-Transitional Fire Protection Program Elements Defined In a
Program Plan Document
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Fire Hazards Analysis
Typical Combustible Fire Suppression

Loading Fire Barrier
Evaluation Adequacy Adequacy

In situ & Transient Evaluation Evaluation

I I I

Input from Safe Fire Hazards Analysis Input from

Shutdown Analysis p Fire PRA

Fire Detection Regulatory
Requirements

Adequacy Manual Fire Response Deviations and,
Evaluation Exemptions

Figure C-2 An Example of Fire Hazards Analysis Supporting Documentation

Safe Shutdown Analysis Safe Shutdown
Typical Equipment

List

Procednuresway formonProedrefo

Cabea ind R Cable Identification Safe Shutdown FunctionalSTracking- and Supply Logic wnRequirements

SAnalysis Common Enclosure Diagram AnalysisAppendix R Database Analyses

Fire Protection III.G ie S .e Compliance Assessment D u ntation
Features -Feasibility

(including rupture and Analysis
inadvertent acutotion)

Procedures for Proc•edures for
Shutdown Shutdown Exemptions

(III.G Areas) (111.1. Areas)

Figure C-3 An Example of Safe Shutdown Analysis Supporting Documentation
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As part of the transition review, program documentation (both the programmatic (procedures)
and technical) will be reviewed to ensure that the licensing and design basis meet the
requirements for transition and that any outliers are addressed. These documents and how they
support the NFPA 805 licensing basis will be documented in the Implementing Guide
Worksheets and the Transition Report. This is addressed in Appendices B and H of this
document,

AlIilte N•i• sprocesslng the LAR, the hcensee will update the pre-transional
q/licenine &)ý;• •nc.t-.o. fo longter co tipliancc,1. It is envisioned that this
documentation will be the update of the two primary licensing/design basis documents: the Fire
Protection Program Plan (administrative/organizational) and the Fire Hazards/Safe Shutdown
Analysis.

One example of how NFPA 805 Design Basis Documents could be organized is depicted in
Figure C-4.
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Living
Upper Tier

Documents

Defines:
" Organizational Structure
" Implementing Procedures
" FP Quality Program
" Fire Protection Features (system type descriptions)
* References FP Design Basis Document
Include NEI 04-02 Transition Worksheet B.1

An FHA/SSA type document that summarizes:
" Methodology for Nuclear Safety Analyses

e Fire Area Compliance strategies
See NFPA 805 Sections 2.7.1.2, A2.7.1,2
Include NEI 04-02 Transition Worksheets B-2, 043, F,
and 0

Supporting
supporiing Fire Documents

Modeling NFPA 805
Evaluation= Sections 2.7. 1.3,

A2.7. f.3

Supporting Supporting

PiHA Type PRA and Risk
IEvaluatiene Assessments

Figure C-4 An Example of Post Transitional FP Documentation Hierarchy

The Fire Protection Program Plan document defines the personnel responsible for establishing
and implementing the fire protection program and 2) the fire protection policy for the major fire
protection program elements (procedures) and 3) the fire protection features (equipment) to
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which those elements are applied. This is the document that contains long-term compliance
information for the Fundamental Elements and Minimum Design Requirenments and the process
portions (monitoring, change process, evaluation method procedures) of NFPA 805

The Fire Protection Design Basis Document will demonstrate compliance with the nuclear safety
criteria of NFPA 805. This document will contain long-tcrmcompliance information for the
Nuclear Safety Criteria portion of NFPA 805. It is essentially an update of the Fire Hazards/
Safe Shutdown Analyses. These existing Analyses will require revision as a result of the
transition to the new NFPA 805 licensing basis.

The outline below identifies those sections that will require revision and guidance as to what that
revision would entail,

1.0 Identification of Performance Criteria
The identification of criteria in NFPA 805 is straightforward. However they are different from
the current performance criteria and need to be revised
" Nuclear Safety
" Fire Protection Systems and Features
" Non-Power Operational Modes
" Radioactive Release

2.0 Identification of Fire Hazards
The identification of fire hazards in NFPA 805 is straightforward and comprehensive. However,
the existing method of identifying fire hazards within a fire area will need to be modified for
those fire areas that employ a risk-informed, performance-based compliance strategy. The
following items should be revised for those areas:
" Level of detail commensurate with the evaluation performed (rigorous detail regarding

combustibles, fire hazards, propagation,).
" Items to consider when identifying fire hazards, given that information may/will be used in

fire modeling and may be subject to additional configuration controls (i.e., monitoring) if
explicitly modeled.

3.0 Identification of Applicable SSCs
For those areas that employ a risk-informed, performance-based analysis, the identification of
SSCs in the area should be revised. The revised FHA should focus on the identification of
"targets" that were evaluated against the nuclear safety performance criteria.

4.0 Radioactive Release
A new section should be added to the FHA for Radioactive Release. This section should address
the results of the evaluation performed during the transition.

5.0 Other modes of operation
A new section should be added to the FHA for Other Mode of Operation. This section should
address the results of the evaluation performed during the transition.
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D. Fire Modeling

D.1 Introduction

The purpose of this Appendix is to provide additional guidance on the use of fire models. Fire
modeling is the application of any type of mathematical analysis to quantify the effects of a fire,
This is accomplished by presenting the various types/classes of models that may be useful when
implementing NFPA 805. It is not the intent of the guide to recommend or endorse any specific
fire model or calculation methodology. Rather, the goal is to summarize the strengths and
weaknesses of a given model type/class, identify possible applications for fire models, and
provide some guidance on limitations. When discussing fire models, specific models may be
cited as examples, especially those most commonly encountered in the fire protection
community. The use of any model should be verified for the particular application. The NRC is
currently in the process of verifying and validating several fire models. In the absence of
verification and validation, adequate documentation will be necessary that demonstrates the
appropriateness of the model, the application of the model, and the overall approach to
evaluating the problem. The use of fire models is discussed in Section 2.4.1 (Engineering
Analyses) and Appendix C of NFPA 805. NFPA 805, Section 2.4.1, provides requirements
concerning fire modeling. Appendix C, which describes fire modeling, is not a part of the
requirements of NFPA 805 standard and is included for information purposes only.

Fire modeling often involves the use of a combination of engineering calculations and computer-
based modeling. Rarely can the desired analysis be performed through the application of any
one method. The selection of a single model is therefore not nearly as important as utilizing the
range of appropriate engineering tools and data available. In the context of NFPA 805, fire
models take three broad forms, namely engineering calculations, zone type computer models and
field type/computational fluid dynamic (CFD) computer models.

The type of model necessary to perform a given analysis depends on the important physical
processes in the problem, the capabilities of the particular model and, to a lesser extent, the
degree of accuracy required of a specific analysis. Another factor that must be considered when
selecting a model is whether or not the model has been validated for a particular application by
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) or in the fire protection community in general. Use
of a model that is not validated may require extensive documentation and sensitivity analyses to
demonstrate acceptability.

There are certain types of problems where the use of engineering calculations in the form of
correlations, closed form solutions, etc., may be more appropriate and more accurate than even
the most sophisticated computer-based models available. This condition would be driven largely
by the uncertainty in the problem, either inherent or introduced by the model itself. If there is a
large uncertainty in the heat release rate, for instance, the use of a highly sophisticated CFD
model would not necessarily result in a more accurate prediction than a simple correlation. In
some cases, correlated data may yield quick results that are more accurate for the particular
application than the most sophisticated CFD model because the configuration at hand resembles
the tested data very closely. In this case, the uncertainty introduced by the assumptions
necessary to run a CFD model exceed the uncertainty in a correlation applied to a configuration
that has actually been tested.
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This appendix is organized into five major sections. Section 2 introduces the process of
engineering analysis as applied to fire protection issues addressed using fire modeling tools. It
describes the modeling approach used in NFPA 805 and provides some specific guidance on
each process element. One of the key elements is the description of the maximum expected fire
scenario (MEFS). Section 3 of the Appendix deals specifically with information and guidance
on developing the MEFS for various source fires including fires involving flammable and
combustible liquids, electrical cables, electronics cabinets, and transient combustibles. Section 4
of the Appendix addresses quantifying the MEFS source terms. Section 5 deals with different
calculation methods that are available for evaluating the various impacts of the MEFS. These
include flame radiation and plume calculations, target damage, detector actuation, flashover, etc.
Section 5 provides a brief overview of the issue of validation. This Appendix attempts to
summarize the state of the art for fire modeling and provides adequate references and guidance
for a user to apply fire-modeling techniques in a nuclear power plant in accordance with NFPA
805. Substantial additional material is available in the references provided in Section 6. A
useful primer on the subject with specific sample problems is contained in the Electric Power
Research Institute (EPRI) Fire Modeling Guide forNuclear Power Plant Applications (EPRI,
2002a). Note that this guide has not yet been reviewed by the NRC and is therefore not endorsed
by the NRC.

It should also be noted that while this Appendix and many of the references herein propose
specific methods and/or sources of data, neither should be construed as an indication that the
method or data source referenced excludes the use of other calculation methods, assumptions, or
sources of data for any particular purpose or application.

D.2 Engineering Analysis Using Fire Models
This section describes the process of engineering analysis for fire related problems, with specific
reference to the requirements of NFPA 805, Section 2.4.1.

D.2.1 Introduction

The use of fire models arises in many different contexts, ranging from simple calculations, such
as determining whether flashover can occur given the ventilation and fuel load in a compartment,
to a detailed transient calculation such as determining the temperature and velocity field for a
large turbine hall fire. The purpose of the calculation has an important bearing on the type of
modeling and the approach used. For example, to estimate the heat flux required to damage two
targets separated by a specified distance (assuming a large room with limited combustibles), a
simple flame radiation/plume calculation may be the most appropriate approach. Such a
calculation may be computed by hand or by using software, examples of which include the Fire
Induced Vulnerability Evaluation (FIVE) methodology (EPRI, 1992), the updated spreadsheet
versions of these calculations (EPRI, 2002a), or NRC spreadsheet calculations (Iqbal et al., 2002;
2003), the latter which are derived in large part from the Society of Fire Protection Engineers
(SFPE) Handbook of Fire Protection Engineering (DiNenno, 2002). If software is used, the user
is required to understand the potential uncertainty in the results and adhere to the limitations of
the method, If the resulting fire size exceeds any fixed or transient fire load expected and
uncertainties in the approach are adequately addressed and bounded, then that is normally the
only calculation that is required.
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For this type of calculation, there are multiple simple methods available. The use of bounding
assumptions and adequate safety margins enables one to quickly answer the question or
determine the need for additional analysis. This is termed a screening analysis.

At the opposite extreme are the problems that involve complex geometries, significant
mechanical ventilation, unusual fire scenarios, and other factors that are not readily evaluated
using simplified screening methods. Using fire models to address issues under these
circumstances may require calculations with limited data and may involve multiple, strongly
interacting phenomena. These problems are often highly sensitive to changes in input data or
fire growth assumptions. An example of this type of problem is a fire involving multiple layers
of electrical cable trays within a relatively small room. In this case, a space is termed small if the
energy release rates result in a substantial (over 150'C, for instance) temperature rise in the hot
gas layer. Suppose that the problem involves calculation of the damage to a target located near
the ceiling but at some radial distance from the source fire. In addition, assume that cables in a
tray are ignited. The desired calculation result assesses whether or not the target is damaged, and
if so, when would it be. This example involves predicting the flame spread rate along the cable
trays, the ignition of adjacent or proximate cables in trays, the effect of an increasing fire size on
the hot gas layer temperature in the compartment, the effect of that hot gas layer temperature on
the growth rate of the cable fire and the effects of the combination of the hot layer and ceiling jet
temperature on the target being assessed. This type of problem is at the limits of the current
capability in fire modeling, primarily because there are no methods available that adequately
address flame spread and fire growth along contiguous irregularly shaped combustible surfaces.
Such an analysis would require the use of, at minimum, a zone model in conjunction with other
calculations to make it even tractable.

These two examples are taken from both ends of the spectrum in terms of level of detail,
difficulty, and uncertainty, and illustrate the difference between simple screening calculations
and detailed calculations requiring the use of detailed computer-based fire models.

The qualifications necessary for personnel involved in the fire modeling projects depends to a
great extent on their role and the nature of the analysis. In most cases, the individual responsible
for conducting quantitative engineering analysis related to fire hazard quantification should be an
experienced engineer with formal training in fire dynamics and use of the methods or models
being used. The user should also have knowledge of available data sources and validation
studies for the method being used, In addition to modeling and analysis expertise, the successful
application of modeling will involve an individual or a team with experience in Nuclear Power
Plant (NPP) systems and plant operations, the relevant regulations, plant configurations and
Quality Assurance (QA)/Quality Control (QC) programs. For simple screening calculations
where well defined and isolated fuel arrays are being evaluated, and less expertise is required, an
engineer with training in the calculation methods being used should be adequately qualified.

D.2.2 Screening Calculations

Screening calculations may involve the use of hand or spreadsheet calculations or the use of
zone-type computer fire models, They are intended to be done quickly, and yield results that
either demonstrates with substantial safety margin that the situation under analysis is acceptable
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or demonstrates the need for additional analysis or some alternative solution. An acceptable
safety margin depends on the problem evaluated, the uncertainty in the input parameters, and the
conservatism of the approach. There is no clear definition of an adequate safety margin,
however it should be sufficiently large so as to bound the uncertainty within a particular
calculation or application. The exact nature of the uncertainty varies from problem to problem
but generally includes consideration of the source fire heat release rate, the failure criteria, and
the mechanism by which the source fire impacts the element of concern (i.e., smoke layer,
thermal radiation, immersion in plume, etc.).

Screening calculations share one or more of the following attributes.

1. Well-defined simple geometry using materials with well-defined thermal properties.

2. Time scale is not important.

3. Well-defined source fires with bounding assumptions on fire size.

4. Constant fire size, no compartment effects on fire size.

5. No fire or flame spread.

6. Calculated results exceed thresholds by substantial margins.

7. Calculated results not necessarily sensitive to input parameters across the range of
uncertainty.

Screening calculations are often done in support of Probability Risk Assessments (PRA)
analyses. Screening calculation methods, examples of which include FIVE (EPRI, 1992; 2002a),
those developed by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) (lqbal et al., 2002; 2003), and
FASTLITE (Portier et al., 1996), are based on simple correlations and underlying methodologies.
In order for the screening process to work properly, input assumptions should be conservative.
When selecting a screening tool, consideration should be given of the degree to which they have
been validated and verified by the NRC. Application of screening calculations is discussed in
Section 5.3 of this guidance document under Plant Change Evaluations.

D.2.3 Detailed Analysis

Detailed engineering calculations and analyses require substantial additional resources to
successfully complete in contrast to a screening evaluation. The attributes of problems requiring
detailed calculations may include one or more of the following:

1. Complex geometry/use of materials with complex or uncertain thermal properties within
geometry.

2. Time dependent problem.

3. Time dependent fire growth,

4. Flame spread along contiguous combustibles with irregular surfaces.

5. Interaction between compartment effects and fire size/growth.

6. Multiple target heating mechanisms (e,g., connection from plume or ceiling jet and hot layer
and radiation from hot layer and/or flame.

7. Mechanical ventilation.
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8. Screening analysis result with an unacceptable safety margin (problem specific).

Detailed analysis is generally conducted using some combination of screening tools, engineering
calculations, zone fire models, and computational fluid dynamic models. Screening tools are
useful for reducing the number of parameters or scenarios that are evaluated using a detailed
analysis. Engineering calculations sometimes provide reasonable and satisfactory results,
however in many cases they are used to provide various input values for zone and CFD models.
The successful use of fire modeling is highly sensitive to the problem under evaluation, the
approach/model used, and the assumptions necessary for evaluating the problem.

Zone models, examples of which are CFAST (Jones et al., 2000), MAGIC (Gautier, 2002; EPRI,
2002b), and COMPBRN IIIE (Ho ot al., 1988), are compartment fire models that are widely used
to estimate compartment temperature, smoke conditions, and other information. CFD models
simulate the three dimensional flow and temperature fields within the model domain and often
require a significantly more detailed input data as compared to a zone model. Examples of CFD
models that have been used to simulate fire and smoke conditions in various types of spaces
include the Fire Dynamics Simulator (FDS) (McGrattan et al., 2005), JASMINE (Cox et al.,
1986), and Kameleon (Vembe et al., 1999). Currently, the models cited above have not been
completely validated and verified for use in nuclear power plant applications and may require
substantial validation exercises or a sensitivity analysis if used.

D.2.4 Engineering Analysis Process

This section describes a generic process for performing engineering analysis consistent with the
requirements of NFPA 805. It involves the following steps, illustrated in FigureD2-1.

1. Describe the problem.

2. Select an approach to evaluate the problem.

3. Select the appropriate model(s)/calculation procedure(s).

4. Define the Maximum Expected Fire Scenario(s).

5. Perform the calculations.

6. Evaluate the results.

7. Define the range of limiting fire scenarios.

8. Assess safety margins.

9. Document the analysis.

Each of the nine process components is discussed in detail in the following sub-sections.

D.2.4.1 Problem Description

This first step in this problem requires describing the problem in enough detail to enable
decisions regarding the approach to the problem, The following information should be addressed
at this stage:

1. Define the Objective. The objective should include the performance or regulatory issue(s)
that are applicable; the probabilistic elements, if any; identification of the requirements that
form the basis of an equivalency if the analysis is an equivalency evaluation; and an
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indication that the evaluation is part of a PRA assessment, if applicable (See Section 5.3 of
this guidance document).

2. Identify the performance criteria. Based on the objective(s) of the analysis, this step requires
establishing the desired performance objective(s). The objective(s) should be stated in a
quantitative form so that comparison with the analysis results can be made. For example, in
evaluating damage potential to a redundant circuit, the performance objective may be that the
heat flux at that target location cannot exceed some critical value.

3. Identify the important physical and environmental variables such as those associated with the
source fire parameters and the compartment. Source fire parameters typically include
assessing whether the postulated fire is steady state or growing; whether the fuel is a pool fire
or a Class A combustible; the location and potential impact of multiple combustible fuel
packages or contiguous combustibles, etc. Compartment effects usually refer to the
temperature and position of the smoke layer temperature, the potential impact of the smoke
layer on nearby targets or fuel packages; the ventilation conditions (mechanical or natural);
the compartment dimensions; the enclosure construction, etc.

D.2.4.2 Select Approach

The goal of this step is identify the technical approach (engineering calculations, zone fire
modeling, CFD modeling, or some combination thereof) that is to be used in the analysis.

Defining the Problem

In order to select the approach, various aspects of the problem need to be identified. There are
four key elements to defining the problem: determining the nature of the problem, the source
term variables, the impact of the compartment, and the key environmental variables. Each is
described in greater detail below.

1. The Nature of the Problem
This relates the problem to the type of information desired from the evaluation. Common types
of evaluations are-,

a. Target damage or ignition potential.
b. Detector/sprinkler activation.
c. Flashover potential.
d, Human tenability conditions.
e. Fire resistance, such as a structural element, a fire barrier, or a fire stop.
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Target damage often refers to cables or equipment. Redundant cables or equipment that are too
close may be impacted by the same fire event; in this case the goal may be to demonstrate that a
fire that damages one set or train necessarily would not damage the other. Target
damage/ignition also includes ignition of multiple fuel packages. If combustible controls limit
the placement of fuel packages, a calculation may be necessary to determine a safe distance such
that two distinct fuel packages are not involved.

Sprinkler and/or detector activation is typically determined to verify that a fire would not damage
a target or spread beyond the initial fire area prior to suppression or alarm. In some cases,
sprinklers may be obstructed and a detailed fire model is necessary to demonstrate that they
would or would not actuate given the assumed fire. Detector actuation may be useful for
developing time lines for various fire scenarios and may be used as a basis for initiating manual
response.

Flashover potential is considered in spaces where temperatures from a fire may exceed 500*C.
Flashover is a transition where it is usually assumed that all contents of a space are damaged, the
space is entirely untenable, and fire spread across unrated boundaries is possible.

Human tenability evaluations quantify the impact of a fire to occupants. In nuclear power plants,
occupants are usually engaged in one of three generalized activities in the event of a fire: leaving
the area (a life safety concern), performing a required function (i.c., an operator action), or
suppressing the fire (fire brigade, fire department). The appropriate tenability conditions depend
on the activity the occupants are engaged in. Occupants that are in the process of exiting the
structure may be exposed to greater levels of toxic products or higher temperatures than those
that are required to remain and perform a function for a designated time period. The fire brigade
and fire department personnel may be equipped with breathing apparatus and protective clothing
such that a greater temperature or toxic threshold may be assumed. This type of evaluation
assesses the tenability conditions and uses this information to make a determination as to
whether the occupants are successful at their task.

Fire resistance calculations may be used to determine if a fire spreads across a boundary and may
be used as the basis for limiting combustible fuel loads and their placement. In some cases,
structural issues may be considered, such as localized fires exposing unprotected steel or
compartment temperatures that may heat beams or columns to their failure temperature.

Evaluations could involve multiple elements. For instance, it may be necessary to determine if
flashover is possible in a space, and if so would sprinklers actuate before flashover occurred,
Another example may involve flashover and fire resistance.

2. Source Fire Variables
These describe the types of fire scenarios that are to be modeled and may be characterized as:

a. Physically separated, discrete steady state fire sources.
b, Fire involving time dependent heat release rates or fire spread.
c. Fire spread across contiguous combustible
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Physically separated steady state source fires involve fuel packages where the heat release rate is
expected to be constant and multiple fuel packages are not expected to become involved (unless
subsequent calculations show otherwise). A good example of this type of fire scenario would be
a fire involving combustible liquid in a contained area. A variant of this type of scenario would
be an unconfined combustible liquid spill with an assumed area. In this case, multiple areas
should be assumed to bracket the results. A conservative steady state fire may be assumed for
fuel packages with transient heat release rate profiles as measured in a full scale test. In this
case, the peak heat release rate may be assumed for the duration of the scenario as a conservative
input to a fire model.

Transient source fires or fires involving fire spread may be used in lieu of a steady state source
fire if there is sufficient information available. Examples include fire spread across a cable tray
or along a combustible vertical surface or a fuel package that has a 't2 ' heat release rate profile as
measured in a full scale test. A 't2' heat release rate profile is a common expression for
evaluating fire growth in combustible materials and refers to the proportionality between the heat
release rate and the time from ignition squared. Heat release rate data as obtained from a test
may also be used as direct input into an analysis. Such data may fluctuate considerably about a
mean and may exhibit multiple peaks and troughs. Refer to Section D.6.I for a list of references
that contain heat release rate data.

The most complex source fire involves multiple fuel packages and transient heat release rate
profiles. Fuel packages that are closely spaced or are at risk of igniting via thermal radiation or
the smoke layer may lead to this type of scenario. This may ultimately lead to a flashover
condition and/or ventilation limited burning if there is a sufficient quantity of combustible
material present. In the latter cases, the source fire term is no longer driven by the physical
description of the fuel package.

3. Compartment Effects

These variables determine whether or not compartment effects are an important aspect to the
problem. They primarily consist of:

a. The fire size.
b. The room volume.
c. The room height.
d. The ventilation rate,
e, The enclosure construction
f. The fire location

The fire size in relation to the compartment refers to a ventilation controlled scenario. In this
case, the fire size is no longer a function of the fuel package geometry but rather the ventilation
conditions within the compartment. Post-flashover fires are often ventilation limited, however
flashover is not a requirement for a fire to become ventilation limited. Small spaces with little
ventilation may not be able to support a flashover fire and would be ventilation limited. The
most severe fire exposure in terms of a temperature versus time profile typically occurs when the
fire size is optimized for the ventilation conditions. This condition supports that largest fire size
without significant excess pyrolysis products for the longest duration.
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The room volume, height, ventilation rate, and construction collectively define the compartment
and are used directly in various calculations and fire models. These parameters directly
influence the type of fire that may be supported in a compartment, the potential for flame
impingement to structural elements or overhead targets and the potential for environmental
variables to be significant. Depending on the type of analysis performed, simplification of the
room geometry may be necessary. Many screening methods and zone models require only the
height, width, and length of a space. In this case, the volume and compartment height should be
conserved and the floor plan adjusted accordingly. The ventilation rate includes natural (doors,
louvers, penetrations, etc.) as well as forced ventilation. Forced ventilation includes a variety of
systems such as supply, exhaust, supply and exhaust, and re-circulation. Depending on the
location of the supply and exhaust points, consideration should be given to a one-zone
environment where re-circulation systems are present and are expected to remain functional.
Compartment construction includes the actual materials that form the boundaries as well as the
leakage through or leakiness of the boundaries. Guidance on boundary leakage is available in
Klote (2002) and Klote et al. (1992).

The fire location relates to factors that may influence the development of a fire within a
compartment and the resulting temperature. Fires located near walls or in comers may generate
thermal plumes that differ from those located in relatively open areas. Selection of the proper
thermal plume correlations is essential when boundary effects are expected to be significant.
Lattimer [2002] provides correlations for fires located near walls, in comers, and in comers
beneath ceilings. Care is necessary to ensure that the proper correlation is employed. Some
models incorporate a symmetric mirroring approach where source fires located near boundaries
are increased in size to account for reduced entrainment. Such an approach does not always
work as evidenced by the correlations presented by Lattimer [2002].

Other aspects associated with the fire location include the elevation and proximity to natural or
forced ventilation systems. Elevated fires will tend to generate a hotter smoke layer due to the
reduced entrainment distance but will also be impacted by the reduced oxygen in the smoke layer
as it descends sooner. Fires located near openings or forced ventilation supply points may be
impacted less by the oxygen conditions within the compartment and more so by the net flow in
of air through the opening or outlet. In order to capture the latter effect, it is likely that a CFD
model would be required because zone models and correlations generally do not distinguish
between fires located away from oxygen supply points and those that are near them.

A room temperature calculation or a zone model is typically used to establish whether or not
compartment effects are significant. If the temperature increase in the space, the oxygen
depletion (as it pertains to ventilation controlled burning conditions), or any other critical
parameter is such that the evaluation results would not be impacted, then the compartment
effects may be neglected.

4. Environmental Variables
These include compartment aspects that may be influence the scenario and the impact the
problem. They include:

a. Elevated ambient temperature.
b. Thermal stratification as it pertains to detector activation.
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c. High localized ventilation such as wind.

An elevated ambient temperature includes normal operating temperatures that are greater than a
typically assumed ambient (20 - 301C) or ambient temperatures generated by the source fire. A
greater ambient temperature will reduce the temperature increase necessary to ignite other
combustible materials or damage a target provided they have fixed critical temperatures. This
condition may arise when evaluating the exposure from a thermal plume to an overhead cable
tray or combustible item. If a smoke layer forms, then the ambient temperature surrounding the
thermal plume increases. This reduces the amount of cool air entrained by the thermal plume
and results in a more severe exposure to a target. Likewise, if estimating the radiant heat flux to
a target in the presence of a hot gas layer, the ambient temperature is greater effectively reducing
the critical heat flux necessary to raise the target to a predetermined temperature.

in some cases, detector activation in large spaces may be hindered by stratification of smoke.
Stratification effects are a function of the fire size, room geometry, and ambient temperature.
When predicting detector activation, it should be verified that a stratified environment does not
form.

Ventilation from external sources may also be a significant aspect to a problem, especially when
considering smoke movement or maximum fire sizes. Wind load may generate sizeable pressure
differentials between the building exterior and interior and between internal compartments in the
structure. These pressure differentials may lead to increased air supply or may force smoke into
other areas of the building that would not normally be considered. Some fire models include
parameters that address this, such as CONTAM and CFAST. Guidance on wind effects is
available in Klote (2002) and Klote et al. (1992).

Selecting the Approach Given the Problem

Once the problem has been defined, then the process of selecting the approach involves
comparing the requirements of the analysis and the nature of the problem to the capability of the
model or calculation procedure. If a model is employed, then an important consideration is the
degree to which it has been validated and verified for the application at hand. The ideal
approach should provide sufficient resolution and capacity to address the important phenomena
and interactions expected and yield reasonable results for the type of problem modeled.

In many cases a combination of calculation methods is required.,.An example of this would be
to use a zone model to calculate hot gas layer temperatures and a flame radiation model to
calculate the total heat flux incident on a target. The total heat flux at the surface is determined
by combining the output from the two models.

An example of the combination of these variables in selecting the most appropriate approach is
shown in Table 2.1 for a target heating/damage assessment problem. In this case, if there are no
compartment effects in a problem involving a complex geometry, hand or spreadsheet
calculations may be used. For cases where the hot layer temperature or oxygen depletion
(compartment effects) are significant, a zone model or a CFD model should be considered. For
complex geometries with compartment effects, a combination of zone modeling and engineering
calculations may be appropriate.
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Table 2-1. Comparison of Calculation Approaches For a Target Damage Problem
Parameter Calculation Zone Model CFD

Source Fire Term * Obtain from • Input data from • Input data (from
correlations correlations correlations)

9 May calculate
interaction

Compartment Effects a Limited use for * Used to calculate the 9 Can yield detailed
screening smoke layer position spatial resolution of
calculations and temperature and the temperature field

oxygen in a compartment
concentration

Problem Geometry * Can be used for * Simple or simplified * May be used for
complex geometries geometries complex geometries,

Thermal radiation
calculations may be
limited.

Environmental Effects * Can be used to * Limited use . Effective
estimate the Impact
of wind and smoke
stratification

This table only applies to a target-heating problem. Other types of problems, such as detector or
suppression system activation, will yield different combinations of approaches.

D.2.4.3 Select the Model/Calculation Procedure

The purpose of this step is to identify the appropriate calculation procedure or fire model. In
many cases, some combination of engineering calculations and zone or CFD fire modeling is
necessary. Examples include using engineering calculations to determine the most severe
location that will be evaluated in greater depth; using engineering calculations to develop input
(heat release rate information) for a zone or CFD model; using a zone of CFD model to evaluate
the room wide effects and engineering calculations to quantify a localized exposure; or using a
zone model for calculating the far field (areas beyond room of origin) effects and a CFD model
to calculate near field (room of origin) effects. Selecting the calculation procedure is therefore a
matter of determining what calculations and/or models will be used to calculate which variables.
It is the responsibility of the user to have sufficient understanding of the scenario, the variables
needed from the evaluation, and limitations of the models involved in order to select the most
appropriate approach.

D.2.4.3.1 Engineering Calculations

This type of calculation involves the use of correlations, closed form approximations or exact
solutions that can be done by hand or in a spreadsheet. Typical examples include:
" Heat release rate of pool fires;
" Temperature and velocity in an unconfined plume or a ceiling jet in a simple geometry;
" Thermal radiation heat transfer between a flame and/or hot smoke/gas layer and a target; and
• Thermal detector response in unconfined space.
These types of calculations are given in many reference texts, including handbooks (DiNenno,
2002; Cote, 2003) and reference books (Quintiere, 1998; Drysdale, 1999). NRC recently
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released a series of spreadsheet calculations (Iqbal et al., 2002; 2003) based largely on the
methods described in the SFPE Handbook (DiNanno, 2002). Simplified screening versions of
these correlations are the basis of the FIVE methodology (EPRI, 1992; 2002a). FPETools is
another collection of simple correlations that is available at the National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST) (Portier et al., 1996). A significant consideration when selecting the
appropriate calculation procedure is the degree to which is has been previously accepted by the
NRC. An unverified model or approach may require a sensitivity analysis and validation cases.

The NRC spreadsheet calculations provide a good example of the range of capacity of screening
calculations. The following calculation procedures are contained in the NRC spreadsheet
analysis software (Iqbal et al., 2003):
" Hot gas layer temperature and smoke layer height in a room with natural or forced

ventilation,
" Heat release rate, flame height, and burning duration of a liquid pool fires and other fuel

packages.
" Flame height correlations for line fires, fires adjacent to walls, fires in comers, and burning

vertical surfaces.
" Radiant heat flux from a source fire to a target.
" Ignition of a combustible target exposed to a constant radiant heat flux.
" Cable tray heat release rate (full-scale).
" Burning duration of solid combustible fuel packages.
* Centerline temperature in a buoyant fire plume.
" Sprinkler response time.
" Smoke detector response time.
" Heat detector response time.
" Flashover potential in a compartment.
* Fire-induced pressure rise in a closed compartment.
* Explosion-generated overpressures.
0 Hydrogen gas generation in battery rooms.
a Structural fire resistance of steel elements.
0 Visibility through smoke.
There arc usually multiple approaches for any particular type of calculation. Calculations
contained in the SFPE Handbook of Fire Protection Engineering are generally acceptable
provided they are used within a valid range.

D.2.4.3.2 Zone Models

There are as many as twenty different zone models in use in some form. The most widely used
zone models include CFAST, which was developed and is currently maintained by NIST (Jones
et al., 2000), COMPBURN IIIE, a combined probabilistic and zone type single compartment fire
model that has been widely used in nuclear power applications (Ho et al., 1988), MAGIC,
available through EPRI and also widely used in the nuclear power industry (Gautier, 2002; EPRI,
2002b), and OZone, a model developed and maintained by University of Liege (Cadorin et al.,
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2001). Note that COMPBURN IIIE has not been maintained and is not likely to be included in
the NRC verification and validation program.

Each zone model has strengths, weaknesses, and features that should be considered when
selecting the most appropriate one to use. For example, CFAST is widely used within the fire
protection community because it is in the public domain and has been extensively verified
against full-scale test data for a number of configurations and applications (Peacock et al., 1993;
Jones et al., 2000). COMPBRN IIIE has been used extensively in PRA applications for NPP
applications, however at this time it is not being maintained. MAGIC, which is similar to
CFAST but with somewhat less capability, has specialized features that are designed to aid
calculations related to NPP applications (Gautier, 2002; EPRI, 2002b). A list of various zone
models and some of their features is given in Appendix C of NFPA 805. EPRI (2002a) provides
a good introduction to zone modeling and provides specific details on four fire models (FIVE,
COMPBRN IIIE, CFAST, and MAGIC). Note that NRC is currently in the process of
developing a group of models acceptable for use in nuclear power stations. In the absence of
such a list, if a model is used within its limitations and acceptable verification and validation
documentation is provided, the application should be suitable.

Zone Model Features
CFAST provides a good example of a generic zone model. Listed below are notable features of
CFAST that are generally common to other zone models:

I. The model calculates a single hot gas layer temperature, layer height, and layer composition
in each room modeled. One model may contain multiple rooms.

2. The model does not predict fire growth rates, heat release rates, or generation of smoke and
other products of combustion. This type of information is required as input or is generated
using engineering calculations. No effect of temperature or thermal radiation on the fire
growth is directly calculated. Ignition of combustible objects (fuel packages) can occur
based on user specified criteria (incident heat flux, surface temperature, smoke layer
temperature, etc.).

3. The effect of hot gas layer temperature on the fire growth history and the heat release rate is
not calculated. Such effects must be accounted for in the specification of the source fire,
This often involves an iterative process.

4. The model may include Natural and forced/mechanical ventilation.

5. Heat losses through walls are calculated via a simple transient heat conduction approximation
that assumes convection and thermal radiation boundary conditions.

6. The effects of oxygen depletion are accounted for by reducing the.user specified heat release
rate using a predefined function of the oxygen concentration. The energy release rate is
reduced zero when a user specified limiting oxygen concentration is reached.

Selection of Zone Model
Selecting one zone model over another is largely a matter of balancing the validation and
acceptability against particular features that a particular model may possess. Specific features,
such as target heating sub-models, that may exist in one code versus another can generally be
incorporated or integrated with any other code by combining the results with independent
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engineering calculations. A significant consideration when selecting the appropriate zone model
is the degree to which is has been previously accepted by the NRC. An unverified model or
approach may require a sensitivity analysis and validation cases. Validation efforts for several
zone models are currently underway (Dey, 2002).

D.2.4.3.3 Field or Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) Models

Field or CFD models solve mass, energy, and equation of motion for each volume cell in a
calculation grid. The grid size is determined by balancing the accuracy requirements of the
analysis against the cost and computational time required to assess a finer grid. As a general
rule, a finer grid yields a more resolved solution and presumably because of this there is a greater
accuracy for the given the input parameters. There are studies indicating that this may not
always be the case (Petterson, 2002). One possible reason that a finer grid results could result in
less accurate results under certain circumstances is that various sub-models (combustion,
radiation, flame height corrections, etc.) are valid only over a range of cell volumes.

Note that NRC is currently in the process of developing a group of models acceptable for use in
nuclear power stations. In the absence of such a list, if a model is used within its limitations and
acceptable verification and validation documentation is provided, the application should be
suitable.

CFD Model Features
There are a number of CFD codes used in a wide variety of energy/fluid flow applications. A
few have been modified to deal more effectively with fire-related phenomena (plume
entrainment, radiative transfer, etc.). Examples of CFD models that have been used to simulate
fire and smoke conditions in various types of spaces include the Fire Dynamics Simulator (FDS)
(McGrattan et al., 2002), JASMINE (Cox et al., 1986), and Kameleon (Vembe et al., 1999).
These codes have generally been validated for some types of problems that may or may not be
related to NPP applications [McGrattan et al., 1998a; 1998b; Floyd, 2002; Zhang et al., 2001;
Cox et al., 1986). Currently, none of the models cited above have been completely validated and
verified for use in NPP applications by the NRC and thus may require substantial validation
exercises or sensitivity analysis if selected.

The primary advantage of CFD models is their ability to handle the flow and mixing
characteristics of fire-induced flows in complex geometries and their ability to spatially resolve
the temperature and concentration fields throughout a compartment. This means that they do not
have the inherent limitation of a two-zone/two temperature compartment environment
description that a zone model has.

Like zone models, CFD models require that the fire source be provided as input, usually in the
form of a gas evolution rate or a heat release rate per unit area, which is analogous to mass loss
rate of a fire, a heat release rate per unit area. Some CFD models contain a solid fuel pyrolysis
sub-model that couples the heat transfer from the flames and heated compartment with the
surface burning characteristics. The use of this type of sub-model will increase the uncertainty in
the results.

Although some CFD codes have the necessary sub-models to predict flame spread and/or fire
growth across some types of surfaces, the models presently lack validation and verification and
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there are large degrees of uncertainty associated with the correct input parameters necessary to
perform such a calculation. In lieu of predicting flame spread and fire growth from first
principles, most CFD codes adopt a user specified fuel release rate approach where the model
determines the fuel and oxygen concentration within a particular computation cell and from this
determine the heat released within the cell volume.

The primary disadvantage of CFD codes is the level of effort required for computation. Most
NPP applications require multiple calculations or computer simulations to evaluate sensitivity
and limiting cases, which is a serious drawback when considering CFD modeling codes in
conjunction with other methods, However, CFD modeling can be highly effective where used to
evaluate details or cases that are not adequately assessed by other methods.

Selection of a CFD Code

The range and complexity of CFD codes makes selection of a specific code problematic. For
most typical fire modeling applications, FDS (Fire Dynamics Simulator) or an equivalent code
will possess many of the features necessary for successful application because of the way in
which they were developed. Some types of highly specialized problems may require features
that are unavailable in the CFD codes currently in use by the fire protection community and will
require seeking specialized CFD models that are not normally available or used for fire
modeling. These types of applications may include simulating deflagrations, detonations, boiling
liquid vapor cloud explosions (BLEVEs), high velocity flows (jet fires), complex thermal
radiation exchanges, etc. As noted above, none of the CFD codes currently available for use
have been fully validated and verified by the NRC.

D.2.4.4 Develop Maximum Expected Fire Scenarios

A key concept of NFPA 805 as it relates to application of fire modeling is the maximum
expected fire scenario (MEFS). NFPA 805 defines MEFS as:

Scenarios that represent the most challenging fire that could be reasonably anticipated
for the occupancy type and conditions in the space. These scenarios can be established
based on electric power industry experience with consideration for plant specific
conditions and fire experience.

The MEFS is intended to describe the most challenging fire scenarios that can reasonably be
expeetedto occur. It is not intended to describe the worst case or limiting conditions nor does it
define a mere average condition. An introductory discussion of fire scenarios with examples for
six important plant areas is given in the EPRI Fire Modeling Guide (EPRI, 2002a).

The MEFS is expected to capture the variables that are relevant to or important to the particular
analysis. For any given problem, there may be several fire scenarios that require evaluation
before an MEFS can be determined. In some cases, there may be more than one MEFS.
Establishing the scenario involves defining the problem in sufficient detail to perform
calculations and to ensure that the input parameter set represents conditions that are reasonable
and conservative.

The process of developing fire scenarios for a specific problem is also intended to capture some
probabilistic elements. For example, a self-ignited non-power cable fire may not be considered a
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fire scenario because of an extremely low probability of occurrence. The integration of the fire
scenario development and probabilistic methods is a useful means to objectively develop the
range of fire scenarios that are to be considered for a given problem. Section 5.3 of this guidance
document discusses the use of fire modeling in PRA based evaluations. PRA assessments can
also be used to screen potential fire scenarios, depending on the objective or purpose of the
modeling.

The fire scenarios that are selected for further evaluation will to some extent depend on the
problem under consideration. The MEFS that is developed to evaluate detector or sprinkler
response may be different from one that is developed to evaluate redundant shutdown circuit
spacing. This is partially due to the fact that conservative assumptions for one analysis purpose
are not necessarily conservative for another.

The MEFS(s) should address the following input parameters as described in NFPA 805:

I. Combustible materials - type, quantity, etc.
2, Ignition sources.
3. Plant area configuration - dimensions of spaces involved, target location, etc.
4. Fire protection systems and features.
5. Ventilation - mechanical and natural.
6. Personnel - specifically those likely to be impacted by the fire scenario.

The combination of items I and 2 will define the fire sources on which the MEFS is based. The
plant configuration will establish the geometry of the problem, including the compartment size,
the relative position of the fire sources and/or targets, and possible fire/smoke spread paths. If
the objective of the analysis includes the evaluation of detection or suppression, the details of fire
protection systems in the area are required. Ventilation effects include mechanical and natural
ventilation.

Parameters associated with mechanical ventilation, if present, include the supply, exhaust, and
re-circulation air flow rates, the position of thermal or detector activated fire dampers, the
location of the detectors which actuate the dampers, the location of any fans (in order to evaluate
thermal effects), the position of supply and exhaust duct openings, and the fan performance
curves. Fan shutdown due to automatic or manual means, the actuation of fire suppression
systems or as a result of excessively high temperatures in the flow path may need to be addressed
in the analysis. Parameters associated with natural ventilation (openings) include the size and
location of each opening in the area(s) considered, the compartments to which they are
connected, and the ambient pressure differentials between these compartments. Also, any
changes in the configuration that may occur over the course of the scenario should be identified.
These include doors opening or closing, fire dampers activating (closure), fan shutdown criteria,
and other ventilation system reconfigurations.

If personnel exposure to combustion products is a consideration, as would be the case if
personnel actions are necessary in an area where a fire is postulated, then the number persons
and their relative position would be required as input.
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D.2.4.4.1 Fire Source Variables

One of the most critical tasks in defining a fire scenario is the description of the fire source term.
Most fire models require the user to specify the fire source term or use empirically derived data
or correlations. This requires that the user specify a priori all of the details of the fire as a
function of time. This involves specifying one or more of the following:

1. The heat release rate or mass loss rate as a function of time.

2. The spatial position of the fire(s) within the compartment in which they are modeled relative
to some reference point or an origin.

3. The yield of soot and various gas products from the fuel source.

4. Fuel stoichiometry and limiting oxygen values.

All of these values may not be required, as different types of evaluations and approaches will use
different combinations of parameters.

The fire source variables must be considered in the context of the maximum expected conditions
or the most severe result given the evaluation goal. The selection of maximum expected source
term parameters is sensitive to the type of analysis being performed. For example, maximizing a
radiation fraction may pessimize the heat flux to a target in the lower layer but reduce the hot
layer gas temperature. If the calculation is intended to evaluate detector response, the selection
of a slower rate of fire growth or a smaller fire would be a more appropriate MEFS in that the
actuation time will be maximized. Since there are often multiple objectives of a modeling
assessment, multiple MEFS specifications may be needed to pessimize each objective for the
intended initiating fire scenario.

Often it is not possible to identify the most reasonable and conservative set of parameters. This
often occurs when evaluating scenarios where oxygen depletion and mechanical ventilation are
involved. Since the balance between fire size or fire growth rate and the ventilation rate are
important, use of the largest expected fire size or fastest growth rate does not always result in the
most severe conditions. In such cases, it is often necessary to perform multiple iterations to
determine the maximum expected conditions for a given fire scenario.

Compartment effects on the fire source variables, if not treated adequately by the model used,
must be accounted for by other ealculations or demonstrated to be unimportant. Also, fire spread
paths between objects must be evaluated prior to performing the calculation to ensure that either
a) the model or calculation accounts for ignition, spread and subsequent contribution of
additional combustible fuel packages or that b) the input fire source term contains the heat
release rate contribution of remotely ignited or contiguous combustible materials.

Specific guidance on fire source terms is given in Section 3 of this appendix.

D.2.4.5 Perform Calculations and Evaluate Results

The next step in the analysis is to perform the calculations using the MEFS and the methods
previously selected, The most important aspect of this step is to provide all necessary input data
in the correct form for the model or calculation being used.
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Once the results are obtained, they are checked against the performance criteria identified by the
problem description. This can be as simple as comparing the calculated incident heat flux to a
critical flux or it may involve determining what type of approach is should be used when
performing additional calculations.

If the calculated results show that performance criteria is not met or if the safety margin is
outside an acceptable range for the type of problem considered, then the use of a more refined
model or a less conservative calculation procedure should be considered.

D.2.4.6 Limiting Fire Scenarios
NFPA 805, Section 2.4.1.3, requires that the conditions under which failure (exceeding the
established performance criteria) occurs be identified. The set of input variables that result in a
failure condition is termed the limiting fire scenario (LFS). NFPA 805 defines LFS as:

Fire scenario(s) in which one or more of the inputs to the fire modeling calculation (e.g.,
heat release pate, initiation location, or ventilation Pate) are varied to the point that the
performance criterion is not met. The intent of this scenario(s) is to determine that there is a
reasonable margin between the expected fire scenario conditions and the point offallure.

The development of the LFS(s) is essentially a sensitivity analysis performed to identify which
combinations of input parameters or variables are critical to the analysis.

The particular variables to be evaluated depend entirely on the problem being evaluated. At a
minimum one would expect to vary the following until a failure condition results:

1. The heat release rate per unit area and/or the total heat release rate.

2. The fire growth rate or the flame spread rate

3. The flame radiative fraction or the radiative power.

4. The location of fuel package relative to target (if variable).

In some cases, calculating the LFS will necessitate postulating large fire sources. Depending on
the problem, many other input parameters may require evaluation, Once the range of limiting
fire scenarios has been established and calculated, one can evaluate whether there is an adequate
margin between the LFS and MEFS to account for modeling uncertainties. This demonstrates
that an adequate fire modeling margin exists. Note that the term "Safety Margin" has a specific
meaning in risk-informed applications and is discussed in Section 5.3.5.3 of the main body of the
guide. Fire modeling margin is typically characterized as the difference between MEFS and LFS
and is one aspect of the overall discussion of "Safety Margin".

The term "safety factor" also is used in the engineering and fire protection professional
community to address uncertainty. The concept of a safety factor is that values are multiplied by
the safety factor and the results are checked at the different value (the product of the original
value and the safety factor). In the overall assessment of fire modeling margin, different
parameters can be varied using a safety factor, as discussed in Section D.2.4.7.
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D.2.4.7 Fire Modeling Margin

At this point in the analysis, the MEFS(s) and the LFS(s) have been established. An evaluation
and assessment of the fire modeling margin of the analysis can now be performed. The fire
modeling margin is normally based on one or two key scenario elements, such as the heat release
rate or the critical heat flux. In some cases, the heat release growth rate may be important. For
example, in calculating the time to flashover in a compartment fire, the growth rate of the fire
may determine when or if flashover conditions will be reached. Depending on what the time to
flashover result will be used for, a safety factor calculated on the basis of the time to flashover or
the fire size at the time to flashover may be appropriate.

As discussed in D.2.4.6, different parameters can be varied using the "safety factor" concept to
assess the overall fire modeling margin. The safety factor is intended to ensure that the analysis
reflects uncertainty in the MEFS, the evaluation method(s) used, and the performance criteria.
There is no single recommended safety factor or method for its evaluation. A reasonable or
appropriate safety factor depends entirely on the situation under evaluation. Where very
conservative assumptions are embedded in simple screening calculations, the safety factor may
be less than one that is associated with very detailed calculation or a scenario with a significant
degree of uncertainty. This is highlighted by example in Section 4.1 of this appendix.

One design method that provides a recommended factor based on comparisons of predicted
versus measured data is summarized by the SFPE (1999). This guide presents simplified
methods for calculating thermal radiation from a flame to an external target. The design guide
recommends a safety factor of two when using the screening methods described therein. That is,
the calculated heat flux should be at fifty percent or less than the critical heat flux for the target
to meet the performance criteria, if based on heat flux. This safety factor is based entirely on a
comparison between various calculation methods and full-scale data and adequately captures the
uncertainty in the incident heat flux given a source fire. If there is additional uncertainty in the
source fire, then an additional safety factor may be required.

In most fire engineering calculations the primary uncertainty is in the specification of the heat
release rate of the fire. The uncertainty associated with the calculations can vary widely. Some
simple calculations, such as the temperature in a thermal plume, are effectively correlations of
data and are reasonably accurate, within twenty percent or so given the heat release, rate. For
these types of calculations, the primary source of uncertainty is the source fire heat release rate.
Some types of fires are better characterized than others. For example, the heat release rate of a
liquid pool fire in a curbed area may be calculated with a relatively small uncertainty. The heat
release rate from a complicated three-dimensional arrangement of Class A and Class B
combustible materials may be estimated from test data of similar items (individually or
collectively), but the estimate will also have pronounced uncertainty associated with it. If a
reasonably well-defined fuel package is identified, a safety factor of two on the critical heat
release rate versus expected heat release rate is often adequate but may even be unnecessarily
high depending on the uncertainty in the fire size. The appropriateness of this safety factor
depends entirely on the specific situation considered.

The required safety factor may also depend on the failure condition or performance criteria
established for the problem considered. For example, the use of a steady state critical heat flux
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value for establishing cable failure is inherently conservative because heat loss terms are ignored
and it is assumed that the exposure duration is long relative to the transient response of the target.
For short duration fire exposures (less than ten minutes), an acceptable safety factor will be less
than that for a longer duration fire if failure criterion is based on steady state conditions. The
analysis could be modified to take into account other important processes to yield a more
realistic result. In this case, an even larger safety factor may be preferred because some inherent
conservatism has been removed from the evaluation.

The appropriate safety factor is a function of the problem being evaluated, the uncertainty in the
calculation method used, the uncertainty in the definitions of the MEFS and the definition of the
failure conditions or performance requirements. As a minimum, the safety factor should bound
the uncertainty in the evaluation in terms of the source fire, critical value, and any other
significant parameter. Thus an evaluation with little uncertainty requires a smaller safety factor
than one in which there are several parameters with a significant uncertainty associated with
each.

In the event that the calculated safety factor is deemed inadequate, there are two options
available. The first involves using a more accurate calculation procedure and more
representative failure criteria (e.g., cable temperature versus critical steady state heat flux). This
approach removes embedded conservatism from the analysis and generally requires more
sophisticated calculation methods than those methods initially selected. For example, it may
involve the use of a more realistic representation of the fire source as input for radiative heat
transfer calculations in lieu of a simplified equivalent point source assumption. The second path
involves evaluating the initial conditions and input parameters to ensure that they represent a
maximum expected versus worst case limiting conditions. Alternatively, the MEFS may be
revised to reflect more restrictive conditions of operation or hardware solutions, such as thermal
radiation shields or additional insulation, or removal of a combustible fuel source.

Since it is not unusual to initially perform screening or bounding calculations, subsequent
refinement of both the calculation method /model selected and the input parameters used to
determine the MEFS is a normal part of the evaluation process.

D.2.4.8 Documentation

The assumptions, methods, input data, and the results should be documented in sufficient detail
to permit a reviewer to reconstruct the analysis and check all relevant calculations and results.

At a minimum the documentation should include the following elements:

1. Description of Problem
a. Objective of the analysis
b. Regulatory basis
c. Plant area or compartment
d. Plant configuration assumptions
e. Performance objectives

2. Calculation Method(s)
a. Description of the calculation approach
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b. Reference to applicable equations used in analysis
e. Model(s) name and version number
d. Model validation/applicability references or information
e. Assumptions and assumption bases

3. Maximum Expected Fire Scenario Description
a. Scenario selection
b. Scenario description
c. Compartment/fire area physical description as related to scenario
d. Ventilation configuration and size/flow rates
e. Ambient environmental conditions

f. Source fire location, Rate of heat release as a function of time (Q()), and related
parameters

g. Failure criteria
h. Data sources

4. Input Data
a. Complete set of input data used for all calculations
b. Copies of input files used for computer models

5. Results
a. Complete set of all calculation results
b. Copies of output files from computer models
c. Relevant validation data if required

6. Limiting Fire Scenarios
a. Set of input conditions resulting in failure/exceeding the performance criteria
b. Range of variables evaluated
c. Calculated safety margins
d. Discussion of uncertainty in the analysis

7. Conclusion/Summary/Recommendations (if applicable)

All documentation should meet the relevant quality assurance provisions. In some cases it will
be advisable and/or necessary to include the model assumptions, data and results into the plant
fire protection program.

0.3 Fire Source Terms for Maximum Expected Fire Scenarios
This section describes methods for developing the MEFS(s) for selected fuel packages.
Additional information and guidance is available in Appendix E of the EPRI Fire PRA
Implementation Guide (EPRI, 1995; 2000), the EPRI Fire Modeling Guide (EPRI, 2002a), the
SFPE Handbook (DiNenno, 2002), and many of the references listed in Section 6 of this
Appendix. Guidance presented in this section is not intended to be a complete discussion of a
specific topic, nor is it intended to preclude the use of any other methods.

D.3.1 Pool Fires

MEFS that involve liquid pool fires can be developed using the following guidance:

Pool Fire Size
1. For confined spills, where curbs or equipment enclosures form the boundaries of a pool spill,

the enclosed area is the maximum spill area.
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2. For unconfined spills, a steady state pool'size can be calculated using data given by Gottuk et
al. (2002), Unconfined spills have fuel depths in the range of I - 3 mm and the burning rates
are typically about one-fifth those for confined spills having the same area.

3. For unconfined spills where the fuel continues to flow, it is reasonable to derive an
equivalent steady state pool size that results in a burning rate equal to the spill flow rate.

Specific data and calculation methods on liquid fuel fires can be found in Gottuk et al. (2002).

Spray Fires
The effect of pressurized liquid spray fires cannot presently be modeled using readily available
tools. The overall impact of spray fires in a compartment can be approximate by treating the
spray as a heat release rate source term. This is a reasonable assumption if the spray is of
sufficiently low momentum such that entrainment of air into the spray is not significant and the
size of the liquid jet is not a large fraction of the compartment floor area. Limited data on spray
fires is given in Appendix E of the EPRI Fire PRA Implementation Guide (EPRI, 1995; 2000).
Note that in many actual spray fires, energy is contributed from both the spray fire and a pool
fire that forms under the spray. CFD methods are available for calculating the details of a spray
flame, but these are not available for general design or analysis. Limited data on radiation
calculations from spray and jet flames is given by Beyler (2002). Target exposure calculations
involving spray flame exposures require significant additional care.

D.3.2 Transient Combustibles

In most plant areas, it is necessary to postulate a transient fuel fire source given the transient fuel
loads. Transient fuel loads arise from normal operating conditions as well as maintenance or
testing activities. Depending on the location in the plant and the general area use, transient
combustibles will comprise at a minimum, of one or more trash or refuse bags. Large refuse
bags may, have heat release rates in the range of 150 - 350 kW, depending on the nature of the
contents, packaging density, size and weight. Other transient loads, including lubricating oil,,
packaging material, and furniture items should be included as appropriate. Transient
combustible materials should take into consideration transient loads allowed within the plant Fire
Hazard Analysis and the combustible control program. Data on heat release rate characteristics
of transient fuel loads is given in Babrauskas (2002), Babrauskas et al., 1992; and Grayson et al.
(2000). The EPRI Fire PRA Implementation Guide also contains specific guidance for transient
fuel loads in Appendix E (EPRI, 1995; 2000).

Transient loads are included in the MEFS and LFS as appropriate by postulating transient loads
in addition to normal fuel loads.

D.3.3 Cabinet Fires

Heat release rates for electronics cabinets can be developed using data from large-scale cabinet
fire tests using equipment similar ventilation and fuel loading. Two cabinet heat release rate
values measured by Chavez (1987) are in widespread use for fire PRA evaluations. In these
evaluations, a lower heat release rate (65 kW) is used when the cables are IEEE-383 qualified
and only one small cable bundle is expected to be involved. For other cases involving IEEE-383
qualified cables, 200 kW is assumed (EPRI, 1995; 2000).
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The heat release rate from electronics cabinets is a function of the cabinet ventilation, the
combustible fuel load in the cabinet, and the fuel distribution within the cabinet, Fire testing
conducted by Chavez (1987) and Mangs et al. (1994, 1996) attempted to evaluate the impact of
these variables on the cabinet fire heat release rate. A summary of the test conditions is provided
in Table 3-1. Transient heat release rate profiles for various cabinet fires are shown in Figure 3-
1. Additional data is available in the EPRI Fire PRA Implementation Guide (EPRI, 1995; 2000).
This guide gives energy release rate data for cabinet fires as a function of cabinet fuel loading,
cable type and ventilation opening.

Table 3-1. Electronic Cabinet Fire Test Conditions
Ventilation Area (m2) Fuel Load Peak HRR Fire

Test No. Ref. DurationType Lower Upper (MJ) (kW) (mln)

VTT-I 1 [1] VetGrille 0.050 0.11 925 385 at 40 min. 105
VTT-I I'll Door Ajar'

VTT-I 2 [1] Vent Grills 0.040 0.079 455 50 at 14 min 45

VTT-I 3-2 [1] Vent Grills 0.040 0.079 1,400 180 at 15 min 125

VTT-II 1 [2] Vent Grills 0.0097 0.054 1,500 175 at 36 min 105
VTT-I1 2 [2] Vent Grills 0.0097 0.054 1,600 110 at 32 min 120
VTT-11 3 [2] Vent Grills 0.0097 0.054 1,500 100 at 13 min 120
ST #10 [3] Vent Grills 0.14 0.14 600 280 at 11 min 50
PCT #1 [3] Vent Grills 0.14 0.14 780 185 at 12 min 60
PCT #2 [3] Open door 1.30 1.30 1,000 950 at 11 min 40

I. Mangs et al. (1994) 2. Mangs et al. (1996) 3. Chavez (1987)
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Figure 3-1. Heat release rate of individual electronic cabinets in the cable spreading room. Curve
#1 from ST#2 and PCT#1 (Chavez, 1987), Curve #2 from PCT#2 (Chavez, 1987), Curve #3 (Najafi et

al., 1999), and Curve #4 from Test I (Mangs et al., 1994).

Often, cabinets are located adjacent to or close to other cabinets. The potential for fire spread
between adjacent cabinets can be estimated using experimental data from tests conducted by
Chavez (1987) and Mangs et al., (1994, 1996). Chavez (1987) found that electronic cabinets that
are not separated by an air gap may transmit sufficient heat to allow auto-ignition of cables in the
adjacent cabinet. Wall temperature data obtained from by Mangs et al., (1994, 1996) indicates
that fires will spread to adjacent cabinets approximately ten minutes after ignition of the initial
burning cabinet.

A heat release rate curve that combines the heat release rate contribution of individual cabinets
with the expected ignition delay between cabinets is shown in Figure 3-2. In this example, fire
spreads from a transformer to three adjacent electronics cabinets.

High Voltage Faults
None of the electronic cabinet fire data currently available are relevant to the case of a high
voltage arcing failure (NRC, 2002). No existing fire modeling calculation method can deal
directly with these types of events. An approach to treating such scenarios would be to account
for the initial electrical energy release as a zero oxygen consumption heat release rate and them
assume ignition of all combustibles within a certain radius (1 - 2 in). Fire spread beyond this
initial ignition zone could then be treated by existing methods as appropriate. Since the energy
release rate for all models is given as input data, such an approach would enable the user to
evaluate compartment-wide effects of such initiating events.
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Figure 3-2. Heat Release Rate Profile and Depiction of Fire Spread from a
Transformer to Adjacent Cabinets.

D.3.4 Cable Fires

Cable fire growth rates may be approximated by empirical correlations relating bench scale heat
release rate data to full scale fire spread and heat release rate data. The heat release rate and fire
spread characteristics are strongly dependent on the following variables:

1. The cable jacket and insulation material.

2. The number and size of the cable conductors.

I
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3. The cable construction.

4. The density and arrangement of cables in the tray, bundle, etc.

5. The cable orientation (verticalhorizontal).

6. The presence of fire retardant material on the cables.

The range of heat release rate data for a given type of insulation and jacket material varies
widely. For example, heat release rate data for PE/PVC cable construction can vary between 200
kW/m2 and 600 kW/m2 for IEEE 383 qualified cables. Empirical data is available only for a
small fraction of all cables current in use, so approximations are necessary when evaluating cable
tray fire scenarios. A sample method that treats a cable tray fire a line fire that spreads in two
directions is provided below. Other approaches may be used as appropriate.

The heat release rate per unit length of the cable tray system is a function of the plan area of the
cables as follows: q" W~ (1)

where 4" is the full-scale single cable tray heat release rate (kW/m 2) and Wr, c is the maximum

plan width of the cables (m). The plan width is equal to the sum of all individual cable outer
diameters or the actual cable tray width, which ever is smaller. If there are multiple trays, the
total plan width includes the plan width on each cable tray within the array.

The full-scale heat release rate per unit area is determined using the equation (Lee, 1985):
q" = 0.45.4" (2)

where 4" is the heat release rate per unit area measured at an incident heat flux of 60 kW/m 2 in a
bench-scale (cone calorimeter) apparatus.

Burning Duration
The burning duration at a single point is in direct proportion to the quantity of combustible
material available and the burning rate. The following equation is used to determine the burning
duration:

= Q- (3)

where t, is the fire duration at a specific location (s), and Q' is the energy load of the cable tray
system (kJ/m).

Spread Rate
Evidence suggests the spread rate in cable tray fires is a function of the bench-scale heat release
rate (Lee, 1985). Lee (1985) correlated bench-scale data to moderate-scale tests in terms of an
area spread rate for a single cable tray array. The cable tray array contained six tiers or two
cable trays. Each individual tray within the array was 0.5 mn wide (Sumitra, 1982).
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As noted by Lee (1985), the correlated area spread rate is valid "...only to [for] cable tray
arrangements, cable packing densities, and exposure fires similar to those tested by Sumitra."

The arrangement of the cable tray system is typically smaller than those that were tested.
Consequently, some modification to the Lee (1985) methods is required before the test results
can be applied to the configuration at hand.

The correlation derived by Lee can be modified using the actual test observations by Sumitra
(1982). Sumitra noted the number of trays involved before the onset of suppression for each test.
This information, along with the bum area at the time suppression as determined by Lee (1985)
was used to calculate the actual flame spread rate. Figure 3-3 shows the flame-spread rate versus
bench-scale heat release rate along with a linear curve fit. The following correlation is obtained
from the linear curve fit of the data:

v, = (7.55E - 3). - 1.25 (4)

where v, is the flame spread rate (mm/s) in one direction on horizontal cable tray.

4

MLinear Curve Fit of
X 2 Test Date

Flame Spread Rate Obtained
u. from Test Data

0
100 200 300 400 500 600 700

Unit Heat Release Rate (kW/m 2)

Figure 3-3. Horizontal Flame Spread Rate as a Function of the Unit Heat Release Rate

The flame spread velocity as calculated using Equation 4 may be compared to other test data on
cable trays and cable fires for validity, Tewarson et al. (1993) observed that the horizontal flame
spread velocity in communications cables is aboutt 0.6 mm/s for a three-tiered cable tray
arrangement. Investigations of a power cable fault fire (FTIC, 1989) concluded that the spread
velocity in these cables was about 2 mm/s. Vertical cable trays with various types of cables have
been shown to have a flame spread rate between 2 mm/s and 7 mm/s and presumably represent
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an upper bound spread rate (Tewarson et al., 1988). Thus, the horizontal cable tray flame-spread
rate is expected to lie between 0.6 - 7-mrm/s, which is nearly the case for Equation 4 over the
expected range of unit heat release rates for cables.

Another consideration when estimating the cable tray flame spread rate is the packing density.
Test data on vertical cable tray tests indicates that the flame-spread rate in cables is sensitive to
the packing density (Hasegawa et al., 1983). Hasegawa et al. (1983) found that cable trays with
a packing density of twenty-five percent had a fifty percent or greater reduction in the peak flame
spread rate. Cable trays with a packing density approaching one-hundred percent also exhibited
a flame spread rate reduction.

Alternative (and lower) flame spread rates for cable arrays are given in the FIVE method
documentation (EPRI, 1992), and discussed in the EPRI Fire Modeling Guide for Nuclear Power
Plant Application (EPRI, 2002a),

Spread Distance
The maximum flame spread distance from the point of origin in one direction is

X, = tdv, (5)

where X, is the distance the flame spreads from the origin before the onset of burnout (m). Note
that the total spread distance is twice this value because it is assumed that flame spread occurs in
two directions.

The method described above is applicable for single horizontal cable tray arrays. Vertical arrays
spread flame much more quickly as noted above. No generic method exists for calculating or
estimating this spread rate. For many problems vertical flame spread may be assumed to happen
instantaneously.

For complex horizontal cable array geometries (such as those which typically occur in cable
spreading areas), a bench to full-scale spread correlation (viz., Equation 2) may be used to
estimate the amount of cable involved if a slow or medium 't"' growth rate fire is assumed. Note
that none of those methods account for the change to flame spread rates that occur as the
compartment heats up. As cables become immersed in hot gases and their surfaces preheated,
the flame spread rate will increase. Methods for approximating the increase in flame spread rate
can be derived from methods used to calculate flame spread on combustible surfaces (Quintiere,
2002).

It is not presently possible to directly account for the effects of coatings on electrical cables
without additional full or bench-scale data. Reference to full-scale cable tray test data may
provide some guidance in establishing source fire characteristics of coated cables (Klamerus,
1978). At a minimum, coated cables passing IEEE-383 can be reasonably expected to equal the
performance of IEEE-383 qualified cables from the standpoint of damageability.
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D.4 Guidance on Application of Engineering Methods
This section provides guidance and reference material on the use of engineering methods and
models for specific applications.

D.4.1 Damage or Ignition of a Target

This category of problems is widely encountered in NPPs due to its relationship with prescribed
minimum separation distance requirements between certain systems and circuits. The general
problem can be subdivided into two cases, one where the room size is large and the source fire
relatively small such that compartment effects are negligible, and the other where compartment
heating and/or oxygen depletion effects are expected to be significant.

D.4.1.1 Target Exposure: Negligible Compartment Effects

Plumes and Ceiling Jet Exposure
This case is illustrated schematically in Figure 4-1. Three sample target positions, TI, T2, and
T3, are shown in Figure 4-1. Location TI represents a target tat is immersed in the plume at
some elevation above the flame. The axis-symmetric plume temperature may be calculated
using methods found in lqbal et al. (2002; 2003), FIVE, (EPRI, 1992; 2002a), Lattimer (2002) or
Heskestead (2002). For line type flames and plumes or fires against walls or in corners, different
correlations may be required (Iqbal et al., 2003). Location T2 represents a target within the
ceiling jet zone. Correlations for estimating the temperature and velocity in a ceiling jet are
available in Iqbal et al. (2002; 2003), Alpert (2002), Lattimer (2002), or FIVE (EPRI, 1992).
These cases can also be evaluated using computer codes used for detector/sprinkler activation,
for example, DETACT-QS/T2 (Portier et al., 1996; Evans et al., 1985; 1986) and LAVENT
(Cooper, 1990).
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Figure 4-1. Schematic of Target Exposure, No Compartment Effects

Where plumes or ceiling jets may flow through highly obstructed paths, as would be the case
near the ceiling of a cable spreading room, the use of the methods described above could over-
predict temperatures. Also, a target that is located outside of the flow path in an unobstructed
configuration may become immersed in obstructed configuration. If such considerations are
critical to the evaluation, then detailed calculations (such as a CFD analysis) should be pursued.

The temperatures calculated for both plume and ceiling jet exposures are typically maximum
values and occur along centerline of a thermal plume and near the ceiling for ceiling jets. If the
target is not on the centerline, there are correlations for the temperature variation as a function of
the distance from the maximum value that may be used. Heskestead (2002) gives the necessary
correlations to perform this calculation for thermal plumes. In most applications (particularly for
low ceiling heights), the use of maximum plume or ceiling jet temperature is most appropriate
and recommended.

Flame Radiation
In the situation noted by the target location T3 in Figure 4-1, the primary exposure is flame
radiation (not in the presence of wind). This problem can be readily evaluated if the flame is
approximated as a circular source with a simple target-flame geometry. Techniques are
summarized in Beyler (2002), SFPE (1999), and lqbal et al. (2002; 2003).
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Geometries that involve non-circular fire source (e.g. line fires), or irregular flame-target
positions, intervening flame shields, etc., require a more complex calculation method. Beyler
(2002) and Heskestad (2002) summarize several methods that address complex configurations.

For complex geometries, the general process for calculating flame radiation effects is as follows.

1. Estimate the fire heat release rate.

2. Establish the dimensions of the flame base.

3. Calculate the flame height.

4. Estimate the emissive power at flame:

a. Use the radiative fraction of the total heat release rate divided by the flame surface area;
or

b. Use the average flame temperature and emissivity; or
c. Use an empirical correlation based on the fire diameter and other parameters.

5. Calculate view factor from flame to the target, accounting for flame shields and other
obstructions.

6. Apply any corrections for the transmissivity through boundaries and absorption by
intervening gas (can be neglected for most eases),

7. Calculate the radiant flux at target.

This procedure described above may be used for most flame and flame/target geometries.
Summarized below is the application of four different flame radiation calculation methods of
variable complexity. The examples illustrate the relationship between methods used and the
appropriate safety margin.
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Comparison of Flame Radiation Calculation Methods
An example of applying various calculation procedures and the effect it has on the appropriate
safety margin is given in this section. Four methods for calculating flame radiation are described
and compared with experimental data. The basis for comparison between the methods is
calculated heat flux for the data set used to validate the point source model. The models are
provided under the assumption that there is no wind. Wind effects are addressed at the end of
this section.

Classical Point Source Method

The classical point source model was used in this analysis because it is simple to apply and it is
the only method that does not require a determination of the diameter of the fire. The point
source model assumes that the radiant energy is released at a point located at the center of the
fire. The heat flux is inversely related to the separation from a source fire the following equation
(Drysdale, 1999):

i= (6)4;rR'

where q/ is the heat flux (kW/m 2) at a distance R (m) from the center of the flame, Zr is the is

the energy fraction released as thermal radiation, Qp is the peak heat release rate (kW). As can
be seen in Equation 6, only the peak heat release rate and the separation distance are required to
calculate the heat flux to a target.

In most instances, the fraction of energy released as radiation varies between 0.03 and 0.45
(SFPE, 1999; Tewarson, 2002) with most data falling between 0. 1 and 0.3. A value of 0.35 is
initially assumed in the following example analysis and based on comparison with the available
test data an appropriate safety margin is determined. Note that assuming a different value would
result in a different safety margin but not a different conclusion. It is also assumed that the
separation distance R is equal to the horizontal distance between the edge of the source fire and
the edge of the target. Because the horizontal separation distance will always be less than the
distance to the center of the flame, the heat flux values predicted by Equation 6 will be more
conservative using the horizontal separation distance. Equation 6 has been compared to actual
test data from pool fires with diameters of less than 3 m because it is expected that the
assumptions described above would not apply to large diameter source fires. Table 4-1
summarizes the experimental data sets that were used in this comparison. Figure 4-2 shows a
plot of the measured versus predicted heat flux values Equation 6 using an assumed radiative
fraction of 0.35 as described above and a separation equal to the horizontal distance from the
edge of the source fire.

Although most of the target heat fluxes are conservatively over-predicted, there are still enough
data points that are under-predicted to warrant the use of a safety margin.
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Table 4-1. Summary of Experimental Data Compared with Point Source Model
Prediotions

Number of Data
Data Reference Type of Fuel Fire Diameter (in) Points

Seeger (1974) Fuel Oil 1.6 4

Yumoto (1977) Gasoline 1.0 to 1.5 11

Dayan at al. (1974) JP-4 1.2 4

Dayan et al. (1974) JP-5 2.4 to 3.1 8

Hagglund et al. (1976) JP-4 1.1 to 2.3 11

Kosekl et al. (1991) Crude Oil 1.0 to 3.1 5

Kosekl at al. (1988) Heptane 1.0 to 2.0 2

Koseki et al. (1989) Heptane 3.1 1
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Figure 4-2. Predicted Versus Measured Target Heat Fluxes Using the Classical Point Source Model

Figure 4-3 shows point source model predictions using a safety margin of 1.5, an assumed
radiative fraction of 0.35 as described above, and a separation distance equal to the horizontal
distance from the edge of the source fire. As can be seen, all of the data is either accurately
predicted or conservatively over-predicted. In some instances the heat flux is over-predicted by
a considerable amount. Nevertheless, Figure 4-3 shows that with some relatively moderate
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assumptions to the initial model, the calculation can be shown conservative for a wide range of
fuels and fire sizes without the need for evaluating fire specific parameterssuch as the diameter
and flame height.

100

to

0.1
0.I 10 100

Predicted Heat Flux (kW /m 2)

Figure 4-3. Predicted Versus Measured Target Heat Fluxes Using the Classical Point Source Model
with a Safety margin of 1.5

Shokri and Beyler Correlation

The Shokri and Beyler correlation requires the determination of the fire diameter. The following
equation is used in this method to calculate the heat flux to a target (Shokri et al., 1989):

1 5.4(.j R 1*5
(7)

where D is the source fire diameter (in). The radial separation R is the distance between the
center of the source fire and the edge of the target. Figure 4-4 shows the predicted heat flux
versus the measured heat flux at a target for the same data set used to validate the point source
model. Figure 4-4 shows that the Shokri and Beyler correlation under estimates about half of the
data points and over estimates the other half. This is the basis for a recommended faictor of
safety of two in the SFPE Engineering Guide (SFPE, 1999).

Detailed Method of Shokri and Beyer

Shokri et al. (1989) present a more detailed method than the Shokri and Beyler correlation
summarized above and the results are improved. The heat flux to a target is calculated using the
following equation:

4ý = EF (8)
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Figure 4-4. Predicted Versus Measured Target Heat Fluxes Using the Shokri and Beyler
Correlation

where E is the emissive power of the fire flame (kW/m2 ) and F is the radiation view factor
between the target and the flame. The emissive power of the flame is determined using the
following equation (Shokri et al., 1989):

E = 58. 1 0 -0.00S23D (9)

where E is in kW/m2 and D is in meters. The configuration factor between the target and the
flame is a function of the flame height, the fire diameter, the shape of the flame, and the
orientation of the target. Shokri and Beyler assume that the flame can be approximated as a
cylinder with a diameter equal to the diameter of the source fire and a height equal to that of the
flame. The equations for this radiation configuration factor geometry are summarized in Shokri
et al., (1989). Figure 4-5 shows the predicted versus measured target heat fluxes for the same
data set used to validate the point source model. The figure indicates that this method is much
better than the Shokri and Beyler correlation, though some data is still under estimated, hence a
lower factor of safety may be warranted.
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Figure 4-5. Predicted versus Measured Target Heat Fluxes Using the Shokri and
Beyler Procedure

Method of Moda, and Croce

The method of Mudan and Croce is similar to the detailed Shokri and Beyler method, however
different correlations for the flame height, flame omissive power, and the shape factor are
employed. This method is summarized in Beyler (2002) and by SFPE (1999).

Sample Application Comparing the Four Heat Flux Models
This section presents an application that compares the calculated predictions of each heat flux
model. The sample fuel package is a 1.5 m diameter combustible material fire. The assumed
heat release rate per unit area is 400 kW/m 2. The incident target heat flux at several distances
was calculated using each of the four methods discussed above. Table 4-2 summarizes the
predictions of each method. The point source model and the Shokri and Beyler correlations,
both of which are screening methods, yield the most conservative results near the source fire and
is the next most conservative method at distances away from the fire. It should be noted that all
correlations are conservatively applied in this case in so far as the fuel package is treated as a
pool fire. The results in Table 4-2 suggest that the safety margin is generally greater for the
screening methods near the source fire, where the greatest error would be expected, and
approaches the more detailed methods at distances away from the source fire.
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Table 4-2. Comparison of Heat Flux Predictions for Miscellaneous Fire Example

Method Heat Flux (kW/ml) at
0.5 m 1.0 m 1.5 m 2.0 m 2.5 m

Point Source Model1  117 29 13 7.3 4.7

Shokri/Beyler Correlation 86 29 15 10 7

Detailed Shokri/Beyler 31 17 10 6.9 4.9

Mudan/Croce Method 67 39 25 17 12
'Point source model with a safety margin of 1.5 and a radiant fraction of 0.35.

Wind Effects

If wind effects cannot be ignored, then some modifications to the radiation heat flux calculation
approach are necessary. This applies only to the detailed methods (the Shokri and Beyler
method and the Mudan and Croce method). The point source method and the Shokri and Beyler
method should not be used if wind effects are expected to be significant.

Wind effects on the radiant heat flux from a source fire to a target are characterized by the

following elements;

1. Increased flame length

2. Deflection of the flame.

3. Increased convective heat loss at the surface of the target.

The first two wind impacts cited above typically have an adverse impact on the target response
insofar as they tend to lead to an increased heat flux and thus more rapid heating of a target. At
sufficiently large distances, the flame deflection may actually become a favorable attribute
because the distance the flame may moves toward the target is counterbalanced by the reduction
in the view factor due to the decreased vertical flame height associated with large deflection
angles. The last element is always a positive attribute because the target loses a thermal energy
to the surroundings more efficiently in the presence of a moving air stream.

Significant wind may increase flame length in the direction parallel to the wind flow. Thomas
[1962] provides correlations of flame lengths when there is significant wind. For deflection
angles less than 450, the increase in flame length can vary between 12 -30 percent [SFPE,
1999].

Flames will deflect parallel to the wind and may move toward or away from the target.
Typically, it is most conservative to assume that the flames deflect toward the target, thus
decreasing the distance between the radiating surfaces and the target. The deflection angle is a
function of the non-dimensional wind velocity, given by the following equation [Beyler, 2002]:

u. 1/u 3 (9)

2Pr )
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Where u* is the non-dimensional wind velocity, u, is the wind velocity (m/s), g is the
acceleration of gravity (mi/s), tit" is the mass loss rate of the fuel supplying the fire (kg/s-m2 ), D
is the diameter of the fire (m), and p, is the density of the thermal plume/fire (kg/mr). The
deflection angle is given by the following [Beyler, 2002]:

cos(O)=1 u' <1

cos(O) u '>= u >1

where 9 is the deflection angle (radians). Shape factor equations for tilted fires differ from fires
that are assumed vertically [SFPE, 1999]. Refer to SFPE [1999] or Beyler [2003] for details
regarding the shape factor equations for tilted fires. Figure 4-6 depicts the shape factor as a
function of separation distance and tilt angle for a fire with a height-to-radius ratio of 6. The
results arc similar for fires with other height-to-radius ratios.

7----1. l
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Figure 4-6. Radiation Shape Factor as a Function of Separation Distance and Tilt Angle for Fires
with a Height-to-Radius Ratio of 6

When determining the response of the target, the additional cooling resulting from the moving
air stream should be accounted for. 'The cooling capacity is a function of the velocity of the air
stream. A low air velocities, natural convection is the dominant mode of convective heat loss; at
high air stream velocities, forced convection is the dominant mode; at moderate air stream
velocities a mixed forced-natural condition arises [Incropera et al., 1985; Gebhart et al., 1988],
The classification of an air stream as loev, moderate, and high velocity is a function of the air
temperature, the target orientation and shape, and the target temperature. Incropera et al. [1985],
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Atreya [2002], and Gebhart et al. [1988] provide correlations for the three flow regimes and
various target shapes and orientations.

D.4.1.2 Target Exposure: Significant Compartment Effects

Compartment effects are critically important to fire engineering calculations. These effects
manifest themselves in several ways. It is important to ensure that any analysis captures these
effects where important. They include:

1. The formation of a hot gas layer that thermally exposes all elements located within that layer.
At relatively low temperatures, this exposure is primarily ecnvective, and as this temperature
approaches 5001C, thermal radiation heat transfer begins to dominate. In many cases both
heat transfer mechanisms should be accounted for.

2. The hot gas layer causes an increase in plume and ceiling jet temperatures since the plume
and jet are entraining heated air. Any calculations involving direct exposure from a plume or
ceiling jet that entrains heated air must account for this effect.

3. The hot gas layer has a reduced oxygen concentration. This has two primary effects. The
first is that when the flame zone is immersed in the hot gas layer, the flame entrains gases
and air at reduced oxygen concentrations. This results in lengthening of the flame and a
decrease in heat release rate/unit length of the flame (energy release rate). This same effect
will cause an increase in soot production and in the yield of carbon monoxide (CO).

4. At elevated hot gas layer temperatures, radiation from the hot gas layer will cause an increase
in the burning rate of objects located within the layer and eventually radiation from the hot
gas layer will increase the burning rate of objects located below it. In the limiting case
(flashover), objects below the hot layer will ignite and the compartment fire will transition to
a post-flashover, and often ventilation limited, state.

In any given analysis, some or all of the above effects may not be significant or they may be
readily accounted for, A small fire in a large space is an ideal example of such a case.
Nevertheless, compartment effects should always be considered, and if they are found to be
insignificant, appropriate documentation should be provided.

A typical case where compartment effects are or may be important is depicted in Figure 4-7.
There are two basic approaches to these types of problems. The first involves using engineering
calculations to calculate plume and ceiling jet exposures (TI, T2) as if there were no hot layer.
Then estimate the hot gas layer temperature using either engineering calculations such as lqbal .et
al. (2002), Walton et al., (2002), zone models such as CFAST (Jones et al., 2000) or MAGIC
(Gautier, 2002; EPRI, 2002b), or field models such as FDS (McGrattan et al., 2002) or
JASMINE (Cox et al., 1986). The average hot gas layer temperature rise due to compartment
heating is then added to the temperature increase due to the plume or ceiling jet. Although this
will result in slightly over-predicted exposure temperatures if the thermal plume is not fully
immersed in the hot gas layer (as assumed), the approach has the advantage of exploiting a range
of conditions for plumes and ceiling jets and allows easy calculations of a range of target
positions.

For targets located outside of the plume or ceiling jet, the exposure temperature can be calculated
directly from the hot gas layer temperature. An alternative approach is to use a zone model to
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calculate the heating of a target in the hot gas layer and exposed to flame and hot gas layer
radiation.

A third approach is to use a CFD model, such as FDS or JASMINE, to calculate the temperature
and velocity field at a taiget location. CFD codes can be used to great advantage where
resolution in a complex flow field or geometry is required. One disadvantage that CFD models
in general and LES CFD models in particular have is in calculating radiant heat fluxes from
flames to targets. Much of the thermal radiation characteristics of the flame occur at sub-grid
scales in an LES simulation and thus cannot be resolved. Furthermore, radiation calculations are
tune consuming for CFD codes in general. To compensate for this, CFD models incorporate
various approximate thermal radiation sub-models as necessary. These models often have not
been verified and the results may be highly sensitive to the actual grid scale used. In this case of
FDS, there is little published data on the validation of its flame radiation sub-model.

Figure 4-7. Schematic of Target Exposure Problem with Compartment Effects

D.4.1.3 Target Response Calculations

Damage to or ignition of target items is generally handled in two ways. In the simplest case a
threshold gas temperature or critical heat flux value is used that is based on some empirical data.
For example, IEEE 383 qualified cables are often assumed to fail when the heat flux exceeds 10
kW/m 2 (EPRI, 1992). Similar gas temperature criteria are also available. The second approach
involves calculating the heat transfer to the target and subsequent transient heating of the target
until some failure criteria is met.
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The use of steady state heat flux or gas temperature failure criteria is conservative and simple.
Depending on the problem under evaluation, such methods may result in excessively
conservative values. The calculation of the transient heating of the target will normally result in
longer predicted failure times and in many cases may be used to show that failure does not occur
despite an exposure temperature that exceeds a threshold temperature value. These transient
calculations are, however, subject to increasing uncertainty.

For cases where a threshold gas temperature or critical flux are used and the calculated factor of
safety is not considered adequate, additional calculations involving transient heating of the target
will provide a quantitative improvement in the factor of safety.

Target heating calculations can be performed using several methods. The first broad category
involves exact solutions of thermally thin and semi-infinite solid surface heating problems.
These are standard engineering calculations that can be applied in special cases. These
calculations are embedded as target heating models in some zone models, notably MAGIC and
to a lesser extent, CFAST. The second type of heating calculation involves the use of finite
difference or finite element heat transfer computer codes. There arc many such codes available
for this application. HEATING (Childs, 1998), as an example, has been used for target heating
calculations.

D.4.2 Fire Spread on Contiguous Combustibles

This class of problems relates to fire between fuel packages that are continuous or close enough
that direct flame spread mechanisms are important. No validated model exists to calculate flame
spread directly, with the possible exception of combustible wall and ceiling surfaces. Therefore,
any problem involving direct flame spread must be estimated using some combination of
empirical data and calculations. Flame spread on cable fires is an example of this class of
problem. Methods for estimating fire growth and flame spread rate for cables are given in
Section 3.4 of this Appendix.

Typically, ignition of other fuel packages may be estimated using ignition criteria (immersion
temperature, surface temperature, and/or incident heat flux), and one or more of the calculation
methods described in Section. If the ignition criteria are met, then it is reasonable to assume the
object would ignite. If room temperatures exceed critical flashover temperatures (500*C -
600'C), then it is reasonable to assume combustible materials below the smoke layer, or in the
smoke layer if there is sufficient oxygen, would ignite.

A related issue often arises when modeling electronic cabinet fires. For cases where more fire-
stopped exposed cables penetrate the top of the cabinet a direct contiguous flame spread path to
cable trays located above the cabinet exists and must be calculated. Any modeling or
calculations done to evaluate the impact of cabinet fires should include as part of the source fire
term flame spread to the cables above.

D.4.3 Thermal Detector Activation Time

This problem, in effect, is a calculation of the thermal response of a lumped heat capacity
thermal element to a temperature and velocity field within a thermal plume or a coiling jet. It is
analogous to the target damage problem, except in this case the target has very high conductivity
and low mass (e.g., a sprinkler fusible link).
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The calculation of sprinkler or heat detector response time requires two steps.

1. Calculate the temperature and velocity at the detector position in the plume or ceiling jet.
2. Solve the transient heating equation for the thermal link or detector using the Response Time

Index (RTI) of the thermal element.

Evaluation of the plume and ceiling jet temperatures and velocities as a function of position are
done using correlations. The transient heating of the thermal element is performed using a
lumped heat capacity model. The RTI is a sprinkler specific constant that is generally
determined by the manufacturers. The lower the RTI value, the quicker the sprinkler will
respond to a temperature increase. Generally, standard response sprinklers have RTI values that
are between 80 - 110 m°5-s°'5 (Budnick, 1984; Puchovsky, 1996). Quick response sprinklers can
have RTI values between 40 and 60 ft° 5-s°'5 (Budnick, 1984; Puchovsky, 1996). The actuation
temperature for ordinary sprinklers is normally between 68 0C (155 0 F) and 74°C (165'F).
Sprinkler models are available with ratings as low as 57°C (135°F) and greater than 1491C
(300'F). Only ordinary sprinklers are considered in this analysis. Closed form approximations
for fires with a heat release rate growth that is proportional to time squared are given by Schifiliti
et al. (2002).

Sprinkler and thermal detector actuation models are for flat open ceiling configurations, a
notable example of which is DETACT-QS (Evans et al,, 1985; 1986; Portier et al., 1996).
DETACT-QS calculations have been compared to experimental data in several studies. These
studies include Madrzykowski (1993) and Walton et al. (1993). In general, the DETACT-QS
model performs well considering the inherent uncertainty in the some of the input parameters,
such as the sprinkler RTI value and the actual source fire heat release rate. In some instances,
the effects of a hot layer were found to be significant and should be included in the evaluation
(Madrzykowski, 1993).

The activation of smoke detectors can be treated in an analogous way. There are two basis
methods: the Temperature Rise Method and the Optical Density Method (Schifiliti et al., 2002;
NFPA 72, 1999). The Temperature Rise Method assumes that the optical density to temperature
rise ratio remains constant for a given fuel and combustion mode (Heskestad et al., 1977). The
latter part of this definition is often ignored and a temperature rise of 10C - 15°C is used as the
alarm thresholds for all detectors and fires (Schifiliti et al., 2002). The assumed relationship has
little or not basis (Beyler et al,, 1991; Schifiliti at al., 1996) and there is data suggesting that
detectors may alarm at temperature rises as low as 1 C (Mowrer et al, 1998; Gottuk et al., 1999;
Wakelin, 1997).

The Optical Density Method involves calculating the smoke concentration at the detector and
comparing the smoke level to an alarm threshold for the detector, Using the mass loss of the
fuel, the volume into which the smoke accumulates, and an empirically derived fuel constant, an
optical density may be computed. Typically, a zone model or a CFD model is used for this type
of calculation. Alarm thresholds vary much as RTI values vary with a sprinkler. Data is
available for average and bounding values (Gottuk et al., 1999; Ross-Phersson et al., 2000;
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Wong et al., 2000). Uncertainty in this calculation arises from the source fire mass loss and
smoke yield and the sensitivity of the detection device.

D.4.4 Habitability Calculations

These calculations refer to calculating the conditions under which personnel would be
threatened. They arise from these primary effects, reduction in visibility due to smoke, effects of
temperature or heat flux and the effects of toxic gases.

Visibility is a function of the optical density of the smoke in a hot layer, which in turn is a
function of the mass of material burned, the soot properties of the material, and the volume of
material occupying the area of concern. It is either directly calculated in the model or can be
readily calculated from the results of either zone or modeling. It requires the specification of
accurate soot yield and soot optical properties as input data. Methods for calculating visibility
are given by Mulholland (2002) and Jin (2002).

Temperature effects are based on time/temperature relationships for human exposure. Data on
limiting thermal radiation and temperature conditions for human exposure can be found in
Beyler (2002) and Purser (2002). These data indicate tolerance levels of 1 10*F for between 10-
25 minutes in dry air.

Toxicity assessments are normally not required in NPP applications. Calculation methods are
available to estimate time to incapacitation for combination of fire products including CO, C0 2,
HCI, acrolein and formaldehyde, using a Fractional Effective Dose, or FED approach. These
methods can be readily applied using the results of zone and CFD models. Purser (2002)
provides a methodology for estimating time to incapacitation.

D.4.5 Suppression Effects

The effects of fire suppression systems on fire growth rate, room temperature conditions, etc. can
only be crudely accounted for using existing zone and CFD models. CFAST uses completely
empirical measured room temperature and heat release rate reductions values based on a limited
set of sprinkler tests (Jones et al,, 2000). This method cannot be used in general. CFD codes
have been used in special applications to calculate the effects of sprinkler and water spray
systems. The use of models for routine design or analysis purposes is currently not possible.

To account for suppression effects one is forced to rely on full-scale test data from tests that
approximate the conditions being evaluated. A very crude but conservative approximation
would be to hold the heat release rate constant at the' time of sprinkler operation. Alternatively,
one could specify a cooling rate based on relevant full-scale test data.

D.4.6 Flashover Calculations

The potential for flashover to occur is of interest when assessing whether of not room contents
are damaged or lost and fire spread across rated and unrated boundaries is possible. These types
of calculations may be used in combination with other assessments, such as estimating if
automatic suppression occurs prior to flashover or when preparing a time line for a fire scenario.

These calculations are used to quickly determine the minimum heat release rate necessary to
cause flashover. Flashover typically occurs when the hot layer temperature exceeds 500-6001C,
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and effectively marks the location in a fire development history where the fire becomes
ventilation limited. Flashover is characterized by rapid ignition of available fuel surfaces,
primarily due to exposure to thermal radiation (Walton et al., 2002).

There are several methods available for estimating the potential for flashover. There are several
screening methods that perform an energy balance between the compartment volume, the energy
loss through the boundaries and openings, and the source fire heat release rate (Walton et al.,
2002). These methods generally do not consider ventilation aspects other than as a source of
energy loss. These methods may be used to determine a minimum fire size necessary to reach a
flashover condition. More detailed screening methods provide a fire size and time to flashover at
the particular fire size (Walton et al., 2002). A determination as to whether or not the minimum
flashover fire size is possible based on the existing combustible fuel packages is then made.
Section 6.1 of this appendix provides references for evaluating fire sizes. If the minimum
flashover fire size is possible, an assessment of the duration in combination with the minimum
fire size is then necessary, namely is there a sufficient quantity of fuel available to sustain the fire
long enough to cause flashover. Flashover screening calculations may be computed from
correlations (Walton et al., 2002) or from software such as FASTLite (Portier et al., 1996) and
lqbal (2002; 2003). Note that these types of software calculations are not currently validated for
applications in nuclear power plants, however used within the proper limitations and with
adequate documentation and validation they should be satisfactory.

The potential for flashover may also be evaluated using zone and CFD computer models. Zone
models essentially perform the same type of energy balance as the screening calculations but
typically include more detailed source fire, boundary heat loss, and volume terms. One
significant improvement that zone and CFD models have over the screening correlations is that
they will determine whether or not a particular fire size is possible given the ventilation
conditions. Thus, if a flashover correlation identifies a minimum fire size necessary to cause
flashover, and it is concluded that a fuel package is present that would have such a heat release
rate, a zone or. CFD model may be used to ascertain whether or not this heat release rate can be
sustained given the ventilation.

D.4.7 Post-Flashover Temperature Calculations

These calculations are a special case of compartment fire temperature calculations. They
normally used in cases where flashover is assumed/predicted and the primary variable of interest
is the room temperature. This temperature is usually used to evaluate the fire resistance of
structural elements or a fire barrier. Most post-flashover calculations assume that the energy
release rate of these fires is limited by the air inflow available (ventilation limited burning).
While zone and CFD models can be used for calculating post-flashover temperatures,
time/temperature relationships have already been calculated and are available in table and
graphical form (Milke, 2002). In addition, zone models often significantly over-predict layer.
temperatures in post flashover conditions.

In addition to those data, post-flashover temperature calculations may also be estimated using
methods given by Walton et al., (2002) and lqbal ut al. (2002; 2003). An example of a post-
flashover fire model is COMPF2 (Babrauskas, 1985), which was developed for evaluating the
compartment temperature under these circumstances.
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D.4.8 Compartment to Compartment Fire Spread

The potential for compartment to compartment fire spread may be used estimate impacts of a fire
in areas beyond the initial fire area, Compartment to compartment fire spread may occur through
a number of means:
" Fire spread across unrated construction.
" Compromising a fire barrier.
" Compromising a penetration seal.
" Thermal radiation.
" Smoke products.

Fire spread across boundaries may be the result of a flashover condition in the room of origin or.
the development of a hot spot on the unexposed side due to a localized fire exposure. There arc
several approaches available for estimating the likelihood and time lag for inter-compartment fire
spread.

Fire spread across unrated construction generally should be assumed if the room of origin
reaches flashover conditions. In some cases, a time lag may be assigned based on test data. An
example of this would be 5/8 inch gypsum on steel stud construction, which typically provides
about 20 minutes fire resistance per layer. An alternate approach, if the construction is well
sealed, would be to evaluate the transient temperature profile through the material/assembly
using a conduction model. The exposure could be determined from a fire model (zone, CFD) or
from estimates based on the fuel load and ventilation conditions. If a localized exposure is
expected, correlations based on the fire size may be used in lieu of compartment temperature
data. Fire spread is assumed when the unexposed side of the boundary exceeds an ignition
threshold, typically 325'F for Class A combustible material [ASTM E 119, 1999].

Fire spread across fire barriers and rated penetration seals is normally assumed if a post-
flashover fire exposure exceeds the rating of the fire barriers or seals. Thus, if a 4 hour fire post-
flashover fire is postulated in a space, then fire spread across a 3 hour fire barrier is likely.
Unfortunately, the exposure fire rarely corresponds to the ASTM E 119 Standard Time-
Temperature Curve, such that fire spread across the boundary does not necessarily correspond to
the listed rating. In many cases, the ASTM El 19 temperature profile is more severe, but this is
not always so. The most practical means of predicting the time fire spreads across a boundary in
the absence of a specific test is to perform a thermal analysis given the exposure
temperature/heat flux. Once the unexposed temperature of the boundary or the seal exceeds the
critical ignition temperature, typically 325*F (but greater in some cases if the combustibles are
cables in a penetration seal), the fire spread should be assumed. Consideration should be given
for a localized exposure in combination with a room wide post-flashover exposure.

Other means by which compartment to compartment fire spread could occur is thermal radiation
from a source fire or hot combustion products entering an area and igniting combustible
materials. These types of fire spread would occur only under specialized circumstances. For
example, large external fire separated from a building by a fixed distance may radiate sufficient
energy so as to spread into the structure either through window or door openings or unrated
construction. Fire spread by a hot smoke layer could occur if a space that is open to a corridor or
other type of intervening space normally free of combustibles reaches flashover conditions, The
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smoke products spread into the corridor and other areas adjacent to this corridor. If the smoke is
sufficiently hot, it may ignite combustible materials either directly or via thermal radiation.
These types of scenarios generally require radiation calculations and/or computer fire models to
adequately assess,

D.5 Validation of Engineering Methods
The limits of the various types of models have been described in a broad sense throughout this
Appendix, particularly in the context of the applications discussed in Section 4. This section
identifies additional limits and considerations as well as model validation.

There are no fire-related engineering methods or models that have been validated over the entire
range of applications for which they might reasonably be used by the NRC or within the fire
protection community in general. There have been and are substantial and ongoing efforts
directed at performing validation studies on various calculation methods and models (Beall,i1997; Dey, 2002). I'5 .gives ~general guidance on evaluatingthe predictiv .

capability of fire models.

NRC is currently in the process of verifying and validating several fire models and plans to
develop a pool of acceptable fire models and acceptable applications of these fire models using
the ASTM E-1355 (1997) Standard (Dey, 2002). In the absence of such a pool, adequate
documentation will be necessary that demonstrates the appropriateness of the model, the
application of the model, and the overall approach to evaluating the problem.

Engineering Calculations
Most calculation procedures are based on correlations of experimental data. These include
relationships for determining the flame radiation, plume and ceiling jet temperature and velocity,
flashover calculations, and so on (DiNenno, 2002; Drysdale, 1999). These correlations are based
on full-scale test data and are expected to give reasonable results within the limits of the
mathematical model on which they are based. When using correlations, it should be verified that
application is within the proper limitations. It is reasonable to use these correlations for most
NPP applications and they are primarily limited by uncertainty beyond the range of the data set
on which they are correlated. In NPP applications, this is often occurs when dealing with spaces
that have a very large ceiling heights (over 30 to 40 ft), highly obstructed flow paths, or very
large fires in large spaces (e.g. turbine halls).

Zone Models
Zone type fire models have been extensively compared to experimental data for a range of
applications, including those associated with NPPs (Floyd, 2002; Dey, 2002; Jones et al., 2000;
Peacock et al., 1993; Nelson et al., 1991; and Dembsey et al., 1995). An ongoing project
supported by the NRC has conducted an international set of validation studies for a range of zone
and CFD codes for typical NPP applications (Dey, 2002). These validation data sets include
room sizes up to 1,300 in3, fire sizes between 100 kW to 2.5 MW, and a range of fire sources.
Thus far, the project has found that many of the models evaluated, including CFAST and
MAGIC, give reasonable results for the applications considered.

iodels V&V'di toi tnadFtr
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CFD Models
CFD models have been subjected to many validation studies, primarily for non-nuclear
applications (Cox et al., 2002; Floyd, 2002; Cox et al., 1986; McGrattan et al", 1998a, Miles et
al., 1999). As noted above, there is currently an effort to study the predictions of both zone and
CFD models in NPP related applications being performed under an NRC-supported international
model evaluation project (Dey, 2002), Preliminary results indicate that CFD models such as
FDS, JASMINE, and VULCAN provide reasonable temperature profiles for some types of fire
and spaces that are typical of NPPs. Much of the variation in the model results was noted to be a
direct result of the manner in which the user applied the model to the scenario (Dey, 2002).

The major advantage of CFD codes relative to validation is that they, as a group, are inherently
less dependent on empirical data or approximations. The codes utilizing large eddy simulation
(LES) methods to predict the turbulent flow behavior of fire-induced flows do so without the
need for direct manipulation of the turbulence characteristics and are thus readily adapted for
simulating smoke conditions. CFD codes that use other types of turbulence sub-models, such as
the k-e method, may require correlated turbulence parameters and may require additional
validation for a particular application, The implementation of certain physical phenomena or
sub-models, notably thermal radiation, is a weak point in these types of models, especially for
flame radiation.

Summary
Calculation methods and models have been validated to an adequate level for most NPP-related
problems subject to the overall caveat that the fire source term can be specified a priori. Cases of
interest where there is insufficient validation and substantial uncertainty are primarily associated
with large spaces (over 2,000 m3) and large fire sources (over 10 MW). There have been no
validation studies that would approximate a large multi-level fire in a turbine hall. There is no
theoretical reason that models should not adequately treat these cases, and larger scale validation
tests may be necessary. Adequate validation of calculation methods and models largely remains
one of balancing the uncertainty in the calculations with adequate factors of safety applied to the
results.

D.6 Sources of Input Data
Summarized below are particularly useful references for input data sources related to heat release
rate, thermal property data and methods, ignition and damage criteria and flame spread,

D.6.1 Data Sources for Input Data for Heat Release Rates

Heat release rate data may be based on full or small-scale experiments or it may be deduced
using methods or models previously described. Sources of data, including experimental heat
release rate measurement and parameters used to calculate the heat release rate, are provided
below.

" Alpert, R., "Calculation of Response Time of Ceiling-Mounted Fire Detectors," Fire
Technology, Volume 8, Number 3, August 1972.

" Alpert, R., "Ceiling Jet Flows," Section 2-1, The SFPE Handbook of Fire Protection
Engineering, 3rd Edition, PJ. DiNenno, Editor-in-Chief, National Fire Protection
Association, Quincy, MA, 2002.
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a Babrauskas, V., "Tables and Charts," Appendix A, NFPA Fire Protection Handbook,
Nineteenth Edition, National Fire Protection Association, Quincy, MA, 2003.

0 Babrauskas, V., and Grayson, "Heat Release Rates in Fires," Elesevier Applied Science, New
York, NY, 1992.

a Babrauskas, V., "Heat Release Rates," Section 3-1, The SFPE Handbook of Fire Protection
Engineering, 3rP Edition, P.J. DiNenno, Editor-in-Chief, National Fire Protection
Association, Quincy, MA, 2002.

0 Beyler, C., "Fire Plumes and Ceiling Jets," Fire Safety Journal, 11, 1986.
a Braun, E,, Shields, J.R., and Harris, R.H., "Flammability Characteristics of Electrical Cables

Using the Cone Calorimeter," NISTIR 88-4003, Department of Commerce, National Institute
of Standards and Technology, Gaithersburg, MD, January, 1989.

0 Budnick, E., "Estimating Effectiveness of State-of-the-Art Detectors and Automatic
Sprinklers on Life Safety in Residential Occupancies," National Bureau of Standards, Center
for Fire Research, NBSIR 84-2819, Gaithersburg, MD, January, 1984.

N Chavez, J.M., "An Experimental Investigation of Internally Ignited Fires in Nuclear Power
Plant Control Cabinets: Part I: Cabinet Effects Tests," NUREG/CR 4527, Volume 2, U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC, April 1987.

a Chavez, J.M., "An Experimental Investigation of Internally Ignited Fires in Nuclear Power
Plant Control Cabinets: Part 11: Room Effects Tests," NUREG/CR 4527/1 of 2, U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC, November 1988.

a Chan, M.K.W., and Mishima, J., "Characteristics of Combustion Products: A Review of the
Literature," NUREG/CR-2658, " U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC,
July, 1983.

N Dey, M., Azarm, A. AX, Travis, R., Martinez-Guridi, G., and Levine, R., "Technical Review
of Risk-Informed, Performance-Based Methods for Nuclear Power Plant Fire Protection
Analysis," NUREG-1521, Draft Report for Public Comments, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, Washington, DC, July, 1988.

N Drysdale, D., An Introduction to Fire Dynamics, John Wiley and Sons, New York, NY,
1985.

N Evans, D. and Stroup, D., "Methods to Calculate the Response Time of Heat and Smoke
Detectors Installed Below Large Unobstructed Ceilings," NBSIR 85-3167, National Bureau
of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD, 1985.

0 Factory Mutual, "Insulated Metal Roof Deck Fire Tests," Factory Mutual Engineering
Division, Factory Mutual Fire Insurance Company, Norwood, MA, 1955.

5 Grayson, S.J., Van Hees, P., Vercellotti, U., Breulet, H., and Green, A., The FIPEC Report,
Fire Performance of Electric Cables - new test methods and measurement techniques, Final
Report of the European Commission, SMT Programme Sponsored Research Project SMT4-
CT96-2059, Interscience Communications Limited, London, UK, 2000.

0 Hasegawa, H., "Fire Tests of Packaged and Palletized Computer Products", Fire Technology,
Vol 35, 1999.

0 Heskestad, G., "Fire Plumes, Flame Height, and Air Entrainment" Section 2-1, The SFPE
Handbook ofFire Protection Engineering, 3rP Edition, P.J. DiNenno, Editor-in-Chief,
National Fire Protection Association, Quincy, MA, 2002.

0 Johnson, D., "Combustion Properties of Plastics," Journal ofApplied Fire Science, 4 (3),
Baywood Publishing Company, Amityville, NY, 1994.
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" Jones, W., Fomey, G., Peacock, R., and Reneke, P., "A Technical Reference for CFAST: An
Engineering Tool for Estimating Fire and Smoke Transport," NIST-TN-1431, Department of
Commerce, National Institute of Standards and Technology, Gaithersburg, MD, 2000.

" Kung, H., Spaulding, R., and Stavrianidis, P., "Fire Induced Flow Under a Sloped Ceiling,"
Proceedings of the Third International Symposium of Fire Science, International Association
for Fire Safety Science, Elsevier Applied Science, London, UK, 1991.

" Lee, B.T., "Heat Release Rate Characteristics of Some Combustibles Fuel Sources in Nuclear
Power Plants," NBSIR 85-3195, U.S. Department of Commerce, National Bureau of
Standards (NBS), Washington, DC, July, 1985.

• Lukens, L.L., "Nuclear Power Plant Electrical Cable Damageability Experiments,"
NUREG/CR-2927, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC, October 1982.

" Madrzykowski, Daniel, "Office Work Station Heat Release Rate Study: Full Scale vs. Bench
Scale," Interflain '96, Proceedings of the 7h International Interflam Conference, Interscience
Communications Ltd., Cambridge, England, pp. 47-55, 1996.

" Madrzykowski, Daniel and Vettori, Robert, "A Sprinkler Fire Suppression Algorithm for the
GSA Engineering Fire Assessment System, NISTIR 4833, Department of Commerce,
National Institute of Standards and Technology," Gaithersburg, MD, 1992.

" Madrzykowski, D., "Effect of Recessed Sprinkler Installation on Sprinkler Activation Time
and Prediction," Masters Thesis, University of Maryland, College Park, MD, 1993.

" Mangs, J., and Keski-Rahkonen, 0., "Full-scale Fire Experiments on Electronic Cabinets,"
VTT Publication 186, Technical Research Center of Finland, Espoon, Finland, 1994.

" Mangs, J., and Keski-Rahkonen, 0., "Full-scale Fire Experiments on Vertical and Horizontal
Cable Trays," VTT Publication 324, Technical Research Center of Finland, Espoon, Finland,
1997.

" Mitler, Henri, "Input Data for Fire Modeling, " National Institute of Standards and
Technology, Gaithersburg, MD, February, 1996.

" NFPA 72, "National Fire Alarm Code," National Fire Protection Association, Quincy, MA,
1999.

" NFPA 13, "Installation of Sprinkler Systems," National Fire Protection Association, Quincy,
MA, 1999.

" Nelson, H.E. and Forssell, E.W., "Use of Small Scale Tests in Hazard Analysis," Fourth
International Symposium on Fire Safety Science, International Association for Fire Safety
Science, pp 971-982, 1994.

" Newman, J.S., and Hill, J.P., "Assessment of Exposure Fire Hazards to Cable Trays," EPRI
NP-1675, Electric Power Research Institute, Palo Alto, CA, 1981.

" Nicolette, V.F., and Nowlen, S.P., "A Critical Look at Nuclear Electrical Cable Insulation
Ignition and Damage Thresholds," SAND-88-2161 C, Sandia National Laboratories,
Albuquerque, NM, 1989.

" NIST, "Fire on the WEB", http://www.fire.nist.gov/fire/fires/fires.html, Department of
Commerce, National Institute of Standards and Technology, 2002.

" Nowlen, S.P., "Heat and Mass Release for Some Transient Fuel Sources Fires: A Test
Report," NUREG/CR-4680, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC,
October 1986.

" Nowlen, S.P., "Quantitative Data on the Fire Behavior of Combustible Materials Found in
Nuclear. Power Plants: A Literature Review," NUREG/CR-4679, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, Washington, DC, February 1987.
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" Nowlen, S.P., "A Summary of Nuclear Power Plant Fire Safety Research at Sandia National
Laboratories," 1975-1987, NUREG/CR-5384, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
Washington, DC, December 1989.

" Puchovsky, M. T. "Automatic Sprinkler Systems Handbook," Seventh Edition, National Fire
Protection Association, Quincy, MA, 1996.

* Ramsey, C.B., and Modarres, M., Chapter 7, Nuclear Fire Protection (An Example of
External Event Analysis)," Commercial Nuclear Power, Assuring Safety for the Future, John
Wiley & Sons, Inc., pp. 295-363, New York, NY, 1997.

" Sardqvist, S., "Initial Fires RHR, Smoke Production, and CO Generation from Single Items
and Room Fire Tests," ISSN 1102-8246, ISRN LUTVDG/TVBE--3070--SE, Lund
University, Institute of Technology, Department of Fire Safety, Lund, Sweden, 1993.

" Tewarson, A. and Newman, J., "Scale Effects on Fire Properties of Materials," Proceedings
of the First International Symposium of Fire Safety Science, Hemisphere Publishing
Corporation, New York, NY, 1985.

" Tewarson, A., "Generation of Heat and Chemical Compounds in Fires," Section 3-4, The
SFPE Handbook of Fire Protection Engineering, 3rP Edition, P.J. DiNenno, Editor-in-Chief,
National Fire Protection Association, Quincy, MA, 2002.

" Tewarson A. and Newman J., "Scale Effects on Fire Properties of Materials," Proceedings of
the First International Symposium of Fire Science, Hemisphere Publishing Corporation, New
York, NY, 1985.

" Walton, W. and Notarianni, K., "Comparison of Ceiling Jet Temperatures Measured in an
Aircraft Hangar Test Fire with Temperatures Predicted by the DETACT-QS and LAVENT
Computer Models," NISTIR 4947, U.S. Department of Commerce, National Institute of
Standards and Technology, Gaithersburg, MD, 1993.

D.6.2 Data Sources for Thermal Property Input

Thermal properties that are used to calculate the temperature rise of solid materials include the
thermal conductivity, the heat capacity, and the density. Boundary condition information, such
as the convection heat transfer coefficient and the radiation absorption and emission properties
are also included this input category. Properties for specific materials that are not available in
the references listed below may be obtained from the manufacturer or retailer.

" Abrams, M.S., "Behavior of Inorganic Materials in Fire," Design of Buildings for Fire
Safety, ASTM STP 685, E. E. Smith and T. Z. Harmathy, eds. American Society for Testing
and Materials, 1979.

" Atreya, A., "Convection Heat Transfer," Section 1-3, The SFPE Handbook of Fire
Protection Engineering, 3rd Edition, PJ. DiNenno, Editor-in-Chief, National Fire Protection
Association, Quincy, MA, 2002.

" Babrauskas, V. and Grayson, S.J., Heat Release Rate in Fire, Elsevier Applied Science, New
York, NY, 1992.

" Babrauskas, V. and Williamson, R. B., "Post-Flashover Compartment Fires," Report No.
UCB FRG 75-1, Fire Research Group, University of California, Berkeley, CA, 1979.

" Babrauskas, V., "Tables and Charts," Appendix A, NFPA Fire Protection Handbook,
Nineteenth Edition, National Fire Protection Association, Quincy, MA, 2003.
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" Flynn, D.R., "Response of High Performance Concrete to Fire Conditions: Review of
Thermal Property Data and Measurement Techniques," NIST GCR 99-767, Department of
Commerce, National Institute of Standards and Technology, Gaithersburg, MD, 1999.

" Harmathy, T.Z., "Properties of Building Materials at Elevated Temperatures," DBR Paper
No. 1080, Division of Building Research, National Research Council of Canada, Ottawa,
March 1983.

" Holman, J.P., Heat Transfer, Seventh Edition, McGraw-Hill, Publishing Company, New
York, NY, 1990.

" Incropera, F.P. and De Witt, D.P., Fundamentals of Heat and Mass Transfer, Second Edition,
John Wiley and Sons, NY, New York, 1985.

" Pagni, P.J. and Joshi, A.A., "User's Guide to BREAKI, The Berkeley Algorithm for
Breaking Window Glass in a Compartment Fire," NIST-GCR-91-596, Department of
Commerce, National Institute of Standards and Technology, Gaithersburg, MD, 1991.

" Siegel, R. and Howell, J.R., Thermal Radiation Heat Transfer, Third Edition, Hemisphere
Publishing Corporation, Washington, DC, 1992.

D.6.3 Input Sources for Ignition/Damage Thresholds

Ignition/damage thresholds will depend on the particular material as well as the objective.
Ignition temperature data, critical damage values for operability (cables), structural failure (steel
or glazing), and other information is contained in the references below.

" Abrams, M.S., "Behavior of Inorganic Materials in Fire," Design of Buildings for Fire
Safety, ASTM STP 685, E. E. Smith and T. Z. Harmathy, eds. American Society for Testing
and Materials, 1979.

" ASTM E 119-00, "Standard Test Methods for Fire Tests of Building Construction Materials,"
American Society of Testing and Materials, West Conshohocken, PA, 2000,

" EPRI "FIVE Fire Induced Vulnerability Evaluation Methodology," Electric Power Research
Institute, Palo Alto, CA, 1992.

* Grayson, S.J, Van Hees, P., Vercellotti, U., Breulet, H., and Green, A., The FIPEC Report,
Fire Performance of Electric Cables - new test methods and measurement techniques, Final
Report of the European Commission, SMT Programme Sponsored Research Project SMT4-
CT96-2059, Interscience Communications Limited, London, 2000.

" Klamerus, L., "A Preliminary report on Fire Protection Research Program Fire Barriers and
Fire Retardant Coatings Tests," NUREG/CR-0381, SAND78-1456, Sandia Laboratories,
Albuquerque, NM, September 1978.

" Pagni, P.J. and Joshi, A.A., "Fire-Induced Thermal Fields in Window Glass II -
Experiments," Fire Safety Journal, Vol. 22, No. 1, 1994.

" Pagni, P.J, and Joshi, A.A., "User's Guide to BREAKI, The Berkeley Algorithm for
Breaking Window Glass in a Compartment Fire," NIST-GCR-91-596, National Institute of
Standards and Technology, Gaithersburg, MD, 1991.

, Shields, T.J., Silcock, G.W.H., and Flood, M.F., "Performance of a Single Glazing Assembly
Exposed to Enclosure Corner Fires of Increasing Severity, "Ftite and Materials, Vol 25,
2001.

* Silcock, S.W. and Shields, T.J., "An Experimental Evaluation of Glazing in Compartment
Fires," intloefam T3, Sixth International Fire Conference, London, UK, 1993.
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Tewarson, A., Hill, J., Chu, F., Chaffee, J., and Karydas, D., "Investigation of Passive Fire
Protection for Cable Trays in Telecommunications Facilities," FMRC J.I. OR5R8.RC,
Factory Mutual Research Corporation, Norwood, MA, 1993.

D.6.4 Flame Spread Data Input Sources

" Beyler, C.L., Hunt, S.P., Lattimer, B.Y., Iqbal, N., Lautenberger, C., Dembsey, N., Barnett,
J., Janssens, M,, and Dillon, S,, "Prediction of ISO 9705 Room/Corner Test Results,"
R&DC-215-99, U.S. Coast Guard Research and Development Center, Groton, CT, 1999.

* Cleary, T.G. and Quintiere, J.G., "A Framework for Utilizing Fire Property Tests," Fire
Safety Science-Proceedings of the Third International Symposium, pp.647-656, 1991.

" Hasemi, Y., Yoshida, M., Yokobayashi, Y., and Wakamatsu, T., "Flame Heat Transfer and
Concurrent Flame Spread in a Ceiling Fire," Fire Safety Science - Proceedings.from the
Fifth International Symposium, Ed. Y. Hasemi, pp.379-390, 1995.

* Hasemi, Y., "Thermal Modeling of Upward Wall Flame Spread," Fire Safety Science-
Proceedings of the First International Symposium, pp.87-96, 1991.

* Hirschler, M.M., "Plastics: A. Heat Release from Plastic Materials", Heat Release in Fires,
Eds. Grayson and Babrauskas, Elsevier, London, pp.375-422, 1992.

* Janssens, M.L., Garabedian, A., and Gray, W., "Establishment of International Standards
Organization (ISO) 5660 Acceptance Criteria for Fire Restricting Materials Used on High
Speed Craft," Report No. CG-D-22-98, U.S. Coast Guard Research and Development Center,
September 1998.

* Janssens, M.L., "Fundamental Thermophysical Characteristics of Wood and The Role in
Enclosure Fire Growth," Dissertation, University of Gent (Belgium), September 1991.

* Laramee, R.C., "Forms and Properties of Composite Materials," Volume 1, Engineered
Materials Handbook, Composites, American Society of Materials, Metals Park, Ohio, 1987.

* Ohlemiller, T.J. and Shields, J.R., "The Effect of Surface Coatings on Fire Growth Over
Composite Materials in a Corner Configuration," Fire Safety Journal, 32 (2), pp. 173-193,
1999.

* Qian, C. and Saito, K., "An Empirical Model for Upward Flame Spread over Vertical Flat
and Corner Walls," Fire Safety Science - Proceedings from the Fifth International
Symposium, Ed. Hasemi, pp.285-296, 1995.

" Qian, C., Ishida, H., and Saito, K., "Upward Flame Spread Along PMMA Vertical Comer
Walls Part II: Mechanism of"M" Shape Pyrolysis Front Formation," Combustion and Flame,
Vol. 99, pp.3 3 1-338, 1994.

" Qian, C. Ishida, H., and Saito, K., "Upward Flame Spread Along the Vertical Comer Walls,"
NIST-GCR-94-648, NIST, Department of Commerce, National Institute of Science and
Technology, 42 p., Washington, DC, 1994.

" Quintiere, J. and Harkleroad, M., "New Concepts for Measuring Flame Spread Properties,"
Fire Safety Science and Engineering, ASTM STP 882, American Society for Testing and
Materials, Philadelphia, PA, 1985.

" Saito, K., "Fire Spread Along the Vertical Comer Wall, Part 1," NIST-GCR-97-728, NIST,
Department of Commerce, National Institute of Standards and Technology, 30p. Washington,
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" Tewarson, A., "Generation of Heat and Chemical Compounds in Fires", Section 3-4, The
SFPE Handbook of FiPe Protection Engineering, 3 rd Edition, P.J. DiNenno, Editor-in-Chief,
National Fire Protection Association, Quincy, MA, 2002.
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E. Monitoring
As discussed in Sections 4.5.3 and 5.2, it is expected that a monitoring program for a risk-
informed, performance-based fire protection program would be established in phases, with
elements added as more of the program relies upon risk-informed, performance-based
techniques. For example, during the transition to a new licensing basis, a plant may only truly
employ risk-informed, performance-based techniques to address a few fire areas or fire
protection features/elements. It is important to identify parts of the program that may require
additional attention during the transition and change evaluation process. Likely candidates
would include monitoring of nuclear safety equipment that is not part of the existing 10 CFR 50,
Appendix R post-fire safe shutdown analysis and whose availability is an important component
of limiting fire risk. Other attributes may include features that are integral to successful fire
modeling in an area, but may not have been considered important in a ý 1pfhias•a J. ..
approach.

A suggested methodology is outlined below:

I. Identify all of the fire protection systems and features and "nuclear safety equipment" relied
on to demonstrate compliance with NFPA 805. Start from the current systems and features
relied on to demonstrate compliance with the CLB and make the additions and deletions
necessary as derived from the analysis conducted for the transition to the NFPA 805
licensing basis.

2. Establish the performance criteria for the availability and reliability of fire protection systems
and features relied on to demonstrate compliance. In fire areas for which compliance is
based on previous NRC approval of compliance with deterministic requirements, the
concepts ofCbiviada e ity•a e l n n s l, e s § nsy are
ki~aýw0a3ssSw i tog6pprate. In these areas, existin~gsurveillance and testing may be assumed
to be adequate.

In fire areas for which compliance is established by applying risk-informed techniques, use
the assumptions in the risk analyses to establish these criteria, Where criteria already have
been established for other purposes, such as compliance with the Maintenance Rule or the
Technical Specifications, review those criteria for acceptability. If any differences between
the existing criteria and the assumptions in risk calculations do not materially affect a
demonstration of compliance with NFPA 805, adopt the existing criteria and document the
basis for that adoption. If the differences do materially affect compliance with NFPA 805,
either adopt different criteria or modify the fire protection program, whichever is easier.

3. Use the methods established for monitoring compliance with the Maintenance Rule and/or
Technical Specifications to monitor the availability, reliability and performance of fire
protection systems and features. In particular, use the Maintenance Rule methods for
considering plant operating experience and industry operating experience.

4. Establish a catalog of the engineering assumptions made to demonstrate that systems and
features provide compliance with NFPA 805. Include the review of these assumptions in the
established process for reviewing changes made to the plant or its programs. Where a review
shows that an assumption will no longer be valid, determine whether the result materially

vague, Needs clanificitiou, lor arca,-
where compliance is based on ,

determinaistic strategies, including prio
approvals to Chapter 3 reqisiremncnts,, thý
associated sstrvctllasses progra~m coujld

still beused.~

~Will generate a FAQ to addressý
monitoring.
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affects compliance with NFPA 805. If not, document that conclusion. If so, modify either
the proposed change or the fire protection program.

5. Review the corrective action program to determine whether the current spectrum of
deficiencies and corrective actions is appropriate for the risk-informed, performance-based
fire protection program. Use risk analyses to determine appropriateness of the existing
program elements. Include in that analysis the impact of deficiencies on the engineering
assumptions. Where the range of deficiencies and/or timing and nature of the corrective
actions is insufficient, modify the corrective action program accordingly, as it will be applied
to fire protection findings of deficiencies. Perform the same process for the program used to
determine effectiveness of the corrective action program.
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F. Considerations for Non-Power Operational Modes
To begin the process of assessing the fire protection requirements for non-power modes of operation
discussions should be held between the Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) Staff, the Fire
Protection, and the Outage Management staff to determine the best way to integrate NFPA 805 fire
protection aspects into existing Outage Management Processes.

The current industry approaches for evaluating risk during shutdown conditions involves both
quantitative and qualitative assessments and is based on NEI 93-01 and NUMARC 91-06. To
transition to the NFPA 805 Licensing Basis, the licensee must demonstrate that the nuclear
safety performance criteria are met for High Risk Evolutions (HREs) as defined by NUMARC
91-06 during non-power operational modes. To accomplish this objective the following tasks
should be performed. These should be documented using Table F-I.
" Review existing plant outage processes (outage management and outage risk assessments) to

determine equipment relied upon to provide Key Safety Functions (KSF) including support
functions. Each outage evolution identifies the diverse methods of achieving the KSF. For
example to achieve the Decay Heat Removal KSF a plant may credit DHR Train A, DHR
Train B, HPI Train A, HPI Train B, and Gravity Feed and Chemical and Volume Control.

" Compare the equipment credited for achieving these KSFs against the equipment credited for
nuclear safety. Note the position/function for the component. For example, the existing
nuclear safety analysis (Appendix R analysis) may credit the valve in the closed position
however; the valve may be required open for shutdown modes of operation.

" For those components not already credited (or credited in a different way e.g., on versus off,
open versus closed, etc.) analyze the circuits in accordance with the nuclear safety
methodology.

" Identify locations where 1) fires may cause damage to the equipment (and cabling) credited
above, or 2) recovery actions credited for the KSF are performed (for those KFSs that are
achieved solely by recovery action, i.e., alignment of gravity feed).

" Identify fire areas where a single fire may damage all the credited paths for a KSF. This may
include fire modeling to determine if a postulated fire (MEFS - LFS) would be expected to
damage required equipment.

" For those areas consider combinations of the following options to reduce fire risk depending
upon the significance of the potential damage:
o Prohibition or limitation of hot work in fire areas during periods of increased

vulnerability
o Verification of operable detection and /or suppression in the vulnerable areas.
o Prohibition or limitation of combustible materials in fire areas during periods of increased

vulnerability
o Provision of additional fire patrols at periodic intervals or other appropriate

compensatory measures (such as surveillance cameras) during increased vulnerability
o Use of recovery actions to mitigate potential losses of key safety functions.
o Identification and monitoring insitu ignition sources for "fire precursors" (e.g., equipment

temperatures).
" NUMARC 91-06 discusses the development of outage plans and schedules. And that a key

element of that process is to ensure the KFSs perform as needed during the various outage
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evolutions. The results of the fire area analysis of those components relied upon to maintain
defense in depth should be factored into the plant's existing outage planning process.

It is important to note the evaluation of the plant during non-operational modes is qualitatively
risk-informed at this time pending the development of shutdown PRAs.
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Table F-1

NFPA 805 - Non-Power Overational Guidance

NFPA 805 Requirements Implementing Guidance Process and Results

The nuclear safety goal is to provide reasonable * Review existing plant outage processes • List the KSFs and the systems / components
assurance that a fire during any operational mode (outage management and outage risk required to support those function.
and plant configuration will not prevent the plant assessments) to determine equipment relied • Identify those systems / components that
from achieving and maintaining the fuel in a safe upon to provide Key Safety Functions (KSF) require additional analyses. For example, a
and stable condition. including support functions. Each outage KFS may rely on instrumentation that is

evolution identifies the diverse methods of currently not part of the "Safe Shutdown
achieving the KSF. For example to achieve Analysis", or a component may have been
the Decay Heat Removal KSF a plant may modeled in one position (closed, off, etc.) but to
credit DHR Train A, DHR Train B, HPI Train support the KFS it would need to be evaluated
A, HPI Train B, and Gravity Feed and in an additional positions (open, on, etc.)
Chemical and Volume Control. • For those additional components, perform

circuit analysis, location tasks described in
Appendix B of NFPA 805. Document the
results.

Identify locations where 1) fires may cause • Evaluate on a fire area basis the loss of KFSs.
damage to the equipment (and cabling) Document those areas
credited above, or 2) recovery actions credited
for the KSF are performed (for those KFSs
that are achieved solely by recovery action
i.e., alignment of gravity feed).
Identify fire areas where a single fire may For the areas identified above, determine if a
damage all the credited paths for a KSF. This single fire in the area can cause a loss of all
may include fire modeling to determine if a credited paths for a KFS.
postulated fire (MEFS - LFS) would be Conservatively, assume the entire contents of a
expected to damage equipment required. fire area are lost. If this does not result in the

loss of all credited paths for a KFS, document
success.
If fire modeling is used to limit the damage in a
fire area, document that fire modeling is
credited and ensure the basis for acceptability
of that model (location, type, and quantity of-
combustible, etc.) is documented. These
critical design inputs are required to be
maintained during outage modes. See next step
below.
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Table F-1

NFPA 805 - Non-Power Operational Guidance

NFPA 805 Requirements I Implementing Guidance Process and Results

For those areas consider one or more of the . Integrate the results of the analysis performed
following options to mitigate potential fire above into the plant's outage management
damage depending upon the significance of process.
the potential damage: . To the extent practical pre-plan the options for,
o Prohibition or limitation of hot work in achieving the KFS. See list to the left.

fire areas during periods of increased
vulnerability

o Verification of operable detection and/or
suppression in the vulnerable areas.

o Prohibition or limitation of combustible
materials in fire areas during periods of
increased vulnerability

o Provision of additional fire patrols at
periodic intervals or other appropriate
compensatory measures (such as
surveillance cameras) during increased
vulnerability

o Use of recovery actions to mitigate
potential losses

o Identification and monitoring insitu
ignition sources for "fire precursors"
(e.g., equipment temperatures).

I
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G. Considerations for Radioactive Release
The treatment of radiological release to any unrestricted area due to fire is focused on potential
radioactive release due to potential fuel damage and fire fighting activities:
2 The Nuclear Safety Goal, Objectives, and Performance Criteria require the prevention of fuel

cladding damage. As such, radiological release due to fuel damage should not require a
separate examination since no such damage is assumed to occur without violating the basic
requirements of NFPA 805. This effectively limits the source of radiation (release source

,term). Therefore, containment integrity should not require specific examination. This means
the scope of the fire protection analyses do not need to be expanded to include all
containment isolation valves. No additional analyses are needed.

M The potential for radiological release due to fire fighting activities should be addressed via
fire pre-plans. The objective is to address the potential for the loss of boundary control for
contaminated spaces

Evaluation of the Potential for radiological release due to fire fighting activities

* Review pre-fire plans. Ensure for locations that have the potential for contamination that
specific steps are included for containment and monitoring of potentially contaminated fire
suppression water. Update pre-fire plans as necessary.

" Review fire brigade training materials. Ensure that training materials deal specifically
with the containment and monitoring of potentially contaminated fire suppression water.
Update training materials as necessary.

" Document results in Transition Table G-1.
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Table G-1

NFPA 805 - Radioactive Release Transition Review Guidance

NFPA 805 Requirements Implementing Guidance Results

Radiation release to any unrestricted area due to the Review pre-fire plans. Describe how the pre-fire plans do (or will) provide
direct effects of fire suppression activities (but not Ensure for locations that have the potential for guidelines for the containment and monitoring for
involving fuel damage) shall be as low as contamination that specific steps are included for potentially contaminated fire suppression water.
reasonably achievable and shall not exceed containment and monitoring of potentially
applicable 10 CFR, Part 20, Limits. contaminated fire suppression water. Update pre-

fire plans as necessary.
Review fire brigade training materials. Describe how the fire brigade training materials do
Ensure that training materials deal specifically (or will) provide instruction for the containment and
with the containment and monitoring of monitoring for potentially contaminated fire
potentially contaminated fire suppression water. suppression water.
Update training materials as necessary.

#
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H. Regulatory Submittal & Transition Documentation

H.1 Template: Letter of Intent to Adopt NFPA 805 as a Risk-
Informed, Performance-Based Alternative for Fire Protection
Requirements

[Date]

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Attention: Document Control Desk

Subject: [Facility Name]
[Facility Docket numbers]
Adoption of NFPA 805 (Performance-Based Standard for Fire Protection for Light
Water Reactor Generating Plants, 2001 Edition)

This letter serves to inform you of [Facility Name] intent to adopt NFPA 805 (Performance-
Bawed Standard for Fire Protection for Light Water Reactor Generating Plants, 2001 Edition) in
accordance with 10 CFR 50.48(c).

The transition to the performance-based standard for fire protection is expected to commence in
Imonth/quarter, year] and take [total estimated time (in months)] to fully implement. The
activities that need to be performed in order to support this transition include:

[Outline the activities that are needed to support the transition. Also include a
timetable with the anticipated completion date for transition milestones and
Implementation phase activities.]

In accordance with the interim enforcement policy, enforcement discretion is requested for NRC
unresolved items (URIs) and [Utility Name] identified non-compliances related to fire
protection. [Utility Name] understands that this letter of intent initiates a period of enforcement
discretion during which no enforcement actions will be taken for non-compliances (which meet
the enforcement policy guidelines) discovered as a result of evaluations to support this licensing
basis transition.

This schedule is subject to change depending on the extent to which the plant determines that it
needs to make either physical modifications or changes to the fire protection program to comply
with NFPA 805. An updated schedule will accompany the license amendment request required
under 10 CFR 50.48(c)(3)(i).
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H.2 Template: License Amendment Request to Authorize Adoption
of NFPA 805 with Optional Provision for Alternative Methods and
Analytical Approaches

[Date]

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Attention: Document Control Desk

Subject: [Facility Name]
[Facility Docket numbers]
License Amendment Request to Adopt NFPA 805 Performance-Based Standard for
Fire Protection for Light Water Reactor Generating Plants, 2001 Edition)

Pursuant to Title, Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), Part 50, Section 90 (10 CFR 50.90),
[Facility Name] proposes to amend Appendix A, Technical Specifications (Tech Specs), for
Facility Operating Licenses [License Numbers] for [Facility Name]. [Identify tile Technical
Specifications that need to be amended (including changes to the bases).] This amendment
is needed to support the adoption of NFPA 805 Performance-Based Standard for Fire Protection,
2001 Edition in accordance with 10 CFR 50.48(c). The proposed License Amendment Request
(LAR) revises the licensing basis associated with the Fire Protection Program.

The following process was used to determine that these are the only Technical Specifications that
require amendment. [Describe the process.]

In addition, [Facility Name] also requests that the license be amended to remove the following
superseded license conditions [identify license conditions to be superseded] and replace them
with the following suggested license condition authorizing the use of NFPA 805. The following
process was used to identify all of the license conditions that require removal.

[Describe the process used to ensure completeness of the set of license conditions that
require removal.]

As a separate but related matter, [Facility Name] has identified the following unnecessary or
superseded orders and exemptions that are required to be revoked. [Identify orders and
exemptions]. The following process was conducted to identify all of the orders and exemptions
that are required to be revoked. [Describe the process used to ensure completeness of the set
of orders and exemptions that are required to be revoked.]

[Optional provisions for alternative methods and analytical approaches.] Alternative
methods and analytical approaches have been used to demonstrate compliance with certain
requirements in NFPA 805. The following table lists those requirements and the alternative
method and analytical approach applied to each. A detailed analyses demonstrating how an
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alternative method and analytical approach demonstrates compliance for each such requirement
is provided in the attachments.

Implementation of this amendment to the [Facility Name] operating license and Tech Specs will
impact the [Facility Name] UFSAR. As a result of implementing this LAR, it will be necessary
to revise various sections of the [Facility Name] UFSAR. Necessary changes will be made in
accordance with 10 CFR 50.7 1(e).

Plant modifications are/are not necessary to support the adoption of NFPA 805.
[For the modifications anticipated, provide a brief description of the modifications].

[Facility Name] plans to implement this/these modification(s) by the dates shown in the
following updated transition schedule. [Insert update of schedule provided In letter of Intent]
Approval of this proposed LAR is requested by [month, day, year] to support this transition
schedule.

Implementation of these changes will not result in an undue risk to the health and safety of the
public.

Attachments:
Detailed Analyses of Compliance Using Alternative Methods and Analytical Approaches
No Significant Hazards Consideration
Environmental Impact Assessment
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Optional Attachment

Detailed Analysis Demonstrating Compliance with
[Identify NFPA 805 Requirement]

Using the Alternative Method and Analytical Approach [Describe]

NFPA 805 [cite to requirement] requires [describe requirement].

Compliance with this requirement is demonstrated below using the following alternative method
and analytical approach [describe the alternative method and analytical approach].

Compliance with the nuclear safety performance criteria are achieved as follows:
a 1.5.1(a) Reactivity Control. [Explain basis for compliance or why not applicable.]
* 1.5.1 (b) Inventory and Pressure Control. [Explain basis for compliance or why not

applicable.]
• 1.5.1 (c) Decay Heat Removal. [Explain basis for compliance or why not applicable.]
a 1.5.1(d). Vital Auxiliaries. [Explain basis for compliance or why not applicable]
S 1.5.5(e) Process Monitoring {Explain basis for compliance or why not applicable.]
Compliance with the radioactive release performance criterion, performance objective, and goal
are achieved as follows. [Explain basis for compliance or why not applicable.]

Maintenance of safety margins is achieved as follows. [Explain].

Fire protection defense in depth is maintained as follows. [Explain for fire prevention, fire
suppression, and post-fire safe shutdown capability, as appropriate.]
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Attachment

No Significant Hazards Consideration Finding

Pursuant to 10 CFR 50.91, [company name] has determined, based on the following analysis of
the proposed actions to implement NFPA 805, that this amendment request involves No
Significant Hazards Consideration under the standards established by the NRC in 10 CFR 50.92.

The transition does not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated because:

[Insert discussion)

The transition does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any kind
of accident previously evaluated because:

[Insert discussion]

The transition does not involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety because:

[Insert discussion]

To the extent that these conclusions apply to compliance with the requirements in NFPA 805,
these conclusions are based on the following NRC statements in the Statements of Consideration
accompanying the adoption of alternative fire protection requirements based on NFPA 805. The
NRC stated that:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously

NFPA 805, taken as a whole, provides an acceptable alternative for satisfying General
Design Criterion 3 (GDC 3) of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50, meets the underlying intent of
the NRC's existing fire protection regulations and guidance, and achieves defense-in-depth
and the goals, performance objectives, and performance criteria specified in Chapter 1 of the
standard and, if there are any increases in core damage frequency (CDF) or risk, the increase
will be small and consistent with the intent of the Commission's Safety Goal Policy. [cite]

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any kind of accident
,previously evaluated

The requirements in NFPA 805 address only fire protection and the impacts of fire on the
plant have already been evaluated,

3. Involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety.

NFPA 805 continues to protect public health and safety and the common defense and
security because the overall approach of NFPA 805 is consistent with the key principles for
evaluating license basis changes, as described in Regulatory Guide 1.1.74, is consistent with
the defense-in-depth philosophy, and maintains sufficient safety margins and [cite]
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To the extent that the conclusions regarding no significant hazards considerations apply to
demonstrations of compliance based on the use of alternative methods and analytical approaches,
these conclusions are supported by the following demonstrations that the regulatory criteria are
met:

llnsert discussion]

Use of Inamc the alternative method and analytical approach used] to demonstrate
compliance with the requirement in lelte to the requirement] does not involve a significant
increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated because texplain
why not].

Use of [name the alternative method and analytical approach used] to demonstrate
compliance with the requirement in lelte to the requirement] does not create the possibility of a
new or different kind of accident from any kind of accident previously evaluated
because lexplain why not].

Use of [name the alternative method and analytical approach used] to demonstrate
compliance with the requirement in [cite to the requirement] does not involve a significant
reduction in the margin of safety because [explain why not].

Accordingly, Licensee/Station's adoption of the new fire protection rule based on NFPA 805
does not present a significant hazards consideration,
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Attachment

Environmental Assessment

Pursuant to 10 CFR 51.22(b), an evaluation of the license amendment request (LAR) has been
performed to determine whether it meets the criteria for categorical exclusion set forth in 10 CFR
51.22(c). The LAR does not involve:

1. A significant hazards consideration.

This conclusion is supported by the determination of no significant hazards consideration.

2. A significant change in the types or significant increase in the amounts of any effluents that
may be released offsite.

Compliance with NFPA 805 explicitly requires the attainment of performance criteria,
objectives, and goals for radioactive releases to the environment. Therefore, this LAR will
not change the types or amounts of any effluents that may be released offsite.

3. A significant increase in the individual or cumulative occupational radiation exposure.

Compliance with NFPA 805 explicitly requires the attainment of performance criteria,
objectives, and goals for occupational exposures. Therefore, this LAR will not change the
types or amounts of occupational exposures.

In summary, this LAR meets the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 51.22(c)(9) for categorical
exclusion from the need for an environmental impact statement.
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H.3 Template: Transition Report Outline
The following is a sample outline for the licensee transition report:

1.0 Introduction
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has adopted a voluntary alternative rule for fire
protection requirements at nuclear power plants, 10 CFR 50.48(c). [Licensee/Station] has
conducted the process for transitioning from its current fire protection licensing basis to
compliance with the new requirements. This document describes the transition process applied
by Licensee/Station and the results that demonstrate compliance with the new voluntary
requirements.

1.1 Background

In 2001, the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) adopted NFPA 805, Performance-
Based Standard for Fire Protection for Light Water Reactor Electric Generating Plants. On
July 16, 2004 the NRC promulgated 10 CFR 50.48(c) as voluntary, alternative performance-
based fire protection requirements based on NFPA 805. Subsequently, on [date], the NRC
endorsed the Nuclear Energy lnstitute's (NEI) NEI 04-02, Guidance for Implementing A Risk-
Informed, Performance-Based Fire protection Program Under 10 CFR 50.48(c), [date].

Licensee/Station determined to transition its fire protection licensing basis to the performance-
based alternative in 10 CFR 50.48(c). A letter of Intent was submitted to the NRC on [date].
Thereafter, work began on the transition. A License Amendment Request was submitted on
[date].

The NRC granted the license amendment on [date]. Since then, Licensee/Station completed its
implementation of the methodology in Chapter 2 of NFPA 805 (including all required
evaluations and analyses) and modified the fire protection plan required by 10 CFR 50.48(a) to
comply with NFPA 805. Accordingly, Licensee/Station transitioned to the new fire protection
licensing basis on Idate]. This report documents the transition process and new fire protection
licensing basis.

1.2 Purpose and Scope

The purposes of this report are to: (1) describe the process implemented by Licensee/Station to
transition its fire protection program to demonstrate compliance with the requirements in 10 CFR
50.48(c); (2) summarize the results of Licensee/Station's transition process; (3) explain the bases
for.Licensee/Station's conclusions that its current fire protection program, with certain
modifications, comply with those requirements; and (4) to describe the new fire protection
licensing basis. Licensee/Station's transition process was based on NEI 04-02 Guidance for
Implementing a Risk-Informed, Performance-Based Fire Protection Program Under
10 CFR 50.48(c).
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2.0 Overview of Existing Fire Protection Program

2.1 Current Fire Protection Licensing Basis

Licensee/Station was licensed to operate Idate]. As a result, Licensee/Station's fire protection
licensing basis is based on compliance with [state the basis for regulatory requirements, I.e.,
Appendix R, or SRP (NUREG-0800), and license conditlon].

Licensee/Station's current fire protection licensing basis was approved by the NRC in a Safety
Evaluation Report dated Idatel as supplemented by [citations to any SER supplements].

Licensee/Station also received the following exemptions from fire protection requirements [list
exemptions],

2.2 Applicable Regulatory Requirements

[Insert a list of applicable regulatory requirements]

2.3 Current Enforcement Discretion

In accordance with the letter of intent and the NRC's enforcement discretion policy the following
non-compliances were subject to enforcement discretion:]

[Insert list]

Resolution strategies for these items have been determined as part of this transition process.
Each individual item is discussed in the appropriate section below.

3.0 Transition Process

The process for transitioning from compliance with the current fire protection licensing basis to
the new requirements is described in general in Section 4.0 of the implementing guidance. It
contains the following steps: (1) licensee determination to transition the licensing basis and
devote the necessary resources to it; (2) Letter of Intent to the NRC stating the licensee's
intention to transition the licensing basis in accordance with a tentative schedule; (3) licensee
conduct of the transition process to determine the extent to which the current fire protection
licensing basis supports compliance with the new requirements and the extent to which
additional analyses, plant and program changes, and alternative methods and analytical
approaches are needed; (4) filing of License Amendment Request (LAR); and (5) completion of
transition activities and adoption of the new licensing basis consistent with the NRC's grant of
the license amendment.

3.1 License Amendment Request and License Amendment

The LAR identified all orders, license conditions, Technical Specifications and their bases that
required revision or deletion to permit the Licensee/Station to comply with the new fire
protection requirements.

The following orders, license conditions and Technical Specifications were superseded.

[List]
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The following orders and license conditions were revised as follows.

llnsert table of original orders and license conditions with revisions side-by-sidel

The following Technical Specifications and their bases were revised as follows.

lInsert table of original Technical Specifications and their bases with revisions side-by-
side].

tOptional] The LAR included requests to use the following alternative methods and analytical
approaches to demonstrate compliance with certain requirements in NFPA 805.

[List the alternative methods and analytical approaches for which license amendments

were requested and their associated requlrements.]

3.2 Implementation of NFPA 805, Section 2.2: General Approach

Section 2.2 of NFPA 805 establishes the general process for demonstrating compliance with
NFPA 805, The process is illustrated in Figure 2.2 of NFPA 805. It shows that except for the
fundamental fire protection requirements, compliance can be achieved on a fire area basis either
by deterministic or performance-based methods. (The NRC permits licensees to use
performance-based methods to comply with the fundamental fire protection requirements but
those applications must be approved through the NRC's license amendment process, as
discussed above.) [Licensee/Station] implemented this process by first determining the extent
to which its current fire protection program supported findings of deterministic compliance with
the requirements in NFPA 805. Risk-informed, performance-based methods were then applied
to the requirements for which deterministic compliance could not be shown.

3.3 Implementing Guidance, Section 4.0

Section 4.0 of the implementing guidance describes the detailed process for assessing a fire
protection program for the extent to which it supports a showing of compliance with NFPA 805,
[Licensee/StationJ conducted the detailed evaluation processes by establishing teams comprised
of knowledgeable plant personnel. The assessment processes used by these teams and the results
of the assessments are discussed in detail below.

4.0 Demonstrations of Compliance with NFPA 805 Requirements

4.1 Fundamental Fire Protection Program Elements and Minimum Design
Requirements

The Fundamental Fire Protection Program and Design Elements are established in Chapter 3 of
NFPA 805. Section 4.3.1 of NEI 04-02 (Implementing Guide) sets out a systematic process for
determining the extent to which the current licensing basis meets these criteria and for
identifying the fire protection program changes that would be necessary for complete
compliance. Appendix B-I of the Implementing Guide provides a worksheet tool to document
the comparison of the Fire Protection Program Fundamentals of Chapter 3 to NFPA 805 to the
appropriate NRC Guidance Documents (BTP9.5-1, NUREG 0800, etc.). The completed
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worksheet is included as Appendix A to the Transition Report. The results of the transition
review are summarized below.

4.1.2 NFPA 805 Chapter 3 Requirements Met or Previously Approved by the NRC
Requirements in NFPA 805 Chapter 3 that are met or for which the NRC previously approved
alternatives are included in Appendix A to the Transition Report. References to the document(s)
that justify that position are included.

4.1.3 NFPA 805 Chapter 3 Requirements not Previously Approved by NRC

[Optional] For the following-items in Chapter 3, no previous NRC approvals of alternatives
were discovered:

IList]

Compliance for these requirements was demonstrated in some cases by showing
deterministically that the requirement could be met by the plant as currently configured.

[List with explanations]

For the cases where compliance could not be demonstrated deterministically, risk-informed,
parformance-based alternatives were used to demonstrate compliance.

[List each requirement and briefly describe the performance-based method used to

demonstrate compliunce]

4.2 Nuclear Safety Performance Criteria
Five nuclear safety performance criteria are established in Section 1.5.1 of NFPA 805. Section
4.3,2 of the Implementing Guidance sets out a systematic process for determining the extent to
which the current fire protection licensing basis meets these criteria and for identifying the
changes to the current fire protection program that would be necessary for demonstrating
compliance with these criteria.

Appendix B-2 of the Implementing Guide organizes the transition of the 'pre-transitional safe
shutdown analysis' to the 'nuclear safety analysis' by examining four basic components:
" Nuclear safety capability system and equipment selection
" Nuclear safety capability circuit analysis
" Nuclear safety equipment and cable location
" Fire area assessments
For all but the fire area assessments, the compliance determination strategy used was to: (1)
compare the methodology used to establish the current licensing basis with the corresponding
methodology provided in either NFPA 805 or NEI 00-01; (2) identify inconsistencies; and (3)
perform any needed modifications and analyses. For the fire area assessments, a detailed fire
area by fire area review was conducted to identify the equipment that implements compliance
with the nuclear safety performance criteria.
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4.2.2 Comparison of Methodology Used to Develop Current Safe Shutdown
Equipment List with Applicable New Methodology

[Licensee/Station's] methodology for developing its current Safe Shutdown Equipment List is
contained in [identify document]. The methodology in that document was compared in detail to
the methodology in [NEI 00-01]. For each methodology element of NEI 00-01 the
corresponding methodology element was identified in [identify document]. Each pair of
corresponding elements was compared for assumptions and factors considered.

4.2.2.1 Determination of Extent of Consistency of Methods

IDescribe the extent of correlation between the methods in the [License/Station] document
and NE! 00-01. Details of the comparison are contained as Appendix B to the Transition
report. Where there are differences between methodology elements, either show that the
differences were determined not to result in safety significant differences in the lists of safe
shutdown equipment that would be generated by both methods or modify the list of safe
shutdown equipment, as necessary]

4.2.2.2 Modifications and Additional Analyses for Compliance

[State either that no modifications or additional analyses were required to establish
compliance with the methodology elements in NEI 00-01. or describe the modifications and
analyses conducted to demonstrate compliance]

4.2.3 Comparison of Methodology Used for Current Circuit Analysis with
Applicable New Methodology

[Licensee/Station's] methodology for conducting circuit analyses is contained in [identify
document]. The methodology in that document was compared in detail to the methodology in
[NEl 00-01]. For each methodology element of NE! 00-01the corresponding methodology
element was identified in the [identify document]. Each pair of corresponding elements was
compared for assumptions and factors considered. The results of this review (Implementing
Guide Worksheet - Appendix B-2) are included as Appendix B to the Transition Report.

4.2.3.1 Determination of Extent of Consistency of Methods

[Describe the extent of correlation between the methods in the [License/Station] document
and NE! 00-01. Details of the comparison are contained in Appendix B to the Transitioin
Report. Where there are differences between the details in methodology elements, either
show that the differences were determined not to result in safety significant differences In
the lists of safe shutdown equipment that would be generated by both methods or modify
the circuit analysis, as necessary]

4.2.3.2 Modifications and Additional Analyses for Compliance

[State either that no modifications or additional analyses were required to establish
compliance with the methodology elements in NEI 00-01. or describe the modifications and
analyses conducted to demonstrate compliance]

4.2.4 Comparison of Methodology Used for Equipment and Cable Location
Analysis with Applicable New Methodology

[Licensee/Station's] methodology for equipment cable and location analysis is contained in
[identify document]. That methodology was compared, in general, against the methodology in
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INEI 00-01J. For each methodology element of NEI 00-01 the corresponding methodology
element was identified in the [Identify document]. Each pair of corresponding elements was
compared for assumptions and factors considered. The results of this review (Implementing
Guide Worksheet - Appendix B-2) are included as Appendix B to the Transition Report.

4.2.4.1 Determination of Extent of Consistency of Methods

IDescribe the extent of correlation between the methods in the [License/Station] document
and NEI 00-01. Details of the comparison are included as Appendix B to the Transition
Report. Where there are differences between methodology elements, either show that the
differences were determined not to result in safety significant or modify the analysis, as
necessary.]

4.2.4.2 Modifications and Additional Analyses for Compliance

[State either that no modifications or additional analyses were required to establish
compliance with the methodology elements in NEI 00-01. or describe the modifications and
analyses conducted to demonstrate compliance]

4.2.5 Fire Area Assessments to Demonstrate Compliance with the Nuclear Safety
Performance Criteria

The current fire protection licensing basis for each fire area has been summarized by completing
the Nuclear Safety Transition - Fire Area Assessment Worksheets provided in the NEI 04-02
Implementing Guidance, Appendix B-2 (Table B-3). The completed worksheets are included as
Appendix C to the Transition Report. Among the items addressed are:
" The current fire protection licensing basis (i.e., compliance with Sections III.G.2, III.G.3 of

10 CFR 50, Appendix R, etc.) including approved exemptions/deviations. The bases for
exemptions/deviations were captured during the transition process in order to effectively
move forward to a new licensing basis. This allows the change process to focus on changes
from the original bases more effectively. If the bases for an exemption or deviation are
found during the review to be incorrect, the issue(s) should be entered into a corrective action
program for resolution as part of the transition.

" Detection - Licensing and design basis references for detection system
(exemptions/deviations, SERs, Generic Letter 86-10 evaluations/code compliance
evaluations, etc.) were captured. Requirements for detection systems used to meet the
nuclear safety performance criteria require assessment in accordance with Chapter 3 of
NFPA 805.

" Suppression - Licensing and design basis references for detection system
(exemptions/deviations, SERs, Generic Letter 86-10 evaluationsiNFPA code compliance
evaluations, etc.) were captured. Requirements for suppression systems used to meet the
nuclear safety performance criteria require assessment in accordance with Chapter 3 of
NFPA 805.

" Emergency Lighting - Licensing and design basis references such as exemptions/deviations,
SERs, calculations) were captured.

* Recovery Actions - Operator Manual actions were transitioned as "recovery actions" in the
new NFPA 805 licensing bases. Repairs were also transitioned as "recovery actions". The
information for operator manual actions summarized for the fire area include: 1) whether or
not the manual actions are previously approved by the NRC, 3) reference to documentation
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that demonstrates the acceptability of the operator manual action. Repairs credited for cold
shutdown equipment were also transitioned on a fire area basis. Information summarized
includes reference to documentation that demonstratesthe equipment necessary for the repair
is staged, the repair is proceduralized, and the repair is achievable in the necessary
timeframe.
Outstanding Current Licensing Basis Issues - References to items that have been identified
as being outside of the current licensing basis (such as corrective action documents,
inspection findings and violations, and generic industry issues) were captured. This provides
a complete and concise description of items that require resolution as part of the transition or
as part of a risk-informed performance-based assessment. This compilation of corrective
action items includes pre-existing items and those that were identified as part of the transition
reviews.

4.2.5.1 Deterministic Methods

The following fire areas retain the existing deterministic compliance strategy:

[List those fire areas that are transitioning under the deterministic option.]

4.2.5.2 Risk-Informed, Performance-Based Methods

The following fire areas were transitioned using risk-informed, performance-based techniques:

[List the fire areas. For each area, include a summary of the basis for acceptability of that
change. References should be given to the detailed analyses performed as part of the
transition.]

4.2.5.3 Modifications to Achieve Compliance

[Optional. List any modifications necessary to bring the plant into compliance with either
the deterministic or performance-based acceptance criteria. The schedule for these
modifications should be Included In the License Amendment Request.]

4.2.6 Nuclear Safety Performance Criteria In Non-Power Modes

[Licensee/Station] used the templates provided in the NEI 04-02 (Appendix F), to document
methods and equipment that will be utilized to comply with the additional NFPA 805
requirements associated with non-power modes. The information includes:
" Additions of equipment to be analyzed (this includes an assessment of how cold shutdown

equipment was analyzed and protected for 10 CFR 50 Appendix R)
" Locating new equipment and cables
" Analysis of fire area losses on the ability to maintain Key Safety Functions during various

outage evolutions
" Incorporation of fire protection insights into outage management practices or modifications

to protect new equipment / cabling.
The non-power mode evaluation is summarized in the Non-power Operational Guidance
Assessment Worksheets (NEI 04-02 Implementing Guidance, Appendix F (Table F-I). The
completed worksheets are included as Appendix D to the Transition Report
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4.2.6.2 Results from Risk-Informed Evaluation Process

The following procedures and processes were used/modified to meet the low power operations
criteria.

[Identify and summarize procedures and processes. Among other things, describe the
revisions to the current analysis to Include additional components and circuits and how
they were integrated with the current outage management process.]

[Optional. The following modifications will be installed meet the low power operations criteria:]

[Identify and summarize the modifications.]

4.3 Radioactive Release Performance Criteria

4.3.1 Overview of Evaluation Process

[Licensee/Station] used the worksheet provided in the Appendix G of NEI 04-02 to evaluate the
current information associated with control of radioactive release due to fire fighting. The
completed worksheets are included as Appendix E to the Transition Report.

4.3.2 Results from Evaluation Process

The following procedures and processes will be used either as is or as modified to meet the low
radioactive release criteria,

[Summarize procedures, processes and any changes.]

4.4 Monitoring Program

In order to assess the impact of a transition on the current monitoring program, the
[Licensee/StationJ fire protection program documentation hierarchy, maintenance program
process / procedures and plant change processes were reviewed. Sections 4.5.3 and 5.2 of the
NEI 04-02 Implementing Guidance were used during the review. The results of those reviews
follow.

4.4.1 Compliance with Section 2.6 of NFPA 805

4.4.1.1 Extent of Reliance on Current Programs

[Summarize the extent to which current programs/processes have been relied on.]

4.4.1.2 Overview of Additional Program Elements

The monitoring program has been upgraded in the following ways:

[Describe upgrades. Describe a decision process for determining the appropriate
responsibility for monitoring that should be included for fire protection equipment (i.e.,
does it go In the Maintenance program or the fire protection equipment operability control
process).]
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4.5 Program Documentation, Configuration Control, and Quality Assurance

4.5.1 Compliance with Documentation Requirements In Section 2.7.1 of NFPA
805

[Licensee/Station] has [developed/revised] the Fire Protection Program document that defines
the personnel responsible for establishing and implementing the fire protection program and 2)
the fire protection policy for the major fire protection program elements (procedures) and 3) the
fire protection features (equipment) to which those elements are applied. [This is the document
that contains long-term compliance information for the Fundamental Elements and Minimum
design requirements and the process portions (monitoring, change process, evaluation method
procedures) of NFPA 805]

[Summarize this document]

[Licensee/Station] has [developed/revised] the Fire Protection Design Basis Document that
demonstrates compliance with nuclear safety criteria of NFPA 805. [This is the document that
contains long-term compliance information for the Nuclear Safety Criteria portion of NFPA
805.]

[Summarize this document]

4.5.3 Compliance with Configuration Control Requirements in Section 2.7.2 of
NFPA 805

[Summarize the extent to which current programs/processes have been relied on and any
modifications to those processes. The summary may be brief, as shown in tile following
example. These may include, but are not limited to,
8 Guidance similar to NEI 02-03 for assessing changes
a A procedure for the change process if the change does not pass a screening process.]

4.5.4 Compliance with Quality Assurance Requirements In Section 2.7.2 of NFPA
805

[Summarize the extent to which current programs/processes have been relied on and any
modifications to those processes. The summary may be brief, as shown In the following
example.]

The existing fire protection quality assurance program is sufficient for a risk-informed,
performance-based program transition. The scope of fire protection features that fall under the
umbrella of the fire protection quality assurance program may change based upon whether the
feature(s) will continue to be credited (directly or via defense in depth analyses) under the new
risk-informed, performance-based program.]
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I. Plant Change Evaluation Form

LICENSEE NAME UNIT(S)

o SITEA [I SITEB [] SITEC 0 Unitl 0 Unit2 Q Unit3

ACTIVITY TITLE/DOCUMENT/REVISION

* Complete each section and summarize results below.

CHANGE EVALUATION :SUMMARY RISK EVALUATION SUMMARY
i

El The change is editorial or trivial in nature.
(Screening per Section L.a, 2.a, or 3.o)

12 The change affects compliance with the Nuclear
Safety Criteria of NFPA 805 as defined in
[insert reference to the appropriate documentl
(Section 1).

0 The change affects compliance with the
Radioactive Release Criteria of NFPA 805 as
defined in linsert reference to the appropriate
documentl (Section 2).

C1, y" F- .... .. .
C The change affects compliance with a required

Fundamental Elements / Minimum Design
Requirements of NFPA 805 Chapter 3 (Section
3).
License Amendment Required?

0 Yes [] No

O The change can be evaluated using a PRELIMINARY
RISK SCREEN (Section 4)
0 . ............... .... ...................

fl The RISK EVALUATION demonstrates that A
CDF/LERF are acceptable and defense-in-depth / safety
margin are maintained. Therefore, the change is
. ciptable.-

El The RISK EVALUATION demonstrates that either the A
CDF/LERF are unacceptable and/or defense-in-depth /
safety margin are not maintained. Therefore, the change

. is NOT-acceptable ................

... ... .. A• • SIGNOFFS

Print Name Signature DATE

SCREEN PREPARER"

Print Name Signature DATE

SCREEN REVIEWER

Pv a brief desciptin a i ing ESCRIhTIONdwy
Provide a brief description of what is being changed and why.

List applicable references. Include sufficient identifying detail to facilitate independent review
and retrieval.

17 Signoffs should be consistent with the Licensee's processes. For example it may be necessary for a fire protection

engineer, PRA engineer, or safe shutdown engineer to have signature authority on the Plant Change Evaluation.
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Considering the proposed change, answer the following questions, including a reference to the applicable regulatory,
licensing basis, or NFPA document(s), and a brief description of why the proposed change does or does not satisfy
the referenced document(s).
I. Does the proposed change involve a Nuclear Safety Compliance Strategy requirement as

defined in [Insert appropriate document reference]?
M fl Yes - Proceed to Question l.a.

M E No - Document basis and proceed to Question 3.

a. Is the change editorial or trivial in nature? (See Attachment 1)
o 0I Yes Document basis and stop.

o E] No Proceed to Question I.b.

b. Does the change meet the deterministic requirements of Chapter 4 of NFPA 805?
o LI Yes Document basis and complete remaining sections.

o E No Proceed to Question I.c.

c. Is the change equivalent tothe NFPA 805 Chapter 4 compliance strategy as defined in [Insert
appropriate document reference]? Ensure documentation for determination of equivalency is
included and meets NEI 04-02 requirements for documentation.
o MJ Yes Document basis and complete remaining sections.

o El No Perform a Risk Evaluation.

Changes to Fire Protection Program Fundamental element / minimum design requirements
that are required for compliance with NFPA 805 Chapter 3 or to meet the Nuclear Safety
Performance Criteria must be evaluated in Section 3.
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Considering the proposed change, answer the following questions, including a reference to the applicable regulatory,
licensing basis, or NFPA document(s), and a brief description of why the proposed change does or does not satisfy
the referenced documont(s).
2. Does the proposed change involve a Radioactive Release requirement as defined in lInsert

appropriate document referenel?
E ] Yes- Proceed to Question 2.a.

* El No - Document basis and proceed to risk screening.

a. Is the change editorial or trivial in nature? (See Attachment 1)
o E] Yes Document basis and stop.

o E] No Proceed to Question 2.b.

b. Does the change meet the requirements of the Radioactive Release criteria?
o [] Yes Document conclusions and proceed to risk screening.

o E] No Proceed to Question 2.c.

c. Is the change equivalent to the Radioactive Release compliance strategy as defined in [Insert
uppropriate doeument reference]? Ensure documentation for ketem"ination of equivalency is
included and meets NEI 04-02 requirements for documentation. (See Attachment 2)
o El Yes Document conclusions and proceed to risk screening

o 0l No Perform a Risk Evaluation.

Changes to Fire Protection Program Fundamental element / minimum design requirements
that are required for compliance with NFPA 805 Chapter 3 or to meet the Radioactive
Release Performance Criteria must be evaluated in Section 3.
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Considering the proposed change, answer the following questions, including a reference to the applicable regulatory,
licensing basis, or NFPA document(s), and a brief description of why the proposed change does or does not satisfy
the referenced document(s).
3. Does the proposed change involve an NFPA 805 Chapter 3 requirement as defined in lInsert

appropriate document reference]? For those fire protection program changes that involve a
Nuclear Safety Compliance Strategy requirement or a Radioactive Release requirement, ensure
the effect of the change is evaluated in Appendix I, Sections 1.0 and 2.0, respectively.

* fl Yes - Proceed to Question 3.a.

* [] No - Document basis and proceed to Question 2

a. Is the change editorial or trivial in nature? (See Attachment 1)
o [ Yes Document basis and stop.

o [ No Proceed to Question 3.b.

b. Does the change meet NFPA 805 Chapter 3 requirements or the previously approved
alternative as dofinod in [Inserl appropriate doeument reference]?

Previously approved alternatives include fire protection engineering analyses that are allowed
based upon an approved license amendment described in NEI 04-02, Appendix L. (See
Attachment 2)
o E Yes Document conclusions, complete remaining sections.

o [ No License Amendment Request must be processed for NRC approval.
Complete remaining sections.
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~~ ~ Y'~FTPRELIMINRY RISK,,SCREENING, .

Considering the proposed change, answer the following questions. The nature of the change should enable you to
choose among the three categories. Refer to the IPEEE, a plant-specific fire PRA, or other documents to determine
whether the change could have "no", "minimal" or "potentially greater than minimal" impact. Document the basis
for the conclusion. The potential for common cause effects of a given plant change on the above factors should be
considered. For example, an increase in combustible loading in an area can impact all of the factors. See
Attachment 3 for examples.
4.0 Can the change be evaluated using a preliminary risk screen?

a. Does the proposed change impact the FIRE FREQUENCY of any fire scenarios affected by
the change?
o E No Impact

o E Minimal Impact

o i Potentially Greater than minimal

b. Does the proposed change impact the MAGNITUDE OF THE EXPECTED FIRES for any
fire scenarios affected by the change?
o E No Impact

o E Minimal Impact

o El Potentially Greater than minimal

c. Does the proposed change impact the DETECTION CAPABILITY for any fire scenarios
affected by the change?
o fl No Impact

o fl Minimal Impact

o El Potentially Greater than minimal

d. Does the proposed change impact the SUPPRESSION CAPABILITY for any fire scenarios
affected by the change?
o El No Impact

o El Minimal Impact

o [ Potentially Greater than minimal
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e. Does the proposed change impact the POST-FIRE CAPABILITY OF PLANT SYSTEMS
TO PREVENT CORE DAMAGE (including fire affected human actions) during any mode of
operation for any fire scenarios affected by the change?
o E1 No Impact

o [ Minimal Impact

o [ Potentially Greater than minimal

f. Do any of the risk screening questions have "Potentially Greater than minimal" impact, then a
detailed quantitative risk evaluation may be required.
o Dl No. The Fire Protection Program Plant change meets the risk-informed

acceptance criteria of NFPA 805 Section 2.4.4.

o [] Yes, a detailed quantitative risk evaluation is required.
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ATTACHMENT 1 - EDITORIAL OR TRIVIAL CHANGES

Trivial changes are changes necessary to maintain the fire protection program that clearly have
no adverse effect on the ability to meet program performance requirements. Examples include:
" Changes to titles in procedures or program documents
" Change to Fire Brigade Training facility that has no impact on established training scenarios
" Changes to the Combustible Control Form that does not affect content.
" Changes to document layout.
" Changes to document numbers.
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ATTACHMENT 2 -CHANGES AFFECTING NFPA 805 CHAPTER 3 REQUIREMENTS

In general, deviations from Chapter 3 must be submitted for NRC approval per the Rule.
However, licensees can deviate from the NFPA standards referenced in Chapter 3 without NRC
approval if allowed by the code of record and the changed condition is in accordance with the
terms of the code of record (e.g., many earlier editions of NFPA Codes included the following
statement: "Nothing in this standard is intended to restrict new technologies or alternate
arrangements, providing the level of safety prescribed by the standard is not lowered." - From
1985 edition of NFPA 13) or if the code (including NFPA 805, Chapter 3) does not dictate the
specific issue (e.g., suppression system or detection system coverage). The following are
examples of changes that do not require NRC approval:
" Replacing a fire rated component (e.g., fire rated penetration seal, fire door, fire rated wrap,

etc.) with a different component having the same or greater fire rating.
" Use of fire hoses manufactured from a different material.
" Use of a valve assembly supplied by a different manufacturer for a suppression system.

Changing the surveillance frequency for a fire protection feature, as long as the new
frequency is bounded by the NFPA code of record (and does not increase CDF or LERF),
providing reasonable assurance that the system or component is maintained in an operable
condition.

* Changes to Fire Brigade Training requirements that do not affect performance.
* Evaluating a blocked sprinkler head(s) for adequate coverage in the area. Chapter 3 of NFPA

805 and the referenced code do not dictate where a sprinkler system should be installed.
Therefore the adequacy of the coverage should be evaluated with respect to the nuclear safety
component(s) the sprinkler system is protecting.
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Attachment 3 - Preliminary RISK SCREENING EXAMPLES
" Frequency of fire scenarios: A "like-kind" replacement of fire protection equipment or

systems has "no" impact on fire frequencies. Installing an electrical cabinet in a switchgear
room could cause "minimal" or "potentially greater than minimal" impact on the fire
frequency. Changing administrative procedures to allow welding in an area where it was
previously prohibited could cause a "potentially greater than minimal" increase in the
frequency of fire.

" Magnitude of expected fires: Replacing a cable with one of equivalent combustible loading
and type has "no" impact on the magnitude of the expected fires. Routing a new cable
through a switchgear room could cause "minimal" increase in the fire magnitude. Storing a
drum of oil in the emergency diesel generator room could cause a "potentially greater than
minimal" increase in the magnitude of expected of fire.

* I)etection capability: Changes to safe shutdown equipment generally have "no" impact on the
detection capability. A decrease in the normal area occupancy level where manual
suppression and automatic detection are available could cause a "minimal" decrease in the
fire detection capability. A decrease in normal area occupancy level where manual
suppression is available but no automatic detection is provided could cause a "potentially
greater than minimal" decrease in the fire detection capability. A discovery of an NFPA
code compliance issue can be evaluated and may or may not have a 'potentially greater than
minimal' impact on risk.

2 Suppression capability: Adding a few new cables to a cable tray without reducing the
separation between redundant trains or adding an obstacle to a sprinkler spray-down path has
"no" impact on the suppression capability. A decrease in the number of fire extinguishers
available to fight fires or an equipment change that creates a minor obstruction to a
suppression system spray pattern could cause "minimal" decrease in the fire suppression
capability. Converting an automatic suppression system to a fixed manual fire suppression
system could cause a "potentially greater than minimal" reduction in the fire suppression
capability. A discovery of an NFPA code compliance issue can be evaluated and may or
may not have a 'potentially greater than minimal' impact on risk.

0 Post-fire capability of plant systems to prevent damage to the core: Replacing a component
with a. similar component will typically have "no" impact on plant systems' post-fire
capability to prevent damage to the core, as long as the location of the component and cable
routing remain unchanged. Rerouting one cable associated with a very low risk-significant
system could cause "minimal" decrease in the plant systems' capability to prevent damage to

the core. Rerouting cables of a safety-related or a risk- significant system where separation is
reduced or replacing a check valve with a motor- operated valve could cause a "potentially
greater than minimal" decrease in the plant systems' capability to prevent damage to the
core. (Procedural changes should also be evaluated as part of this evaluation factor.)

v Addition of minor amounts of cable to a cable tray, where margin is provided in combustible
control programs (assuming no impact on the nuclear safety criteria)

8 Changing a handwheel on a valve to a similar type.
* Relocating a fire extinguisher several feet due to planned modifications (as long as it is

within allowable travel distances)
0 Sealing a wall penetration with an approved rated material that is commensurate with the

hazard
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" Changing the one type of approved fire hoses with another that is appropriate for the hazards
in the area.

" Changing a fire protection feature (e.g., barrier, detection, or suppression system) in an area
with no potential for impact on nuclear safety or radioactive release (e.g., warehouse or
office areas)
Changing a protective device setting on a power supply credited for post-fire nuclear safety,
within the limits for acceptable coordination (as long as the setting was based on the limit
and not on the setting)

* Rewiring a circuit for a component credited for ensuring nuclear safety,. The rewiring does
not result in any new or more likely failure modes due to fire in any plant fire area.

* Discovery of an unrated penetration in a barrier that has been previously evaluated as
"adequate for the hazard" under a Generic Letter 86-10 fire area boundary evaluation. If the
particular penetration is bounded by the current evaluation.
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J. Plant Change Evaluations

This Appendix supplements information contained in Sections 4.4 and 5.3. Refer to Figure 5-1.

J.1 Overall Change Evaluation Process

The overall Change Evaluation process involves a graded and potentially iterative process. The
intent of the graded approach is to provide analysis flexibility to address a wide range of issues
and conditions. It also provides the mechanism to recognize and incorporate the diverse set of
plant fire risk analyses in the industry. In general, the Change Evaluation process focuses on
performing those Engineering and Risk Analyses needed to establish the acceptability of the
change.

J.2 Change Definition (Section 5.3.2)
A concise statement of the change should be developed. The change is defined as the altering or
modification of a state or condition that is consistent and compliant with the Licensing Basis
(CLB pre-transition or NFPA 805 Licensing Basis post-transition) to some other state or
condition not specifically recognized or addressed by the Licensing Basis. This condition results
in a situation wherein the availability of at least one success path given a fire is challenged. This
challenge typically arises due to the presence of redundant features within the same fire area that
otherwise would not have been present with a CLB compliant configuration. Each of these
features is defined as individual targets within the fire area and the examination of their potential
concurrent failure represents the analysis of the target set. Therefore, the Change Evaluation
focus is on target sets that involve the concurrent fire induced failure of redundant features.

The statement of the change should describe the condition requiring examination and focus on
the key inconsistencies with the requirements of the Licensing Basis as they relate to satisfying
the Performance Criteria described in Section 1.5 of NFPA 805. These inconsistencies will
become the focus of the Change Evaluation process and will be used to define the target set(s).

L)etermlnatvonf t oonfiatwon(CLB) is not always easyto understand or clearly
explmiid D;•etals oftme Iicenislng_,h~ias s•Iqospecifc scen:larjos inay not be dlescribed rs, utficw-iit
detail in a lcensege-subm ita orsaetyvjuation'reportto supp~rt a specificlchange eyýaltu4_ ta

5d d ti~ -------------------------------------------------------- - commn it[Aig6i] Post-trns~itio
hl-tlilicensig basis should not be unclear

Section 4.2.4.2 of NFPA 805 states the following: ,1s[ONEL-:

IThe chang c evaluation proe will be
"4.2.4.2 Use of Fire Risk Evaluation. Use offire risk evaluation for the performance- [iddressed in an FAQ

based approach shall consist of an integrated assessment of the acceptability of risk,
defense-in- depth, and safety margins,

The evaluation process shall compare the risk associated with implementation of the
deterministic requirements with the proposed alternative. The difference in risk between
the two approaches shall meet the risk acceptance criteria described in 2.4.4.1. The fire
risk shall be calculated using the approach described in 2.4.3.

The proposed alternative shall also ensure that the philosophy of defense in depth and
sufficient safety margin are maintained"
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Comparison of an alternative against the deterministic requirements could be performed in cases
where the CLB is not well-defined or where an actual physical plant change is being considered.

For example:

1. At a post-transition plant, an approved 10 CFR 50 Appendix R exemption states that
#eudaimkeup ca ab ility is adcquawly saitec4,; ýyiflirnthefire area," This exemp~tion

was part of the transition of the licensing basis. The specifics of this separation or separation
methods were not discussed in the exemption. A proposed alternative (i.e., rerouting of a
makeup pump cable within the fire area) could be compared against the deterministic
requirements defined in Section 4.2.3.3 of NFPA 805 using fire risk evaluation and change
evaluation processes in Sections 2.4.3 and 2.4.4 of NFPA 805 (and information in this
implementing guidance).

2. A major plant modification is planned at a post-transition plant. The modification involves
routing of redundant nuclear safety cables in a vacant corridor without suppression. Tfhe
cables :areroutedi~il condut ad are o% fretW IMfrom each otlhert without any combustibles or
fire hlazards in te area. This configuration could be compared to the deterministic..
requirements defined in Section 4.2.3.3 of NFPA 805 using fire risk evaluation and change
evaluation processes in Sections 2.4.3 and 2.4.4 of NFPA 805 (and information in this
implementing guidance).

Defining the change also includes an assessment of the need for a License Amendment Request
for changes affecting NFPA 805 Chapter 3 requirements. See the suggested Plant Change
Evaluation Form cover sheet and Sections 1, 2 and 3 in Appendix I.

J.3 Preliminary Risk Screening (Section 5.3.3)

Note that the initial assessments discussed in Section J.4 are directed at complex changes that
would require engineering analysis for resolution. It is expected that minor, routine changes
would be dispositioned in a qualitative manner using processes similar to the design review and
work control processes that exist at nuclear plants under the existing regulatory framework.
Examples of minor routine changes, typically reviewed for impact by fire protection staff are
provided in Attachment 3 to Appendix I.

The screening process is divided into assessing if the change is trivial (Sections la, 2.a, 3.a) and
performing a preliminary risk screen in Section 4.0. The risk screen identifies and documents
the factors that contribute to the risk associated with the change. In general, these factors include
changes in: a) frequency of all fire scenarios which are affected by the.change, b) magnitude of
expected fires, c) detection capability, d) suppression capability, and e) post-fire capability of
plant systems to prevent damage to the core.

J.4 Risk Evaluation (Section 5.3.4)

An initial evaluation of risk, following the risk screening, involves the examination of the
parameters that would be used as input to the fire modeling analysis and risk assessment. If one
could develop a conservative bounding treatment for risk to demonstrate the acceptability of the
change, then that approach should be chosen. Otherwise, it would be appropriate to examine
both fire modeling and risk assessment. (Note that, even in the first case, fire modeling is not

-Comment [A163];For tramiion& to
NFPA 805, this exemptioni would needa
much more thorough discussion oftlic?
exemiption scope than is priesen~tedherc.
The new NFiPA 805 licensing basis~
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was the Appendix R CLII.
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necessarily excluded from the evaluation. It is just that the conservative assumption of fire
failing everything in the zone is a defacto inclusion of fire modeling, implicit rather than
explicit.) The objective of the initial evaluation is to determine if one of the following outcomes
is reasonably likely to occur. If neither is judged to be possible, then the initial evaluation should
be performed in a cursory fashion for the purposes of gaining insights and the detailed integrated
evaluation should be pursued (Section J.5).

1. The initial fire modeling evaluation can demonstrate that target set damage does not occur
given a postulated Maximum Expected Fire Scenario (MEFS) AND that there is sufficient
margin between the MEFS and the Limiting Fire Scenario (LFS). The margin between MEFS
and LFS should be sufficiently large to address the uncertainties in modeling. If this can be
achieved, the input of these fire modeling results to a risk assessment may result in no change
in calculated core damage frequency (CDF) and Large Early Release Frequency (LERF).
This conclusion may be reached by performing a qualitative risk assessment

2. The initial risk assessment evaluation can demonstrate that there is either no, or minimal,
increase in CDF and LERI assuming target damage occurs. If this can be achieved then the
fire modeling results are immaterial to the analysis since the risk characterization already
assumes damage has occurred for all possible fire events (see Note above).

If the initial assessment proves to be successful, then the resulting analysis should be
documented and retained. If the initial assessment is not successful, the results can provide
useful insights in support of the integrated detailed analysis. If the initial assessment is
successful, the supplemental information and requirements of Section 5.3.2, including defense-
in-depth, safety margins, and uncertainty, must be considered. In addition, any needs for
monitoring the critical inputs and assumptions must also be addressed.

J.4.1 Initial Evaluation - Fire Modeling (Section 5.3.4.1)

The initial evaluation should refer to the fire modeling guidance provided in Appendix D for
specific details, The purpose of the fire modeling is to examine the response of the target to a
postulated MEFS and to define the LFS. As discussed in Appendix D of this document, NFPA
805 defines MEFS and LFS as:

"1,6.3 7 Limiting Fire Scenarios. Fire scenario(s) in which one or more of the inputs to
the fire modeling calculation (e.g,, heat release rate, initiation location, or ventilation
rate) are varied to the point that the performance criterion is not met. The intent of this
scenario(s) is to determine that there is a reasonable margin between the expected fire
scenario conditions and the point offailure. (See Appendix Cfor a discussion qf limiting
fire scenarios and margin.)

1.6.39 Maximum Expected Fire Scenarios. Scenarios that represent the most
challenging fire that could be reasonably anticipated for the occupancy type and
conditions in the space. These scenarios can be established based on electric power
industty experience with considerationfor plant specific conditions and fire experience.
(See Appendix C for a list of industry examples offire scenarios for typical plant areas.)"

The target set for the analysis is typically that redundant plant feature in the fire area of interest
that would have otherwise been free of tire damage if the configuration was consistent with the
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Licensing Basis (CLB pre-transition or NFPA 805 Licensing Basis post-transition). The
acceptance criteria for this initial fire modeling analysis are:

1. The MEFS must not result in target damage, AND

2. A comparison of MEFS and LFS must demonstrate that sufficient margin exists.(The margin
between MEFS and LFS should be sufficiently large to address the uncertainties in
modeling)

The MEFS involves the consideration of the fire types that have a reasonable likelihood of
occurrence. This should include treatment of both fixed fire ignition sources and those that are
associated with "transient" activities such as cutting or welding or temporary storage. The
philosophy that should be applied here is similar to that traditionally used in performing
evaluations related to Single Failure. It is not the intent of MEFS to consider all scenarios that
could possibly occur, but rather only those that have a reasonable likelihood of occurring. The
MEFS is developed based on the in-situ fire ignition sources, the in-situ fuel loading, and
potential transient sources. The resulting fire scenario should consider the following factors,
which help define the "reasonable likelihood of occurrence":

I. Fire damage to only one target itself is not likely to cause an undesired result since it is the
combination of the target together with a redundant success path in the area that created the
need to "protect" that target. This combination represents the target set of interest for the
analysis. Therefore, the MEFS should not result in concurrent damage to the identified target
and that redundant success path. If such an MEFS does exist, then the fire scenario cannot be
screened and further treatment using the detailed evaluation described in Section J,5 is
required. If the MEFS does not result in these failures, then the analysis should proceed to
the risk assessment.

2. The consideration of the "closest" credible location for the MEFS may not necessarily be
bounding, A more significant ignition source or concentration of fuel further away may
produce more adverse results. This is especially important if the closest MEFS results in no
target damage.

3. The fire modeling should consider spatial features that would tend to offer shielding from the
effects of fire, but should not credit automatic fire suppression system response. This is
because it would inherently introduce risk-informed parameters that would require further
examination using PRA techniques. An exception occurs if the change being considered
specifically involves the configuration of the suppression system. In this case, the response
(ability to control/suppress) of the changed fire suppression system to postulated fire events
should be specifically examined.

4. Manual fire fighting activities should not be credited as the basis for concluding that target
damage does not occur, since it also would inherently introduce risk-informed paramoters
that would require further examination using PRA techniques.

5. Transient combustible based fires could occur almost anywhere. Locations that are difficult
to access may be unlikely to have combustibles, but if present arc also unlikely to be
discovered during the course of routine plant tours and inspections. For areas explicitly
under administrative control, such as transient combustible free zones, confirmation of their
periodic inspection should be obtained. The results of those inspections should be considered
in the analysis.
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6. The treatment of transient combustibles should not be based solely on the transient
combustible control program limitations. Instead, it should consider the limitations of the
available physical floor space when characterizing the size and burning characteristics of the
postulated fire (fuel package). For example, it would be unlikely to have an accumulation
that blocks an aisle or stairway landing, thus limiting the amount of transient combustibles to
less than that allowed by the program. The scenario development should also consider the
maximum.transients that are expected beyond the control limitation when compensatory
measures are established,

Refer to Section D.2.4.4 for additional detail on development of the MEFS.

If the analysis related to MEFS concludes that target damage does not occur, the analysis should
progress to defining the LFS. The LFS involves a purely hypothetical condition whore the fire
scenario parameters are varied to the point where unacceptable results occur. For example, using
item a) above, the LFS would involve increasing the severity of the fire scenario to a point where
both the target and the redundant success path are damaged. In developing the LFS, the
treatment of any installed fire suppression system must be consistent with that of the MEFS. In
other words, if the guidance for developing the MEFS did not allow credit for suppression, then
the LFS must also not credit suppression.

Refer to Section D.2.4.6 for additional discussion on LFS development. Refer to Section D.2.4,7
for guidance to evaluate the adequacy of the margin between MEFS and LFS.

J.4.2 Initial Evaluation - Risk Assessment (Section 5.3.4.2)

The initial risk assessment involves a simplified treatment of the change under consideration. As
discussed in Section J.3, the Change Evaluation typically focuses on the presence of a feature
(cable or equipment) or a condition (lack of suppression or barrier) that otherwise would not be a
concern with a CLB compliant condition. The process involves the comparison of the risk
characterization for the CLB compliant case with that of the change under consideration, If the
change involves the presence of a feature (cable or equipment), then the comparison evaluates
the risk associated with failure of all cables and equipment in the fire area with and without the
specific feature under consideration. If the change involves a condition (lack of suppression or
barrier) then the comparison evaluates the risk assuming idealized performance (suppression or
barrier) with that of the change under consideration.
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The performance of the initial risk assessment has two prerequisites that must be satisfied in
order to proceed.

1. There must be a logic model that realistically represents the physical plant response to
initiating events. These initiating events may or may not necessarily be fire events. In most
cases, the plant internal events PRA model would satisfy this requirement. In some
instances, a fire specific model may be available. If so, it should be used. There may be
special circumstances for individual Change Evaluations where an acceptable evaluation can
be completed without this prerequisite being met. This must be addressed on a case-by-case
basis.

2. The consequences of a postulated fire in the area under consideration must be understood in
terms of potentially lost system functions and other fire related effects. This may or may not
include specific fire scenarios and detailed spatial information for all targets in the area. If
specific fire scenario information is available, it should be used.

An exception to these prerequisites occurs if the change under consideration does NOT involve
required indication (process monitoring) instrumentation AND affects only plant system features
and/or components that are immaterial to the PRA success criteria. The reason that process
monitoring instrumentation is excluded is due to the potential impact on operator recovery
actions inherent in the risk model. Depending on plant particulars, examples could include the
shutdown cooling mode of RHR for BWR plants, and boron injection for PWR plants for
scenarios where RCS integrity is maintained. In these cases, the change in CDF and LERF can
be shown to be minimal without the performance of any specific risk analysis. It is noted that
treatment of LERF requires consideration of components and functions that are not necessarily
modeled in the plant PRA. This may include containment isolation valves. This needs to be
considered before taking advantage of this exception to ensure that a fire induced containment
bypass condition does not occur.

If it is determined that a quantitative risk assessment is needed and the two prerequisites are
satisfied, the analysis should proceed using the guidance provided below. It is noted that the
level of detail associated with each of the prerequisites could vary widely from plant to plant.
While the threshold for satisfying the prerequisites is relatively low, the extent of the state of
knowledge has a direct influence on the imbedded conservatism in the analysis results.
However, this conservatism cannot be easily quantified and therefore cannot be extracted from
the results.

The guidance for the initial risk assessment has been structured assuming that the existing plant
fire risk analysis is not an up to date fire PRA. If a plant fire risk assessment is available then it
should be used. If this is the case then many of the elements of the analysis will be readily
available from that assessment.

1. The fire ignition frequency for the area under consideration needs to be determined. This
value should be readily retrievable from the Fire IPEEE. If no significant plant equipment
changes have occurred since the completion of the Fire IPEEE, the previously calculated
value should be used. Otherwise, the plant change(s) should be reviewed to assess their
impact on the ignition frequency. (Another option is a component-based fire ignition
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frequency, such-as that offered in NUREG/CR-6850 or the Fire Protection Significance
Determination Process.)

2. The scope of plant systems that have features present in the area under consideration needs to
be identified. Alternatively, the set of plant systems known to be absent from the area can be
identified. In either case, the objective is to develop a listing of plant systems that are
available following a postulated fire event. If the status of certain plant systems cannot be
determined, then they should be assumed to be unavailable.

3. The existing fire risk analysis information should be incorporated into this assessment to the
extent possible. This may involve crediting additional plant systems not considered in the
fire protection program, previously completed fire modeling analyses, and specific fire
scenario definitions.

4. If an existing plant fire risk assessment is available it can be used for this initial assessment.
However, if the area(s) under consideration had been previously screened, they must still be
evaluated as described in this section. If factors such as fire severity and credit for fire
suppression are to be incorporated, then the analysis should progress directly to the Detailed
Risk Evaluation discussed in Section J.5.

5. The impact of the change under consideration is then integrated into results of #2, above.
This effectively creates at least two cases for consideration. If the existing data support
treating only a bounding fire scenario that damages all features within the area, then two
cases would result. One is the baseline that would represent a configuration consistent with
the CLB and the other would represent the configuration associated with the change.

If data from an existing fire risk analysis are incorporated, then multiple potential cases could
arise. If this detail is used, then the analysis should progress directly to the Detailed Risk
Evaluation discussed in Section J.5.

6. The casesto be considered are analyzed using the plant PRA model or the plant fire PRA
model if available. The PRA model can be quantified (accounting for fire induced impacts)
to generate either a conditional core damage probability (CCDP) or a CDF value. If the
initiating event frequency is set to 1.0 in the PRA model, then a CCDP will be generated and
the fire ignition frequency must be applied (multiplied) separately. If the initiating event
frequency is set equal to the fire ignition(scenario) frequency, then a CDF will be generated
directly. Either approach is acceptable.

The case(s) that treat the change under consideration should be quantified first. The purpose
of this sequencing is that it may eliminate the need to quantify the baseline case(s). If it were
assumed that the baseline case resulted in minimal risk contribution, then the CDF obtained
by quantifying the "change" would essentially be equal to the change in CDF. If the
cumulative value of the CDF for the "change" case(s) is less than 1.OE-07/yr, the screening
for LERF described in step 8 should be performed. Otherwise, the process should continue
to step 7.

7. The change in CDF is equal to the difference between the CDF for the "change" and the CDF
for the baseline configuration.
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ACDF = CDFo, - CDFBi
1-=0 i0

where CDFci = CDF given the change f.or fire scenario i

CDF, = CDF for the baseline configurat ion for scenario i

If a negative result in obtained, then the change under consideration results in a reduction in
CDF. The guidance in Section 5,3.5 is used to determine whether the initial risk assessment
demonstrates the acceptability of the change. If the change in CDF is not acceptable, a
detailed integrated analysis can be performed using the guidance in Section J.5.

8. If the change in CDF meets the LERF acceptance criteria in Section 5.3.5, then no further
assessment for LERF is necessary. Otherwise, an assessment for impact on LERF is required
as discussed in step 9.

9. The screening for LERF requires that the proposed change does not result in a containment
bypass condition. If the containment integrity remains intact, and the ACDF criteria have
been satisfied, then the guidance in Section 5.3.5 should be used to complete the
determination of the acceptability of the change.

The confirmation that changes in CDF and LERF are below the acceptance criteria is used as the
means to establish that a success path effectively remains available.

J.5 Detailed Risk Evaluation (Section 5.3.4.3)
The initial evaluations described in Section J.4 provide a simplified approach that tends to
generate a conservative and bounding result. The guidance provided in this section is intended
for those applications where a more detailed assessment of the impact of the change under
consideration is desired or necessary. The analysis process discussed in this section will apply to
many of the accepted industry practices related to fire risk assessments. Detailed guidance for
these practices are available in industry literature and through the Electric Power Research
Institute (EPRI) and are not discussed in detail here. The user should refer to these industry
documents for further information if desired. This section focuses on the process for performing
a detailed risk evaluation in support of a Change Evaluation.

The overall objective of the analysis is to develop an estimate of the CDF and LERF increases
associated with the change under consideration. The process of performing this analysis can
proceed using either a fire source based or target based approach. Either approach can be
successful, but certain instances or configurations may arise where one approach may have an
advantage over the other in term of required level of effort. Both approaches also have pitfalls
that should be avoided.

The fire-source-based approach can be viewed as the traditional approach. Using this
approach, a fire modeling analyst examines each of the identified fire ignition sources within
the area under consideration. The consequences of each of these scenarios is then translated
to a target damage set and quantified using the PRA model. This approach would be the
preferred method in areas with many potential targets involving redundant systems.
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The key pitfall in the fire-source-based approach involves areas with numerous fire ignition
sources. The rigor applied in the fire modeling analysis for each individual source could be
significant. The underlying results for many of the scenarios could be identical with respect
to impacted plant system functions. The net effect would be the potential expenditure of
significant resources in completing many fire modeling cases that when incorporated into the
PRA model all produce identical conditional core damage probability results. These
scenarios could have been aggregated into a single fire scenario supported by simplified
bounding fire modeling analyses.
The target-based approach is less commonly used. Using this approach, the entire target set
in an area under consideration is reviewed in the context of spatial arrangement. If this
arrangement shows spatial separation of redundant features, then the fire modeling task is
focused only on determining if an MEFS exists that would damage redundant targets. This
approach would be the preferred method in areas that contain predominantly one train with a
minimal target exposure for the redundant train. It would also be appropriate in large areas
that have redundant targets at "opposite ends", have intervening barriers or features that
would tend to limit or confine fire effects, or are benign with respect to fire ignition sources.
The key pitfall in the target-based approach involves areas with numerous targets of
redundant trains that are intermingled. A significant effort may be required to map the
targets in the area of interest followed by a confusing, and sometimes unsuccessful, effort to
develop logical groupings by system and system function. The net effect is either an
unusable map or a failed attempt that then reverts to the fire source based approach.

The optimal approach to be applied for any given change to be examined needs to be determined
on a ease-by.case basis, The results of the initial assessment described in Section J.3 should be
used if available to assist in determining the appropriate approach. Regardless of the approach
taken, the two fundamental tasks are fire modeling and risk assessment. The sections that follow
provide guidance for these two tasks that are applicable for either approach.

J.5.1 Detailed Fire Modeling Analysis

The discussion of fire modeling presented in this section is intended as a supplement to that
provided in Appendix D of this document. The guidance provided in Appendix D is not repeated
in this section.

Fire modeling analyses are used to examine the behavior of postulated fire scenarios and the
response of targets of interest. For tho purposes of this discussion, the heat release rate and total
duration of the originating fire are referred to as the fire source term. Depending on the overall
approach taken, the objective of the fire modeling may vaty. If the ignition source based
approach is taken, then the output of the fire modeling analysis is the characterization of the
extent of damage for a given fire source term. Multiple fire source terms may be required to
adequately address a scenario if fire severity factors are applied.

Fire severity factors are typically used as a partitioning term to modify the frequency of a
particular tire occurring, If fire severity factors arc not applied, then all postulated fires for a
given fire ignition source must be assumed to result in consequences consistent with the worst
credible event, If fire severity factors are applied in the risk assessment, it is important to ensure
that the selected factor is appropriate given the MEFS and LFS developed in the fire modeling
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analyses. Various industry documents are available, such as those developed by EPRI, and
should be used.

The results of the fire modeling analysis should be presented in a format that simplifies the
development of individual fire scenarios in the fire risk assessment. To achieve this objective,
the analysis should provide the following information in instances where the fire source based
approach is used.

1. A brief summary of the analysis results should be provided. This is intended to be used
primarily as a scenario identifier. This could be as simple as MCC Fire, Severe MFW Pump
Oil Fire, etc. Suppression system response should be specifically noted if credited in the
analysis. In each instance where suppression system response is credited, a complementary
scenario where suppression fails must be provided.

2. The fire source term should be defined - heat release rate and originating fire duration.

3. Depending on the organization of the available plant information, the fire scenario should
provide a detailed listing of impacted plant features. The plant features that should be listed
need to have been previously coordinated with the risk analyst. Some plant fire risk analyses
have comprehensive linked databases that track credited equipment, associated, cables, cable
routing points, associated fire areas, and related PRA model basic event.

In cases where a target-based approach is used, the risk analyst should have already provided a
problem statement to be addressed. In this case, the fire modeling objective is to determine the
group of credible fire scenarios that would cause the undesired condition to occur. If a credible
fire event does not exist, then the fire modeling analysis should present that conclusion and
whatever documentation is needed to justify that conclusion. The following information should
be provided where the target based approach is used.

1. A statement of the problem or condition being examined should be provided.

2. The fire source term that was used needs to be defined.

3. A narrative of the sequence of events that cause the undesired condition to occur should be
presented. The risk analyst will model the sequence of events. For example:

A particular area in a plant is found to contain redundant safe shutdown circuits. These
circuits are routed to instrument racks on opposite walls of a room. The fixed fire ignition
source in the area is limited to an oil lubricated pump located along a third wall that is not
required to perform a post fire safe shutdown function. The problem statement describes a
risk significant condition if redundant instrument racks (circuits) are damaged in a single
fire scenario. The fire modeling effort concludes that transient combustible based fires can
disable an individual rack, but cannot disable both racks. The fire modeling for the pump
concludes that fires could impact redundant circuits. However, such an event would require
involvement of the majority of the oil inventory in the pump. A fire involving less than 25%
of the oil inventory was determined to cause damage to circuits associated with only one
rack.

In order to satisfy the requirements of NFPA 805, LFS must also be determined. If the target
based approach is used, the determination of LFS can be determined by incrementing the fire
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source term until unacceptable results as defined in the problem statement occurs. The resulting
margin between MEFS and LFS is then determined and compared to the criteria provided in
Section J.3.2 and D.2.4.7. If the margin meets the criteria, then no further assessment is
required. If it does not, then further reviews should be performed to ascertain if an alternative
basis for concluding that the margin is sufficient could be developed.

If the source-based approach is used, the determination of LFS can be very difficult. This is
because the set of fire-induced failures that would cause an unacceptable result may require a
lengthy iterative process.with the risk analysis. Rather than pursue an iterative approach, it is
recommended that the LFS be set equal to a value consistent with acceptance criteria provided in
Section J.3.2 and D.2.4.7. The corresponding target failure set is then defined and evaluated for
CDF. If the difference between the CDF for the MEFS and LFS cases is minimal, then no
further assessments related to this topic is required. If it is not, then consideration should be
made to base the risk assessment on the LFS rather than the MEFS,

J.5.2 Detailed Fire Risk Analysis

The development of a fire risk analysis is described in numerous industry guidance documents.
These documents include, but are not limited to, the EPRI FIVE and Fire PRA Implementation
Guides, as well as NUREG/CR-6850. A discussion is also provided in NEI 00-01. This
document does not attempt to repeat nor provide a comprehensive procedure for performing a
fire risk assessment. Instead, it focuses on providing guidance in several key technical areas that
may be encountered in the Change Evaluation process.

The overall process for performing the fire risk analysis involves three basic steps. These steps
are:

1. Fire PRA Input Parameters - this involves the development of the fire scenarios and the
associated numerical inputs such as fire ignition frequency.

2. Fire Scenario Quantification - this involves the definition of the individual fire scenarios and
the quantification of those scenarios.

3. Fire PRA Results - the results of the analysis in terms of change in CDF and LERF need to
be determined.

J.5.2.1 Fire PRA Input Parameters

In order to perform a fire risk assessment, three basic inputs should be available.

1. A logic model that can be quantified is needed. This model needs to realistically represent
the response of the plant to a postulated fire event. In some instances,' the plant internal
events PRA model is sufficient..

2. The set of objects in the logic model that are not available given the fire scenario under
consideration must be determined. These unavailable objects are treated as failed in the logic
model by setting them to "TRUE".

3. The annual frequency of occurrence of the fire scenario(s) under consideration must be
known.

The effort to obtain each of these inputs is likely to vary from plant to plant depending on the
status of their Fire IPEEE or Fire PRA. In most cases, the logic model can be created with
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relative ease from the plant internal events PRA model. However, the plant PRA model
addresses a scope of initiators that is much more expansive than needed for the fire analysis. In
addition, the plant PRA model includes objects for various operator recovery actions. These
actions may include actions outside of the main control room. The failure probability assigned to
these recoveries may not necessarily be applicable given a postulated fire event. This is
especially true if the available response time is short, or the postulated fire is located either at the
location of the action or along the pathway. In most instances it is appropriate to alter the failure
probabilities for these operator actions and set them to 1.0. This is useful since this will allow
them to appear in the individual cutset results.

In the case of initiators, if the PRA model is being used to generate CCDP values, then the focus
should be on selecting a representative initiator that will produce an accurate CCDP value. In
most instances, this would be the general plant transient initiating event. Exceptions are
expected to occur if certain fire induced failures result in a loss of coolant type event. An
example of this is a postulated spurious actuation of Automatic Depressurization System (ADS)
valves for a Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) plant, or the inability to isolate the spurious opening
of a pressurizer Power Operated Relief Valve (PORV) for a Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR)
plant.

The development of information to determine the set of unavailable equipment given a
postulated fire event is usually taken primarily from the existing fire protection program data
sources. However, several cautions should be observed.

1. A fire protection program focuses on demonstrating a single success path remains free of fire
damage. As such, there are usually other available systems that are not credited and have not
been analyzed as part of a traditional, deterministic safe shutdown analysis. Typically, the
most important of these is offsite power. For most analyses, loss of decay heat removal will
be the dominant core damage sequence. Therefore, it is important to supplement the data set
with additional means of performing this function using the plant PRA for guidance.

2. The crediting of a system function not addressed in the'fire protection program can be
accomplished by either inclusion or exclusion. Inclusion involves an approach where the
location of all the equipment and circuits required to support that function are included in the
data set and explicitly treated in the analysis. Exclusion involves an approach where the
location of the system components and circuits required to support the function are not
known, but based on general plant knowledge there is reasonable confidence that they are not
present in the specific area under consideration. For example, at most BWR plants, the
Residual Heat Removal Pumps, valves, and heat exchangers are located at the far end of the
Reactor Building opposite the turbine building. PCS could be credited in this instance based
on the exclusion approach.

3. There will likely be instances where components are credited in the fire protection program
and modeled in the plant PRA. However, they may not necessarily be considering the same
function. For example, the containment sump valves at a PWR plant are likely treated only
in the closed position in the fire protection program while the PRA may treat them in the
open position in support of recirculation following primary bleed and feed. Care should be
taken to ensure that the functions are consistent. This consistency in credited function forms
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the basis for integrating the associated cable relationships. Otherwise, supplemental cable
tracing may be required to identify required circuits.

4. Most plants have some type of system for tracking cables and raceways in the plant. This
tracking system may be manual (drawings) or electronic. In addition, a subset of this data
may also be maintained in a separate tracking system to satisfy the requirements of the fire
protection program. The ideal data relationship would provide the following:

a. Credited equipment and their location in terms of fire area
b. Credited equipment and the associated set of cables required to support its functioning
c. Cables and their associated raceway routing points
d. Raceway routing points and their location in terms of fire area

At some plants, item d will not be available and the cables will be associated directly with the
fire areas rather than individual raceways. While this is sufficient to support the fire
protection program, it creates a barrier to detailed fire scenario development. This is because
the data no longer allows the complete target set for a fire area to be translated into specific
raceways for the fire modeling task. The lack of this data effectively introduces an imbedded
conservatism into the analysis. Instances where an adverse risk characterization occurs
because of this conservatism should be evaluated further by developing the detailed spatial
information for the affected area.

J.5.2.2 Fire Scenario Quantification

In most of the reference documents for performing a fire risk assessment, the calculation of CDF
is presented in the form of an equation with a variety of terms. While the various sources present
different representations of the equation, they all share a common underlying concept. The
equations are basically composed of three types of parameters.

1. A baseline factor that represents the annual frequency of any fire occurring in the area of
interest. This value should be taken from the existing plant Fire IPEEE (Fire PRA) and
updated as necessary to reflect plant-specific experience and industry experience data.

2. A frequency modification factor that reduces the baseline frequency so that it represents only
the single specific event, or group of events specifically under consideration. This includes
fire severity factors, fire suppression system performance, and other conditional probability
values such as spurious actuation.

3. A CCDP value which is the probability of core damage given that the specific event or group
of events under consideration occurs, This value is obtained by propagating the fire-induced
failures through a PRA model.

While the presentation of these equations suggests that the consideration of additional terms
would always tend to reduce the resultant CDF, the addition of each term requires the
consideration of a complementary case. For example, if a frequency modification terms is
applied to treat the random failure of an automatic fire suppression system, a complementary
case must be considered to examine the case where suppression succeeds. Failure to treat these
complementary cases could result in the exclusion of a dominant risk sequence. The same
concept applies for severity factor and fire induced spurious actuation events.
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J.5.2.3 Fire PRA Results
The Fire PRA results that are needed to support the Change Evaluation are ACDF and ALERF.

ACDF = CDFc, - CDF8 ,
I=0 1=0

where: CDFc = CDF given the change for fire scenario i

CDF8, CDF for the baseline configuration for scenario I

As described earlier, the second term in the equal can be set to zero to obtain conservative
results. This would eliminate the need to quantify results for the baseline case.

A similar equation is applicable for ALERF. However, LERF models may not be as readily
available. In addition, even if a model is available, it may not be necessary to quantify that
model to conclude that the ALERF acceptance criterion is satisfied. This is discussed further in
Section 5,3.5.

J.6 Acceptance Criteria Section 5.3.5
If the Detailed Risk Evaluation concludes that either the Change in CDF or the change in LERF
is not acceptable, the change is not considered acceptable.

If the change in CDF and LERF are both acceptable, an evaluation of the Defense-in-Depth
(section 5,3,5.2) and Safety Margin (section 5.3,5.3) is required.

Following either the Preliminary Risk Screening, Initial Evaluation-Risk Assessment, or the
Detailed Risk Evaluation a defense-in-depth and safety margin evaluation must be conducted.
Both must be considered acceptable for the Proposed Change to be acceptable. If either of the
defense-in-depth and/or safety margin evaluation is not acceptable, the proposed change is not
acceptable.

If the Proposed Change is considered acceptable, document results for inclusion in the Plant
licensing and design basis,
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K. NFPA 805 Chapter 3 Clarifications
While recognizing that Regulatory Guide 1.205, Risk-Informed, Performance-Based Fire
Protection for Existing Light-Water Nuclear Power Plants, or NEI 04-02, Nuclear Energy
Institute, Guidance for Implementing a Risk-Informed, Performance-Based Fire Protection
Program Under 10 CFR 50.48(c), does not provide interpretations to the standard NFPA 805,
there are instances where implementation of the standard does require further specific
clarification as to what is an acceptable method or process to the AHJ. These instances are
collectively presented in this Appendix, and referenced to the Frequently Asked Question (FAQ)
in which they were originally presented during the pilot plant process and subsequent plant
transitioning processes.

K.1 NFPA 805 Chapter 3 "Applicable NFPA Standards"(FAQ 06-0020)
Where used in NFPA 805, Chapter 3, the term, "applicable NFPA Standards" is considered to be
equivalent to those NFPA standards identified in the current license basis (CLB) for procedures
and systems in the Fire Protection Program that are transitioning to NFPA 805. New Fire
Protection Systems would be subject to the most current code or standard.

K.2 NFPA 805 Chapter 3 "Power Block or Plant" (FAQ 06-0019)
Where used in Chapter 3, "power block" and "plant" refers to structures that have equipment
required for nuclear plant operations, such as Containment, auxiliary building, service building,
control building, fuel building, radiological waste, water treatment, turbine building, and intake
structure, or structures that are identified in the facility's current license basis (CLB). Applicable
structures will be identified in the 10CFR50.48(c) License Amendment Request.

K.3 NFPA 805 Section 3.3.1.1 (FAQ 06-0028)
Where used in section 3.3.1.1, the term, "familiarization with plant fire prevention procedures,
fire reporting, and plant emergency alarms", should be considered to be acceptable when it
includes the minimum following training objectives:
" Location and use of plant fire prevention procedures.
* Individual responsibilities regarding fire barriers such as fire dampers, doors, and seals.
, Actions an individual is required to take upon discovery of a fire.
" Individual responsibilities regarding the control of transient combustibles (wood, solvents,

oil) and the disposal of flammable and combustible materials.
" Examples of the types of hot work requiring a permit.
• Recognition of and response to a station fire alarm.
" Other plant specific fire prevention activities.
This familiarization may be included as part of the plant's General Employee Training (GET)
program.

K.4 NFPA 805 Section 3.3.5.2 (FAQ 06-0021)
In addition where used "cable air drops of limited length (-3 feet), are considered acceptable.
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K.5 NFPA 805 Section 3.3.11 (FAQ 06-0024)
When used in Chapter 3, the term "Adequate clearance, free of combustible material, shall be
maintained around energized electrical equipment" is the clear space around equipment provided
to ensure an acceptable level of fire prevention for Structures, Systems or Components (SSCs)
necessary to ensure the Nuclear Safety Performance Criteria. This clear space or distance is
maintained such that combustible material does not reside in an area where transient fuel
packages have been shown to adversely affect "energized electrical equipment" needed to meet
the nuclear safety performance criteria for the fire zone/area, either as an ignition source or target
set.

K.6 NFPA 805 Section 3.4 (FAQ 06-0007)
The NFPA standards divide fire brigades into two types, based on organization and duties:
"Industrial Fire Brigades" and "Industrial Fire Departments." Practically, this means that a fire
fighting organization at a nuclear power plant must comply with either NFPA 600 (for an
Industrial Fire Brigade) or both NFPA 1500 and NFPA 1582 (for an Industrial Fire Department)

Reference in section 3.4. 1(a)(1), to "(interior structural fire fighting)" indicates that for interior
fire fighting, at a minimum, the licensee shall meet the requirements noted in NFPA 600,
Chapter 5, Industrial Fire Brigades That Perform Interior Structural Fire Fighting Only. For
exterior fire that could jeopardize the ability to meet the performance criteria described in NFPA
805, Section 1.5.1 the licensee shall be able to demonstrate their ability to control and extinguish
those fires.

K.8 NFPA 805 Section 3.7 (FAQ 06-0027)
Specific clarification for NFPA 805 section 3.7, from FAQ 06-0027;
Where used in section 3.7, the term, "where provided", shall be those locations where portable
extinguishers exist at present as part of the approved plant design, or as documented through an
approved Code Compliance review document, or lacking same, as provided should be considered
to be in accordance with NFPA-10, Standard fro Portable Fire Extinguishers.
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L. Alternate Method for Engineering Analyses
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M. NUREG 6850 Clarifications

M.1 BIN 4 Main Control Board Ignition Source Counting (FAQ 06-
0018)

It is proposed that the definition of Main Control Board provided in NUREG/CR-6850,
Appendix L be accepted as also being applicable for Task 6, Bin 4 counting. Any panel that is
detached from the main horseshoe would generally be excluded from this definition of the main
control board with few exceptions.

M.2 BIN 15 Electrical Cabinets IgnitionSource Counting (FAQ 06-
0016)

A generalized counting criterion for general electrical cabinets and panels is proposed. This
proposed criterion would involve two elements.

For switchgears, load centers, unit substations, and motor control centers the counting for the
purposes of NUREG/CR-6850, Task 6, Bin 15 would be based on vertical section. This counting
is illustrated in the following examples.

A generalized counting criterion for general electrical cabinets and panels is proposed. This
proposed Priterion would involve two elements.

For switchgears, load centers, unit substations, and motor control centers the counting for the
purposes of NUREG/CR-6850, Task 6, Bin 15 would be based on vertical section. This counting
is illustrated in the following examples.

-I- >~. A

•~&~ ~ K. 2. .<;< ~7 ~I ~ ~ ~A ~ ~

Medium Voltage Switchgear

9 Breakers and Sections
Count = 9 for Bin 15

Load Center or Unit Substation

16 Breakers in 4 Sections

Count = 4 for Bin 15
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Kj~ ~~
~ ~ Motor Control Center

41 Breakers/Starters in 9 Sections

Count = 9 for Bin 15

For general electrical cabinets and panels, counting is based on externally apparent vertical
sections. No oxamination of the internal construction is requirod,

This proposed counting for electrical cabinets and panels is to be applied for a wide range of
panel sizes. However, recognizing that the ignition frequency is more a function of the cabinet
contents than the cabinet size, a basis is needed to address outlier conditions. It is proposed that
each user be required to establish criteria for identifying the outliers and the basis for counting
them. As an example, they can be counted by establishing a nominal 'standard' or reference
cabinet size. The count could also be based on evaluating the cabinet internals relative to a
defined 'standard' or reference configuration.

For example, a particular user may define a cabinet with any horizontal dimension more than 8
feet as an outlier, and a 'standard' cabinet as being nominally 4 feet in length x 3 feet deep.
(cabinet height is not generally an issue based on the use of vertical sections). Using this
example, the following cabinet and panel examples would be counted as follows:

1 6 It -ff
5-" ~r ~

j~ 4~i~

Cabinet is not an outlier -
Count = 1

Cabinet is same as standard
Count = IA

~ ~4

4,'-" -~

Externally, the cabinet appears to
have 6 vertical sections. The
construction of Internal dividers is
unknown or open.
Count = 6

Internal dividers are solid
Count = 6

!
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Three independent cabinets
Count = 3

12 feet, 3 ft deep I

x_
Panel Is an outlier,
using a 4' standard
cabinet -
Count = 3

9 ft long, 6 ft deep

9 ft long 6 ft deep

~Walk Through Cabine~t

Cabinet Is an outlier, no evaluation of
contents, based on reference cabinet
Count = 3 - due to both variation
from the standard length and width..

Cabinet is an outlier, evaluation of
contents shows small set of ignition
sources typical of the standard
cabinet -
Count = 1

The intent is that a basis for the counting of outliers is required. A volumetric comparison is not
required. Also, to prevent any appearance that this treatment is intended to be based on physical
measurements, the proposed approach allows only integer counting. The assignment of
fractional values would not be allowed. In addition, the proposed methodology retains the option
for screening small cabinets resulting in a count of zero for them (as discussed in NUREG/CR-
6850). As applied in this case, the user would be allowed to screen cabinets or panels based on
defined criteria and exclude them from the overall population count. When performing detailed
fire modeling, the fire should be applied to the actual cabinet footprint by vertical section,
including outliers.

M.3 BIN 16 High Energy Arcing Faults Ignition Source Counting
(FAQ 06-0017)

Split fire ignition frequency Bin 16, HEAF, into two bins; namely, "16a- HEAF for low-voltage
panels (4801 000NV)" and " 16b - HEAF for medium-voltage panals (greater than IOOOV)," For
each bin, the method of panel counting would remain consistent with the guidance for Bin 15
(see FAQ 06-0016). Additionally, MCCs with molded-case circuit breakers should not be
counted as HEAF sources unless it is associated with switchgear that is used to directly operate
equipment such as load centers.

!
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The net result is a re-partitioning of the "higher-consequence" HEAF events between low and
medium-to-high voltage equipment in accordance with the event data. The revised fire
frequencies for these two new bins are as follows:

16a: HEAF for Low-Voltage Panels (480- 1 OOOV)
Mean = 4.8E-04
Variance = 1.4E-03
5% Lower Bound = 1.6E-05
50% (Median) = 2.OE-04
95% Upper Bound = 1.5E-03

16b: HEAF for Medium-Voltage Panels (greater than IOOOV)
Mean = 1.4E-03
Variance = 1.2E-02
5% Lower Bound = 3.8E-05
50% (Median) = 6.2E-04
95% Upper Bound = 4. I E-03

M.4 Miscellaneous Binning Issues (FAQ 07-0031)
Bin 14 - Electric Motors (Plant-Wide Components): Electric motors associated with various plant
equipment such as elevators, valves, etc., with the following clarifications:

" This bin includes any electric motor with a rating greater than 5 hp unless the motor meets
one (or both) of the two exclusionary provisions immediately below. The bin excludes
motors with a rating of 5 hp or less regardless of motor application.

" This bin excludes electric motors that are attached to equipment already identified and
counted in other bins (i.e., reactor coolant pumps, air compressors, dryers, pumps, RPS MG
sets, and ventilation subsystems). That is, motors associated with a piece of equipment
counted as a part of another ignition source bin are not counted separately as motors, but
rather, are considered an integral part of the larger equipment item (the pump, the
compressor, etc.).

" This bin excludes any motors, including MOV drive motors, which are totally enclosed
regardless of the motor size; A totally enclosed motor is defined by the National Electrical
Manufacturers Association (NEMA) as "a motor designed without air openings so there is no
free exchange of air between the inside and outside of the enclosure but not necessarily air or
water tight" (Reference: NEMA MG 2-201, Rev. 1, 2007, "Safety Standard and Guide for
Selection, Installation, and Use of Electric Motors and Generators"). Specifically, motors
meeting the following NEMA classifications are excluded from the motor counting process
and are not considered as ignition sources: totally enclosed machines; totally enclosed
nonventilated; totally enclosed fan-cooled; totally enclosed pipe-ventilated; totally enclosed
water-cooled; and explosion-proof."

Bin 21 - Pumps (Plant-Wide Components) and large hydraulic valves: .For this methodology, it is
assumed that above a certain size, fire ignition is the same for all pumps. Pumps with a rating of 5 hp
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or less are assumed to have little or no significant contribution to risk. The number of larger pumps
(>5 hp) in all plant locations defined as "Plant-Wide" should be estimated.

" This bin excludes small sampling pumps.
" This bin excludes pumps with a rating of 5 hp or less. This bin includes pumps rated greater

than 5 hp.
" This bin excludes pumps associated with hydraulic actuators where the pump is rated 5 hp or

less. The bin includes pumps associated with larger hydraulic actuators where the pump is
rated greater than 5 hp.

Bin 23 - Transformers (Plant-Wide Components): This bin nominally includes any indoor
transformer that is not an integral part of a larger component. In particular, all dry-type transformers
with a rating greater than 45 kVA and all oil-filled transformers are included in this bin. Examples of
transformers accounted for in this bin include: 4160V/480V station service transformers attached to
AC load centers; low-voltage regulators; and 480V/208-120V auxiliary service transformers. The
large yard transformers are not part of this bin. The number of indoor transformers should be
estimated with the following clarifications:

" This bin excludes control power transformers and other small transformers, which are
subcomponents in electrical equipment. These small transformers are assumed to be an
integral part of the larger component.

" This bin includes all indoor, oil-filled transformers regardless of size.
" This bin excludes dry-type transformers with a rating of 45-kVA or less. The bin includes all

indoor dry-type transformers with a rating greater than 45 kVA.
" This bin includes wall-mounted transformers, unless they satisfy the 45 kVA exclusionary

criteria immediately above."

Bin 26 - Ventilation Subsystems (Plant-Wide Components): This bin includes components such as
air conditioning units, chillers, fan motors, air filters, dampers, etc. A fan motor and compressor
housed in the same component are counted as one component. The total number of ventilation
subsystems should be estimated with the following clarification:

* This bin excludes ventilation subsystems (e.g., fans, filter banks, or compressors) driven by
an electric motor rated 5 hp or less. The bin includes any ventilation subsystem with an
electric motor greater than 5 hp."
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In conclusion, although the traditional fire protection program requirements contained in
10 CFR 50.4 8[Ai] are not in direct alignment with those under the new rule, the
requirements are similar enough to allow a structured transition without a complete
design and licensing basis reconstitution[A2]. The intent of the transition assessment is to:
Provide confirmation that the fire protection program, to the extent that the NRC has not

previously approved its fundamental program attributes, meets the fundamental
program elements and minimum design elements of Chapter 3 of NFPA 805, (Section
4.3.1 of this guide)

Provide confirmation that the fire protection program meets the nuclear safety
deterministic criteria, (Section 4.3.2 of this guide)

Identify acceptable approaches and perform analyses to address fires originating in non-
power operational modes and fire protection to effectively minimize radioactive
release. (Sections 4.3.3 and 4.3.4 of this guide)

Address risk-informed, performance-based attributes (i.e., safety margin, defense-in-
depth) where the requirements of NFPA 805 are not met and are not previously
approved in the licensee's CLB. This may include performance of a change
evaluation for nuclear safety aspects of the transition. (Section 4.4 of this guide)

Verify/establish a monitoring program to ensure the availability and reliability of fire
protection systems and features and to assess the fire protection program. (Section
4.5.3 of this guide)

Confirm/establish adequate quality, documentation and configuration control to transition
to a new licensing basis. (Section 4.5 of this guide)
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MEMORANDUM TO: Thomas H. Boyce, Chief
Plant Licensing Branch 11-2
Division of Operating Reactor Licensing
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

FROM: Marlayna Vaaler, Project Manager IRA!
Plant Licensing Branch 11-2
Division of Operating Reactor Licensing
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

SUBJECT: SUMMARY OF JUNE 30, 2009, AND JULY 1, 2009, CATEGORY 2
MEETING WITH THE NUCLEAR ENERGY INSTITUTE (NEI) TO
DISCUSS NEI 04-02, "GUIDANCE FOR IMPLEMENTING A
RISK-INFORMED, PERFORMANCE-BASED FIRE PROTECTION
PROGRAM UNDER 10 CFR 50.48(C)," REVISION 2.

On June 30, 2009, and July 1, 2009, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) held a public
meeting to discuss NEI 04-02, which provides guidance for licensees to transition to the
risk-informed, performance-based fire protection program contained in paragraph 50.48 (c) of
Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR), Part 50. Paragraph 50.48(c) of 10 CFR
Part 50 endorses, with exceptions, the National Fire Protection Association Standard 805
(NFPA 805), "Performance-Based Standard for Fire Protection for Light-Water Reactor Electric
Generating Plants," which allows the use of performance-based methods, such as fire modeling,
and risk-informed methods, such as fire probabilistic risk assessment, to demonstrate
compliance with the nuclear safety performance criteria.

The meeting was an opportunity for the NRC to share preliminary feedback on the second
revision to NEI 04-02. NEI 04-02 is endorsed, with exceptions, by NRC's Regulatory Guide
(RG) 1.205, "Risk-Informed, Performance-Based Fire Protection for Existing Light-Water
Nuclear Power Plants." The meeting served to open a dialogue regarding the relationship
betweeen the two guidance documents in order to provide improved guidance to licensees
transitioning to the NFPA 805 licensing basis.

During the meeting, the NRC staff and members of NEI discussed the preliminary comments on
NEI 04-02, Revision 2. The primary aim of the discussions was for the NRC staff to clarify the
comments provided to NEI, especially in regard to their alighnment with RG 1.205. The meeting
handout contains the NEI 04-02 comments and revisions as tracked changes, as well as the
intended disposition of the comment as discussed at the meeting.

The meeting was held at the NEI Offices in Washington, DC. There were no members of the
public in attendance and no public meeting feedback forms were recieved. The meeting
handout is attached as Enclosure 1. The meeting agenda can be found in the Agencywide
Documents Access and Management System under Accession No. ML091650002, and the list
of attendees is attached as Enclosure 2.
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